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Readings from Educational Leadership on

Cooperative Learning and
the Collaborative School
No one who reads professional journals, goes to conferences, or
participates in staff development needs to be told that cooperation and

collaboration are major themes in education today. The reasons are
evident: research findings on the effectiveness of cooperative learning are
among the strongest we have, and people have come to recognize that, in
the modern world, almost any endeavor, from construction of a house to
negotiation of peace in the Middle East, requires a high degree of

cooperaton.
Ironically, researchers have found that urbanization is accompanied by
a decrease in the kind of "natural" cooperation found in rural areas and

traditional societies (Brandt 1989). Our lives are no longer governed by
strict conventions dictating how we must deal with one another, and urban
anonymity permits blatant competitiveness that would be frowned on in
small face-to-face communities. This means that the ability to work
constructively with others has joined other aspects of life that at one time
were passed on to the young by parents and other elders but are now
taught formally in schools.

While this trend may be understandable and probably inescapable in
the long run, that does not make implementation any easier. Cooperation
in the classroom runs counter to well-established routines and values that

nearly all adultsincluding many educatorstake for granted. They do
not object to occasional group work, but when it comes to final exams,
grade-point averages, and college admissions, they expect education to be
a fiercely competitive enterprise.
Our notions of professional excellence are equally individualistic.

When most people speak of the expert teacher, they picture the dedicated

t)

Ill

oddball who demands autonomy so as to teach his or her way.
Outstanding principals are said to be strong leaders who heroically buck
the system in accord with their personal visions.
Tough as it is to question accepted customs, consider fresh ideas, and
try new ways, numerous teachers are doing just that. They are changing
the norms of classroom life, helping establish a different set of
assumptions, proving that it can be done. Principals and other leaders are
encouraging collaboration arilong adults as well, distributing leadership
throughout the school, establishing new sources of collegial support.
Independence, initiative, and personal achievement are obviously very
important and will continue to be valued, but in today's schools, they are
being balanced with a new emphasis on consideration, sharing, and
commitment to group goals. The results include improved student
understanding, better relationships among students, and greater teacher
satisfaction.

The articles in this book were first published in recent issues of
Educational Leadership. We are proud to have contributed to the literature
on the collaborative school, and we hope this collectk,n will be useful to
educators who sense the historic importance of a fundamental change in
the conditions for learning.

Ronald S. Brandt
Editor
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Introduction
Lhis lead article, Robert Slavin explains what cooperative learning

is, offers his interpretation of research findings, tells why he

developed instructional programs in reading and mathematics that

incorporate cooperative methods, and describes his conception of the
cooperative school. The section also includes a brief article in which I
contend that cooperation is not unAmerican, and a conversation with
Roger and David Johnson.

0
1

Educational Leadership 45 (Nov. 1987): 7-13

ROBERT E. SLAVIN

Cooperafive Learning and the
Cooperative School
The availability of models that can be used in
math, reading, and writing at every grade level
has made it possible to plan an elementary
school around the concept of everyone's working
together to improve all aspects of the school.

The Age of Cooperation is approaching From Alaska to California to Florida to New York,
from Australia to Britain to Norway to
Israel, teachers and administrators are
discovering an untapped resource for
accelerating students' achievement:
the students themselves. There is now

substantial evidence that students
working together in small cooperative
groups can master material presented
by the teacher better than can students
working on their own.

The idea that people working together toward a common goal can
accomplish more than people working by themselves is a well-established
principle of social psychology. What is
new Ls that practical cooperative learn-

ing strategies for classroom use have

been developed, researched, and
found to he instructionally effective in

elementary and secondary schools.
Once thought of primarily as social
methods directed at social goals, certain forms of cooperative learning are
considerably more effective than tradi-

tional methods in increasing basic
achievement outcomes, including per-

formance on standardized tests of
mathematics, reading, and language
(Slavin 1983a, b; Slavth in press a).
2

COOPERATIVE LEARNING AND ME COOPERATIVE SCHOOL

Recently, a small but growing num-

hypothetical cooperative schooL ) The

ber of elementary and secondary groups usually have four members

"There is now
substantial evidence
that students
working together in
small cooperative
groups am master
material . . better
than can smdents
working on their
own."

schools have begun to apply cooperative principles at the school as well as
the classroom level, involving teachers
in cooperative planning, peer coach-

ing, and team teaching, with these
activities directed toward effective im-

plementation of cooperative learning

in the classroom. Many of these

schools are working toward institutionalization of cooperative principles
as the focus ci school renew-al.
This article reviews the research on

coopecative learning methods and

one high achiever, two average achiev-

ers, and one low achiever. The students in each group are responsible
not only for learning the material being taught in class, but also for helping
their groupmates learn. Often, there is
some sort of group goal. For example,
in the Student Team Learning methods
developed at Johns Hopkins University
(Slavin 1986), students can earn attrac-

tive certificates if group averages ex-

ceed a pre-established criterion of
excellence.

presents a vision of the next step in the

For example, the simplest form of

progression of cooperative learning:
the cooperative school.

Student Team Learning, called Student
Teams-Achievement Division (STAD),
consists of a regular cycle of activities.

What Is Cooperative Learning
and Why Does It Work?

First, the teacher presents a lesson to
the class. Then students, in their fourCooperative learning mkt s to a set of member mixed-ability teams, work to
instructional methods in which stu- master the material. Students usually
dents work in small, mixed-ability have worksheets or other materials;
learning groups. (See p. 11 for a vi- study strategies within tht t ..ams degneue
t one day in the life of a pend on the subject manu in math,
.

J.r.e

Student s Weeleadies, learn by explainin g a &son Wben students bate to organize their thoughts to communkate ideas to teammate, they
ergage W cognithe elabonvion that enhances theinsourn understanding

3

students m4tht work problems and ten able to translate the teacher's lanthen compare answers, discussing and guage into '1dd language" for one
resolving ary discrepancies. In spell- another. Students who fail to grasp
ing, students might drill one another fully a concept the teacher has pre-

Under What Conditiars
is Cooperative Learning
Effective?

Cooperative learning is always fun; it
sented can often profit frcsn discuss- almost always produces gains in social
dents might wait together to find ing the concept with peers who air outcomes such as race relations; and it
informsaion in the text relating to key wrestling with the same question&
has never been found to reduce stuSecond, students who explain to dent whievement in comparison to
concepts. Regardless of the subject
mter, stucknts are encouraged not one another learn by doing so. Every traditional methods. However, a sublust to give answers but to explain teacher lmows that we learn by teach- staraial body of research has estabing. When students have to organize lished that two conditions must be
ideas or skills to orw another.
At the end of the team study period, their thoughts to explain ick!as to fulfilled if cooperative learning is to
students take brief individual quizzes, teammates, they must engage in cogni- enhance student achievement substanon which they cannot help one anoth- tive elaboration that gready enhances tially. First, students must be working
er. Teachers sum the results of the their own unikrstanding (see Danser- toward a group goal, such as earning
quizzes to form team scores, using a eau 1985).
certificates cr some other recognition.
Third, students can provide individ- Second, success x achieving this goal
system that assigns points based on
how much individual students have ual attention and assistance to one must depend on the 'idividual learnimiroved over their awn past records. another. Because they work one-on- ing of all group members (see Slavin
The changes in classroom organiza- one, students can do an excellent job 1983a, b; in press a).
tion required by STAD are not revolu- of finding out whether their peers
Simply putting stuck.nts into mixedtionary. To review the process, the have the idea or need additional ex- ability groups and encouraging them
teacher presents the initial lessom as in planation. In a traditional classroom, to work together are not enough to
traditional instnicdon. Students then students who don't understand Wh2I is produce learning gains: students must
work on worksheets or other practice going on can scninch down in their have a reason to take one another's
activities; they harcen to work in seats and hope the teacher won't call achievement seriously, to provide one
teams, but otherwise the kiea of prac- on them. In a cooperative team, there another with the elaborated explanatice following instruction is hardly is nowhere to hide; there is a helpful, tions that are critical to the achievenew. Finally, students take a brief, nonthreatening environment in which ment effects of cooperative learning
to try out ideas and ask for assistance. (see Webb 1985).
individual quiz.
If students care
Yet, even though changes in dass- A student who gives an answer in a about the success of the team, it beroom organization are moderate, the whole-class lesson risks being laughed comes legitimate for them to ask one
effects of cooperative learning on stu- at if the answer is wrong; in a coopera- another for help and to provide help
dents can be profound Because one tive team, the fact that the team has a to each other. Without this team goal,
on spelling HStS. In social studlea stu-

student's success in the traditional

classroom makes it more difficult for
others to succeed (by raising the cutve
or raising the teacher's expectations),
working hard on academic tasks can

"we're all in this together" attitude students may feel ashamed to ask
means that, when they don't under- peers for help.
stand, students are likely to receive
Yet team goals are not enough in
help rather than derision.

themselves to enhance student

achievement. For example, classmom
studies in which students complete a

cause a student to be labeled as a
"nerd" or a "teacher's pet." For this

common worksheet or project have
not found achievement benefits for

reason, students often express norms

to one another that discourage academic work. In contrast, when students are working together toward a
common goal, academic work becomes an activity valued by peers. Just

as hard work in sports is valued by
peers because a team member's success brings credit to the team and the
school, so academic work is valued by
peers in cooperative learning classes
because it helps the team to succeed.
In addition to motivating students to

"Students are often
able to translate the
teacher's language
Into 'kid language'
for one another."

most efficient to let the smartest or
highest achieving students do most of

the work. Suggestions or questions
from lower-achieving students may be
ignored or pushed aside, as they may
interfere with efficient completion of
the group task We can all recall being

in lab groups in science class or in
project groups in social studies in
which one or two group members did
all the work To enhance the achievement of all students, then, group suc-

do their best, cooperative learning
also motivates students to help one
another learn. This is imponant for
several reasons. First, students are of-

such methods.. When the group task is
to complete a single product, ft may be

12

cess must be based not on a single

COOPERATIVE LEARNING AND THE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL

Since 1980, research and develop-

group product, but on the sum of

ment on cooperative learning conducted at Johns Hopkins University

individual learning performances of
all group members.
The group's task in instructional:),
effective forms of cooperative learning

is almost always to ixepare group
members to succeed on individual
misessments. This focuses the group
activity on exrlaining ideas, practicing
skills, and assessing ail group members to ensure that all will be successful on learning assessments.
When cooperative learning methods provide group goals based on the
learning of all members, the effects on

has begun to focus on comprehensive

"In a amperative
team, there is
nowhere to hide;
there is a helpful,
nonthreatening
environment in
which to try out
ideas and ask for

cooperative learning methods designed to replace traditional instruction entirely in particular subjects and
at particular grade levels. Two major
programs of this type have been devel-

oped and successfully researched:
Team Accelerated Instruction (TAI) in

mathematics for grades 3-6, and Co-

operative Integrated Reading and
Composition (CIRC) in reading, writing, and language arts for grades 3-5.
The main elements of these programs
are described below.
Team Acceietated Instruction (TAI).
Team Accelerated Instruction shares

consistent Of 38 saidies of at least

assistance."

four weeks' duration comparing cooperative methods of this rype to traditional control methods, 33 found significandy greater achievement for the

esteem and liking of class (see Slavin

cooperatively taught classes, and 5

1983a).

four-member mix-xi-ability learning

found no significant differences (Slavin in press a). In contrast, only 4 of 20
studies that evaluated forms of cooper-

Comprehensive Cooperative
Learning Methods

forming teams. But where STAD uses a
single pace of instruction for the class,

student achievement are remarkably

ative learning laddng group goals
based on group members' learning
found positive achievement effects,
and 3 of these are studies by Shlomo
Sharan and his colleagues in Israel that
incorporated group goals and individ-

teams and certificates for high-per-

The cooperative learning methods developed in the 1970sStudent Teams-

Achievement Divisions and TeamsGames-Tournaments (Slavin 1986);
Jigsaw Teaching (Aronson et al. 1978);

the Johnsons' methods (Johnson and
ual accountability in a different way Johnson 1986); and Group Investiga(see Sharan et al. 1980, Sharan ei al. tion (Sharan et al., 1984)all are generic forms of cooperative learning.
1984).
Successful studies of cooperative They can he tised at many grade levels
burning have taken place in urban, and in many subjects. The broad applirural, and suburban schools in the cability of these methods partly acU.S., Canada, Israel, West Germany, counts for their popularity. A one- or
and Nigeria, at grade levels from 2 to two-day workshop given to a mixed
12, and in sublects as diverse as mathe- group of elementary and secondary
matics, language arts, writing, reading,

social studies, and science. Positive
effects have been found on such higher-order objectives as creative writing,

reading comprehension, and math
problem solving, as well as on such
basic skills objectives as language mechanics, math computations, and spell-

ing. In general, achievement effects
have been equivalent for high, average, and low achievers, for boys and
girls, and for students of various ethnic

backgrounds. As noted earlier, positive effects of cooperative learning

have also been found on such out-

with STAD and the other Student
Team Learning methods the use of

teachers of many subjects can get

teachers off to a good start in most of

the methods, which makes this an
ideal focus of staff development.
However, because the early cooper-

ative learning methods are generally
applicable across grade levels and sub-

jects, they tend not to be uniquely
adapted to any particular subject or
grade level. Also, the methods devel-

oped earlier are mastly curriculumfree; they rarely replace traditional
texts or teaching approaches. As a
result, these methods are most often
applied as supplements to traditional

comes as race relations, acceptance of

instruction and rarely bring about fun-

mainstreamed academically handicapped classmates, and student self-

practice.

damental change in classroom

14

TAI combines cooperative learning
with individualized instruction. TM is
designed to teach mathematics to students in grades 3-6 (or older students
not r,:ady for a full algebra course).
In TAL students enter an individual-

ized sequence according to a placement test and then proceed at their
own rates. In general, team members
work on different units. Teammates
check each other's work against answer sheets and help one another with
any problems. Final unit tests are tak-

en without teammate help and are
scored by student monitors. Each
week, teachers total the number of
units completed by all team members
and give certificates or other rewards
to teams that exceed a criterion score

based on the number of final tests
passed, with extra points for perfect
papers and completed homework.
Because students are responsible
for checking each other's work and
managing the flow of materials, the

teacher can spend most class time
presenting lessons to small grourks of
students drawn from the various teams
who are working at the same point in
the mathematics sequence. For example, the teacher might call up a decimals group, present a lesson, and then
send the students back to their teains
5
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School

It is Friday morning at "
. , . . Elementary
grade, the students
School." In Ms. Thompecer's
are
,
ready for reading. They ant
small tables, four or five
sitting in
calls up the "Rockets". at each table. As the period begifo, Ms.
Pairs
bf
students
from several ot the small
to a reading group anta, while
group.,"
their desks. In Ms. Thompson's the ;ensaining students c;ontinsie
class the students at their desks
together on activities quite

taking turns reading aloud different from the usual workbook,eee
.
to each other; working together
characters, senior, problems,
to
and
problem
vocabulary and spelling;
solutions in stories;
Thompson finishes with and sunmarking stories to one anothaw.
the Rockets,
working together
return to their grooPs
on the same types oftheY
acfivities. Ms. Thompson end ttsligin''
some of the students
who are reading to each other
listens in on
working welt Then she
and praises toms that
cans
up
the
ant
"Astros," who leave their
the reading group.
teams to go to
Meanwhile, in Mr. Fisher's
fifth-grade, it is math
working in small teams,
period. Apin, students are
but
different materials depending in math, each team
member is tvorking on
on his or her performance
students are checking
in the team
one
another's
problems to one another,
work against answer level.
sheets,
estp6kting
calls up the "Decimals" and answering each other's questions. Mr.
group
for
Fisher
a lesson. Students
leave their teams and
move to the group area for their amiritill on decimals
is over, the students return
lesson. imwn the lesson
to their teams and continue
in Mr. Fishees class there
working on decimilis.
distributed among the various are five learning disabled
teams. The special educationstudents, who are
iMs. Wafters, is teaming
resource teacher,
Mr. Fisher.
moving through the classwith
he is giving lessons,
helping studentsWhile
she is
At other times,
math lessons to groups of
Ms. Waiters gives
students
who
including her five LD students,
are having difficulties
in math,
while Mr. Fisher works with
team areas.
stucienb in their
In Mr, Green's fourth-grade
class it is writing time.
period with a brief lesson
Mr. Green starts the
on
"and
disease,"
sentences
connected by too many "ands." the tendency to Witte long
compositions in teams. They
Then the
work on
cooperatively plan what they students
do a draft. The students
will write and then
feedback on what their read their drafts to their teammates
and receive
teammates heard, what they liked,
wanted to hear more
about.
After
and
revising their drafts, students what they
conferences with teammates
hold editing
focusing on the mechanics
While the students are writing, Mr.
of the composition.
listening in on what
Green is
are saying to each moving from team to team,
individual students to they
other and conferencing
help
with
grade teacher. She and Mr. them. Also in the class is Ms. Hill,
another
fourthGreen
began
using writing process methods
same time and are coaching each
at the
other as they use them in their
end of the day the two
classes.
At
teachers
will
the
plan the next steps jointly.
meet to discuss what happened,
On
other
days,
and
to
a substitute will
class while he visits Ms. Hill's
cover Mr. Green's
writing class.
All over Cooper Elementary
School, students are working in
teams, and teachers
are working together cooperatively
cooperative
In the first grades, students
to help students learn.
are
working
in
pairs taking turns reading
other. In the sixth grades students
are doing team science projects to each
each team member is
tor a part of the team's
in which
are working in teams responsible
to master capitalization
task. Second-graders
and punctuation rules.
At the end of the day,
outstanding work that week. teachers award certificates
Those teams that met Zhe to teams that did
excellence receive "Superteam"
highest standards
sounds of applause can be heard. certificates. Throughout the school of
the
After the students have gone
home, the school steering
Chaired by the principal,
committee meets.
the
committee
includes representatives
several grade levels, plus two
of teachers at
the progress they are makingparent representatives. The committee
discusses
school. Among other things, toward their goai of becoming a cooperative
the
committee
show what the school
decides to hold a school fair
is doing, to display the
to
work in writing, science, and
student's' tenific cooperative
math;
and
to encourage
the school and to support their
parents to volunteer at
children's success at home.
--Robert E. Slavin
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1984; Slavin, Madden, and Leavey
1984; Slavin and Karweit 1985). Across

all six studies, the TM classes gained

an average of twice as many grade
Ws'

equivalents on standardized measures
of computation as traditionally taught
control classes (Slavin in press Is). For
example, in one 18-week study in Wilmington, Delaware. the control group
gained .6 grade equivalents in mathe-

matics computations, while the TM
classes gained 1.7 grade equivalents
(Slavin and Karweit 1985). These experimental-control differences were
still suKstantial (though smaller) a year
after the students were in TAL

Cooperative Integrated Reading
and Composition (CIRC). The newest
of the Student Team Learning methods
is a comprehensive program for teaching reading and writing in the upper
elementary grades. In CIRC, teachers
use basal readers and rcading groups,

Cxxtberatite learning ialee,f place in wading gmws uben under& practice vocabulary moth
SIMMIariZe StOTk5 to one another,

members on all reading and writing
activities. Two studies of CIRC (Stevens et al. in press) found substantial
positive effects from this method on

standardized tests of reading comprehension, reading vocabulary, language
expression, language mechanics, and
spelling, in comparison to control
groups. The CIRC classes gainet: 30 to
much as in traditional reading pro- 70 percent of a grade equivalent more
grams. However, students are assigned than control classes on these measures
to teams composed of pairs from two in both studies. Significantly greater
different reading groups. While the achievement on writing samples favorteacher Ls working with one reading ing the CIRC students was also found
group, students in the other groups in both studies.
are working in their pairs on a series
of cognitively engaging activities, in- A New Possibility
cluding reading to one another; mak- The dewlopment and successful evaling predictions about how narrative uation of the comprehensive TM and
stories will come out; summarizing CIRC models has created an exciting
stories to one another; writing re- new possibility. With oxiperative

sponses to stories; and practicing
spelling, decoding, and vocabulary.

Students also work in teams to master

main idea and other comprehension
skills. During language arts periods, a
structured program based on a writing
process model is used. Students plan

and write drafts, revise and edit one
another's work, and prepare for publi
cation of team books. Lessons on writing skills such as description, organization, use of vivid modifiers, and on
language mechanics skills are fully in-

tegrated into students' creative

writing.
In must CIRC activities, students fol-

km a sequence of teacher instruction,
team practice, team pre-assessments,

and a quiz. That is, students do not
take the quiz until their teammates
have defrmined they are rc-ady. Certificates are given to teams based on
the average performance of all team

"''

r

learning programs capable of being
used all year in the 3 its, it is now

occasion, but is a fundamental princi-

ple of classroom organization. Students should see one another as resources for learning, and there should
be a schoolwide norm that every student's learning is everyone's responsibility, that every student's success is
everyone's success.

2. Integration of vecial education
and remedial seniaN with the regular
program. In the cooperative elementary school, mainstreaming should be

an essential element of school and
classroom organization. Special education teachers may team-teach with
regular teachers, integrating their students in teams with nonhandicapped
students and contributing their expertise in adapting instruction to individ-

ual needs to the class as a whole.
Similarly, Chapter I or other remedial

services should be provided in the
regular classroom. If we take seriously

possible to design an elementary the idea that all students are responsischool program based upon a radical
Principle: students, teachers, and administrators can work woiwratitely to

ble for one another, this goes as much
for students with learning problems as

There are many visions of what a
cooperative elementary school might
look like. but there is one model that

readers has found positive effects on

for anyone else. Research on use of
make the school a better place for TM and CIRC to facilitate mainstreamworking and learning.
ing and meet the needs of remedial

my colleagues and I have begun to
work toward in partnership with some
innovative practitioners. Its maior
components are as follows.
Cooperatir r learning in the clamroom. Clearly. a cooperative elemen.

tary school would have cooperative
learning methods in use in most class-

rooms and in more than one subiect.
Students and teachers should feel that

the idea that students can help one
another learn is not lust applied on

the achievement and s( )cial acceptance

of these students (see Slavin

1984,

Slavin et al. in press).

3. Peer coaching. In the ct Tyra-

tive elementary school, teachers
should be responsible for helping one

another to use cooperative learning
methods successfully and to implement other improvements in instructional practice. Peer coaching (Joyce et

al 1983) is perfectly adapted to the
philosophy of the cooperative school:
teachers learn new methods together
7
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and are given release time to visit one
another's classes to give assistance and
exchange ideas as they begin using the
new program&
4. Cooperative planning. Cooperative activities among teachers should
not be restricted to peer coaching. ln

addition, teachers should be given
time to plan goals and strategies together, to prepare common libraries
of instructional materials, and to make
decisions about cooperative activities
involving more than one class.
5. Building-Jew! steering commit-

In the cooperative elementary
school, teachers and administrators
should work together to determine
tee.

the direction the school takes. A steering committee composed of the prin-

schools thmughout the U.S. that have
successfully implemented TM math

are now planning to add CIRC for
reading and writing instruction, and
are looldng toward full-scale imple-

mentation of a cooperative school

Slavin, R. E. "Team Assisted Individualization: Cooperative Learning and Individ-

ualized Instntaion in the Mainstreamed
Classroom." Remedial and *edits! Education 5, 6 (1984): 33-42.
Slavin, R. E. Using Student Team learnirw.
3d ed. Baltimore, Md.: Center for Re-

plan. Most schools that have focused
search on Elementary and Middle
school renewal efforts on widespread
Schools, Johns Hopkins University, 1986.
use of cooperative learning are at the Slavin, R E. "Cooperative Learning A Bestelementary level; but several middle,
Evidence Synthesis." In School and

junior high, and high schools have
begun to work in this direction as

weli.

In a time of limited resources for
education, we must learn to make the
best use of what we have. Cooperative
learning and the cooperative school

provide one means of helping stuc:ents, teachers, and administrators

Classroom Omanization, edited by R E.

Slavin. Hillsdale, NJ.: Eribaum. In
press 2.
Slavin, B. E. "Combining Cooperative
Learning and Individualized Instruc-

tion." Arithmetic Teacher. In press b.
Slavin, B. E., mid N. L Karweit. "Effects of
Whole-Class, Ability Grouped, and Indi-

vidualized Instructical on Mathematics
Achievement." American Educational

together to make meaningful
Research Journal 22 (1985 ): 351-367.
cipal, classroom teacher representa- work
improvements in the learning of all Slavin, R. E., M. Leavey, and N. A. Madden.
tives, representatives of other staff
"Combining Cooperative Learning and
students.0
(e.g., special education, Chapter I,
Individualized Instruction: Effects on
aides), and one or more parent repreStudent Matheznatics Achievement, Atdsentatives meets to discuss the proRcferences
tudes, and Behaviors." Elementary
gress the school is making toward its
School Journal 84 (1984 ): 409-422.
instructional galls and to recommend Aronson, E., N. Blaney, C. Stephan, J. Sikes, Slavin, It E., N. A. Madden, and 14. Leavey.
and M. Snapp. 71e Jigs= Classroom.
"Effects of Team Assisted Individualizachanges in school policies and practices to achieve these goals.

6. Cooperation with parents and
community members. The cooperative
school should invite the participation

of parents and community members.
Development of a community sense
that children's succe&s in school is
everyone's responsibility Ls an important goal of the cooperative school.

The Cooperative School Today

tion on the Mathematics Achievement of

search." In Thinking and learning

Academically Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Students."Journai of Edu-

Skills: Relating Instruaion t o Bask Research, Vol 1, edited by J. Segal, S.
Chipman, and B. Glaser. Hillsdale, NJ.:

Slavin, it E., R. J. Stevens, and N. A. Madden.

Erlbaum, 1985.
Horak, V. M. "A Meta-analysis of Research

Findings on Individualized Instruction
in Mathematics."Journal of Educational Researth 74 (1981): 249-253.
Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. Leaning Together and Alone. 2d ed Engle-

cational Pswhoksgy 76 (1984): 813-819.

"Accommodating Student Diversity in
Reading and Writing Instruction: A Cooperadve Learning Acproach" Remedial
and Spedal Education. In press.
Stevens, It J., N. A. Madden, B. F. Slavin, and

A. M. Famish. "Cooperative Integrated

Reading and Composition: nvo Field

To my knowledge, there is not yet a
school that is implementing all of the
program elements listed here, but a

wood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 1986.
Joyce, B. It, R. H. Hersh, and M. McKibbin.

Experiments." Reading Researth Quarier4s. In press.
Webb, N. "Student Interaction and Learn-

of School Improvement.

ing in Small Groups: A Research Summa-

schools are moving in this direction.

New York: Longman, 1983.
Sharan, S., R. Hertz-Lazarowitz, and Z. Ack-

ry." In Limning to Coopeute, Cooperating to Lawn, edited try R. E. Slavin, S.

erman. "Academic Achievement of Ele-

Sharan, S. Kagan, R. Hertz-Lazarowitz, C.

mentary School Children in Small-

Webb, and R. Schmuck New York: Plenum, 1985.

few enterprising and committed

In Bay Shore (New York) School District, teachers in two intermediate

schools are using CIRC in reading,
writing, and language arts, and STAD
in math. In Alexandria, Virginia, Mt.
Vernon Community School is working
with the National Education Association's Mastery in Learning project to
build a cooperative school plan. At Mt.
Vernon, a building steering committee
is planning and helping to implement
a gradual phasing in of the TM math
program and CIRC reading, writing,
and language arts programs. Several
8

Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage, 1978.

Dansereau, D. F. 'teaming Strategy Re-

The Stnicture

Group vs. Whole C.la-cs Instruction."
Journal of Experimental Education 48
(1980): 125-129.
Sharan, S., P. Kussell, R. Hertz-lazarowitz,

Y. Befarano, S. Raviv, and Y. Sharan.
Coopen2tite learning in the Ckusroom:
Research in Desegregated Schools. Hillsdale, NJ.: Erlbaum, 1984.
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Is Cooperation
Un-American?
we Americans like to think of
ourselves as rugged individualists, but few of us resemble our self-mak:km ancestors. Instead,

we work in complex organizations
where, to get things done, we must
collaborate with others.
Unfortunately, because schools still

retain organizational patterns and

stream students make up for their lack
of success by scorning the "nerd" who
works hard and dvereby makes them
look bad. In cooperative classrooms,
students encourage their teammates to
do well, because they also benefit

Cooperation pays off not only for
young people but also for adults. In
this issue we report numerous exam-

practices developed more than a century ago, they probably do not prepare
students very well for today's teamoriented world. There are notable exceptions, of coursetalented, gregati-

ples of professional collegiality, rang-

musical groups, and school dubsbut

basic American values? Is it fair that
students should benefit from each oth-

ous kids who take part in athletics,

the matorfty of ordinary "shy persons,"
whose school experiences are confined
mostly to classrooms, miss out.

In exemplary schools across the
country, that is beginning to change.
Students in regular academic classes
are joining forces to "sink or swim
together." The reason, say advocates
such as Robert Slavin (p. 7) and David

and Roger Johnson (p. 14), is that
group work not only develops social
skills, it is also a powerful tool for
learning. In last month's issue Bruce
Joyce and his co-authors (1987) reported, as part of their recent metaanalysis on a variety of teaching strategies, that research on cooperative
learning is "overwhelmingly positive"
(p. 17).

That should not be surprising. People understand and remember things

much better if they talk about them
with others; the cognitive processing

ing from voluntary teacher support
groups (p. 36) to peer coaching (p. 40)
to inservice programs for principals
(p. 70).

But are these trends contrary to

er's effiorts and share responsibility for
what others do or dceft do? Ask doc-

tors, who more and more engage in
group practice, consulting with one
another on difficult cases. Ask ministers, who depend on volunteer committees for much of the work of their
churches. Ask military officers, who

train young men and women in intricate maneuvers. Ask members of
work teams in automated factories.

Ask executives involved in team
management.

If these typical citizens recognize
the role of cooperation in their own

lives, they will support the use of
cooperative learning in schools. Americans have always prized individuality,

and we will continue to, but in the

modern world we also need

teamwork. 0

Reference
helps transfer information from shortterm to long-term memory.
Joyce, Bruce, Beverly Showers, and Carol
Another plus for cooperative learnRolheiser-Bennett. "Staff Development
ing is its potential for influencing peer
and Student Learning: A Synthesis of
pressure, a brce that severely limits
Research on Models of Teaching" EduGloom' Leadership 45 (October 1997):
achievement in many schools. When
students compete individually, main11-23.
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On Cooperation in Schools:
A Conversation with
David and Roger Johnson

R

David and Roger
Johnson, articulate

proponents of
cooperative learning
and authors of
ASCD's popular
Circles of Learning,
believe that
developing
cooperative
structures at all
levels will contribute
to overall
effectiveness in
a district.
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ON COOPMATION IN SCHOOIS: A CONVERSATION WiTh DAVID AND ROGER JOHNSON

For several years the two of
you have promoted coopera-

dve learning among stu-

dents. Now there seems to be a
trend toward mme cooperation at
the professkonal level.

David. Yes., we're seeing not only
more cooperative learning in classrooms, but collegial support groups of

teachers and administrators at the
building, and sometimes the district,
level. Cooperation needs to start at the

classroom level because tha determines the organizational climate and
atmosphere in the district. If teachers
spend five to seven hours a day advocating a competitive, individualistic ap-

proachtelling students, "Do your
own work. Don't talk to your neighbor, don't share, don't help, don't care
about each other; just try to be better,"

those are the values the teachers are
going to have in their relationships
with colleagues and their administrators.

On the other hand, if teachers

spend five to seven hours a day saying,
"Help each other. Share, work together, discuss the material, explain," and

make ft clear that "you're responsible
not only for your own learning but for

the learning of your peers"if they
promote cooperation among stu-

dentsthey will look at their colleagues as potential cooperators.

How widespread is cooperative
learning at the classroom level?
Roger: In certain areas it's getting
very popular: on the East and West

s4,

..

coastsin California especiallyand

Tiwre's been a lot c theoretical

in parts of the Midwest. ft's taking hold

research establishing that cooperative
learning sbould work. I suppose that's

primarily in suburban upper-middleclass advanced districts, where parents

want their children to do well in
college.

So parents support It?
Roger: Yes, especially upper-middle-class parents. For example, when I
talked to a PTA in a suburban district
in the New York area a couple of years

ago, a father stood up and said, "I
know exactly what you're talking
about: it's management ti-lining, the
same thing we're getting at the First
Bank. You mean my kid learns math
and gets management training at the

"What you want for

every childbut

especially for those
with a lot of ability
is a cheering section
urging that student
to work to maximal
capacity."

the Madeline Hunte approach, and
actually it's our approach too. We say,
"Here's a conceptual system; now look
at the characteristics of your situation,
of your group of students, and design
a system that works in your cla&sroom

with your studem." But other researchers,such as Spencer Kagan at
Riverside, California; Schlomo Sharan

in Israel; David Devries and Robert
Slavin at johns Hopkinshave developed detailed curriculum approaches
and have tested and validated them.

One reason I would expect cooperative learning to be effective is
its use of positive peer pressure.
In conventional school organiza.

same time?" The parents in that district

see cooperative learning as a bonus
because their children are getting the
training in leadership, group decision

don, peer pressure seems to restrkt students' learning.

making, and conflict management
they'll need to be successful in later

Roger: Yes. What you want for ev.2ry

life.

childbut especially for those with a

lot of abilityis a cheering section

But is there evidence that cooperative learning in fact pays MR

urging that student to work to maxi-

David. Yes. If there's any one educa-

mal capacity. You can have high, medi-

tional technique that has firm empirical support, it's cooperative learning.
The research in this area is the oldest
research tradition in American social
psychology. The first study was done

There are two possible bases for on and saying, "Rene, we need you to
making those kinds of statements. top out the test and get an ahsolutely

um, and low kids in the same group
with the low kid cheering the high one

One is to infer that findings of perfect score, so don't watch TV toin 1897; we've had 90 years of re- research done in other settings night, study!" And you can get the high
apply to schools. Madeline Bunter kid saying to the low kid, "Look, if you
search, hundreds of studies. There is

probably more evidence validating the
use of cooperative learning than there

is for any other aspect of education
more than for lecturing, age grouping,
starting reading at age six, departmen-

talization, or the 50-minute period.
And the research applies as much to
teachers as it does to students.

There's research on that as well?

has done that very well with the
psychological research on learn.
ing. Another way is to apply the
research in the new situation and
test whether it actually produces
the intended effects. 'Which ap.
proach are you dting?
David: Both. We believe the first
requirement for a good school practice is a solid theory. The theory for

David. Yes, in fact most of the work
done up to 1970 wm; on adult cooperation; it was only in the '70s that much
research was done in elementary and

cooperation was developed by Morton
Deumch in the late 1940s. Second, you

secondary schools. But from both

which it's valid, and so on. Third, you

types of studies it's clear that cooper-

ation increases productivity. At the
adult level, cooperation among adult
teachers increases teaching effective-

ness, while at the classroom level,
cooperation increases each individual
student's achievement.
12

need research to validate the theory,

to determine the conditions under

get six right we're okay. Last week you
only had three, but you've really got to

get up to six. I'm behind you all the
way," The cooperative system encour .

ages everybody to work to ,op
capacity.

David: And the same is true at the
building level with teachers. What you

want is teachers cheering each other
on so that if a teacher has a particular
strength or plans a new unit or comes
in with new materials, the other teachers say, "That's terrific."

So there's evidence that coopera-

have to operationalize it so it can be
used in practice. That's basically an
engineering issue; if the theory is val-

tive learning is diectivebut as

classroom and school the way the

It has to pay off for them:with Idde

theory says it should.

in a way they consider beneficial.

we all know, that doesn't necessadly mean that schools will use
id, it's a matter of varying and modify- it. For teachers to use it, research
ing the system until it works in the evidence probably is not enough.

21
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Roger: When teachers use cooperative learning they get a whole variety

of outcomes. Achievement goes up
for high, medium, and low students
but they also get higher-level processing, deeper-level understanding, critical thinking, and long-term retention.
When students get engaged in discussing material and explaining it to each
other, their brains respond differently

than if they were only reading and
listening.

But another plus is a sense of inter-

dependeace. Studenm learn to care
about and get committed to each other's success as well as their own. In a
competitive classroom, students really
have a stake in other students failure.
The worse other students do, the easier it is to get an A. In an individualistic
classroom, students have no stake in
other students whatsoever. Each stu-

"and . . . what you
want is teachers
cheering each other
on so that if a
teacher has a
particular strength
or plans a new unit
or comes in with
new materials, the
other teachers say,
'That's terrific.' "

pens to others is irrelevant. Within a

duces committed relationships in
which students really care about each
other and provide assistance and help
when meded. It promotes more posi-

tive peer relationships, better social
skills, more sudai support, and, partly

for that reason, higher self-esteem.
Students like the class better, they like
school better, they're more interested
in the subject.

You mentioned social support.
Why is that so important?
Roger: In today's schools we're ex-

pecting more and more of students
and staff. When there's an increase in
pressure, there should be an increase

in social support at the same time.
When students are expected to learn
more complex material faster and
more thoroughly, they need more so-

pal can't be in every teacher's class-

room two or three times a day
providing help. A colleague can.

rm sure its true that a supervisor
can't do ft all, but now there are
moves to create middle-level roles
for teachers: mentor teachers and

so an. Even leaders of teacher
organizations are in livor of having lead teachers."
David: From the research in social

psychology I have to say that such
differentiation is a mistake. It's based
on a parental model that, to be meaningful, social support and assistance
Good, constructive, helpful, committed support can come from peers and
subordinates as well as from superiors. And in many ways it's better coming from peers than from anyone else

her own against set criteria. What hap-

groupmaies learn the material better,
retain it longer, get a better grade on
the test, benefits them too. That pro-

caring that a teacher needs on a day-today, minute-by-minute basis. A princi-

have to come from your superior.

dent works independently on his or

cooperative group students have a
vested interest in making sure that
other people do well. They start to
celebrate when other people learn.
Anything they can do to help their

David: Yes, but the supervisor's job
is not to be the support system but to
manage the support system. A supervisor can't provide all the support and

That may be true, but you also

know how knportant k is in *km
society to make teaching a more
David: As a psychotherapist I may prestigious and rewarding profes-

talk with someone who says, "One of sion, and these programs offer
my parents just died, I have a child in promise of doing that.
David: I can only advise that if a
the hospital in critical condition, my
district
decides to have master teachspouse just left with all the money, and
ers,
one
of the main criteria 'for their
I'm destitute"; but if that person has a
selection
should be the ability to esset of caring, committed friends that
he or she can confide in and talk to, tablish collegial relationships with oththe person may be coping better than er teachers. I believe that creating
an isolated, alienated person who has hierarchies among teachers can create

onlysay, lost his job. The point is divisiveness. What most principals
that the ability to cope is determined
not by the amount of stress a person is
under, but by the balance between the
stress and the support. And much of
that support has to come from peers.

want is a cooperative staff that pull.%
together.

In the classroom that means other

Roger: Five basic elements. The first

students. In the school it means there
must be strong, caring, supportive relationships among teachers. There's
no alternative.

In ASCD our emphasis has long
cial support. When teachers are told to been on supervision. We assume
work harder or do a better fob, they that the principal or some other
official person is responsibleshould have lots of social support.
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Let's get back to the classroom
level. What does it take to make
cooperative learning work?
is what we call "positive interdependence." The students really have to
believe they're in it together, sink or
swim. They have to care about each
other's learning.
Second is a lot of verbal, face-to-face

interaction. Studencs have to explain,
argue, elaborate, and tie in the materi13

al they learn today with what they had
last week
The third element is individual accountability. It must be dear that every
member of the group has to learn, that
there's no hitchhiking. No one can sit

on the oumide and let others do the

work; everyone has to be in there
pulling his or her own weight.
The fourth element is social skills.
Students need to be taught appropriate leadership, communication, trust
building, and conflict resolution skills
so they can operate effectively. To say
it slightly differently, if students have
not developed social skills, a lot of the

benefits of cooperative learning are
lost
The fifth element is what we call
"group processing." Periodically the
groups have to assess how well they
are worldng together and how they

"Good, constructive,
helpful, committed
support can come
from peers and
subordinates as well
as from superiors.
And in many ways
it's hetier coining
from peers than
from anyone else."

ful to teachers in a day-to-day, nittygritty way. So a focus on learning to
use cooperative learning is a reason
for having sepport groups that teachers can buy into.
If eventually every tvacle-,, in the
building is a member of such a group,
the principal can then run the building
the same way a teacher runs a cooperative dassroom. His or her revonsibility is to make sure that the support
L

groups have those same five element&
Again theY arefirst, positive interde-

pendence the teachers care about

each oth.-r's productivity and well-being. Second, a lot of face-to-face interaction among the teachers: they talk to

each other about professional practice. Third, ind/vidual accountability:
no freeloading er hitchhiking. Fourth,
the teachers have the social skills, the
leadership, the group decision mak-

could do even better.

Getting all that to happen surely
isn't easy. We have a history of I can see that an administrator
innovadons of one sort or another in schools that can be sustained might encourage teachers to atfor a few years by addng teachers tend cooperative learning train-

ing, the conflict management skills
they need in order to operate togeth-

er. And fifth, tha periodically the
teams review how well they are doing.

You mentioned the need for
teachers to have group process

ing, but many administrators skills. That can't be taken for
to work extra hard. Eventually would
probably be reluctant to do granted.
people wear out and the innova- more than
that. We generally
Roger: No. A critical moment of
tion disappears. Is cooperative
think of classroom organization
Roger: I don't think so. Let me ex- as a matter for teachers to decide
plain why. A workshop or course for themselves without outside
teaches teachers about cooperative interference.
learning like that?

learning, but it doesn't teach them

David: Insisting that teachers use

bow to do it. The only way teachers cooperative learning certainly
wouldn't work and would be inconsis-

can learn the "how" is in their own

classrooms, doing it. That means there

must be a support system to provide
advice and assistance when the teach-

er needs it. If a teacher goes to a
workshop, goes back to the classroom
and has no support, then the first time
the approach doesn't work, the teacher will drop it and go back to what he

tent with the ultimate purpose. Roger
and I like a "gra&sroots up" system; we
first give a general awarene&s presen-

tation on cooperative learning to the
whole staffbuilding or district. Then
we begin working with some of the
better teachers who get interested and
volunteer, training them as a team and

or she was doing before. When that

building a collegial support group

happens, the money and effort invested in the workshop have been wasted,

within the building. After that we train

new groups in concentric circles:

David: The best support system, obviously, is colleagues. So if you train a

so they can get started doing cooperative learning and join one of the collegial groups.
The principal may want every teacher in the building to be involved in a
support group, but we know that to be

team of three, four, or five teachers
from the same building, they get estab-

lished as a collegial support group to

sustain one another's efforts; and
there's a very good chance that cooperative learning will be there forever.
14

teachers are sem by their colleagues

successful such groups must have a
clear purpose, and they must be help-
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truth in a collegial support group is
when two teachers disagree strongly
with each other and argue. Within an
organizational climate that's primarily
competitive or individualistic, such
conflicts turn very destructive: teachers feel angry toward each other, they
avoid each other, there's a lot of acrimony and divisiveness among the staff.

When teachers in a cooperative
group disagree, they must have the
skills to manage the conflict constructively. So the issue becomes: How do
you teach teachers the basic collabora-

tive skills they need to be good colleagues? There are two approaches,
one direct and the other indirect. We
prefer the indirect: by teaching their
students how to provide leadership
for the learning groupshow to disagree in constructive and helpful ways,
how to build and maintain trust within

the learning group, how to make
group decisionsthe teachers learn
those social skills themselves and see

when and how they should be used
with their colleagues.

.../p
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body write a proposal; the three best gial administrative relationships withlust walk in on a faculty and say, proposals will get the special ed. in the districtthe whole school
"We're going to teach you how to teichers." In that situation it is in each district functions better: morale goes
resolve conflicts better," many teach- principal's best interest that other way up, atmenteeism and divisiveness
go down. People are more committed,
ers don't see the need for it. They principals do poorly.
have more energy for their sobs, there
If
the
superintendent
wants
to
build
think, "1 seldom talk to my colleagues.
Why do I need to know how to resolve more collegiality among principals, are all sorts of positive outcomes. And
conflicts?" The same is true at the more peer support, he or she does it it puts student cooperative learning in
principal-principal level, by the way. with the five basic elements: deliber- the appropriate context.0
When principals begin running colle- ately structure sink-or-swim-together,
gial support groups within their build- get a lot of face-to-face interaction
Reference
ings, ensuring that teachers have the among principals in small decisioncollaborative skills they need to be making groups, have clear individual Deutsch, M. "Cooperation and Trust: Some
Theoretical Notes." In Nebraska Sympogood colleagues, they begin to look at accountability, make sure the social
sium on Motnation, edited by M. R.
skills
are
there,
and
make
sure
that
the
other principals differently. And in
Jones.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska
training teachers how to collaborate groups think constructively about how
Press,
1962,
275-319.
effectively the principals develop skills well they are operating and how they
themselves to use with their col- might do better in the future.
David W. JtAinson is Professor of Educaleagues. This is important because it's
thmal Psychology, and Roger T.johnion
not unusual in many school districts So those five elements apply at s Professor of Curriculum and Instruction;
for superintendents to place principals very level?
both are Co-Directors of the Cooperative
David: Yes. And where a district Learning Center, University of Minnesota,
in direct competition with each other.
A superintendent may say, *There are builds that structurecooperative 202 Panee Hall, 150 Pillsbury Dr., SE,
five elementary schools, but we have learning in classrooms, collegial teach- Minneapolis, MN 55455. Ron Brandt i s
only three special ed. teachers. Every- er support groups in buildin&s, colle- ASCD's Executive Edito:.
Our experience has been that if you
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Models
The articles in this section portray selected models of cooperative
learning. Robert Slavin and his colleagues write about TAI and CIRC,
programs developed at The Johns Hopkins University that teach

mathematics and language arts using cooperative methods. Spencer
Kagan explains his concept of cooperative structures. Neil Davidson
and Pat Wilson O'Leary show that cooperative learning is compatible
with Madeline Hunter's Mastery Teaching. Yael and Shlomo Sharan

describe their Group Investigation model.

0 r;
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Cooperative Learning Models

for the 3 R's
Cooperative learning can be used successfully
as the primary instructional method
in reading, writing, and mathemadcs.
n 1980 at Johns Hopkins University

we began to develop and evaluate
cooperative learning programs designed specifically for particular subjects and grade levels. We set out with
several critical objectives. First, we

wanted to use what we had learned
about cooperative learning to try to
solve fimdamental problems of instrwtion, such as accommodating individual

differences in reading and math. In
particular, we wanted to design programs that could be used in heterogeneous classes, to reducv the need for
special education or tracking. Second,
we wanted to design cooperative learn-

Team Assisted

Individualization

The first comprehensive cooperative
learning model we developed and researched w2S Team Assisted Individu-

alizationMathematics,' a program
that combines cooperative learning
individualized instruction to
meet the needs of diverse classrooms
(Slavin 1985b).
We developed TM for several reasons. First, we hoped TM would provide a means of combining the motivational power and peer assistance of
cooperative learning with an individualized instructional programone
with

ing programs that could be used all
year, not just from time to time as part
of a teacher's lug of tricks. Third, we
wanted to incorporate knowledge about
curriculum- and domain-specific learning into our cooperative approaches,
such as the teaching of story grammar

and summarizing in reading, or the
writing process in writing.

The programs we developed, Team
Assisted Individualization crAp in

mathematics and Cooperative Inte-

rated

Reading and Composition
(CIRC), are among the best researched

and most effective of all cooperative

learning methods. This article describes TM and CIRC and the research
on them.
18

Mat v.rould provide all students with
iriaterals appropriate to their levels of
skill and allow them to proceed
through these materials at their own
rates. Second, TM was developed to
apply -ooperauve learning techniques

to scive many of the problems of
individualized instruction.
In the 1960s, individualized instruc-

tion and related methods had been
expected to revolutionize instruction,
especially in mathematics. However,
reviewb of the research on these instruction methods in mathematics
have consistently concluded that these
methods are no more effective than
traditional instruction (see, for example, Miller 1976, Horak 1981). Several

problems inherent in programmed instruction have been cited as contribut-

TAI was developed
to apply cooperative

learning techniques
to solve many of the
problems of
individualized
instruction.

ing to these disappointing findings:
too much time spent on management
rather than teaching, too little incentive for students to progress rapidly
through the programmed materials,
and eccessive reliance on written instruction rather than instruction from
a teacher.
We felt that by combining programmed instruction with cooperative
learning and turning most of the management functions (for example, scoring answers, locating and filing materials, keeping records, assigning new
work) over to the students themselves,

COOPERATIVE LEARNING MODES FOR THE 3 R'S

a unit test of 15 items;
answer sheets for the skill practice pages and formative tests (located

these problems could be solved. If
students could handle most of the
checking and management, the
teacher would be free to teach individuals and small homogeneous
teaching groups. Students working in
learning teams toward a cooperative

goal could help one another study,
provide instant feedback to one another, and encourage one another to
proceed rapidly and accurately
through the materials.

Finally, TM was developed as a
means of producing the well-documented social effects characteristic of
cooperative learning (Slavin in press)

while meeting diverse needs. Our
principal conce-n here was main-

If students handle
most of the
checking and
management, the
teacher is free to
teach individuals
and small
homogeneous
groups.

streaming. We feh !-..0 mainstreaming
of academically handicapped students

in mathematics was limited by the
belief of regular class teachers that
they were unprepared to accommodate the instnictional needs of these
students (see Gickling and Theobald
1975). Further, studies of attitudes
toward academically handicapped students had consistently found that these
students are not well accepted by their
nonhandicapped classmates (see Gonlieb and Leyser 1981).
Since cooperative learning methods
have had positive effects on social relations of all kinds, specifically on relationships between handicapped and
nonhandicapped students (Madden
and Nevin 1983), we felt that the best
possible mathematics program for the

mainstreamed classroom would be
one that combined cooperative learning with individualized instruction
(see Madden and Slavin 1983). Recently, as many districts have moved
away from tracking toward heterogeneous classes, the need for effective
programs that can accommodate
mathematics instruction to diverse
needs has increased.

Principal Peatures cdTAL TM is
designed primarily for grades 3-6, but
it has been used at higher grade levels
(up to the community college level)
for gmups of students not ready for a

separate "monitor book").

Word problems are emphasized
throughout the materials.

Tea/citing gmups. Every day, the
teacher teaches

lessons

to

small

groups of students (drawn from the
heterogeneous teams) who are at the
same point in the curriculum. Teachers use specific concept lessons pro-

vided as part of the program. The
purpose of these sessions is to introduce malor concepts to the students.
Teachers make extensive use of manipulathes, diagrams, and demonstrations. The lessons are designed to help

students understand the connection
between the mathematics they arc doing and familiar real-life problems.

Teams. Students are assigned to
four- to five-member teams. Each team

has a mix of high, average, and low
achievers, boys and girls, and students
of any ethnic groups in the class. Every

eight weeks, students are reassigned
to new teams.
Placemeni tem. At the beginning of
the program, students are pretested
on mathematics operations. They are
placed at the appropriate point in the
individualized pmgram based on their
performance on the placement test.
Curriculum materials. Following

instruction from the teacher (see

While the teacher works with a
teaching group, the other students
continue to work in their teams on
their self-instructional units. This direct instruction to teaching groups is
possible because students take responsibility for almost all checking,
handling of materials, and routing.
Team study method. Following the
placement test, the students are given

a starting place in the sequence of
mathematics units. They work on their
units in their teams, using the following steps:
1. Students locate their units within
their books and read the guide page,

"Teaching groups," below), students
work in their teams on self- instruc- asking teammates or the teacher for
tionai curriculum materials covering help if necessary. Then the students
addition, subtraction, multiplication, begin with the first skill practice page
division, numeration, decimals, frac- in their unit.
2. Each student works the first four
tions, word problems, statistics, and
algebra. The units are in the form of problems on his or her own skill
books. Each unit has the following practice page and then has a teammate
parts:

a guide page that reviews the
teacher's lesson, explaining the skill to
be mastered and giving a step-by-step
method for solving the problems;
several skill practice pages, each
consisting of 16 problems. Each skill

full algebra course. It is almost always

practice page introduces a suL6kill that

used without aides, volunteers, or
other assistance. The principal elements of TM are as follows (adapted

skill;

from Slavin et al. 1986):

at the back of student books) and
answers for unit tests (located in a

leads to a final mastery of the entire

check the answers against an answer
sheet printed upside-down at the back

of each student book. If all four are
correct, the student may go on to the

next skill practice page. If any are
incorrect, the student must try the next

four problems, and so on, until he or
she gets one block of four problems
correct. If they run into difficulties at
this stage, studenes are encouraged to

formative tests A and B (two parallel 10-item sets);

ask for help within their teams before
asking the teacher for help.
19
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3. When a student gets four in a row
correct on the last skill practice page,

he or she takes Formative Test A, a
10-item quiz that resembles the last
skill practice page. Students work
alone on the test until they are finished. A teammate scores the formative test. If the studem gets 8 or more
of the 10 problems correct, the teammate signs the student's paper to indicate that the student is certified by the
team to take the unit test. If the student
does not get 8 correct (this is rare), the
teacher is called in to respond to any
problems the student is having. The
teacher would diagnose the student's
problem and briefly reteach the skill,

tests (usually multiplication or division facts). The students are given fact
sheets to study at home to prepare for
these tests.
Whole-class units. Every three
weeks, the teacher stops the individu-

high, average, and low achievers, and
for academically handicapped as well
as nonhandicapped student& Positive
effects of TM have also been found on

such outcomes as self-concept in

math, liking for math class, class mom

alized program and spends a week
teaching lessons to the entire class

behavior, race elations, and acceptance of mainstreamed academically

covering such skills as geometry, mea-

handicapped students (Slavin 1985a).

surement, sets, and problem-solving
strategies.

Research on TAL Seven field experiments have evaluated the effects of
TAI on student achievement, attitudes,
and behavior (see Slavin 1985a). Aeaic achievement outcomes were as-

set,ied in six of the seven studies. In

1

Integrated
and Composition

Following the success of the TM math-

etudes program, we turned to reading and writing/language arts, the two
subjects that, with mathematia, constitute the core of the elementary school

possibly asking the student to work
again on certain skill practice items.

rive of these, TAI students significantly 2

exceeded control students on stan-

program. Because these subjects are
very different from mathematics, our

The student then takes Formative Test
B, a second 10-item test comparable in

dardized (CTBS or CAT) Math Computations scales. Similar effects were

approach to applying cooperative learning to them was very different. For one

content and difficulty to Formative

found for Concepts and Applications

thing, reading, writing, and language

in only one of the four studies in

arts include subskills that each demand
different approaches. For example, optimal procedures for teaching reading

Test A.

4. When a student passes Formative

Test A or B, he or she takes the test

paper to a student monitor from a
different team to get the appmpriate
unit test. The student then completes
the unit test, and the monitor scores it.
Two different students serve as moni-

which this variable was assessed; but
in all four studies, means for Concepts
and Applications favored the TM
group. In the five studies in which the
treatment effects for Computations
were statistimlly significant, they were

comprehension or vocabulary would
certainly be different from those for
teaching decoding spelling writing, or
language mechanics.

The program we ultimately develalso quite large; on average, TAI
oped
and researched is called Coopclasses
gained
twice
as
many
grade
tors each day. If the student gets at
erative
Integrated Reading and Comleast 12 items correct (out of 15), the equivalents as did control students.
monitor posts the score on the stu- Effects of TAI were equally positive for position, or CIRC (Madden et al.
1986a). Our development plan fodent's Team Summary sheet. Othercused
on using cooperative learning
is
examined
by
the
wise, the test
as
a
vehicle
to introduce practices
teacher, who meets with the student to
identified in recent research on reading and writing into routine classroom

diagnose and remediate the student's

problems. Again, because students
have already shown mastery on the
skill practice pages and formative tests,
they rarely fail a unit test.

Team xores and team recognition.
At the end of each week, the teacher
computes a team score. This score is
based on the average number of units
covered by each team member and
the accuracy of the unit tests. Criteria
are established for team performance.
A high criterion is set for a team to be
a "superteam," a moderate criterion is
set for a team to be a "greatteam," and
a minimum criterion is set for a team
to be a "goodteam." The teams meeting the "supertearn" ant; "greatteam"

practice, and to embed cooperative
learning within the fabric of the ele-

In five of six studies,
TAI students
significandy
exceeded control
students on
standardized Math
Computation scales.

mentary reading and writing program
(see Stevens et al. 1987).

Principal Features cif aRc. The

CIRC program includes three principal elements: basal-related activities,
direct instruction in reading comprehension, and integrated language ans/
writing. In all of these activities, students work in heterogeneous learning
teams.

Reading groups. Students are as-

criteria receive attractive certificates.

signed to two or three reading groups
(8-15 students per group) according
to their reading level, as determined
by their teachers.

Facts tests. Twice each week, the
students are given three-minute facts

pairs (or triads) within their reading
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Teams. Students are assigned te

2S
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percent are designated "greaneams"
and receive less elaborate certificates.
Basal-nixed activities. Students use

The CIRCrizegram

includes
principal elements:
basal-related
activities, direct
instruction in
reading
comprehension, and
integrated language
arts/writing.

groups. The pairs are then assigned to
teams composed of partnerships from
two different reading groups. For example, a team might be composed of

two students from the top reading
group and two from the low group.
Mainstreamed

academically

handi-

capped and remedial reading (for example, Chapter I) students are distributed among the teams.

Many of the activities within the
teams are done in pairs, while others
involve the whole team; even during
pair activities, however, the other pair
is available for assistance and encouragement. Most of the time, the teams

work independently of the teacher,
while the teacher either teaches read-

ing groups drawn from the various
teams or works with individuals.
Students' scores on all quizzes,
compositions, and book reports con-

tribute to a team score. Teams that
meet an average criterion of 90 percent on all activities in a given week
are designated "superteams" and receive attractive certificates; those that

their regular basal readers (or what-

duced and discussed in teacher-led
reading groups that meet for approximately 20 minutes each day. During
these sessions, teachers set a purpose

ever texts or reading materials are for reading, introduce new vocabuused in the school). Stories are intro-

lary, review old vocabulary, discuss
the story after students have read it,

Cooperative Learning In &medal, Schad

Sdence

Michael R. HamIlgan

Sew, kr ilk alai

r
science perm for elenentary schools developied
by
istegeasiw &few*

, aluihkraM is a new

Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study (BS(S) (Bybee and Landes 1988;
in press). The program emphasizes concrete esperiencere ft gives students opportunities
to observe phenomena, to
word their observations, and to discuss them
wfth
other
students. Cooperative
learning is a central strategy of the pmrm,
for several reason&
Fkst, the Johnson' reseasch (1984, 1987a,
1943Th) shows that
learning
enhances chUcken's
to constniti kmowledge. Working In gmups
gives
children time to think
ta9c abmst what they are learning they can carefully
construct their lmowledge of the world around them.
in coopendive groups of two or
three, each student an share experj thoughts
becomes more personal than in the trackional classroom.with teammates; learning

Second, cooperative learning helps
Hand:rim science requires that students teachers with classroom management.
interact with materials; and cooperative
learning Is structured so that students, not
teaches,
those materials, in a
coomathre learning classroom, students help each manage
other
with
assignments and
problem, which alleviates some of the stress cm the teacher
to
maintain
order and
to keep students on task.

A third benefit of cooperative learning is improved
self-confidence for many
students Because many studerns do not leel
comfortable
taking the risk of being
twang in front of the entire class, they often
nothing
at
all. When workIng in
small groups, however, more students risk
ng
out.
They
then discover
have somethim important to contribute and
thn ideas can be useful to others.
Founh, science and
are cooperative enterprise& Neil Armstrong
was
the fitst person to walk on
moon, but thousands of people in research,
and industry labored for a decade to get him there. Cooperative
learning
the way scientists themselves work in teams.
Of course, cooperative learning is not
a magic wand to wave over students, but it
an effective framework for teaching about sdence,
technology, and
That is why it holds a pranintmt place in the
new BSCS science curriculum.
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meet an average criterion of 80-89
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and so on. Presentation methods for
each segment ci the lesson are structured. For example, teachers are
taught to use a vocabulary presentation procedure that requires a demon-

in their speaking vocabularies. They
look them up in a dictionary, para-

their partners initial a student assignment form indicating that they have

phrase the definitions, and write a

completed or achieved criterion on

sentence for each that shows the that task. Students are given daily exmeaning of the word (i.e., "An octopus

pectations as to the number of activi-

stration of understanding of word

grabbed the swimmer with its eight

meaning by each individual, a review
of methods of word anadc, repetitive
oral reading of vocabulary to achieve
automaticity, and use of the meanings
of the vocabulary words to help intro-

long legs," not "I have an octopus").

ties to be completed, but they can go at
their own rate and complete the activities earlier if they wish, creadag addi-

5. Story retell. After reading the story

and discussing it in their reading
groups, students summarize the main
points of the story to their partners.
duce the ccotent of the story. Story The partners have a list of essential
discussions are structured to empha- story elements, which they use to
size such skills as making and support- check the completeness of the story
ing predictions about the story and summaries.
6. Spellirw. Students pretest one anunderstanding major structural comother
on a list of spelling words each
ponents of the story (for example,
problem and solution in a narrative). week and then work over the course
After the stories are introduced, the of the week to help one another masstudents are given a series of activities
to do in their teams when they are not
wcaicing with the teacher in a reading
group. The sequence of activities is as
follows:

I. Partner reading. First, students
read the story silently, then take turns
reading the story aloud with their part-

ners, alternating readers after each

ter the list. Students use a "disappearing list" strategy in which they make
new lists of missed words after each

assessment until the list disappears
and they can go back to the full list,
repeating the process as many times as
necessary.

Partner checking. After students
complete the activities listed above,

paragraph. As his or her partner reads,
the listener follows along and corrects
any errors the reader makes.

story, and to predict how the problem

will be resolved. At the end of the
story, students respond to the story as
a whole and write a few paragraphs on
a topic related to the story (for exam-

ple, they might be asked to write a
different ending to the story).

3. Words out loud. Students are
given a list of new or difficult words
used in the story, which they must be

able to read correctly in any order
without hesitating or stumbling. These
words are presented by the teacher in

the reading group, and then students
practice their lists with their partners
or other teammates until they can read
them s....loothly.

4. Word meaning. Students are
given a list of story words that are new
22

(see below).
Tests. At the end of three class periods, students are given a comprehen-

sion test on the story, are asked to
write meaningful sentences for each

vocabulary word, and are asked to
read the word list aloud to the teacher.
Students are not permitted to help one
another on these tests. The test scores

and evaluatkms of the story-related
writing are major components of students' weekly team scores.
Direct instruaion in readirw comprehension. One day each week students receive direct instructico from
the teacher in reading comprehension
skills such as identifying main ideas,
drawing conclusions, and comparing
and contrasting ideas. A special curriculum was designed for this purpose.
After each lesson, students work on

trading comprehension worksheets
or games as a whole team, first gaining

2. Story struaure and story-related
writing. Students are given questions
related to each narrative that emphasize story grammar. Halfway through
the story, they are instructed to stop
reading and to identify the characters,

the setting, and the problem in the

tional time for independent reading

consensus on one set of worksheet

One key concern in
the design of the
CIRC program was

to fully integrate the
activities of special
education and
remedial reading
teachers with those
of regular classroom
teachers.

items, then practicing independently,
assessing one another's work, and discussing any remaining problems on a
second set of items.
Independent reading. Students are

asked to read a trade book of their
choice every evening for at least 20
minutes. Parents initial forms indicat-

ing that students have read for the
required time, and students contribute
points to their teams if they submit a
completed form each week Students

complete at least one book report
every two weeks, for which they also
receive team points. Independent
reading and book reports replace all
other homework in reading and language arts. If students complete their
basal-related activities or other activi-

ties early, they may also read their
independent reKling books in class.
Integrated langsuwe arts and writ-

ing. During language arts periods,
teachers use a specific language arts/

COOPERATIVE LEARNING MODELS FOR THE 3 R'S

writing curriculum developed for the
project. Students work an language
arts in the same teams as in reading
During three one-hour sessions each
week, students participate in a writers'
workshop (Graves 1983), writing at

their own pace on topics of their
choice. Teachers present 10-minute
mini-lessons at the beginning of each
period on the writing process, style, or
mechanics; for example, brainstorming for topics, conducting 3 peer reviskm conference, eliminating run-on

sentences, or using quotations. Students spend the main part of the period planning, drafting, revising editing, or publishing their writing.
Informal and formal peer

1. On the reading comprehension, lan-

Cooperative learning
is not only an
innovation in itself,
but also a catalyst
for other needed
changes in
curriculum and
instruction.

teacher conferences are held during

ally helped students with problems
they were encountering in the CIRC
program used in the regular class.
Research on CIRC. As of this writ-

are conducted during two periods each
week, and students practice and master
these skills in their teams.

impact of the full CIRC program. The
first study (Madden et al. 1986b, Ste-

ing, two studies have evaluated the

Involvement of special education vens et al. 1967) evaluated the full
resource teachers and reading teach- CIRC program over a 12-week period.
ers. One key concern in the design of Overall, the effects of the CIRC prothe CIRC program was to fully inte- gram on student achievement were
grate the activities of special education

quite positive. CIRC classes gained 30

resource teachers and remedial reading teachers (such as Chapter I teachers) with those of regular classroom
teachers. This integration was done
differently in the two evaluations of

more than control students in reading
comprehension and reading vocabulary, 52 percent of a grade equivalent
more in language expression, 25 per-

removed students from their reading
classes for part or all of the reading
period and implemented the CIRC
program in separate areas. However,

students, averaging gains of almost
two-thirds of a grade equivalent more
than control students. Differences of

20 percent of a grade equivalent on
reading vocabulary were not significant, however. On writing samples,
CIRC students again outperformed
control students on organization,
ideas, and mechanics ratings.
Study 2 added informal reading inventories as measures of students' oral
reading skills. CIRC students scored

ysis, fluency, error rate, and grade
placement measures of the Durrell

cific sensory words in a description,
and ensuring noun-verb agreement,

the full CIRC program. In the 12-week
pilot study (Madden et al. 19861,), resource and remedial reading teachers

gained significantly more than control

significantly higher than control students on word recognition, word anal-

and

this time. Ten minutes at the end of the
hour are reserved for sharing and "celebration" of student writing. Teacherdirected lessons on specific aspects of
writing, such as organizing a narrative
or a descriptive paragraph, using spe-

guage expression, and language mechanics scales of the California
Achievement Test, CIRC students

to 36 percent of a grade equivalent

cent of a grade equivalent more in
language mechanics, and 72 percent of

a grade equivalent more in spelling.
On writing samples, CIRC students
outperformed control students on ratinp of organization, ideas, and mechanics. The effects of CIRC were

Informal Reading Inventory, with effect sizes ranging from 44 percent to
64 percent of a standard deviation. As
in Study 1, the C1RC program produced equal gains for students initially

high, average, and low in reading
skills, although mainstreamed academically handicapped students made
particularly impressive gains (Slavin et
al. 1988).

A Primary Instructional
Method

Research on TM and CIRC has clearly
supported the idea that complex, com-

prehensive approaches that combine
cooperative learning with other instructional elements can be effective in
increasing the achievement of all students in heterogeneous classes. Studies demonstrate that cooperative

learning programs can be used as the
primary instructional method in reading,

writing, and mathematicsnot

just is an additional strategy to add to
teachers' repertoires.

equal for students at all levels of prior
achievement: high, average, and low.

One important possibility opened
up by the development of TM and

the schools scheduled resource and
remedial reading pullouts at times
other than reading or language ans/

The second study (Stevens et al.
1987) was designed to evaluate the
CIRC program in 3rd and 4th grade

CIRC is the use of cooperative learning

writing periods. Special and remedial
reading teachers attended the CIRC
training sessions but did not use CIRC
methods or materials in their pullout
programs, except that they occasion-

lot study. For the total samples involved, the results of Study 2 were

in a 24-week full-scale evaluation (Stevens et al. 1987, Madden et. aL 1986b),

classes over a full school yrar, incorporating changes suggested by the pieven more positive than those of Study

as the unifying element of school reform. Cooperative learning methods
are critical elements of the cooperative school (Slavin 1987), a schoollevel change model that incorporates
widespread use of cooperative learn-

ing, peer coaching, comprehensive
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The Structural Approach to
Cooperative Learning
Teachers who are well versed in a variety of team
structures can create skillful lessons that engage
and enlighten their students.

lead to variations in types of learning

The structural approach to coopendive learning is based on the

aeation, analysis, and systanatk application of Muctur es, or content-free ways of organizing social intenrction in the classroom. Structures
usually involve a series of steps, with
proscribed behavior at each step. An

important cornerstone of the approach is the distinction between
"structures" and "activides."

To illustrate, teachers can design
many excellent cooperative activities,
such as making a team mural or a quilt.
Such activities almost always have a
specific content-bound objective and,
thus, cannot be used to deliver a ranw
of academic content. In contrast, stnse-

trays may be used repeatedly with
almost any subject matter, at a wide
ranw of grade levels, and at various
points in a lesson plan. To illustrate
further, if a teacher new to cooperative
learning learns five activities, he or she

might well report back after 2 week,
'Those worked well, but what should I
do next week?" lf, instead, the teacher
learns five structures, he or she couid
meaningfully indude cooperative
learning in lessons all year to further

the academic progress of students in
any subject matter.

and cooperation, student roles and
patterns, teacher
roles, and evaluation (Kagan 1985).

communication

Structures differ in
their usefulness in
the academic,
cognitive, and social
domains, as well as
in their usefulness
in different steps of
a lesson plan.

There are several dozen distinct structures, some with adaptations, such as

the half dozen major variations on
Jigsaw (Kagan 1989). Among the most
well-known structures are Jigsaw
(Aronson et al. 1978); Student-Teams
or STAD
Achievement-Divisions,
(Slavin 1980); Think-Pair-Share (Ly-

man 1987); and Group-Investigation
(Sharan and Hertz-lazarowitz 1980).

One of the most common structures teachers use is a competitive
structure called Whole-Class QuesAccordingly, structures can be com- tion-Answer (see fig. 1). In this arbined to form -multistructural" les- rangement, students vie for the teachsons in which each structureor er's attention and praise, creating
building blockprovides a teaming negative interdependence among
experience upon which subsequent them. That is, when the teacher calls
structures expand, leading toward predetermined academic, cognitive, and
social objectives.

Competitive vv. Cooperative
Structures

In teaching, new structures continue
to be developed, and old structures
continue to evolve. They are based on
distinct philosophies of education and
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Mg. 2. Nomiesseil Heeds kiirlhet
1. Thateectses bat sumber ssietisse oW
Wain .101411, ihet emit ettodent luts a
foilmbert I, 2, low 4.

2. The *Ow ad* eseadens
3. Ms 'odor Wit the slide* he alea
their
topthee is ode etweihet
0111110611 so the isega
Ow mow
4. live teeth" ails a mob, 2 ar
41, and students with *et number cao
raise their hands to respond.

To illustrate, let's contrast tWO smu,

"lurning to more complex struaures,

Lir simple structures, Group Discus-

the differences are even greater. For

sion and Three-Step Interview (see fig

example, Co-op Co-op (Kagar- I985a) Is

3). In Group Discussion, there is no

a 10-step structure in which students it)
teallIN produce a pnitect that fosters the

some
groups some individuals may panicipate little or not at all Also, there is no
assurance that team members will lisindividual

accountability.

in

ten to each other: ni some groups all
the individuals may be talking while
none are listening Further, at any one
1110111eflt, if one person at a time is
speaking. me-fourth of the class is
iiwolved in language production

learning of students in other teams.
Each student has his or her mini topic,
and each team makes A distinct contribution tow-Art.1 the class goal. The struetuit involves higher-level thinking skills,

On one St udent, the Others lose their

In contrast, in Three-Step Interview,

including an.alysis and synthesis of materials. Like all structures, howiver,
Co-op Co-op Ls content-free For exAMplc, when it is used in university classrooms. students may work 10 weeks to

chance to answer, a failure by one
student 10 give a correct I esponse

each person must produce and re-

complete a sOphistiCated audiovisual

ceive language; there is equal participation, there is individual accountabilIty for listening, because in the third

presentation, where:Ls in a kindergarten
dassnx)in, prolect might culminate in
a 20-minute presentation in which each
student on a team shares with the class
01W or two new facts he or she learned

increases the Cllatti es for other students to receive attention and praise.

Thus, students are set agamst each
other, creating poor SOCiai relations
and peer norms against achievement.
In contrast CO the competitive
Whole Class Question-Answer structure stands Numbered Heads Together, a simple four-step ct mperative
structure (see fig 2) Numbered
Heads includes teams, positive interdependence, and individual account
ability, all of which lead co t Imperative

interaction among students. Positive
interdependence is built into the
structure:

if

any student knows the

answer, the ability of each student is
increased. Individual accountability is
also built in all the helping is confined

10 the heads together step; students
know that once a number IS called,
each student IN on his (n. her own. The

high achievers share answers because
they know their number might not be
called, and they want their team to do
well. The lower achievers Iiiaen Carefully because they know their number
might be called Numbered Heads Together i uttc a Contras( tt WholeClass Qu..Stion,:knswer in which only
the high achievers !Iced partiCipate
and the low at Meyers can
OlteI1
do) tune out

step each student shares what he or
she has heard. and tor the first two
steps, students intelact in mirs, so
one-half rather than one-fourth of the
class is invoked in language production at any one tune.

Thus, there are pit dound differ.
ences between apparently similar sun
ple cooperative structures Group Discussitm is the structure of choice for
biainstorming and for reaching group
consensus, Three-Step Interview is far

better for developing language and
listening skills as well as promoting
equal participatit m. When the teacher

is aware of the effects of different
structures, he or she can design les,
sons with predetermined outcomes.

different structures, as well as vaha
lions among them. This variety is necessary txuiusc ht: strut tures have dif
feient functions ni domains of
usefulness

projects are brief or extended, the content complex or simple, the student., in
kindergarten or t:011ege, the 10 steps o
Coop Co-op rem;nn the same.
Likewise, different structures are

useful for distinct objectives such as
teambuilding, dassbuildmg, commu
nication building, nustery, and con:
cept development Anions those structures used tor mastery, there are
further important distinctions. For example, Color-Coded Co-op Cards are
designed for efficient memory of basic
facts, Vairs Check is effective for 111A-.
(Cry of bask. skills and Numbered

Fig. 3. Group roiscusekus vs. Iltree4tdp interview
llwee-Sep kgenoir.

Grow Dbeessissa

Steps in the Process:
1. Suidents iorm twu pairs within their
teams °Hour and conduct a one-way
interview in palm
2. Stucients rewto rotes: interviewers
become the intwvieweas.
3. Studmts roundrobin: eech student
takes a turn sharing information homed
in the interview.

1. The teacher asks a low-consensus
question.
2. Students milt it over in wows.

Characterisbcs:

Why So Mauy Structures?
As I menticitled, there ate a nuinbei of

about the team animal. Whether the

Unequal participation
Islot
participate
710 individual accountability
114 a class taking ai a time

Equal PoliciPstion
All partitipate
individual actvurgabikty
1/2 ol dais talking at a bone
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lleads Together is designed for review
or checking kir comprehension A list
of m.ijor structUres and their functions
is presented in Figure -I (See Kagan
1969 for details about the structures in
the figure as well aS others)
Structures differ also in their usefulness in the academie, cognitive, and

soeul chnnains, as well as in their
useful wss in different steps of a lesson

plan The most imp, irtant considerations when determining the domain
of usefulness of a structure are:
What kind of cognitive and aca
demic development does it foster?
2. What kind of social development
does it foster?

3 Where in a lesson plan

i h les it

best fit?

To illustrate the distinct domains of
usefUlness of different souctures, let's
contrast Color-Coded Co-op Cards and
Three-Step Interview (see fig. S). ColorCoded Coop Ca Ris work well for convergoit thinking (knowledge-level

thinking>, such as when the academic
goal is memorization of nuny distinct
facts, the Coop Cards promote helping
and arc most often used kw practice.
Three-Step interview does not serve

any of those goals well. In contrast,
Three-Step but not the Co-op Cards is
Intim often used for divergent thinking
(evalua(ion analysis, svnthesis, and ap
plicatiortlevel thinking), such as whcn
the academic goal is promoting thought
as pan of participation in the seientifie
inquiry pnxess or as pan of the writing
pnvess, Thiee.Step interview promotes
listening skills and serves Well to prnvide an anticipatory sei for the lesson
(-What woukf you most like to learn
.

iout
afx rut

.

"Vtliat do you now know
or to obtain cltisure ("What

is the most imponant thing you have
"lf we had more
learned about
nine, what aspect cif

would vou like

to study funher )
1k-eause each structure has distinct
LISCtulticS:4 and can mole
efficiently ;each sc rine but not other
cognitive, academic, and social goals,
the etlicierit design of lessons involves
using a vanetv of structures, each cht)sell for the gt lairs it best aecomplishes.
Reliance tin any one structure limits the
cognitive and social learning of students

The Muhistructural Lesson
A ct xrperative karning teacher fluent

strati( in less( ms, and lead panieipants
in planning how co adapt the structure

in many structures can competently
move in and out of them as needed to
reach certain learning objectives. Such
a mulnstruntural lesson, for example,
might begin with content-related classbuilding using a lane-up, followed by
content-related teambuilding using
Round Table. The lesson might then
move into Direct Instruction, followed
by Partners for intOrmation input. To
check for comprehension and emphasiZe key concepts, the teaeher would
shift into Numbered fieads Together
Next might come Gi rup Discussion or
Team Word-Webbing tor concept development, followed by a Coolicrative
Project. No one strueture is most effi.

to their own classroom needs. When
many teachers at a site are all working
to learn the same structure, there is a
common base of experienee, promoting formal and intOrmal

coaching and suppon
l'wo recent books illustrate how teach.
(..in use MuiLlstrUitural lessons to I each

a wide range or academic. objectives B
Ancinni
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rpkins I'mversity

adopted a -structure If the month.'

Spencer Kagan is Dire( t( )1 Res, ,ur.ces I(
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RON BRANDT

On Cooperative Learning:
A Conversation
with Spencer Kagan
First as a graduate student at UCLA and later as Professor of
Psychology and faculty member in the School of Education at the
University of California-Riverside, Spencer Kagan has been
researching the development of cooperation since 1967. Recently
he has devoted full time to conducting training institutes and
writing about his structural approach to cooperative learning,
which he describes here, including its effects on competitive
behavior and racial relations and the ways it differs from
other cooperative methods.

Yes. That Whole-Class Question-An- unless the student is a member
What do you mean by a
"structural" approach to swer structure is used primarily to of another team.

cooperadve learning?
There are a variety of classroom
structuresways of organizing the sodal interaction among students. The
most common structure is for students
to sit passively while teachers talk at
them. Then a second structure is often

used to check for comprehension:
The
teacher asks the question, the students
who think they know the answer raise
Whole-Class

Question-Answer.

their hands, and the teacher calls on
one of them. We've all seen it many
times: when one student is called on,

Well, we can use other structures to
review or check for comprehension. If
that were my goal, I'd use "Numbered set up a cooperative classroom, in
Heads Together." I'd have the students which a team doing well actually
sitting in heterogeneous teams with makes others feel good because all the
one 14h-, two middle-, and one low- teams can be gaining points toward a

achieving students on a team. Each class goal or contributing to a class
student would have a number--one, proiect.
two, tinve, orfour. I'd ask a question as

I normally would but then say, "Put
your heads together and make sure

That; too, is just a matter of struc-

tam, then?

Yes, we're talking about positive
everybody knows." After the students
had a chance to make sure even/body versus negative interdependence.
on the team knew the answer, I'd call When a student makes a mistake in the
a number "Number three's, what's the traditional classroommisses a ques-

the other students who have their answer?" Now, with that structure, tion, for examplethe other students
hands up register their disappoint- when a question is asked there is a are happy. They begin waving their
ment with a little "Oh." It's a structure buzz of participation among all stu- hands, and they fed good because
that sets the kids against each other.

So you favor the use of different
structures?

dents in the classroom. And instead of now they've got a second chance to be
feeling bad when someone else is recognized
In contrast, students in the coopercalled on, students are glad that anative classroom are positively interdeother student knows the answer.
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That's right. My interest in cooperation began when I was an undergraduate at UCIA I studied with Professor
Millard Madsen, who had done some
research in Mexico. Madsen had developed a device with four strings on it.
The idea was that to obtain toys, children could either compete by pulling
against each other or could coordinate
their efforts. He found that children in
rural Mexico were far more cooperative than those in more urban parts of
Mexico.

I became interested and began designing games and other methods for
assessing the cooperativeness and
competitiveness of children, both
their behaviors and their motiv. We
discovered certain rather universal
findings, including that competition
increases with urbanization. We found

that to be true workiwide; it didn't
matter what continent or what subcultural group we went to; children were
more competitive in more utban settings. If you couple that finding with
the fact that the whole world is rapidly

becoming more urban, you can see
what our future social character will
pendent. For example, you might have

a class thermometer on which you
post points earned by all the teams.
When the class reaches a certain class

goal, we all spend a little time celebrating that. Another way to create
positive interdependence among
teams is to have each team do one part
of a class project.

It sounds as though this idea of
structure goes beyond just an-

and smoke coming under the door be unless we somehow intervene.
That was one of the reasons I beand the only way we could get out of
the room would be to pull together, came interested in the question of
we would all be very cooperative. But
if someone walked into the room and

whett.er we could influence the com-

threw out a bunch of gold coins and
said, "Whoever gets them, they're
yours," we'd suddenly be very com-

findings was that when we used coop-

petitive. The same individuals will be
quite cooperative or quite competitive
in different situations.

toward increasing
with age.

petitiveness of children. One of our

erative teams in the classroom, we
were able to reverse the tendency
competitiveness

You're saying these were not just
casual observations; you had objecHow
do
you
know
how
a
particuother new method of teaching.
It's grounded in a tradition of re- lar structure win affect people's tive nwasures of cooperativeness.
Yes, both behavioral and paper-andsearch and thought that says our be- behavior?
haviors are determined to a large extent by the situations we're in. People

We've conducted quite a bit of re-

one who's behaving cooperatively or
competitively and say, "She's a cooperative person" or "He's very competitive" without realizing that the person's behavior is greatly influenced by

itive behavior among children back in
1967. I've conducted an extensive series of research studies on that issue.

pencil measuresin over 20 pub-

search on that. I personally begin lished research studiesdocumenting
tend to underestimate the power of looking at the influence of various that cooperative learning leads to a
situational variables. We look at some- situations on cooperative and compet- more pro-social orientation among

the situation.
For example, if a group of us were

caught in a room with sirens outside
30

students.

Apparently your interests have
turned from research to practice.

Yes, I began using cooperative
So even though your ideas are
presented as practical sugges- learning methods in 1972 in my own

tions, they've derived from a body classes at the University of Californiaof scholarly theory and research. Riverside. As we experimented with
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That is in contrast, of course, to the
curriculum-specific approach that
Robert Slavin and the Johns Hopkins

those methods and found positive re-

sults among student teachers, I got
mote and more involved in teacher
training in general and so began going
imo classrooms and working with students fiom kindergarten on up.

The turning point for me was an

expetiment we =ducted in 1980.
Irving Balow, Dean of the School of
Education at UCRiverside, gave me
permission to conduct a large-scale

research projea with the student

teachers at the school of education.
That year we randomly assigned the
student teachers to teach using either
cooperative methods or more traditional methods. The 50 student teach-

'When you create

heterogeneous
teams and make
them heterogeneous
not only by
achievement but by
race, you get strong
improvement in
race relations.

to a million bits of data in that one
research project.
One of the more important findings
was a tremendous improvement in

racial relations among students as a
result of cooperative learning. But in

the classrooms of the student teachers

who were randomly assigned to use
traditional methods, we found that
race relations patterns were as they
generally are in schools: at or near

entry to school there was no

self-

segregation among students; by 3rd
grade there emerged a slight segregation, and by 6th grade students chose
as friends those of the same race. But
in the classrooms where cooperative
learning was used, students' highest
levels of intimacy choices were their

proaches an emphasis an specific be-

haviors among teachers rather than
giving them general principles and
leaving it up to them to decide how to
structure the classroom.
We've worked hard, though, to try

to incorporate the most important
principlespositive interdependence
and individual accountabilityinto
the various structures. For example, if
a teacher used "Numbered Heads To-

gether," there's positive interdependence at the point where students are
working together in step 3. There's
individual accountability in the last
step, because the teacher calls on one

ers had some 2,000 pupils, and wc
assessed the results as broadly as wc
could: we had measures of ethnic relations, self-esteem, role-taking abilities, dassmom climate, cooperativeness, and of course standardized
achievement tests. We collected close

group has favored recently. On the
other hand, the structural approach
shares with the Johns Hopkins ap-

self-segregate; we have desegregation student and none of the other students
without integration. With cooperative is allowed to help.

learning there is true integration because students become friends with
their teammates. Several of the studies
suggest that these are not uivial findings; there's generalization to cafeteria
seating patterns and playground play
patterns, even to friendship choices

Teachers trained in the structural

approach teach quite differently from
those trained only by the Joimsons or
only in the Johns Hopkins approaches.

Both of those approaches train the
teachers in relatively few structures
and don't emphasize "domains of use-

the following school year, when students are no longer in the same cooperative learning teams. When you create heterogeneous teams and make

fulness"when to use each. In con-

strong improvement in race relations.

ual accountabilitythat's built into the
structures. They also don't follow detailed prescriptions of what and how
to teach. They concentrate on choos-

trast, teachers trained in the stnictural

approach learn a great many structures and when to use them. They
them heterogeneous not only by don't have to design ways to create
achievement but by race, you get positive interdependence or individ-

There are, of course, different for-

mulations of cooperative learning. They aren't necessarily op- ing the appropriate set of strucnr es
posed to one another, but they for a given academic or social goal. As
.

teammatesand, because we had in- are somewhat different. 'Will you
tegrated teams, we essentially elimi- contrast your approach with those
nated self-segregation among stu- of Roger and David Johnson and
dents. Race of the other students was of Robert Slavin?
Sure. The structural approach shares
not a significant predictor of friendwith
David and Roger Johnson's apship choices.

teachers become fluent in the structures, they move from one to another
through a lesson. The structures are

tools, and the teachers use the tools to
design dynamic lessons. Part of the art
of teaching is choosing an appropriate
proach the idea of giving teachers new structute for whatever goal you have.

That's fascinadng.
Yes, and since that study there've
been a couple of dozen very good

methods so they can teach whatever
they want to teach more successfrilly. It's

You specify structures for various
educastudies supporting that general find- ture does not involve choice of any purpose& Are there some
tional purposes for which a coopering. We've had court-mandated deseg- particular curriculum or curriculum maadve approach is not appropriate?
regation in this country for some time, terials; in fact, the structures can be used
Cooperative learning methods are
but it hasn't served to improve race from kindergarten through univeasity very powerful; they allow us to reach
relations, because students quickly across the curriculum.
curriculum free; the choice of a struc-
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our objectives mcre efficiently. But conjunaion with other structures that
there are some objectives we provide meaning and context for the
shouldn't be vying to reach, sonx memory work
curriculums we shouldn't be trying to
deliver. In California we've gone

cooperative acdvides.

And the structural approach helps

us ref:twice that the comes-

It's probably true that schools dotal structure., the one most

through a tim when students have sometimes teach some Mop that

adults grew up with, is very onesided.

the algorithms and without having a what i had in ndnd. Vital I meant
meaningful con= for worldng those to ash is: are there legitimste ob-

Yes. Each strtxture has its benefits
and its limits. To rely exclusively on
any one structure is to limit the range
of experience of students and leave

been memorizing algorithms in math- shouldn't be delivered with or
ematics classes withotn untkerstanding without cooperation, but that isn't

kinds of protierns. The new math jectives that should not be taught
them less prepared for the kind of
framework has rightly challenged that. cooperatively?

Absolutely. Students need to learn ro world they'll be living in.1:3
We have, for example, Color-Coded
Cow Cards that can be used to help compem they need to be able to work
students memorize math facts very ef- alone. An individualbtic orientation is
ficiently. But if they're memorizing often very adaptive. But they also need
those facts without understanding, to work together. The problem I have Spence: Ragan is Director, Resources for
then something's wrong. That struc- with the traditional approach is not that Teachers, 27134 RISCO Espada, #202, San

ture, which is an efficient memory
structute, is only appropriate if used in

it's too competitive or too individual's- Juan Capistrano, CA 92675. Ron Brmdt is
it's that it almost never includes emy ASCD's Executive Editor.
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How Cooperative Learning
Can Enhance

Mastay Teaching
When you add the harmony of cooperative
learning to the melody of mastery teaching, you
produce a richer sound in the classroom.

Recent controversies in Educa&mai Learkrship have highlighted the relative merits of co-

fer, rate and degree of learning, practice,

reinforcement, and modeling
Hunter's design provides teachers a

When implemented properly, however, the model has many merits. For
example, mastery teaching

emphasizes planning by objecoperative learning and of Hunter's comprehensive framework of decitives
(the teacher's objectives are to be
=stay teaching model. Here we at- sions to consider in lesson planning.
tempt to transform the &bate into a Nevertheless, many implementors very clear, whether or not they are
dialogue by illustrating how the vetsatil- have missed the flexibility Hunter in- stated for the students);
improves teachers' presentation
ity, fleroaihty, and powerful social rix)d- tended in her "recipe for a basic white

sauce" (Hunter 1984) by "Hunteriz- skills;
is based on psychological princidirect instruction A la Hunter. Alter all, ing" (Slavin 1987, Hunter 1987) their
the two models address differou aspects staff members, rather than allowing ples that have achieved widespread, if
of the teaching-leaming process, and them the freedom to decide for them- not universal, acceptance,
emphasizes checking for undereach model makes its own distinct con- selves which elements to include, restanding,
which is crucial for learning.
uibutions. But, first, let's review each peat, or delete.
vation of cooperative learning add to

Further, the step-by-step task analysis
and careful giving of directions in mastery teaching are crucial to the success
of many experiendal learning activities

model and its merits separately.

The Basics of Mastery
Teaching

The premise of Hunter's modelsometimes called the LIC1A model or 111?
(Instructional Theory into Practice)is
dui effective teaching is a constant chain

of deliberate professional decisions in
the following categories:

1. Content: what to teach (including
&teethes, task analysis, and diagnosis).

2. Learner behavior what the stu-

dent will do or say to learn and to
demonstrate hls or her lirning (in-

(except for open-ended explorations

Hunter's design
provides teachers a
comprehensive
framework of
decisions to
consider in lesson
planning.

put-output modalities).
3. Teatber behavior what the teacher
can do to increase learning based upon

and possibly group investigations with

goals and procedures chosen oy students). In addition, teacher exposition
related to experiential learning activides

helps students see the big picture. Finally, Hunter's language (or labeling)
system is useful for analyzing and developing a common vocabulary for talking

about the act of teaching

Principles of Cooperative
Learning

There is a large repertoire of cooperative learning strategies (Kagan 1989),

principles of motivation, retention, trans-
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also called methods, models, structures, or procedures, based on several
common ideas. For example:

1.11.11111111111111

The class is divided into small
groups (typically with two to five
members each), who work together

Proponents of
combining the two
models sometimes
promote group work
as guided practice,
but we suggest there
are many other
opportunities for
combination.

cooperatively to discuss and complete
an academic task.
Tasks can be given at various lev-

els of intellectual complexity: facts,
skills, concepts, principles, problem
solving, and creative thinking. A
teacher presentation may or may not
precede the group activities.

The teacher stares guidelines to
foster cooperation and mutual interdependence within each group, cir-

culating from group to group and
noting progress and problems for
In working together, students use a
variety of social skills; these are explicitly taught in some cooperative models

c. Expert groups: Students who have
the same topics meet in expert groups
to discuss the topics, master them, and
plan how to teach them.
d. Home groups: Students return to
their original groups and teach what

they have learned to their group
members.

Note. If step e and f are used, the
method is called jigsaw II
e. Quiz: The quiz is taken individually.

Team recognition.

of team presentations; (g) tealll pre-

Enhancing Lesson Design

sentations; and (h) evaluation.
3. The elements of Jigsaw include:
a. Task division: A task or passage of

Now let's look at some ways that cooperative learning can add to mastery

text material is divided into several

these models sometimes promote

component parts (or topics).
b. Home groups: Each group mem-

group work as guided practice, but we

ber is given a topic on which to be-

tunities for combination. Here we will

come an expert.

expand each category of lesonIign
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about this already?

Students in groups can talk about
the lesson's objective and purpose to
clarify the task, remind each other of

why it's worth doing, and identify
specific uses of the skill or learning
outcomes.

effective modeling behaviors to use in
their home groups.

Students think of a response individually for a given period of time, then
pair with their partners to discuss the

(c) teambuilding; (d) team topic selection; (e) mini-topic selection, preparation, and presentation; (t) preparation

or useful for me? What do I know

and Johnson 1989) shows the qfectiveness of peer models (if proptrly
validated). For example, the expert
groups in Jigsaw help students learn

1. In Think-Pair-Share, the teacher

selection of student learning teams;

topic all about? Why would I wish to
learn it? How would it be interesting

themselves can also serve as models.
Research in social learnit43 (Johnson

poses a question to the students in
the class, who are sitting in pairs.

student-centered class disctission, (b)

key questions such aS: What is this

or her best modeling, the students

briefly describe three well-known
structures: Think-Pair-Share, Co-op
Co-op, and Jigsaw.

ements of Co-op Co-op include: (a)

discussions. Students can learn to pose

After the teacher demonstrates his

but not in others. To illustrate how
cooperatWe groups operate, we will

rest of the class.
2. Co-op Co-op is a highly structured version of Sharan and Sharan's
(1989) group investigation model. El-

Anticipatory set may occur in co-

operative brainstorming or in group

In addition to the teacher, text, or
instructional media, the students become sources of input when they contribute ideas to the discussion in language familiar to their peers.

later processing.

question and reach consensus. The
teacher next asks students to share
their agreed-upon answers with the

by adding contributions from cooperative learning.

teaching. Proponents of combining
suggest there are many other oppor-

The teacher can check for understanding within each group and can

also show students how to do so

within their own groups, for example,
by using the think-pair-share process.
Peers often offer immediate feedback
not readily available from the teacher.
Guided practice is highly effective

in small groups, as demonstrated by

research on STAD, TGT, and TM
(Slavin 1983, Slavin et aL 1985). Addi-

tional cooperative strategies that can
stimulate practice include color-coded
co-op cards, pairs check, roundtable,
and numbered heads together (Kagan
1989).

Independent practice takes place
in the context of the group, for example, as students practice individually in

their groups and periodically check
each other's responses for accuracy.

Closurr occurs in a group sum-

HOW COOPERATIVE LEARNING CAN ENHANCE MASTERY TEACHING

Mastery teaching
synthesizes the most
rewarding aspects
of expository

instruction and
clarifies what the
best traditional
teachers do so well,
and cooperative
learning breathes
creative life into that
teaching by inviting
students to become
coproducers of ideas
with their teachers.

mary or synthesis, addressing questions

such as, "What are the key ideas we
learned uxlay?" "What social skills did
we do well on today?" "Which skills do
we need to improve?" Responses can

be shared within groups, betv !en

Cooperative groups provide a variety of sources of motivation. Intrinsic
motives such as interest, curiosity, and
desire for understanding often arise in
group explorations. Social motives are
shown by statements such as: "We're
all in this together" and "I want to do

my part well and not let the group
down." When group members ac-

sure the overly anxious student and
energize the unconcerned one.

grams, nonverbal cues), and tactile/

higher cognitive levels. Research on

itself is motivating for many students.

small-group inquiry/discovety and problem solving in mathematics (Davidson
1990) and science (lazarowitz 1985) is

mation is closely linked with formation
of concepts and schemata. Concepts and

herent in group work fosters analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation.

schemata an be formed and modified
via communication with others in a
group discussion. Vygotsky (1962) as-

(Slavin 1983, Johnson and Johnson 1989,

foster active participation, which in

2. Practice. Research on coopera- aimed at higher-order outcomes. In
tive learning shows strong effects of addition, the processing of social
peer practice modeLs, and a variety of skills in some models of cooperative
structures is available for practice, in- learning elicits higher-order thinking
cluding color-coded co-op cards, pairs (Johnson and Johnson 1987, Dishon
check, roundtable, and numbered and Wilson O'Leary 1984, Solomon
and Solomon 1987). Further, the exheads together (Kagan 1989).
3. Retention. The retention of infor- posure to multiple perspectives in-

Research on cooperative learning

serts that cognitive functions appear first
on the social level, then on the individ-

these readily take place in small groups.
In fact, students frequently awt to the

they may develop higher levels of trust,
teel less vulnerable to taking risks, and
feel more comfortable than in the class
as a whole. Group work may even reas-

dalities, visual modalities (graphs, dia-

boundaries of race, ethnicitY, and social class. Further, cooperative groups

one another, they also begin to develop mutual respect across the

Strengthening the Learning
Principles

strong needs to affiliate; they often
come to school primarily to be with
their friends. In a cooperative group,

tive materials and structured movement activities, small groups employ
auditory and verbally expressive mokinesthetic modalities.
6. Extending studens' *inking. Small
group tasks can be designed at all levels
of Bloom's taxonomy knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Group irwestigation (Sharan and Sharan 1989) and its
variatim, Co-op Co-op (Kagan 1989),
involve extended group study requiring

ual level. Further, cognitive rehmrsal
strategies can increase retention, and

sign, cooperative learning can contribute to a teacher's use of Hunter's categories of learning principles. We will
examine each category.
L Motivation. As Glasser (1986)
and others have shown, students have

students, especially reflective ones. In
addition, through concrete manipula-

knowledge, recognize, or praise each
other's contributions, ego-integrative
motives come into play. Students in
groups often develop a sense of competence in their own abilities to reason and to solve problems. As group
members learn to nurture and support

groups, or with the whole class.

In addition to enhancing lesson de-

as think-pair-share, which involve
wait-time for silent thinking, benefit all

benefits; for example, one student remarked, "I remember the story much
better when I tisik it over with my group
than if I just read it by myself"

4. Transfer. Small-group tasks are
often designed explicitly to rer:dire
and facilitate transfer of ideas from
one setting to another. The processing

of social skills provides transfer to
other school and nonschool settings.
5. Laming styks. Cooperative grouris
accommkxlate a wide variety of learning

styles and modalities. For example,
small groups can benefit introverted

In addition to
enhancing lesson
design, cooperative
learning can
contribute to a
teacher's use of
Hunter's categories
of learning
principles.

as well as extraverted learners (Finley
and Davidson, in press). Methods such
35
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Sharan 1980) shows positive effeas in
the areas of academk achievement, self-

esteem as a learner, aoss-race friend-

ship, social acceptance of mainstrearned children, and social sidll
developmem (if social skills ate taught
and practiced). In addition, the fact that
the tesearch base fir both academic and
sodal outcomes is stnmger for coctperative learning than kr mastery teaching
(Slavin

1987) may prompt mastery

teaching practitionets to ackl coopersdye learnim to their repertoire
Cooperative learning shows the
power of divergent thinking and learn-

point/counterpoint. That Ls, mastery
teadiing synthesizes the most rewarding aspects of expository instruction
and clarifies what the best traditional
teachers do so well, and cooperative
learning breathes creative life into that
teaching by inviting students to become copoducers of ideas with their
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Group Investigation Expands
Cooperative Learning
Group Investigation harnesses students' individual
interests and gives them even more control over their
learning than other cooperative learning methods do.

Stage 1. Identifying the topic to he
classroom. Also, by communicating
invesitgated
and oiganizintg students
take an active part in planning freely and cooperating in planning
irito
reward/
groups.
what they will study and how. and carrying out their chosen topic of
STEP
1.
This
exploratory step may
They form cooperative groups accord- investigation, they can achieve more
ing to common interest in a topic. All than they would as individuals. The take two or three class periods. The
presents a broad topic to the
group members help plan how to final result of the group's work reflects teacher
whole
class.
The topic may be pan of
research their topic. Then they divide each member's contribution, but it is
the
curriculum
or may stem from the
the work among themselves, and each intellectually richer than work done
students'
interest
or from a timely
group member carries out his or her individually by the same students.
In planning and carrying out Group issue. Teachers should phrase the
part of the investigation. Finally, the
group synthesizes and summarizes its Investigation, students progress through topic as a question: instead of prework and presents these findings to six consecutive stages. These stages can senting the topic "Arizona Indians,"
the class ()ore and Weil 1972, Sharan be compressed into a week or two, or for example, the teacher should ask,
and Hertz-lazarowitz 1980, Mid 1952, they can be carried out over several "What can we learn from Arizona
weeks or even months, depending on Indians?" or "How do Arizona IndiSharan and Sharan 1976).
Indians in other
This method grew out of our inter- the scope of the topic under investiga- ans differ from
states?"
This
phrasing
serves two purest in Thelen's (1960) group investiga- tion and the skillfulness of the students
poses: it helps to define the scope of
tion model, "which attempts to com- and the teacher.
the investigation, and it sets the tone
bine in one teaching strategy the form
for inquiry.
and dynamics of the democratic proThe topic should be a multifaceted
cess and the process of academic inone,
so that it will trigger a variety of
quiry" (Joyce and Weil 1972). The
reactions
from the students. At this
bask features of Group Investigation
point, students are not expected to
are presented, in an early form, as
show what they know but what they
"small group teaching" (Sharan and
want to know. Some students will ask
Sharan 1976). Sharan and Hertz-Lazquestions based on their reading; cxharowitz (1980) refined the method
ers may ask questions related to their
and shaped its present form.
past experiences. If the teacher encourages diverse reactions, everyone

In Group Investigation, students

Stages of Implementation

Group Investigation is an effective organizational medium for encouraging
and guiding students' involvement in
learning. Students actively share in influencing the nature of events in their

The topic should be
a multifaceted one,
so that it will trigger
a variety of reactions
from the students.

will participate. Teachers should avoid

imposing their own suggestions or
rejecting student.s' questions.

The teacher can further stimulate
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inquiry by having students scan a van37
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a

hlms, texts, picture
magazines, articles, and so on.
mnirt es

I It

These Materials Might tk: dispiaVed on
A fahle so that students C.111 examine

them whenever they have tree time.
Perhaps a lectUre (in the subiect or 3
Asit to A 1):11110.1131 she would be help-

fulanything

to acquaint students

with the sublect ',hid stimulate their
interest

sire 2 Now the students arc leadV
to It,CnIuLtc

SCIcCt Van011s

tOph's tor inquiry The teacher writes

the general topic on the board and
asks "'Now that you've looked at some
ot the references atkiut this topic, what
do you think 'ou want to investigate in

As the teacher circulates among the

groups, he or she can offer help to
those who !iced it. Perhaps oik group

is unhappy with their original plan

Through discussion,
group members
exchange views
about the scope of
their inquiry. They
clarify exactly what
it is they want to
investigate.

Instead of insisung that the group stick
to a plan ti it has proven uninteresting
) them, thft teacher can discuss alter-

names and help them redirect their
goal. Another group may have planned
to tackle too Many Lltlestions. Again,
the teacher can help them formulate a
more realistic plan

Through discussion, group members exchange views about the scope
of their inquiry. They claritY exactly
what it is they want to investigate. One

teacher may wish to limit the number

group member will serve as recorder
and write down everyone's questions.
The first time a class undertakes
Group Investigation the procedure at

of students in 3 group or, if a particular

this stage may he .,:iinewhat schematic.

subtopic is veV popular, to form two
or niOre groups that will investigate it
Stage 2. Plannin,s; the inzestigation

if there are four students in the group,
there may Ix, .. eight questions, which
the students then divide among them-

The teacher writes eac. h suggestic in Oil

in gmups. Upon ioining their respec-

selves. As the class becomes more

the lx)...1111,

tive groups, the students tdril their
attention to the subtopic of their

comfortable with the process, it is not
unusual tbr the group to start off with

choice. Together they formulate a re-

one idea and end up with quite an-

searchable problem and plan their

1 11)er Many teachers find it useful to
have groups fill out a worksheet that

older to understand it lxIter?' selection of subtopics is done hv eix)perauve planning, which Can pn x:eed in
one (If several wavs (Gorman 19(19,
Wel 1952, Sharan and Sharan I9-0)
f Each student iaises questhins that
he (11 she wcitild hke to investigate

students meet in buzz groups
(four (Ir five per group), and each
group menthe! exiiiesses his or het
ideas als hit what hi investigate 1eI. ()r(ier Iii eac'h group write down
e.ull idea and then report (hen) to the
whole dass A short tiass discussion
esolts in a shared list. or
F...1( h student writes di Iwn his or
her quesnons Then planning continues
in niogreNsively 13IAcr gioups, from
pails
qUalicts to groups 01 eight At

course of. action. Group members determine which aspect of the subtopic
each Ont.! Of theni, singly or in pairs,
will investigate. In effect, each group

structures the steps of this planning

has to devote an ilOur
tWO to its
intenial organization. Members have
to decide how to pioceed and what

stage. Figure 1 is an example of such a
worksheet.
Generally, groups find it helpful to
have one member serve as recorder to
organize their work. The recorder re-

resources they will need to carry OW

minds group members what their

their investigati( In

roles arc and what the deadline is for

LII h step students compare their lists,
eliminate epentions. and compile a sin
represents the
The final
gle
interests (It all parth. ipanis
.s

The tea( her makes all the

the whole
I. lass. either H. wining them on the

Out lkstavelt

Moroi*

suggt-,(Ions. .iv.idahlc to
iard

trihuulig

duplicating then1 and ciPsk opV to cat 11 studcnt

11c IlIXI stcp Is itt t la.sth
evelAcmc questions intt several Cale
NI1 1

got les

adapting
the chi ee meth& )cis outlined in
I
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GROUP INVES11GATION EXPANDS COOPERATIVE LEARNING

How Mc*? Is Grasp !mitigation!
Over the past 12 years, we have evaluated the effectheness of Croup Investigation

k expwlments. These studies enconyassed many
demons and lamtheb of pupils and wets:conducted st Mime eerie levels with
Meant subject matter. Meet of these studies aciuked several sant kr training,

in a series of 10
reporting back to the group. The recorder may also keep a record of
everyone's progress. A coordinator (or

chair) serves as leader during group
discussions when evoyone shares information and makes plans. The coor-

dinator also encourages everyone to
contribute to the group's effort.
A copy of each group's worksheet
should be posted. In addition to serving 214 a reminder of what each group
is dcdng, this display shows how the

whole class works as a "group of
groups." Each student contributes to
the small group's investigation, and
each group contributes to the whole
claw's study of :Le larger topic.
Stage 3. Carrying oza the investigation. In this stage, each group carries
out the plans decided on in Stage 2.

Group members gather infoimation
from a variety of sources, analm and
evaluate the data, reach conclusions,
and apply their share of new knowledw to "solving" the group's research

problem. Each class period at this
stage begins with the teacher's reviewing with eath group what it plans to do
that day. One or two group members
may spend some time in the library,
others may summarize their visit to a
museum, while a few may interview a
resource person inside the school. Or
they may all view a filmstrip or read a
relevant article. Group members discuss their work and help one another.

Groups may choose to haw the

recorder note their tentative conclusions, or each member may present a

written summary of his or her findings. Groups carrying out their first
investigations, especially in the lower
grades, may simply have each member
present a short summary or answer to

the question that he or she investigated. With experience, this inter-

group summary becomes a problemsolving discussion: the students
continue to share information but go
on to compare their respective findings and search for ways to apply them

to their research problem. At this

point experienced students will often
"discover" a new problem that evolves
from their discussion of their findings.
Stage 4. Preparing a final report
This stage serves as a transition from
data gathering and clarification to the

haplementstion, and evaluation to be ooiniesed. Bythis thormelelestp sse hePed to
Witt clawroom experiments whose
avoid the *Oda chant*, of many

results have %Med applkabOy to real &taro= skuations. Here we NOV& the
main features of thew studies and tefer the make to the Mew* publkations.
sots!). Our aim was to
AO of the HMO we carried ot had to
investigation In patina", as
=lecooperative ksmkg in general, and
st4varkasselectsofthokopfameatation.%* had tonight the putidpathl
waders in the prindpies and procedures of cooperative lewd* because they wee
atesswined Amine esdushely to whaled's, inaguction. In each My, we took steps
to help machos cope ties thek doubts and fear of folks% as ve0 as with thek reed to
basic attitudes old sir& for Instance, we set up small teams of wadies to

lawns in detail, obseMng each other's lessons,
on what tempered dieing the lesson. These
each other
for
the
teachers.
units pined
achievement At both
adenec adtkotement Five of the studies assessed
dates
tie elementary and secondloy leek students from the
their
peers
genesally demonstrated a ifther level of academic addevement than
Mutual assistance kt

Grow
to* with the whole-class method. Moreover, students who
although
on
high-level
Investhistion did better on questions assessir%
from
the
traditional
method
on
occasion they did only just as well as students
and
Karsenty
1989,
eyetooth% the acquisidon I Migration aszarowitz
et al. I984a, Shinn et at 1980, Shaun and Shackle 1988, Shaw and
Shaulay 1989). Of pankular Meet we the Si&w from a study that
pupils' spoken language (Swan and Shachar 1988).11m woups of pupilsa=seimxi
pupils per group) from each of nine 8th rade classes were formed at random and

asked to conduct two discussions of IS minims each, one on a topic from their study
the other on a topic from their history dafes. The &scissions were
of

and analyzed by Mew

When they studied in Gow kiveitinakm classes, PuPlis (min both et!I#F.Pul°5 in
Israel Show whose braes are from Worn countries and those from mime Eastern
countries) used more wont per turn (Open* than did their ethnic pees taught with the
wholeciass method. Moreover, the lower-dass Middle Eastern children (oiten considered to have Ihnited language) who had tided in Crow investigadon dames used as
many %suds per turn dieing the discussions as did the mickle-dass Western students in
from both ethnk groups who had
wept *vat the wholeciass methoci
the
with
equal frequency in die &misCroup invesPgatitm daises
taught
with
the
wholecless
method, the Western
sions, but in those teoupe from dames
the
&scissions.
mkkile-dass students
social interaction leave no doubt that
on
Sods / kagyartion. Data
of
competftion among shelves white
a peat
wholeciass teething
and
monad assistance among them.
Croup investigation pwmotw cooperation
social
interaction among classmates
Group knesdption even promotes positive
al.
1980,
Sharan in press, Sharan et
from different Wu& moups (fiertz-Lazarowita et
and
Shachar
1988).
al. 1984b, Shrum and Rich 1984, Shoran
Gap hwestigation am leachers. One of our studies repotted an in-depth analysis
to implement
of teachers' reactions to an histructional change
Heria-tazarowiti 19827raradvediers
learning in three *memory schools (Shaw
their
work
following participation in the
impressed mow posidve attitudes toward
having
a
more
positive climate, and they
project they perceived their schools a
behavior
all
the time.
expressed less need to control their students'
Investigation
on teachers' language
Another study examined the effects of Grum
and
Shadier
1989). Twentywhen interacting with their students (Henz-Lazarowitz
seven teachers of It through fith grade were tape-recorded several times during the
first half ci the year when they employed the wholeclass method exclusively and
savant dines during die second MN of the year when they taugli with the
method. The researdiers found that, during use of the whole-class
the teachers tended to deliver long !crimes, give students orders, ask
short answers, use collective disdplinasy measures, and
questions die
a a unit in general tem. All in all, their speech was quite
praise the entire
WaW, even rigid, In nature. By contrast, when these same teachers used Group
investigation, their speech vas more intimate; they expressed support for student
initiative, encouraged commimication among the students, gave students feedback
about their academic work, and praised individuals for specific activsties.
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presentatim of the most significant

on the application of knowledge to

results of the inquiry. It is primarily an
organizational stage, yet it entails such
intellectual activities as abstracting the
main idea of the group's project, pulling together all the parts into an integrated whole, and planning a presentation that will be both instructive and

new problems, the use of inferences,

appealing. Presentations can take the
form of an exhibit, a model, a learning

center, a written report, a dramatic
presentation, a guided tour, or a slide
presentation, to mention only a few
options.
Some groups decide what their final
report will be when they begin their
work. Other groups plan their report
in Stage 4. For still others, the report

and the drawing of conclusions. In
addition, the teacher evaluates the investigation process itself.
Alternatively, teachers and students

In assessing
learning in Group
Investigation, the
teacher evaluates
students'
higher-level
thinking about the
topic they studied.

can collaborate in other to evaluate
learning Each group can submit questions about the most important aspects
of their subtopic. In a class of seven

groups, for example, each group

might suggest two questions. The final

exam then consists of 14 questims.
Each student answers 12 qmstions,
excluding the two contributed by his

or her group. After the exam, the
teacher may ask each group to correct
everyone's answers to the two ques-

begins to take shape while they're

tions it submitted In this way the

involved in their investigation. A
group studying the dwellings of Indian

group serves as a committee of expens who evaluate their classmates'
learning

tribes, for example, constructed an
Indian village as part of their inquiry

and then presented it to the class.

needed, and reminding them that each

Students in a group inquiring into the
life of an author waited until all their
data were collected in order to pre-

group's plan should involve all

its

pare a short skit on the most important
period of her life.

members.
Stage 5. Presenting tbe final report
The groups are now prepared to present their final reports to the class. At

During the planning that groups

this stage, all the groups meet and

conduct at this stage, students assume

reconstitute the whole class as a social
unit. The schedule of presentations is

a new rolethat of teacher. True, all
along group members have been telling each other about their work and
continually discussing what they did
or did not understand; they have been
tutoring each other every step of the
way. But now they begin to plan how
to teach their classmates, in an organized way, the essence of what they've
learned.

posted, and eadi group knows how
much time it has for its presentaticm.
After each group's turn, the members
of the "audience" voice their reactions
to what they saw and heard.
Stage 6. Evaluation. Group Investi-

Students' affective experient.ca during their investigaticm are also part of
the evaluation. Students should reflect
on how they feel about the topic they
investigated as well as about how they

carried out their investigation. The
teacher might ask the students to write
a short summary of what they felt they
learned about the topic and about how
to increase their egmtiveness as investigators. Or the teacher could conduct

discussions in small groups to allow

students to cypress their feelings

about the content they learned and the
process of learning

gation exposes students to constant
evaluation, by both peers and teacher.
The discussions among group mem-

Studying Whist Interests
One Most

When the teacher notes that the bers at every stage of their work, as Why is Group Investigation so effecgroups are nearing the end of their well as cie meetings with the teacher, tive? First and foremost, it gives stuinvestigations, it is time to convene the

members of the steering committee
(who were chosen in Stage 2). The

make students' gra.p of their topic and
of their work visible at all times. Dur-

dents more control over their learning

than other teaching methodseven

ing the entire course of the inquiry,

other cooperative learning methods
committee hears each group's plan for the teacher has many opportunities to do. Students inquire into those asits report. The teacher writes down form reliable judgments on the basis pects of a subject that interest tbem
each group's requests for special ma- of frequent conversations and obser- most. They raise questions that reflect
terials and coordinates the schedule. vations of the swdents' academic and their different interests, backgrounds,
With the teacher's guidance, the com-

social activity (Sharan and Hertz-laz-

values, and abilities. These differences

mittee membeis make st.re that the arowitz 1980).
ideas for presentation are varied and
In assessing learning in Group Indear and can indeed be carried out. vestigation, the teacher eviluates stuThe teacher continues in the role of dents' higher-level thinking about the

are the group's greatest asset they

advisor, helping the committee where
40

topic they studied Evaluation focuses
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ensure a wide range of knowledge and
skills.
The Group Investigation

method provides an excellent structure for harnessing both these skills

GROUP INVESTIGATION EXPANDS COOPERATIVE LEARNING

and students' Individual interests for
fruitful academic inquiry. C]
Maboss' note This article is bmed on a

chapter kom our forthcoming book of
similar tide
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Implementation
Beginning with Robert Slavin's editorial warning against superficial
implementation but affirming his belief that cooperative learning is

here to stay, this section has several interesting commentaries. Dianne
Augustine and her fellow teachers testify that "Cooperation Works!"
Another teacher, James Schultz, agrees, bu admits that he learned a
few things through experience, including the need to teach social
skills. David and Roger Johnson offer authoritative advice about how
social skills can be taught. Laura Carson and Sharon Hoyle reinforce

the need to teach such skills explicitly.
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GUEST EDITORIAL
HERE 10 STAY-OR GONE TOMORROW

ROBERT E SLAVIN

Cooperative learning seems to be an extraordinary
success. It has an excellent research base, many
viable and successful korms, and hundreds of thousands of enthusiastic adherents. Yet every innovation in
education carries within ft the seeds of its own downfall, and
cooperative learning is no different in this regard.
One danger inherent in the widespead adoption of cog>
eradve learning is that large numLas of teachers with halfknowledge may use inelkaive fonns of the appma:h aryl
experience failure and frustrxion. Cooperative learning appeals particularly to humanistic teachers who feel uncomfortable with a great deal of structure and with providing rewards
or other "marinsic" incentives to students. Yet research consistendy finds that the successful fonns of cooperative learning

are those that provick a good deal of structure is well

as

rewards or recognition based on group performance.
At worst, some teachers hear about cooperative learning
and believe that students can simply be placed in groups,
given some interesting materials or problems to solve, and
allowed to discover information or skills. Others may allow

groups to work together to produce a single product or
solution. Research clearly does not support either of these
uses of the approach. Successful models always include
plain old good instruction; the cooperative activities supple-

ment but do not replace direct instruction (what they do
replace i:: individual seatwork). Moreover, they always include individual accountability, in that group success depends on the sum of all group members' quiz scores or
particular contributions to a team task.
Another danger inherent in the succeas of cooperative
learning is that the methods will be oversold and undertrained.
It is being promoted as an alternative to tracking and within-

class gmuping as a means of mainstreaming academically

coaches, unambiguous administrative support, and the avail-

ability of materials designed for cooperative learning or
time to adapt existing materials to this purpose. It also
requires using the right methods for the right objectives. For
example, Student Teams-Achievement Divisions (STAD) and
Teams-Games-Tournaments (TOT) are excellent for teaching skills or objectives with one right answer, from calculus
to spelling to geography (Slavin 1986). I'm often depressed,
however, to see these methods applied to subjects that lend
themselves more to discussion and controversy.
The future of cooperative learning is difficult to predict.
My hope is that even when cooperative learning is no longer
the "hot" new method, schools and teachers will continue to

use ft as a routine part of instruction. My fear is that
cooperative learning will largely disappear as a result of the
faddism so common in American education.
However, I have several reasons to believe that coopera-

tive learning is here to stay. First, it has a vastly better
research base than most innovations, so it is likely to be
found successful when school districts evaluate it. Second,

the nature of cooperative learning makes it a method
unlikely to be forced on unwilling teachers. Making mandatory such methods as mastery learning and Madeline Hunt-

er's models, for example, has probably undermined the
longevity of these methods. Third, cooperative learning
appears to ,be becoming A standard element of preservice
education, so a generation of teachers is likely to have been
exposed to the idea. Finally, cooperative learning makes life
more pleasant for teachers as well as for students. Students
love to work together, and their enthusiasm makes teaching
more fun. Long after something else is the novelty, teachers
will continue to use cooperative methods because they can
see the effects with their own eyes.0

handicapped students, as a means of improving race relations

in desegregated schools, as a solution to the problems of
students at risk, as a means of increasing prosodal behavior
among children, as well as a method for simply increasing the
achievement of all students. Cooperative learning can in fact
acconplish this staggering array of objectives, but not as a
result of a single three-hour inservice session.

Real and lasting success with the approach requires
in-class follow-up over time from peer coaches or expert
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DIANNE K AUGUSTINE, KRISTIN D. GRUBER, AND LYNDA it HANSON

Cooperation Works!
Cooperative learning can benefit
all students, even those who are
low-achieving, gifted, or mainstreamed.

IT7lth a combined total of 48 guage early in the year. He needed guage, and his social studies average
years in the classroom and 23

constant supervision just to stay on
paid little attention to classroom

went up markedly. By mid-February,
he was passing every subject; and he
was able to maintain his grades for the
rest of the year. From a dejected, iso-

VV years using cooperative learning strategies, we are confident that caLcussions, and seldom completed ascooperation works: it promotes higher signments. With a cooperative group
achievement, develops social skills, and to support and encourage him, how- lated child at the beginning of the
confiputs the responsibility for learning on ever, Andy completed many assign- year, Andy became a cheerful,
ments during class and brought back dent child whose achievement had
the learner.
improved dramatically by the end of
The three of us come from the ranks homework consistently. Soon he
of the more than 30,000 teachers earned a "B" in health, a "C" in lan- the year.
trained by Roger and David Johnson in
the Cooperative Learning Center at the
University of Minnesota We have used

cooperative learning in our 3rd, 4th,
and 6th grade classrooms for many
years, as do many of the teachers in
our open-space elementary school.

We also collaborate to train other
teachers throughout the state of Minnesota in the use of the Johnsons'
cooperative learning model.

Effects on Achievement
Each year, as we use cooperative
learning in our own classrooms, we
see improved achievement in a variety

of curriculum areas. For example,
Kristin has used heterogeneous coop-

erative groups in 3rd grade spelling
for more than 10 years, and individual

41. Aft,

and class spelling scores have improved consistently over that time (see
"Cooperative Spelling Groups").
In one case, Andy, a low-achieving
student who received LD services, was
failing social studies, health, and Ian-
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Teachers Dianne Augesaine, Krn Gruber,
and Lynda Hanson (Ieil to right) bellow
strongly in the cooperative concept They

wvus in their work together and
hsdivklually in their 616 (opposite page), 3rd

(center), and 44 grade MOO dassnsorns at
Aaron Elementary School in Minnesota

;Pe

Mainstreamed Students
Many mainstreamed students lack social skills and have low self-esteem.
When they are placed in small hetero-

geneous cooperative groups and assigned specific roles, their achievement generally increases and their
psychological health improves.

In one instance, Dianne placed
nergeesses le

Susan, a mainstreamed child, in a co-

art Awoke

r,
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Gifted Students

Of course, gifted students and their
parents are often skeptical of the benefits of cooperation. Let's look at a few
situations that occurred in Lynda's 4th
grade "gifted cluster" classroom.

Lynda's classroom is divided into
five base groups. There are three pairs

of students in each group. Lynda

chobses the pairs very carefully, putting a high-achieving student with a
lower-achieving student. Because students are paired, when an assignment
is structured cooperatively, there are
ready-made partners. Or Lynda can
divide the six members of each base
group into two triads, with heteroge-

neity assured. The base groups are
kept together four to five weeks be-

group needed to do well on the test:

fore being reassigned.
Some very unlikely friendships have
come out of these partnerships. In one
instance, Amy, a gifted student, and

the group score would be the average
of their four individual szores. Susan
was having difficulty learning the information for her mcdified test When

rocky relationship from the start. They
insisted they hated each other,

operative group to prepare for a social
studies chapter test. The children un-

derstood that each member of the

When mainstreamed
students are placed
in small cooperative
groups, their
achievement
generally increases
and their
psychological health
improves.

Angela learned to be
tactful with her
classmates and made
significant progress
in sharing ideas and
respecting others'
opinions.

Scott, an average student, were assigned to one another. Theirs was a

couldn't possibly work together, and
had not mastered the material, her even if they could, they wouldn't.
group members asked if they could Lynda decided to leave the pair tostay in during recess to work with her gether for an extended period.
Leaving pairs together has proved a
until she was prepared. The next day,
very
effective way of dealing with reDianne observed them quizzing Susan
luctant
partners. The two students inas soon as she arrived at school. When
the tests were corrected, Susan and volved may not become the best of
her teammates all received 100 per- friends, but that's not necessary. Alcent. The children shouted for joy and most always, however, they develop
complimented each other on their respect for each other and an awarethe study time WaS over and Susan still

success.

ness of how to work together. Amy
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and Scott became good friends. When
Sartt's family moved during the third
quarter of the year, Amy was so upset

she aied.
In another case, Angela, a gifted
student, had alwar enjoyed school
immensely. Early in the year, however,

But Jaw was uncomfortable with
group work. When som,one disagreed

with her answer, she was afiaid to
veak up, fearing she migiu hurt their
fedings. She simply allowed an incorrect answer to be recorded. Jenny's
parents had originally asked that their
daughter be excluded from coopera-

each othees learning.
If other educators believe as vm do
that higher achievement, increased accectance of dif f er ernes, improved atti-

tudes toward school, and enhanced
self-esteem are valuable goals for all
children, then we all need to promote

her parents contacted the school to
the continued use of cooperative
question why Angela WS being put dve groups because the experience learning 0
into groups in which each persco was was too traumatic for her. Eventually,
dependent on the others to complete however, they supported cooperative
assignments. Angela Was upset by groups and agreed that being assertive
these groups. She Imew she could do enough to explain or,,f s answers and
the work faster alone. The parents' stand up for orw's point of view was a

first concern was Angla's unhappi- valuable skill to develop. Jenny learned,
ness. Why was she having trouble?

Lynda explained that Migeb was
having problems interacting with oth-

in the context of a cooperative group,
to manage conflicts within her group
more effectively.

ers when working in a cooperative
pair or triad Angela's father obseived

Drammdc Changes

that Angela had always been successful

Implementing cooperative learning
has dramatically changed our percep-
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at everything she'd attempted she was
Dianne K. Augustine, Kristin D.
a superior student and was outstand- tion of teaching and learning. We now Gruber,
and Lynda IL Henson are teaching in piano, gymnastics, and dance. expect to see students in small heter- ers of grades 6, 3, and 4 respectively at
But Angela had never found it neces- ogeneous groups discussing topics, Dayton Elementary School in rhe Anokasary to work wail) anyone. He thought using effective social skills, and Hennepin School Disuict, 12000 S. DiaAngela had discovered something she what's most importantcaring about mond lake Rd., Dayton, MN 55327.

did not excel at, and ft made her

uncomfortable The parents agreed ft
would be to their daughter's benefit to
learn how to interact in a positive way,

even though she could admittedly do
dw assignments alone. They were also
enthusiastic about the critical thinldng
the groups stimulated. They assured
Lynda they would support her efforts;

then they let Angela know they
thought success in cooperative groups

Was important. As a result, Angela
learned to be tactful with her class=WS and made significant progress
in sharing ideas and respecting others'
ideas and opinions.
Jenny, another high-achieving stu-

dent, was concerned that her grades

might suffer because of the group
work. Lynda offered to delete the cooperative scores from jenny's average
an? give her the average of her indi-

vit:ual scores. The results surprised
both Jenny and her parents. Her average with all included was 97 percent,
while her individual average, excluding the cooperative scores, was only

96 percent. (This is a typical result.
Very seldom do cooperative assignments have a negative effect on student averages.)
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Cooperative Lemming:
Refining the Process
Teachers must give adequate attention to
monitoring and teaching social skills if they are to
introduce cooperative learning successfully.

44

the teacher?"
asked the secretary from

the main office as she
entered my classroom. She had instincthrely looked to the front of the
classroom for me. I raised my hand

their needs were beim met. My students' needs were not being met; they

felt helpkta, controlled, and bored
Many perbrmed oily for external mo-

&Mrs: parents, collew admissions,
diarismadc teachers.

from the midst of four students select-

I believed cooperative learning

ing their own topics for a paper. Cooperative learning had taken me from

could give my students more satisfying

the center stage of the classroom and
made me a facilitator within the learning process.
When I began teaching, methodology in colleges still fostered the teacher/sergeant image. I was sony to see

"day in, day out, low achievers get
negative feedback on their academic
efforts," as Slavin observed (1986, p.
8). I was equally depressed that highachieving students were saying that

experiences. By working cooper*,
tively, they would take an active role in

their learning they would work with

students a damaging lesson: to be de-

pendent on me for their learning

preparation and Social Skilla

the radiant smiles of free, enlightened
students to brighten my day, as Slavin
had promised. Instead, student four-

competitive lessons to unlearn; they

were facing each other. I waited for

missing, what they would change,
what they wantai. Universally, they

tion; in each of these group activities,

attention in class so that I'm able to
pass with an 80 percent, I don't bother
doing the homework" I came to realize that I had inadvertently taught my

Through my reading, I determined

started asking my students what was

Glasser that their favorite subjects were
band, journalism, and physical educa-

negative reactions: "I wouldn't want to
do this again," and "As long as I pay

others toward success; they would enjoy on equal chance for recognition.
So the desks in my room started to
have a different orientaticm: students

school was not stimulating or fun. I

told me that they wanted to be active,
t o work with others, and to have more
crmtrol.
William Glasser, in a Pbi Delta Kappan interview, showed me that everyone is motivated internally by needs for
power, freedom, love, and fun (Gough
1987). In a survey, students had told

nals about our experience showed

My students told me
that they wanted tO
be active, to work
with others, and to
have more control.
5 el

two major flaws in my approach. First,

I had not adequately prepared my
students for cooperative learning.
They had 11 years of independent and

and I both needed to be trained in
cooperative methods. Second, I
needed to focus on the differences
between group work and cooperative
work; the latter requires positive interdep mdence, face-to-face interaction,
individual accountability, group procand interpersonal skills
essing,
(Johnson et al. 1984).
Of these components, the most im-

portant was the lam: interpersonal
skills. My students had few social skills

for worldng together. They had been
taught repeatedly to keep their eyes

on their own papers, not to share
homework, and to be responsible for
their own grades. I had asked them in
one assignment to overcome those
49

values and to work together, I had
asked for too much, too soon.

is dumb," and "I don't understand
your idea; could you explain it in

operative learning would eliminate

more detail?" can mean the difference

control problems and increase on-task
time, I had been skeptical. An incident

My Next Attempt

between bonding and dysfunction.

with my Latin I class, however, has

As I considered my nem cooperative

Monitoring can be as simple as asking

venture, I concentrated on start-up
procedures. Several authors suggested

the group to write down two things

convinced me.
This class had been divided into five

that sodal skills had to be taught before the group could function effec-

they did well as a group and one area
on which they need to work. Teachers

who use oral monitoring should be

tively. For example, Smith (1987) suggests teaching students to make eye
contact while speaking, to praise oth-

specific about which behaviors are rip-

ers' responses, and to convey dis-

evaluate their group efforts with a

agreement without hostility. Teaching
these skills was one step I had omitted
from my first try.
This time, 1 started by grouping my
9th grade English students into writing
groups of three, to work with a journal

grade, which I then included as part of

they had almady written in the persona of a character from To Kill a
Mockimibini. I focused on the instruc-

tional objective of selecting dues to
the character of the persona and on
the collaborative goal of accepting anether person's ideas about one's work.
(Johnson repeatedly states that the col-

propriate and which are not. In addition to oral checks, I had my groups

their overall grade. Monitoring can
also be done by a student observer or,

as several authors suggested, by the
team itself.
If persistent problems are identified
in the monitoring process, several solutions are available. One is to present

the problem to the group as an exercise in problem solving, thereby shiftim responsibility to the owner of the

problemthe gnxipand also providing another opportunity to rein-

laborative goals must be articulated
for the studaits, they cannot merely
be implied in the unit.) To ensure that

force social skills. Sometimes a problem can be corrected by making one
of the group members the monitor for
day. Upon returning to the group the

social skills were being practiced, each

next day, the monitor often has a

group selected a coordinator, whose
task was to encourage each member to

contribute, and a recorder, whose
function was to provide a record of
comments for sharing with the entire
class.

The results of this lesson were encouraging. The recorders' reports pro-

vided a means for identifying and
modeling appropriate interactions.
The reports showed that my students

had begun to develop the interpersonal skills that would ensure the success of future cooperative projeti.s.

Monitoring
The other important factor in cooperative learning that had been weak in
my first attempt was monitoring:
cheddng for total team involvement
and appropriate social interactions.
According to Johnson, frequent monitoring is essential. Most sources I read

mentioned the negative effect o sarcasm or put-downs on group dynamics. The difference between -Your idea
50

groups of four, with each member
responsible for a different component
of the unit. Students had scheduled a
Monday when I was to be away at a

conference as a group sharing day.
When I returned, I learned that my
substitute teacher had been half an
hour late but that she had found the
class busily sharing ideas when she
arrived. Obviously, my students weir
motivated enough to direct their own
time with or without an authority.
In the short time that I have been
trying cooperative learning units, I
have felt 2 huge weight lifted from my
pedagogical

shoulders.

As

Popp

(1987) says, "The teacher's authority
has shifted from being 'in authority' to
being 'an authority'." I no longer feel
likt. a worker trying to "sand, polish,
and paint students into educated objects" (Gough 1987), but rather like a

facilitator working with people who
are discussing a book together, re-

searching a topic together, evaluating
heightened awareness of the problem a project togetherworking in the
and subsequently moves to correct it. way they will work in the world outIf the problem is a particular group side school.D
member with whom no one wants to
suggested
interact, David John.,
many options to me at a recent workR*rences
shop. First, select group members for
inclusion in his group carefully, If he is Gough, P. (May 1987). 'The Key to Improving Schools: An Interview with William
shy, select your most supportive stuGlasser." Pbi Delta Kappan: 656-662.
dents to work with him, if he is hyperJohnson,
D., R Johnson, E. Holubec, and P.
active, select your most assertive. SecRoy. (1984). °irks of Learning. Alexanond, give that student a highly
dria, Va.: ASCD.
structured role such as recorder. Popp, J. (Spring 1987). "If You See John
Third, try to "get your foot in the
Dewey, Tell Him We Did It." Educadoor" by asking him co do only one
tional Theory: 145-152.
small task. If that is successful, add one

Slavin, It (Summer 1986). "Learning To-

small additional task at a time.

gether." American Educator 6-13,
Smith, It (May 1987). "A Teacher's Views

Improved Attitudes
Thanks to cooperative learning, my
students are now satisfying some of

on Cooperative Learning." Phi Delta
Kappan: 663-666.

their needs for freedom and love or at James L Schultz is K-12 language Arts
least for fellowship and fun. The most District Department Head, Burnt Hills-Ball-

significant improvement I have ob-

ston Lake Schools, Lakehill Rd., Burnt Hills,

served is in their attitude toward learn- NY 12027,
ing. When authors suggested that co-
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Social Skills for
Successful Group Work

Interpersonal and small-group skills are vital
to the success of cooperative learning.

Fbalmr4Pb

ir sPoscrr

4th grade classroom the
teacher is trying out learning
groups. "This is a mess," she
thinks. In one group, students are
In a

bickering over who is going to do the

wilting. In another group, one child
sits quietly, too shy to participate. Two

members of a third group are talking
about football while the third member
works on the assignment. "My students do not know how to work cooperatively," she sighs.

What is a teacher to do in such a
situation? Simply placing students in
groups and telling them to work together does not, in and of itself, pro-

duce cooperationand certainly not
the higher achievement and positive
social outcomes that can result from
cooperative learning groups. The reason? Traditional group efforts may go
wrong in many ways. Group members
sometimes seek a free ride on others'

work 'oy "leaving it to George" to
complete the group's tasks. Students
who are stuck doing all the work

sometimes decrmse their efforts to
avoid being suckers. High-ability
group members may take over in ways
that benefit themselves at the expense

of lower achieving group members
(the "rich get richer" effect). Pressures
to conform may suppress individual

i
A

-1"1111414.1111i

,.

Social Aillslike other shills--must be learned But once learned, the abditiei to rooPerale and
to work Efectively with others will serve students well in scbool and later on in their careers.

5S
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Or group wcirk may bleak

cfiorts

Third. to master a social skill, students must practice it again and again.

down because )1 divisive conflicts and
power struggles

Immediately after defining the skill.
the teacher should a.sk students to
role-play the skill several times with
the pel-sons sitting next to them. The
social skill may also be assigned to

Only under certain conditions can
we expect C(K)pCraIIVC CtiOrts 10 in

l'reloc students' efforts to achieve and
improve the quality' Of their relationships with classmates and their psychological health These conditions

students as a role to be engaged in
during group meetings For example,
the teacher could assign the roles o
reader, encourager, summarizer,
elal)oration-seeker to the members of
a cooperative group. The roles could

,111: positive interdependence, face-to-

face (promo(ive) interaction. individual accountability, social skills, and
group processing (Johnson and
Jonnson 1987, Johnson es al. 1988)
elements mediates the
ieia
'.,;) between (.0( )pt.Ta1)011 311(.1

In order to coordinate etlorts

(lonnson and Johnson
And they are all interrelated

to

be rotated daily until every student has
been responsible for each role several
times. At the end of each cooperative

sense only when there is positive interdependence. In competitive and individualistic situanonS, trlis1 and em-

unambiguously, (3) accept and support one another, and (4) resolve con-

lesson, teachers can announce how
many times the skill was observed.
New skills nevd to be cued consistently and reinforced for sonic time.
Teachers should be relentless in en-

flicts constructively (Johnson

couraging prolonged use of coopera-

pathy are Inapprcipriatc

Johnson and Johnson 1987) Interper-

tive skills

sonal and small; group skills make pos

Fourth, students must process how.
frequently and how well they; are using the skill Students need to discuss,

{(s

19:s`i;
s

achieve mutual goals, students must
(1) S,.et to know and trust one another.
(2) communicatc. accurately and

il skills, for example, makes

Teaching Cooperative Skills

198(i.

sible the basic nexus anitmg students,
and if students are to work t(Igether
productively and cope with she

People do not know instinctively how
to interact effectively with others. Nin.
do interpersc mai and group skills mag

MreNseS Ot doing so, they Inutit have 'at

icailv appear when they are neeckd.
Students must bc taught these skills
and be motivated to use them If group
members lack the interpersiinal and
small-group skills to coolxrate effec

least a modicum of these skills.
Teachers can follow a serics of step
in teaching students interperminal and
small-group skills Hist, students muss
see the neeii
list: the skill. To want

coopc.rative groups will Il It lxs

to learn the skill, students must believe that they will Ix: better off if they
know it Teachers can highlight the
need fOr the skill by explaining why It
is important, displaying what it locks

XiliCtiV

like on ivsters and hulletin boards

.

and informing students 11111' will lxs
rewarded for using it
.;econd, students Illtist Understand
what the skill is and when it should be
used This informasicin is most COMIIR )flly conveyed thrsciugh a I.Chart(Johnson et al 1988) and through
modeling the skill. (See Figure kir
arm exainple of a T;Chart ) The teacher
lists the skill (e g encouraging paruc
ipation) and then
the class, "What
would this skill look like,- After sev

To achieve mutual
goals, students must
communicate
accurately and
resolve conflicts
constructively.

1

erat nonverbal behaviors are gener-

;

I

ated, the teacher asks. "\%l'hat would
this skill sound like? Several phrases
are listed. The teat, lucl then Ill( kiels
the skill until the students have a clear
idea of what the skill sounds and looks
like
(

,)

describe, and reflect on their use of
the skill in cirder to improve their
performance To ensure that they do
so, teachers should provide a regular
time for group processing and give
students group processing procedures
folinw. A standard pnx.essing task
is, "Name three things your group did
well, and name one thing yout group
could do better next time.- Such

grc alp pnx:essing will not only in
crease students' interpersonal and
small-group skills, it will also increase

achievement (Johnson et al in press,
Yager et al 195) and the quality of the

relationships devekiped among stu.
dents (Putnan et al 1989).
Fifth,

students Must persevere in

practicing the skill Students have to
practice cooperative skills long
enough to gc through the stages of
awkward enactment, phony (role-playing) enactment, and mechanical use of

to automatic, routine use
where the skill is fully internalized
Ways to ensure that the students per
severe include eontinuing to assign
the skill

the skill as a gruup role, COMIIILling to

give students feedback as to how frequently and how v t:11 they are performing the skill, and rewarding the
gioups when meinbcrs use the skill

SOCIAL SKILIS FOR SUCCESSFUL GROUP WORK
AM,

3. Summarize total points daily. Em-

phasize daily progress toward the
goal. Use a visual display such as a

Students learn more
social skills and
engage in them
more frequently
when the group is
given bonus points
for their doing so.
Using Bonus Points

graph or chart.
4. Develop an observational system
that samples each group for the same
amount of time. In addition, use stu-

dent observers to record the fre- also has to have a high degree of
quency of students' use of the targeted
skills.
5.

points for earning the reward. Re-

Skills in the U.S. Workforce," a nation-

wards can he both social and tangible.
A social reward is having the teacher
say, "That shows .hought, " "I like the
way you explained it, 'That's a good
way of putting it," "Remarkably well

unions, and educational institutions.
The Center found that 90 percent of
the respondents who had been fired

traded in for a tangible reward: free
time, computer time, library time,
time to a play a game, extra recess
time, and any other activity that stu-

dents value.
6. In addition'to group points, class
geted cooperative skills. We have found
points
may be awarded. For example,
that students, even socially isolated and
the
teacher
might say, "Eighteen peowithdrawn ones, learn more social
ple
are
ready
to begin and helped the
skills and engage in them more frequently when the group is given bonus class earn a reward," or "I noticed 12

points for their doing so (Lew et al. people worked the last 25 minutes."
1986a, 1986b). Bonus points can be Class points may be recorded with a
accumulated for academic credit or for

special rewards, such as free time or
minutes listening to one's own choice
of music. We recommend the following

pmcedure:
1. Identify, define, and teach a social
skill you want students to use in working coweratively with one another. This
skill becomes a target for mastery. Skills

interpersonal competence.
For example, in 1982 the Center for

Set a reasonable number of Public Resources published "Basic

Many teachers want to use a structured done." The points earned can be

program to teach students the interpersonal and small-group skills they
need. Such a program will give students the opportunity to earn bonus
points for their groups by using tar-

interpersonal and decision-making
skills. A question all employers have in
mind when they interview a job applicant is, "Can this person get along with
other people?" Having a high degree
of technical competence Ls not enough
to ensure a successful career. A person

number line, beans in a jar, or checks
on the chalkboard.
7. In addition to social skills, potential target behaviors include following
directions, completing assigned tasks,
handing in homework, behaving appropriately in out-of-class settings
such as lunch or assemblies, or helping substitute teachers.

include staying with the group, using
quiet voices, giving direction to the Long-Term Outcomes
group's work, encouraging participa- Teaching students interpersonal and
tion, explaining answers, relating pre- small-group skills produces both
sent learning to past learning, criticizing short-term and long-term outcomes
ideas without criticizing people, asking (Johnson and Johnson 1989). Shortprobing questions, and requesting fur- term outcomes include greater learning, retention, and critical thinking.
ther rationale (Johnson et al. 1988).
2. Use group points and group re- Long-term outcomes include greater
wards to increase the use of the coop- employability and career success.
Most people realize that a college
erative skill:
education
or vocational training imin
a. Each time a student engages
proves
their
career opportunities, but
the targeted skill, the student's group
many
are
less
aware that interpersonal
receives a point.
b. Points may be awarded only for skills may be the set of skills most
important to their employability, propositive behavior.
ductivity,
and career success. Employtaken
c. Points are added and never
ers
typically
value verbal communicaaway. All points are permanently
tion, responsibility, initiative, and
earned.

wide survey of businesses, labor

from their jobs were fired for poor job
attitudes, poor interpersonal relationships, and inappropriate behavior. Being fired for lack of basic and technical

skills was infrequent. Even in hightech jobs, the ability to work effectively

with other personnel is essential, as is
the ability to communicate and work
with people from other professions to
solve interdisciplinary problems.
In the real world of work, the heart
of most jobsespecially higher-

paying, more interesting jobsis getting others to cooperate, leading others, coping with complex problems of

power and influence, and helping
solve people's problems in working
together. Millions of technical, professi0114 and managerial jobs today require much more than technical com-

petence and professional expertise.
Such jobs also require leadership.
More and more, employees are asked
to get things done by influencing a

large and diverse group of people

(bosses, subordinates, peers, customers, and others), despite lacking much
or any fornal control over them and
despite their general disinterest in cooperating. Employees are expected to
motivate others, negotiate and mediate, get decisions implemented, exercise authority, and develop credibilityall tasks that require interpersonal
and small-group skills. Thus, the skills
developed within cooperative eikirts
in school are important contributors
to personal employability and career
success. In addition, social skills are
directly related to building and maintaining positive relationships and to
keeping psychological health. Main53
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As Important as Acsaiemic
Content
If the potential of cooperative learning

Interpersonal skills
be the set of
s
most
important to one's
employability,
productivity, and
career success.
I

is to be realized, students must have
the prerequisite interpersonal and
small-group skills and be motivated to

use thent These skills should be
taught just as systematically as mathemadcs, social studies, or any subject.
Doing so requires that teachers communicate to students the need for so-

cial sldlls, define and model these
skills, have students practice them
over and over again, process how effectively students perform the skills,

and ensure that students persevere
until the skills are fully integrated into
their behavioral repertoires. If teachers do so, they will not only increase

student achievement, they will also
increase students' future employability, career success, quality of relationships, and psychological health.0

taining a set of good friends, being a
IWerences
caring parent, maintaining a loving
relationship with your spouseall di- Johnson, D.W. (1986). Reaching Out: Interpersonal Effectivenez and SellAaualrectly relate to how interpersonally

izaticm. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
skilled you are. One's quality of life as
an adult depends largely on one's social skills. FUrthermore, the more so- Johnson, D.W., and F. Johnson. (1987).
Joining Together: Group Theory and
daily skilled people are, the healthier
Group Sias. Englewood Cliffs, NJ.:

they tend to be psychologically. For

PanY.
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these and many other reasons, we Johnson, D.W., and R. Johnson. (1989).
should teach students the skills necessary to build and maintain cooperative
relationships with others.

Johnson, D.W., R. Johnson, and E. Holubec.
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Teaching Sodal Skins: A View from the Ciauroom
Laura Carson and Sharon Hoyle
After cooperative learning training, I (La
wa Carson) entered fall semester with high
goals for using cooperaive groups in my Ngh school home
economics classroom I
was determined to reap full advantage of the benefits
by
beginning
early in the year,
so I targeted the third day of Career investiptine class for
my first cooperathe lesson.
When the day arrived, I explained to my 29 students that they
vmuld he
in groups to teach each other vocabulary,
using the social skins entoumpw"ildi
chediv kr understand/1g! also
working with others. As a class, we ained why those skills were impatient when
nstormed and listed examples of what the
skills would bok and sound like in
a
group.
Then I explained my role as &sever,
assigned students to groups, and anxi .
awaked what I bmw would be a
successful and enjoya6le -experience for
the students and me.
However, as I monitored the groups, I quickly
I saw students who weren't helping each other became frustrated. in several groups
but who were mete* train% their
vocabulary lists. Other groups were interacting but
not using the social *ills. As the
end of class drew near, I announced that
discussing the use of the social skills. Whenwe would spend the rest of the period
I asked students what they had done to
enanirage each other or check for understanding, I got either
no response or direct
quotes from ie examples on our list. As I had been unable
to observe any u se of the
social skills, when I gave the students
my feetback, many
observation sheets with nothing on them. We
received
wiv

e an
On reflection, I realized that I had expected
my students to go too far too fast,
without knowing how to work together. Most of
my students had probably :years withoet having to work with others. I also realized
that I had given my
too many new things to focus on at once. They
working together, being responsible for teachingwere not accustomed to sitting and
other, or consciously practicing social skills, and I had asked them to do alleach
of
thesewhile
concentrating on
learning new content. No wonder
we were all feeling disheartened.
I resolved to start again and ease
my class into working in
social skills. I planned frequent brief group activities without grows and practicing
social skins,
to allow students to acclimate
to
working
and
sitting
, I decided
to keep students in the same groups for a while
so
they
could
get
to
know
each
other,
and I assigned familiar tasks such
as
memagiiti7
or
completing
worksheets
to
minimize the number of new skills being pr
at one time.
Two weeks later I reintroduced the
concept of social skills. I decided to start with
one skiH--encoureginfflinstead
of two. We apqn brainstormed reasons to use
encour-dging, along with what it would sound arW look
like. I paired the skill with a
familiar task to allow students to focus
on
the
use
of
the
social skill. This time there
was definite improvement in the amount of
encouraging
I observed in the groups,
and yet a number of individuals still did
not
use
the-skfil.
I struggled to determine
what was needed to fill the gap.
I concluded that some students still needed better
listing examples of emu:a-aping was not enough models of the skill to relate to;
for them. So, over the next two
weeks, I planned different ways to model the skill. On
one day I asked two students
who i knew were displaying the skill to role-play
an assignment with me in which we
demonstrated acceptable ways to encourage each
other. On another day, students
went through a "dry run" to practice the
For five minutes they sat with their
groups and- took turns saying encouraging phrases while
displaying encouraging
actions. There was no task involved. For
a
kw
of
my
students,
it was the first time
had seen or heard any evidence of the skill.
When we returned to completing tasks, I altered
my method of recording students'
use of social skills during group work. instead of recording
words and actions used
as apoup, I began listing them for each individual.
As
an
incentive
for all, I began
a reward to groups in which I was able to observe each
individual use at least
two encouraging words and two encouraging
With this, I began to hear
students encouraging each other to encourage! actions.
At last success was ours.
Laura Carson and Sharon lioyie are Mastery Learning
Specialists, Keystone Project, Fort Worth
Independent School District, 3320 W. Cantey, Fort Worth,
TY 76109.
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A Caring Community
Mara Sapon-Shevin and Nancy Schniedewind join in celebrating

the virtues of cooperative learning, but entreat educators not to

interpret the idea too narrowly. Instead, they propose to "examine all
aspects of school policy, philosophy, and practice, making these
consistent with a belief in the value and educability of all students and
a sense of the mutual responsibility that creates communities." Eric
Schaps and Daniel Solomon of the Developmental Studies Center tell
how their Child Development Project in San Ramon, California

incorporates cooperation in their program designed to create "a caring
community within each school and each classroom." A brief piece by
Susan Sherwood recounts how her 1st grade students welcomed a
multiply handicapped child into their caring community.

f; 3
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Selling Cooperative Learning
Without Selling It Short

Cooperative learning has the potential
to transform our schools, our communities,
and ultimately our society.

learning is being

eooperative
marketed as one of the patent
medicines of the '80s and '90s
good for whatever ails the schools. It's
the answer to everything from mainstreaming to classroom management,

about cooperative learning often focus
around questions like:
"Which form of cooperative

learning is best for raising student

achievement?" (with no consideration
given to the other outcomes of coopfrom motivating students to raising erative learning)
"What cooperative learning stratstandardized test scores.
As early proponents and imple- egies are most effective for classroom
menters of cooperative learning, we management?" (assuming that teacher
believe strongly in its potential to control of a classroom is normative
transform classrooms, schools, and, ul- and desirable)
timately, society, by creating communities of caring and support, which, in
turn, engender high levels of achievement in many domains. Working together, communicating, sharing, finding common goals and the common

groundthese are central values for
us and ones that we believe can be
realized in classrooms through cooperative learning. And we are delighted
by the attention finally being given to
this approach and by the recognition
that cooperative learning has tremendous potential.
We are not, however, always happy

about the nature of the discourse or
the sometimes unreflective enthusiasm with which cooperative learning
is advocated. Discussions and debates
58

We must examine
how cooperative

learning either
conflicts with or
enhances other
classroom values or
teacher intentions.
6.1

"How can we compare the relative efficacy of various cooperative
learning models using standardized
test scores?" (neglecting long-term,
qualitative measures of intrinsic learning or critical thinking).'

Other, more penetrating questions
need to be asked. While cooperative
learning has encouraged us to reexamine one aspect of our educational

systemhow students are asked to
relate to one another in classrooms
other aspects of classroom practice

and schooling have gone largely
unquestioned.' Thinking about and
implementing cooperative learning
can provide us a wonderful opportunity: as we think more carefully about
the reward structures of classrooms, we

can also step back and look at the
structures and functions of schooling
that we accept as givens. Next let us
consider some opportunities for realizing the power or cooperative learning.

Reflecting on Content
Some advocates stress that cooperative

learning is a teaching technique that
can be used for whatever a teacher
would typically teach. True, but this

4
SELLING COOPERAME LEARNING WITHOUT SELLING IT SHORT

0

may be a good time to ask ourselves
about the value of what we ask students to learn (either competitively or
cooperatively). Simply because a lesson is implemented cooperatively
does not assure its value. Using cooperative techniques to have students
cover the same boring, inconsequential, or biased material or to have them

"get through" worksheets with more
efficiency doesn't demonsuate the approach's full potential for changing
What goes on in schools. Rather, Ict's
use this time of restructuring the ways
in which we teach to carnine wbat we
teach as well, weighing carefully the
value and relative merit of every aspect of the curriculum.

Making Content and Process
Compatible

We can certainly use heterogeneous
learning groups to learn about World

teacher intentions. For example, using
a cooperative group for social studies

when that lesson is preceded by the
weeldy spelling bee and followed by
the teacher's choosing the "row of the
week" for an award may lead to confusion for students and to limited success
for teachers. At a recent cooperative

learning workshop, a teacher confessed to one of us that she caught

be conceptualized as going beyond
the five minutes that follow the lesson.
Processing happens in the class all the

time, as students learn to trust and
respect one another, as they learn to
work together, as they gather formal
and tacit messages that the ways they
relate to one another are Important
and of interest to the teacher and to
the smooth functioning of the class.

herself yelling at a group of students,

"Stop helping each other, we're ma
doing cooperative learning now!" She
reflected, with honest embarrassment,
that there was no reason why her students shouldn't help each other most, if
not all, of the time.

Teachers also need to be empow-

Giving Teachers and Students
a Voice

If students and teachers can begin to
redefine their roles in decision mak-

ing about the classroom and the
school, cooperative learning can be-

come a potent model of empowerered to look at all aspects of their ment. In some instances, however,
classrooms, rather than just being teachers who implement the approach
asked to implement a cooperative are not really empowered but rather
learning group for a portion of the are asked to implement models

day. Because cooperative learning is
War I, but why not use such groups to often packaged and taught as some
explore the role of competition in expert's "nine-step model" to be folcausing wars and, alternately, cooper- lowed precisely, teachers are not enative methods of conflict resolution? couraged to think about how the
When we use the Jigsaw method3 to model fits in with the rest of what they
learn about famous people (each per- do. For example, a key step in many
son learning and teaching about a models is "processing," in which studifferent person of accomplishment), dents discuss how they functioned as a
we can ask students to focus on how group and work further on their interthese people cooperated with others personal skills. Processing is very imto make positive contributions or to portant, but "processing" should also
build a better world. Let's broaden our
list of 'Who's Famous?" and encourage students to think about wbici famous people we usually talk about
and why people of color and women
are sometimes excluded from our lists
and our learning. Further, we can use
cooperative learning to help students
learn about cooperation,4 using cooperative teaching strategies to help students understand the things that divide us, that keep us from seeing r
another as full human beings, includ-

brought in from outside, planned and

ing racism, sexism, and discrimination
based on age or physical condition.

ticipants in the classroom and the

We can use the
principles of
cooperative learning
to allow teachers to
assume major

Coordinating the Approach
with Other Classroom Values

While teachers can start implementing cooperative learning in small bits
and pieces, we must also examine how

the approach either conflicts with or
enhances other classroom values or

responsibilityand
creditfor thinking
about what they
want to teach and
how they want to
teach it.

0.

organized by outside experts, and
evaluated by others using standard
norm-referenced evaluation toc 4s. An
alternative would be to use the princi-

ples of cooperative learning to allow
teachers to assume major responsibil-

iryand creditfor thinking about

what they want to teach and how they
want to teach it.
Similarly, in some instances, cooperative learning has been used primarily as a classroom management strategy, as a way to get students to do what
teachers want them to do. This is a far
cry from sharing more responsibility
for learning with students, involving
them in decisions that affect their lives,
including what they want to learn, how
they want to organize themselves, and,
ultimately, how they should be evaluated. Ideally, crx4x-rative learning can
lead to both student and teacher empowerment, can help schools become
models of democracy, allowing all parschool to have a voice in what happens

and to learn how to make and implement fair and reasonable choices_

Eliminating Competition

One of the central premises of c(x)peiative learning is that students will
understand that by working together
59
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they can be smarter and more powerfill than by working alone. What, then,

dues cooperative learning in teams
with posted awards and prizesreally

teach students about the value of
cooperation? If we use cooperation
only to foster a higher level of compe-

tition, then we are sending mixed
messages. Do we want to teach students that there are intrinsic values to
cooperation, or is ft simply another,
better way to get ahead of other people? Similarly, when we use rewards
and prizes as part of cooperative learning, what do we teach students about
the satisfactions of working together?

r'cjrting
When we use
rewards and prizes
as part of
cooperative
learning, what do
we teach students
about the
satisfactions of
working together?

for a Better

The future of cooperative learning is
rich in possibilities. We have not yet
come close to - full understanding of
what schools built on a model of cooperation might look like and what power

they might unleash for students and
teachers alike. Let's become critical consumers and critical practitioners, seeing

beyond labelssimply calling something "cooperative learning" doesn't
make it the best practice. If we use
the principles of cooperative learning

and the values of cooperationem-

learning to model what inclusive com-

powering teachers and students, valuing cooperation as both process and
content, and affirming interpersonal

munities might look like, classroom

relationswe can create schools that

Instead, we could use cooperative
communities in which everyone helps

are truly cooperative and a society In

everyone else, no one is left behind,

which people really do work to-

and satisfaction derives from overcoming obstacles together.

gether for shared, equitable goals.O

Promodng Cooperative
Learning Appropriately

school districts with the notion that
instead of business 2S usual with coop-

erative learning added on, we can
both a leading cooperative learning employ the issues and values raised by
researcher and a prominent teacher cooperative learning to reconsider and
educator explain that the approach is change many aspects of classroom in-

Within the last month, one of us heard

easy to sell to teachers because it struction and organization.
doesn't make them change that much
of what they do. The researcher explained that teachers still present material (generally in lecture format) and
still test

re-think much of what goes on in
classrooms. Wliat could a focus on
cooperation teach us, for example,

students individuallythe about how we label and separate stu-

only thing different is that the praclice
portion of the lesson is done in heter-

ogeneous small groups. Perhaps this
makes crioperative learning easy to
sell, but it sells short both teachers and
the process and potential of cooperative learning.

Instead of assuming that teachers
will only "buy into" something that
isn't too challenging or different from
what they already do, we need to trust

that teachers are truly interested in
and capable of reflecting about classrixim practice and the consistency between their long-term goaLs and their

methodsand encourage that reflectivity. In doing so, we can promote
cooperative learning not because it Ls
similar to our typical ways of operat-

ing, but precisely because

it

is so

different We can engage teachers and
60

Cooperative learning can help us to

dents identified "learning disabled" or
"gifted"? How compatible is a schcxil's
focus on cooperative learning with an
equally strong focus on a highly competitive athletic program in which only

a few students who excel have continuing and consistent opportunities
to participate in sports and physical
activity? What is the purpose of grading, and how does one handle evaluation if one is committed to concepts of
diversity, heterogeneity, and cooperation? Learning about and implementing cooperative learning can provide
schools an opportunity to examine all
aspects of school policy, philosophy,
and practice, making these consistent
with a belief in the value and educability of all students and a sense of the
mutual responsibility that creates communities.

-6t-e

'See, for example, R Slavin, (Fall 1988),
"Cooperation Beats the Competition,"
School and Community LXVV, 1: 16-19.

'For an exploration of the extent to
which competition colors society, sec A
Kohn, (1986), No Contest T'he Case Against
Competition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin).

3For an explanation of this technique,
see E. Aronson, (1978), The figzrw Clamroom (Beverly Hills. Calif.: Sage Publishers).
4See N. Schniedewind and E. Davidson,
(1987), Cooperative learning, Cooperative
Lives: A Sourrebook of Learning ActMties
for Building a Peaceful World (Dubuque,
Iowa: William C. Brown) for specific activ-

ities that enable students to ltnrn about
aveperation and to make connections between the classroom and broader scx:ietal
issues.
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Schools and Classrooms
as Caring Communities
When students feel they are valued members of
the school family, the school becomes more
effective at fostering all aspects of their
development intellectual, social, and moral.
How can schools encourage so- community. An emphasis on competicial responsibility in their stu- tion guarantees that school lik will
dents? They can teach the be- become a series of contests, with some
haviors that constitute being "socially students winners and some losers.
responsible," but social responsibility And the current enthusiasm for "timeis more than a set of learned skills or on-task" often condemns students to

acquired habitsit is anchored in the spend inordinate amounts of time
development of deeply personal commitments to such core social values as
justice, trAerance, and concern for others. We cannot expect our children to
develop commitments of this kind in a
vacuum. They must be able to see and

experience these values in action in
their daily lives, including their lives in
school. This is why schools must strive

to become "caring communities," imbued with these values, in which all
children become contributing, valued
members.
Creating such communities has not,
unfortunately, been a priority in American education, but a few schools are

succeeding at developing them. We
would like to describe a program pres-

ently in place in seven elementary
schools in two California districts.1 This
program, the Child Development Proj-

ect (CDP), fosters the creation of a
caring community within each school
and each classroom.

Toward More Optimistic

Msumpdons

Although students spend their academic careers in groups, schools often

ignore the potential benefits of this
group life. Teachers and administrators, when they organize students to
work individualistically or competitively, actually undermine a sense of

Pbonginch try fix

working alone on narrowly defined
cognitive exercises.
in our view, the assumptions about

student learning and motivation that
underlie these approaches are misguided. We view students as
self-interested, of course, but also as
mires a tamipgrat Saud, Hamm( GoiOnlia
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well intentioned and concerned about
their fellows, curious and interested,
and capable of using and responding
to reason.
The Child Development Project is

"processing" them with the students
afterwards, teachers routinely lead
discussions about the relevant values
and their applications, after first focusing on the academic task at hand.
based on these optimistic assump"Developmental discipline" is a
tions. We designed it to promote chil- classroom management approach that
dren's in-modal developmeru: their encourages children to take an active
kindness and considerateness, con- tole in classroom governance, includcern for others, interpersonal aware- ing participating in the development
ness and understanding, and their of classroom rules. They meet periodability and inclination to balance con- ically to discuss issues of general consideration of their own needs with cern, enjoy as much autonomy as is
consideration for the needs of others. appropriate for their age level, and
What we have tried to do is to struc- work collaboratively with the teacher
ture conditions in schools and class- to develop solutions to discipline
rooms that bring out the best in teach- problems. The teachers treat the chilers, administrators, and students alike. dren with respectas capable people
The CDP classroom contains three who can respond to reason. They help
major elements that work together to students to think about and underfoster prosocial development: cooper- stand the importance of common valative learning, "developmental disci- ues, rather than imposing values by

and a

literature-based ap-

virtue of their authority or power.

proach to reading instruction, The

Further, these teachers avoid extrin-

CDP version of cooperative learning

sic incentives (rewards as well as
punishments) so that children will

pline,"

emphasizes:
extensive interaction among group
members;
collaboration
toward group
goals;

division of labor among group

develop their own reasons for positive actions other than "what's in it
for me." Teachers work to help children develop and tap their own in-

other, planting a vegetable garden, or
holding a bake sale to raise money for
an earthquake relief fund.
As with other literature-based reading programs, ours is designed to help
students become more skilled in reading and more inclined to read. Ours is

also designed to develop children's
understanding of prosocial values and
how those values play out in daily lik.
In much the way that cuisinaire rods

provide examples of mathematical
processes, good literature shows how
values "work."

For example, the

touching story T e Hundred Draws
by Eleanor Estes (about a poor girl who

claims to have 100 dresses at home)
helps children to see how damaging
and hurtful teasing can be. Similarly,

other stories and books show concretely and vividly how such values as
fairness and kindness make the world a
better place. Still others reveal the inner lives of people from other cultures,
ages, and circumstances as they deal

with universal issues and concerns
they help children to empathize with
people who are both like them and not
like them and to see the commonalities
that underly diversity.

trinsic motivation by emphasizing the

inherent interest in and importance

members;
mutual helping;
use of reason and explanation;
explicit consideration and discus-

We want each student to feel that

To find out how well the program was

the school is a large family and that he

sion of values relevant to the group

or she is an important and valued

activity.

member. It is the feeling of belonging

actually implemented in the project
classroom and what effects it had on
participating studentsto see whether
what sbould work in theory actually
works in practice--we conducted a

of the academic activities.

This approach stresses two major and contributing that motivates chiltypes of experience that we consider dren to abide by and uphold the
essential for promoting children's norms and values that the school comprosocial development: collaboration
and adult guidance. It is through their
collaboration with equal-status peers
that children learn the importance of
attending to others, supporting therm
and working out compromises. Then,
because peer interaction is not always
equal-status, collaborative, and benevolent, the teachers act as values advo-

munity has decided are important.
We try to ensure that students'
emerging sense of community is not
achieved through a process of isolating and distancing their communities
from others. To discourage such 1.5013-

cion, we change the membership
within class groups, so that by the end

of the year each student will have
cates, pointing out the importance worked in groups with most, if not all,
and relevance of helpfulness, fair- the other students in the class. And in
ness, concern and respect for others, the school at large, students often
and responsibility. They show stu- work outside their own particular
dents the meaning of doing one's classrooms, particularly in the "budbest, one's part, one's fair share, and dies" program. For this program,
how these values can be effectively classes of older students are paired
applied in their group work. In "set- with classes of younger students for
ting up" cooperative activities and in activities such as reading to each
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Encouraging Results

comprehensive evaluation of the proj-

ect. Our evaluation has followed a
cohort of children who participated in
the project from kindergarten through
6th grade.2
Our findings show that the project
was well implemented in most participating classrooms and that it produced a broad range of positive effects
on students. It helped them to improve in social competence, interpersonal behavior in the classroom, interpersonal understanding, endorsement
of democratic values, and higher-level
reading comprehension. They also reported themselves to be significandy

less lonely in class and less socially
anxious. Overall, we believe the progiram is fostering a healthy balance

SCHOOLS ANI) CLASSROOMS AS CARING COMMUNITIES

between children's tendencies to attend to their own needs and to attend
to the needs and rights of others.
In this article, we want to focus on

These findings indicate that the program produces its best effects on stu-

our attempt to assess students' percep-

believe that students who feel themselves to be part of such communitiei ducted in six schools, three that impleare strongly motivated to abide by the mented the program and duee "compari-

dens of their classrooms as caring

dents when it succeeds in creating
caring communities in classrooms. We

communities and the impact of such
percrodons. We included a measure norms of the communities, as they see
perception in questionnaires them. When these norms include the
of
that we administered to project stu- maintenance of prosocial values and
dents when they were in the 4th, 5th, the development of and reliance on
and 6th grades. This instrument in- intrinsic motivation, these are the
cluded items representing two major characteristics that children in such
annponents in our conception of the classrooms will display.
sense of community: (1) students' perceptions that they and their classmates
care about and are supportive of one
another and (2) their feeling that they

have an important role in classroom
decision making and direction.
The first of these components was

Creating Caring Communities

Because of fundamental changes in

American family and community life,
today's children often lack close, sta-

represented by 7 items, including Stu-

ble relationships with caring adults.
Schools cannot ignore this realityit

derus In my class work together to

cuts across all class and ethnic catego-

solve problems, My class is like a family, and Tim children in this class :wally

care about each other The second
component was measured by 10 items,
including: in my class the teacher and

students plan together what w e will
do, ln my class the teacher and students decide krgetber what the ndes
will be, and Tbe teacher in my class
asks the students to help decide what
the class should do. Students in the
three project schools scored significandy higher on this combined measure than those in three comparison
schools each year of the three years we
administered the questionnaires. Thus,

as we had hoped, the program was
successful in creating caring communities in che classrooms, at least as seen
by the students in those classrooms.

We also found, in general, that the
greater the sense of community among

the students in a program class, the
more favorable their outcomes on
measures of prosocial values, helping,
conflict resolution skill, responses to
transgressions, motivation to help others team, and intrinsic motivation.

strong, Bollinger Canyon, Country Club, Walt
Disney, and Rancho Romem in the Hayward

Unifwd School Distria, the project schools
are Longwood and Ruus
2 The research described here was con-

son" schools in the same district. We have
focused on a cohort of chikken who began

kindergarten in the fall of 1982 and fin-

ished 6th grade in the spring of 1989.
During eaCh of these years we have conducted dassmom observadons to assess
pmgrarn implementation and aujent behavior and have assessed characteristics of

the children with hnerviews, questionnaires, and small-group activities. From
300 to 350 students have taken part in our
research assessments each year. For further informaticm about our findings, see
Watson et al. 1989, Solomon et aL 1990,
and Battistich et aL in press.

Refenmces

ties, and it shows no sign of abating
nor can they avoid the problems it Banistich, V., M. Watson, D. Solomon, E.
causes. Schools have little choice but
Schaps, and J. Solomon. (In press). "The
to compensate by becoming caring
Child Development Project: A Comprecommunities, by becoming more like
hensive Program for the Development
supportive families.
Our experience in the Child Development Project shows that, with eZart

and dedication, schools can become

of Prosocial Charmrter." In Handbook of
Moral Behavior and Development Vol
3. Application, edited by W. M. Kurtines
and J. L Gewirtz. Hillsdale, NJ.: Erlbaum.

such communities. What's more, when Solomm, D., M. Watson, E. Schaps, V.

they do, they become measurably
more effective at promoting all aspects

of children's developmentintellectual, social, and moral.

All too often, meeting children's

Banistich, and J. Solomon. (1990). "Cooperative learning 2S Part of a Comprehensive Classroom Program Designed to

Promote Prosocial Development" In
cooperative Learning Theory and Research, edited by S. Sham. New York:

needs for belonging and contributing
Praeger.
is the missing variable in the school Watson, M., D. Solomon, V. Bathstich, E..
improvement equation. Systematic atSchaps, and J. Solomon. (1989). "The

tention to their human needs holds
high promise for bath children and
society, as children and adults thrive in
caring communities and develop their

personal commitments to each other,

to the world around them, and to
abiding human values.13
In the San Ramon Valley Unified School

Distlia, the project schools are Neil Arm-

Child Development Project: Combining
Traditional and Developmental Approaches to Values Education." ln Moral
Development and Character Education,

edited by L Nucci. Berkeley,

Calif.:

McCutchan.

Eric Schaps is President, and Daniel
Solomon is Director of Research, Developmental Studies Center, III Deerwood
Pl., Suite 165, San Ramon, CA 94583.
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A Circle of friends in a st Grade Classroom
Susan K. Sherwood
Aro. Are 6. Sewn. arueine Oisabhfities. &oh imam& tame ktiured
Mbderate
blentaakva $0 /*V nak
sewnt ntentay
body but arntadatoty. b *la *Id vision. Sone amouni a lei
penipheral and central otiaort. a:816.4*nd Waal

Pacing badc and forth in the entryway, 1 pondered the details
in my mind. As I antkipated Arm's mrrh4 on the area agency
education bus, 1 vacillated between calm conviction end near
panic. Three days before, the special education teacher had
greeted me with a request for a full-time integration placement.
in light of my comic:bon to meet the needs of aft students, my
answer was instantaneous. Now I wasn't qui* so sure.

As a teacher of young children for 18 years, I know the
every class has a wide range of abilities and problems. This
particular group of 21 students wes no &Serene Their intelligence range, as meesured by the Cognithe Abilities Test was
137-68 (excludiry Ann's evaluation). Shane was reading at

the 8th grade level; Sara had been diagnosed as learning
disabled, Ames as hyperactive; Mike was adeo at mathematics problem solving; Erica was a 6-year-oid In ;.tety; and so
on. indeed, Ann was not so different. AN needed to belong to
our classroom community and to accept their own strengthe

and limitations before they could freely accept others. To
develop confidence, Instill love of lemming, and enhance
self-concept, the teacher builds on each dies uniqueness-atmosphere **ere aft
creating a motivating and s
learn from migakes,
children are free to work e, 9
take risks, and reloice in accomplishments. Such a classroom
community is a ite:con system for each of ib members.
Special educators coined the term "a circle of friends" to
describe the framework of peeis, friends, and adtsits in the
natural environment that surrounds a child with sftere multi-

ple disabes and offers mainstream support (enke 1988,
Stainbeck and Stalnbeck 1987). Only the tenn itself, however,
is new to the classroom teacher who Las tsorked to build these
relaticrehips in his or her dassmom all
lust as &cies of friends draw the livesaarg;ildren together,
networking within the dassroom links special ecbcators and
regular educators together in comnion goals. (Xr objectives
for Ann sifere to help her (1) deveiop normal relationss and
friendships with her peers; (2) build functional skills through
normal 1st grade routines; and (3) continue work at her level
toward functional academic life skills.

in social interactions, nonhandicapped chlicken are good
role models. By 2 2.what they see, the
behaviors and engagetia
ncg=
i itate appropriate
inappropriate ones (Dander and Nietupski 1981, Stainbeck et

h"

and firmly Sired her tisk. On one occasion, when she Soh
refused to panicipate, he unemotionaNy prodded hat, lfou
have to because rate fit a 1st grader, and them we Ole *imp
1st waders do." Then, without a pne, *Oh thy VIM ients. 4
purpose as an a, 4t, he
her to team the Was.
Of Lotnvonote Ann's ktriepeatdence, we had lioadapt
bric 1 c° gm& ,natelals to enable hat to follow dbactieweand

pani

e rcte&rely. For exampie, to allow het any lit:0101,110

her supo4es, wa

to hold p

4 a wooden block to the top of bard*

dls. i..../ons, and her name Amp in an up*

position.
On some academic tasks, such a; role counting by anaiiend
five's to one Worked, Ann was V/
of fun
other times, we struggled
11) NA*

Waft

activities so that she could sti feel pan of the
We also initiatid the "facintatot of
wile foes**
supporting adult on our claseroom twist. This maws that**
primary purpose was to assist Ann's integration; hownitt,
each team member was to support anydtild whets notaisectly
hwolved with Ann. in this way, the other children did not
perceive Ann as having a special helper.
As I +effect on this pen yew, I know that Anal Ilk Ito bean
touched in many ways by her pears and teacher* Wow she
was afforded a free and public education in * impoler clew
MOM. Yet the integnalon p
soy. At On% It can
become all-comuning. W no right awswers, INAM110111, wa

cannot alkav oureelve; tO be amettained by pea preclice.

Don't be afiald to try. We can capitate, on Wailes and

transform them ink: learning experience, end wasbiAlis to
avatively solve problem. My vision ka ad w'- bietudents,
parse*, educators. and administrators working
to make learning positive and empowering for ,Z1 VaLl
within a nestrier ciasscoom.
Arsionasres

Donder, D., and J. Nistupsid. (1961). "Nonhandicaisped _Noisome

Teaching Playvound Stilis to Their M.

Reltanied Pon:

Toward a tees Restrictive Mid* School Environment" ielseciebeff

and Trak*, dn e umiak Retaded 16: 270476.

Perake, R. (191141) . Cavier of fniends Nathi4lis Abingion Ftwast.

Stainback, W., and S. %Dint's& (1967). "IdisGn Ail Saidants In
Regular Education," Me d4ssociatiot

Ames Mir Snow tritnet

13, 14: 1, 7.

suiTereskeier
S. 6.. W. C. Stainbeck, and C W. Hakim. (1003).
"Nonhandicapped Peer Irsolvement in the Education ral Sow*
liandicapped Students." The *visa/ f the AssacIatian Aar Abseils
with Sever kiandlcara 6: 3,-42.

aL 1983).1was amazed at the ability of my go:lents to provide

Swale L Slierwsed taught 1st gade for 16 ran at Hansen

structure for Ann's activities in the absence of an aduk aidc
For exam*, when Mike noticed that Ann needed assistance,

Elementary in Cedar Falls, Iowa. 9ns is prependy humidor in
the Education Department at Wartburg Cdlage, 222 - 9th St.
NW, Waverly, IA 50677.

he would gather the necessary materials, quietly approadi her,

7 tt

Getting Started
The articles in this section will be especially useful to those planning

staff development programs in cooperative learning. Susan Ellis

recounts her extensive experience in the Greenwich, Connecticut,
Public Schools. Yael and Shlomo Sharan recommend the experiential
approach they have used successfully in Israel and other countries.
Two Oklahoma teachers, Claudia Edwards and Judy Stout, review the

factors that helped make them successful in their first year of
cooperative learning.
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SUSAN S Flits

Introducing
Cooperative
Learning
Six years' experience with cooperative learning
has taught one district some

valuableand surprisinglessons.

The

Greenwich,

Connecticut,

Public Schools have been providing training in cooperative
learning to interested staff members

since October 1983. Our original
training design followed six steps (Ellis 1985):

1. Before asking teachers to commit

5. As interest grew, we made expanded training opportunities available.

6. We developed training expertise
within the school system.

steps in practiceand have provided a

using the new strategy as well.

2. For those who elected to learn

port from at least one peer and one
administrator was available for each
participant during and after initial
training.
4. We provided visible and continuous district-level support lunds,

coaching, encouragement) tivoughout training, implementation, and
maintenance of the innovation.
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We have found that teachers who elect
to become trained in cooperative
learning are already convinced of the
value of the strategy and wish to jump
into practiml, how-to sessions imme-

Our six years of experience have
taught us how best to follow these diately. Because we believe teachers

themselves to an extensive training few surprises.
program, we offered them an overview of the theory and research behind cooperative learning and gave
them practical, hands-on experience
the new strategy, we provided training
at regular intervals during the school
year, on work time.
3. We ensured that in-school sup-

Training and Support

Our experience with
follow-up support
suggests that many
options can be
effective.
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should have a good understanding of
the theory and research behind cooperative learning, we have not simply
dLspensed with that part of the training. Instead, we have incorporated that
information into experiential sessions
that simultaneously teach participants
how to use the strategy.
Training schedules. During our six

years, we have experimented with a
variety of training schedules. When
training sessions occurred two months

apart, the sense of urgency was lost,
and teachers put off practicing their
new skills until shortly before they
were to reconvene with the trainer.
Half-days of training did not provide
enough hands-on practice to give all
participants sufficient confidence to try
new skills in their classrooms. isivo or

three consecutive days of training

INTRODUCING COOPERATIVE LEARNING

these options; teachers select those

to plan how to support each other back
at their school. Teachers have told us

Mies.

that working with peers has made a
crucial difference in their ability to

Local Support

learn to use cooperative learning.
Principals and central office administrators attended training sessions
that described what they should look
for when observing cooperative learn-

that meet their needs or learning

Teachers have told
us that working with
peers has made a

crucial difference in
their ability to learn
to use cooperative
learning.

Our original plan called for local support from two sources: a peer and the
principal. Teachers came to the train-

ing in pairs or groups, so that each
participant had at least one colleague
with whom to share plans, problems,
and successes. Each training session
ended with time for the pairs or trios

ing lessons, how to provide positive

feedback to teachers, and how to
model cooperative learning in meet-

ings. They also participated in the
Phowiropk by Obbonsb a Welgtv

overwhelmed some participants and
left them feeling unable to assimilate
all the new knowledge.
What has worked best for our initial

training in cooperative learning is a
total of four full days of released time
with sessions occurring three or four
weeks apart (Sparks 1983). This schedule provides a manageable "chunk" of

new information, allows teachers sufficient time for practice between train-

ing sessions, and keeps enthusiasm
and momentum high.
Follow-up support. Thle we recommend providing initial training on a
particular schedule, our experience with

follow-up support suggests that many
options can be effective, including

half-day released time training
sessions throughout the year,
occasional after-school sharing
and problem-solving sessions,
visits to observe cooperative
learning in action in other classrooms,
a consultant's or colleague's obsenstion of a teacher's use of cooperative learning, with feedback,
planning or team-teaching a cooperative learning lesson with another
teacher,
access to a notebook of coopera-

tar

A

arig&
1.

tive learning lessons developed by

wiimsetk.

peers,

paid time (during vacations) to
develop cooperative learning lessons
collaboratively with a colleague.
Not all participants have used all of
67
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Susan S. Ellis

central office and building administrators as people outside the district be-

gan to ask to observe cooperative
learning in action. During the past
four years, we have entertained editors frcen a variety of publications,
teachers and administrators from as
far away as Alaska and Arizona, and a
videotaping crew from ASCD.
The time required to arrange these
visits is justified, however, by the benefits our teachers derive from them. As
one teacher observed, "Having visitors

really keeps me on my toes and reminds me of all the elements of cooperative learning." And, of course, being complimented by visitors on their
use of cooperative learning validates

teachers' efforts to incorporate this
strategy into their repertoires.

Expanded Opportunides
for Training

When we began this project, we
planned to offer training each year for
three years, assuming that by then we

would have reached everyone who
was interested. Our biggest surprise
has been the very gradual but continuous development of interest in cooperative learning among our staff members so that we are still providing the
basic training course seven years lateri
A number of events have stimulated
this interest, particularly the calls from
researchers in many disciplines for the
use of teaching strategies that promote

training sessions for teachers. Not surprisingly, in those schools where principals took an active role in promoting
t.se of cooperative learning, more

regular articles in the monthly
staff development newsletter high-

more now use it regularly.

lighting successful uses of cooperative
learning,
participation of central office administrators in training,

District-Level Support

encouragement from central office administrators, both to teachers

teachers acquired the strategy, and

To provide ongoing district-level support, we have sought to ensure:
funds for consultants and for released time,
identification of cooperative
learning as an effective teaching practice to be pursued as a board of education priority,
68

using cooperative learning and to
principals supporting it in their
schools,
use of cooperative learning
groups by central office administrators
in their own meetings.
What we did not anticipate was the

logistical support needed from both

One pleasant
surprise has been
the emergence of
leadership in some
teachers who had
not previously
sought that role.
74

INTRODUCING COOPERATIVE LEARNING

students' active engagement in their
learning. For example, the new standards from the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics specifically
advocate putting students into groups
to do mathematics. Accordingly, five
math teachers at Greenwich High
School requested a training program
in cooperative learning for the 198889 school year and persuaded most of

their colleagues in the math department to join them.
Many teaching strategies designed
to improve students' abilities to read
and writesuch as writing workshop,
readers' workshop, or reciprocal

teachingalso emphasize the importance of having students work together. As our teachers receive training in these strategies, those who have
not studied cooperative learning recognize the need to participate in that
training as well.
Finally, our transition to a middle
school model has sparked interest in
cooperative learning among former
junior high teachers who see value in
both the academic and the social skills
that cooperative learning promotes.
Moreover, our 7th grade interdisciplinary units are built on the concept of
"interdependence"; several call for
students to work in cooperative
groups and to analyze both their effec-

the advantages they derive from solving problems together,

In-District Expertise

While we had always planned to develop our own cooperative learning

trainers, one pleasant surprise has
been the emergence of leadership in
some teachers who had not previously
sought that role. Because we provide a
variety of leadership opportunities (including facilitating sharing sessions,
publishing lesson plans, and running
workshops), many teachers have been
able to earn recognition for their successes with cooperative karning Some

would render their children unable to

compete in the real world, we provided two evening workshops on cooperative learning for parents, explaining the importance of cooperative skills

in the workplace and the need for students to acquire those skills in school.
Much to our surprise, six years later
parental concern has surfaced again.

(This time the questions tend to be,
"Shouldn't the teacher be doing more
teaching?" "How can my child learn
from the other students?") Some parents of gifted children express fear
that their youngsters will be held back
by slower students in their groups. So

have elected to attend the Johnsons' once again we are providing a series
leadership Training Course and now of meetings for parentswith the adprovide week-long summer training vantage now of being able to use the
sessions for the State of Connecticut as ASCD videotapes about cooperative
well as shorter sessions for schools in learning, two of which were made in
our classrooms (see "New 'CooperaGreenwich and other districts.
tive Learning' Videotape").

Another Surprise

Initially we had been prepared for The Most Important Lesson
parental concern about cooperative The most important lemon we have
learning. When a few parents ques- learned over these six years is that
tiveness at working collaboratively and tioned whether learning to cooperate cooperative learning is a valuable
teaching strategy that more than re-

Tips on implementing Cooperative Learning
Our major discovedes from our long-term investment in cooperative learning are
simple:
I V how-to instruction. They
Once the idea takes hold, teathers WSW
sessions, not imposed up
g=r theory and research to be built into the Teachers need replier released-time training and continued follow-up support
if they are to acquke and use this complex new teaching strategy.

the more

tvirp support teachers haw, the more they use the new

tedmiques.
Success can lead to fame, which can lead to lots of visitors. Arranging far
visitors takes time, but tt s gains in teacher selkonfidence and oxnmitment to the
are worth the tkne spere.
newt
will emerge where you may not exped them.
Voluntary change can take twice as long as 'mu think it willor more.
Parents need training too.

Susan S. Ellis

pays teachers for the time and effort
they must invest in learning to use it.
The benefits for students, both academically and socially, can be great.
We hope other educators will learn
from our experiences and make their
own implementations of ctx-iperative
learning even more effective than ours
has been,O
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YAEL SHARAN AND SHLOMO SHAHAN

Training Teachers
for Cooperative Learning
Creating a cooperative classroom for themselves
in a workshop setting is valuable preparation for
teachers who wish to foster norms of helping
and sharing among their students.
YV.
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A wather shams his obseriatiems cy" a cooperatim learning simukuion game with tbe rest of the "class."
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TRAINING TEACHERS FOR COOPERATIVE LEARNING

The Experlendal
passes a wide range of strate- Learning Model

on their academic learning. A learning

c°operative learning encom-

gies for promoting academic
learning thraugh peer cooperation
and communication. As the term "cooperative learning" implies, students
help each other learn, share ideas and

resources, and plan cooperatively
what and how to study. The teacher
does not dictate specific instructions
but rather allows students varying degiees of choice as to the substance and
goals of their learning activities, thus
making students active participants in
the process of acquiring knowledge.
Teachers learn their role in cooperative learning from practice over time,
as do students. First and foremost, the

teacher must model the social and
communication skills expected from
the students. Cooperative learning in
the classroom requires that helping,

sharing, and cooperating become
classroom norms. The gradual introduction of cooperative games, learning tasks, and activities helps teacher
and students alike acquire communication and helping skills and the rudi-

model based on Kolb's (1975, 1986)

Cooperative learning differs consider-

larly appropriate for such training

traditional whole-class instruction and
requires a different approach to teacher training. Cooperative learning does

Kolb presents a "holistic integrative

not involve production-type tasks,
where every element is specifiable

and behavior" (1986, p. 21). This mod-

and where outcomes are largely predictable. While the discussion skills

perspective on learning that combines

experience, perception, cognition,
el is rooted in John Dewey's philosophy of education and in Kurt Lewin's
integration of scientific inquiry and

and helping behaviors required for social problem solving Bah Dewey
cooperative ;earning are indeed spec-

ifiable, we cannot always stipulate

and Lewin viewed learning as based
on personal experience, provided the

their outcomes.

learner has the tools with which to
observe and analyze the effects of

Cooperative learning encourages,
and is in fact built upon, the contributions of group members. Even in the

experience.

most highly structured cooperative
learning situation, such as students'
tutoring one another in a vocabulary
list, their interaction cannot be controlled. The teacher, therefore, must

model, concrete experience is the catalyst for learning (fig. 1). Learners
participate in activities that serve as a
basis for observation of the process as
well as reflection on the effects of the
experience. Their reflections are organized into general principles about
the topic being studied and are assimilated into generalizations that direct

he comfortable with varying degrees
of uncertainty as to what each group

member will contribute. He or she
must be willing to acknowledge diversity among pupils in interests, talents,

and Hertz-Lamowitz 1980). A comprehensive overview of games and

and pace of work
Prospective teachers of cooperative
learning must make independent decisions as to how to balance cooperative

learning activities, and of the cognitive
and social skills these activities seek to

goaLs. Their training, therefore, should

ments of small-group organization
(Slavin et al. 1985, Sharan 1984, Sharan

experiential learning theory is particu-

ably in theory and in practice from

behaviors and academic skills and

develop, can be found in many focus on developing skills for orpniz-

ing cooperative learning as well as

sources (Cohen 1987; Graves and
Graves 1985; Johnson and Johnson

skills for analyzing and evaluating the

1987; Kagan 1995; Orlick 1978, 1982;
Sharan and Sharan 1976; Slavin 1986).

children's cooperative behaviors and

lessons in terms of their effects on
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Within the experiertial learning

their application in new situations.
Chickering (1977) sums up the four
different capabilities fostered by this
learning model:
The learners must be able to enter new
experiences openly and fully without bias;
they must be able to stand back from these
observe them with some detc,easnd reflect on their significance;
=riZ,

they must be able to develop a logic, a
theory, a conceptual framework that gives

some order to the observation; and they

must be able to use these concepts to make
71

).aei Sbaran and Sh loma Sbaran

tial

feature of cooperative work:

individual group members helping
each other plan and achieve their col.
kctive goal.
After completing the posters, each
group presenus ius product to the class.

Each poster is unique because

it

emerged from the combined input of
that particular group's members. Later,
the groups report how their 17.Y.;:f.iers
evolved, illustrating similarities As well

as differences in how each group organized ius work. By listening to the
reports, the trainer gains information
about the teachers' knowledge, opinions, and skills and thus can informally
assess tb0.,, familiarity with cooperative learning. Finally, hanging the post-

ers on the wall creates a sense of
belonging to the group -and to the
class as a whole.

An activity appropriate for a later
detasious, 10 solve problems, to take action
18).

The new action then becomes a new

concrete experience that generates
new observations, and so fOrth, as the
cycle repeats

A Cooperative Learning
Experiential Workshop
Each stage of the experiential learning

model haS an application when we
train teachers tO use cooperative
learning methods. Adviicates of experiential learning have developed a

pool of tasks, exercises, and games
that simulate cooperative learning for
teachers and involve them directly in
cooperative interactions with their
peers. The activities challenge teach,
ers' thinking about learning and teaching And generate insight into die basic
features of learning cooperatively.
.slage 1. Concrete Expvrienie. Coop-

erative learning training workshops
employ a Variety of experiences that
are panicularly suited to adult learners

of different ages with diverse backgrounds and interests. (In fact, di.
ty is essential for developing cooperation.) Workshop groups are formed
randomly, and each teacher is encouraged to make a unique contribution to

ihe grouPs cooperative effort. Thus,
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workshop session is a "fishbowl" disfrom the onset of the workshop, teach- cussion in which teachers form two
ers experience one of the basic de- ,:oncentric circles. Teachers in the inmenus of cooperative learning: ac- ner circle discuss a previously deterknowledgment and acceptance of mined topic. Those in the outer circle,
who serve as observers, complete a
other people's ideas and vimpoints.

short questionnaire on how often the
observed teachers participated in the
discussion, whether the speaker's reparing a group poster. The trainer marks were relevant to the topic, and
gives groups of four or hve teachers so on, depending on the particular
nugazines, tag kurd, felt markers, discussion skills the trainer seeks to
scissors, and paste and asks them to develop. After the ohservers report on
create 3 group poster. The only speed- the discussion process, the particiic requirement is that the product pants conduct another discussion, remust reflect the ideas of every mem- fining certain behaviors accordingly.
ber of the group.
Az the next opportunity, observers And
Creating a poster exposes teachers part cipants reverse roles.
to 3 rich constellation of cooperative
In addition to giving participants
procedures. In order to decide which actual practice in communication
form the poster will take, teachers skills (e.g., diseussion and feedback),
must exchange ideas and share feel- this "fishbowl- exercise demonstrates
ings about then understanding of the dut oxperative learning skills are
assignment and about how to organize amenable to developmem. As tht-y
their work. They also share their fed- practice these skills, the teachers also
This principle is illustrated by One
of many activities suitable for the
opening session of 3 workshop. pre-

ings about the procedure. Some teach- increase their awareness of how to
ers nuv express frustration at the lack cultivate the skills among then
of specific directions for carrying Out students.
To sum up stage one Of the modd,
the task, while others 1113V fed more
comforuble precisely b. au.se the di- in the course of the workshop the

rections give them an opportunity to

trainer conducts 3 series of games,

act independently and make their own exercises, and simulatiorm that illusdecisions. Involvement in the discus- trate different ways of organizing
sion as well as in the actual prepara groups, a variety of cooperative learnnon of the poster illustrates an essen. ing tasks, and a wide range of commu-

TRAINING TEACM/RS FOR COOPERATIVE LEARNING

niattion skills. In eirea, these experi-

that teachers will be willing to "risk"

workshop. Instead of learning about a

censure.

ences are the "content" of the exposing their feelings without
Wbat does it Mare Next, teachers
cooperative classroom, the tvachers
explore
the meaning of the experiovate one for themselves, by thanselves. Effective transfer from the ence and of the feelings it aroused
workshop to the classroom depends From personal meanings they construct generalizations about cooperaon the next three stage&
&We 2: Obsenations and nfec- tive activities. For example, how did
dons. During the next stage learners they feel about a loosely structured

reflect on the experience's signifi- activity? Did some teachers find it easicance for them both personally and er to assume leadership roles when

there was no designated leader? Did
between the concrete experience and paraphrasing another's remarks rethe formal learning of relevant con- quire unusual amounts of concentracept& Teachers share their reactions tion?
With time and practice, teachers into the events that occurred during the
tegrate seemingly disconnected feaconcrete experience.
Observations and reflections are tures of cooperative learning activides
generally shared during a discussion, into a meaningful whole, making the
which can be conducted first in "buzz" connections between particular tasks
&cups or in pairs, followed by quar- and social skills. Group members betets and then dasswide. Sometimes gin to associate cooperative learning
trainers will suggest that teachers activities with the corresponding cowrite down individual reactions to the operative behaviors.
Stage 3: Farallon of abaract conexercise before sharing them.
celos
and generaiizations. During the
It is useful from time to time to have
teachers take turns as observers of the next stage, the teachers organize the
experience. Their reactions supply an- outcomes of observation and reflecother source of perception and point tion into concepts, formulating them
of view. This role will enhance teach- according to the terminology of the
ers' awareness of the complexities of cooperative learning field. This creates
a common professional vocabulary for
interaction within a group.
professionally. Reflection is the bridge

"Instead of
learning about
a cooperative
classroom, the
teachers create
one for themselves,
by themselves."

Three questions (Pearson and Smith all participants. In this stage the train1985) lend structure to the process of er's role Ls more direct than heretoobservation and reflection: What hap- fore. Now he or she functions as "the
pened? How did the participants feel? interpreter of a field of knowledge and
a guide to . the manipulation of
What does it mean?
lea bappened? A common starting terms and concepts" (Kolb and Lewis
point is for teachers to help each other 1986, p. 101). The trainer may at this
reconstruct the event. Sharing percep- time assign readings to be done durtions becomes a vivid reminder that ing the workshop or at home.
After debriefing several activities,
not every (xle perceives the same event
teachers
begin to recognize the essenin the same waya fact we all know
tial
features
of a cooperative learning
but often brget! Teachers do not try to
task,
concluding
that some tasks call
recall every detail of what happened;
rather they are instructed to empha- for sharing and exchanging ideas, for
size the general sequence of events planning together, or for solving proband how group members contributed lems and making decisions. These
findings may be posted on a chart for
to the process.
How did tbe partic4oants feel? After future reference. Other activities will
clarifying their personal and collective familiarize teachers with more feaperceptions of the exercise, teachers tures of cooperative learning, and the
reflect upon positive as well as nega- list can be expanded When teachers
dve feelings evoked by the eXpeti- have experience.d, reflected upon, and
ence. The trainer must establish an clarified different types of tasks, they
atmosphere of trust and acceptance so will be able to formulate a typology of
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t.xxiperative learning tasks.

The same process takes place in
relation to communication skills, As a

"Reflection is the
bridge between the
concrete experience
and the formal
learning of relevant

concepts.

result of repeated activities and debriefings, teachers become familiar
with an array of skills required for
smooth group functioning. In addition
to generalizing about the various skills
themselves (e.g, listening, paraphrasing, giving feedback), teachers match

the skills with appropriate tasks. A
"jigsaw- task, for instance, calls for
listening, sharing ideas, and reaching

formed in this stage help teachers
apply knowledge and skills gained in
the previous stages to their own lesson
planning. At first they may plan isolat-

ed tasks that emphasize only one or
two cooperative learning element.s. As
their ability to integrate the variety of

factors that constitute c()operative
learning increases, their plans become
more complex.
At this stage the tu.ner may group

teachers by grade level and content
area to facilitate practical application

consensus, On the other hand, a of their planning. Together, teachcrs
-huz:/ group discussion, prior to a choose a unit of study and decide
classwide deliberation, remains open-

ended and requires no consensus.
Similarly, teachers analyze other features of cooperative learning, such as
which tasks call for a group product

and how the product reflects the

group effort.
Stage 4: Testing applkations qf concepts in new
Activities per-
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which aspect of the unit is appropriate
for cooperative learning. Each group
determines the goal of the cooperative

lesson, the types of tasks that will
achieve the goal, andthe kind of product the student group will create. They
)cus on formulating clear instructions

for students that correspond to the
teacher's objectives.
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based-tw

or in their own classrooms, these ap- Kagan, S. Cooperative Leansing Resources
for Teaches. Riverside, Calif.: University
plications become new concrete expe-

"With time and
practice, teachers . . .
associate cooperative
learning activities
with the
corresponding
cooperative
behaviors."

riences. Time is then set aside for
teachers to reflect upon the experience, draw conclusions, and modify
plans for future implementation. Figurr 2 illustrates the four stages of an
experiential workshop in cooperative
learning.

Something to Take Back
By following the maws of th.! experi-

ential learning model, teachers become active participants in the process

of acquiring cooperative learning

teams are devoted to mutual assistance
in the trial of new strategies, cooperaSharan and Hertz-Lazarowitz 1982).

Our goal is to train teachers who
can use a variety of cooperative learn-

of what is and isn't appropriate for a
cooperative learning lesson usually
occurs during this activity. Teachers

efforis. We also hope that teachers may
come to see each other as valued

ing strategies and then analyze their

have yet another opportunity to clarify
and integrate the elements of cooperative learning acquired in the workshop. The plans they design together
validate their learning.

resources for both implementing and
evaluating their own modifications of
cooperative learning strategies.0

Throughout the training teachers
have had ample opportunity for sub-

Chickering. A. Experience and Learning.

ones (in the first three stages) with
cooperative learning. In this fourth
stage, while designing cooperative

learning situations for the real world
of their classrooms, teachers recreate
their Lear nings by synthesizing their
subjective preferences with the method's objective requirements. Trainers
can facilitate the transition from planning to classroom implementation by
having teachers "rehearse" the experience in the relatively safe environment

of the workshop setting. Whether

teachers experiment in the workshop

Theories o f Gnai* Proaasses, edited by C
Cooper. London: John Wiley, 1975.
Kolb, D., and L Lewis. "Facilitating Experiential Learning: Observation and Reflec-

Techniques for Teaching Adulits, edited
by L. Lewis. San Francisco: Jcssey-Bass,
Inc., 1986.
Little, J. "Norms of Collegiality and Experi-

mentation. American Educational Reward, Journal 19 (1982): 325-340.
Orlick, J. The Cooperative Sports and

tion: TUrning Experience into Learning,
edited by D. Baud, et al. London: Kogan
Page, 1985.

Sharan, S. Cooperative Learning in the
Classroom: littrearch in Desegregated
SchooLs. Hillsdale, NJ.: Lawrence Ed-

baum, Publisher, 1984.
tive learning will be sustained in a
Sharan,
S., and R. Hertz-Lazarowitz. "A
school (Joyce and Showers 1987,

their plans. Indeed, a lively discussion

jective experiences as well as objective

Theory of Experiential Learning." In

skills and concepts. The workshop is
particularly effective if teachers from
Games Book. New York: Pantheon
Books, 1978.
the same school attend. Together they
acquire a common technical vocabu- Orlick, J. The Second Cooperative Spans
and Games Book. New York: Pantheon
lary and establish norms of behavior
Books, 1982.
that facilitate the continuing developPearson,
M., and D. Smith. "Debriefing ln
ment of cooperative learning in their
Experience-Based Learning" In Reflec-

If the teachers are trained together
anti continue to function as members
of small groups or teams, and if the

and encouraging them to evaluate

1985.

Kolb, D., and R Fry. "Towards an Applied

tion." In Experiential and Sbnukstion

school (Little 1982).

The trainer at this stage becomes a
coach, reminding the teachers of basic
principles learned in previous stages

of California Depamnent of Psychology,
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Cooperative Learning:
The First Year
A group of Oklahoma teachers who have learned by
experience how to implement cooperative learning
offer their advice to other educators.

ASO) pboarwraph

Aone-day training session with
David and Roger Johnson in the

summer of 1987 excited and
challenged our three classroom teach-

ers who attended. The presentation
convinced us that cooperative expetiences would be overwhelmingly beneficial to our students. We were ready
to dive into cooperative learning.
So we took the plunge, and soon we
found ourselves treading waterfloundering evenfrom time to time. Fortunately, we've come a long way since

then. We hope this article will help
other teachers make a smoother tran.si-

don to the successful use of a cooper-

ative learning program. We believe
three components are vital to success:
commitment, pacing, and support.

Vita Components
Commitment. So many times, each

of us had jumped on a bandwagon
only to face what seemed to be insurmountable difficulties. Then we had
given up because of lack of commit-

ment. On our way home from the
Johnson and Johnson training session,

however, we promised ourselves to
use cooperative learning for a minimum of one yearand we took that
promise seriously. Our commitment
76
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to the program and to the district has
helped us see the cooperative learning
project through the rough timm.
Pacing the prrtgrans. The Johnsons
told us that it takes teachers two to
three years to incorporate cooperative
learning fully into their present teach-

ing styles and to use it the recommended 60 percent of the teaching day.

Our enthusiasm temporarily blinded
us to this fact, however, and we began
too quickly. We immediately planned
different groups for each subject area

and too often neglected the ditect
teaching of social skills. As a result, our
foundations were not well established,

interested teachers and administrators
from across the district in attendance.
Today at these meetings, those of us

In our enthusiasm,
we immediately
planned different
groups for each
subject area and too
often neglected the
direct teaching of
social skilh.

who were involved from the beginning still learn from others. Many of us
have developed close friendships, and
our commitment is stronger than ever.

Practical Suggestions

The following suggestions can help
any classroom teacher use cooperawie

learning more easily. Some of these
ideas we have discovered through the
"learn-by-your-mistake" method. Others we have discovered through

books, ankles, and newsletters (see,
for example, Johnson et al. 1986).
Arrange groups efficiently. We sim-

and our first year's experiences were
more difficult than necessary.

ply leave desks in group clusters all
day. Students face the front during
instruction or independent activities,
then rotate their desks to face each
other for group work. If there is too

We recommend that teachers start

with one lesson in a subject with
which they feel cmfortable, They

rphould continue in this area until the

cooperative process goes smoothly
both socially and academically. Then
they can add other subjects as competence develops and add social skills as

Fbakyrapb by Bray Oanrom

the need arises. Some teachers may
spend considerable time teaching and
modeling social skills first These skills

are then firmly in place before the
groups begin their academic assignmen s. Every teacher must internalize
cooperative learning, and adapt it to
his or her fiwn .eaching style. Feeling
comfortable and secure takes time, and
no two classrooms will be identical.
When introducing students to cooperative learning activities, we first decide on a class name, then on names
for each woupquite a lesson in giveand-take! We have learned that lots of
modeling must also occur as we move
into ao-demic experiences. Younger

children in particular must see what
they are expected to do.
Support. Just as positive interdependence is vital to a cooperative learning
lesson, it is vital for the teachers who
use it as well. At first, every day at least

one of us was ready to give up. But
because there were others with whom
to share difficulties and triumphs, we
persevered.

Our group started with only three
members. It now includes 17 of 19
staff members, all of whom use coop-

erative learning in some way. Our
support group meets monthly, with

This page The Park lane Elenwntary cooperatiat learning suppon group meets monthly to
share Of:mines as well as sucreereL gown here an, some of the memlms (le to rtgbi): M rcia
Easton and Bobbie Dunham (teacben), Ken Baden (principal), and Judy Stout Judi Priest, and
Claudia Eason* (teachers)
Opposite page Wben fanning coopenative learning groups, teachers of :Knower snuients may
want to aan smallwith groups of two
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much socializing during independent
work, some teachers arrange desks so
that group members are back to back.
Other teachers may prefer students in
rows but arrange desks so that group
members are easily moved together.

ing him or her with just one other achieving desired criteria. For example, teachers can make a chart with

child eliminates occessive distraction.
Teachers should everiment with dif-

each group's team name listed. Every

ferent numbers until they find what group that fulfills expectations--such
works best for them.

as working quietly, praising members,

Decide bow kmg groups stay to- bringing back completed homework,
Teachers must keep experimenting gether. Our teachers in grades 3-5 and returning office notesearns a
until they find what works best in their have students stay in groups for four to point. Then the teacher gives approclassrooms. The best arrangement six weeks, depending on the length of priate rewards for attaining a certain
may vary from group to group and the unit studied. This amount of time number of points.
from year to year.
seems to work well for secondary
Teachers should give teams, rather
Determine group size. When in teachers, also. Kindergarten, transi- than individuals, classroom responsickmbt, start small. Remember, the tion, and 1st grade teachers often pair bilities: for instance, one group keeps
more members in a group the more students for only one lesson, one day, the library organized this week; aninput, but the more personalities with or one week. A special education other group cleans the boards. This
which to deal. Pairing students may be teacher reported that her goal was to system works especially well with elethe easiest way for both teachers and get the same two students to make it mentary children; it allows everyone
students to begin cooperative learn- through one short assignment per day to contribute rather than just the ones
ing. Teachers of younger students typically use groups of two, as these children are at a more self-centered stage

for a week. The bottom line for inducing students to work cooperatively: a
base group must realize that its mem-

of development. When there is one bers will stay together until they can
real "troublemaker" in the class, pair-

work well together.

who finish first.
Each team am have a leader for the
week. Each member shows his or her
work, when completed, to the leader.
The leader checks for completion and

Form new groups. Each time new marks the assignment off by the stugroups are fanned, teachers should dent's name. This system can reduce
provide activities for students to get the number of late papers and, in
acquainted. These activities may in- elementary classrooms, can even help
clude trading phone numbers, telling get names on papers. Nem week, a
about themselves, discovering similar- different group member can be the
ities and differences, and choosing leader, so that everyone shares the

The bottom line for
inducing students to
work cooperatively:
a base group must
realize that its
members will stay
together until they
can work well
together.

team names. For most situations, we responsibility.
have found that groups composed of
Decide when to use cooperative
different ability levels work best for learning. We always use cooperative
students. Nevertheless, even when learning when practicing a new conclasses are already arranged according cept, so we can make sure each stuto ability (honors classes, reading dent has a solid understanding. For
groups, learning disabilities), cooper- instance, when the class is just beginative learning concepts are still viable. ning subtraction with regrouping or
Divide group responsibilities. Put- algebraic equations, each student must
ting a different symbol on each desk is
a handy way to divide group responsibilities. For instance, teachers can give
each student a star of a different color.
Today the Red Star reads, the Blue Star

take immediately, rather than later
when checking a page of 21 problems

writes, and so on. With our primary worked incorrectly.
students, we have each student rx
Whenever an assignment requires
and explain only one problem or discussion and higher-order thinking
question on a page rather than the skills, cooperative learning is approwhole page. This system allows the priate. It also provides a perfect setteacher to determine whether each ting for small-group brainstorming:
student understands the concept. It quiet voices are not lost or shouted
also avoids taking the amount of time down in this situation, and there is
that slower students may need to less risk in sharing with two or three
struggle this ugh the entire page.
Encourage responsibility. Peer pressure works well for discipline. Teachers can give groups rewards for
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take turns solving the pt.in aloud,
explaining each step. If the student is
wrong, the teacher will catch the mis-

others than with the whole class.

Cooperative learning also lends itself
well to art activities, storytelling, and
peer editing.
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and failures. So get a friend and start
slowly. Read, share, experiment, and
share and share and shatei0

The Sound of
classg
A rise in the noislerev:Ilthe

room may pose a serious threat to the
use of cooperative learning. Do not let
IV "Using quiet voices" is a social skill

that teachers should have students
work on early and oftenand quiet

groups should be rewarded appropriately. Remember, monitoring deter-

mines the success of cooperative
learning. When teachers listen to what

is being discussed in groups, rather
than to the general noise level, they
can assess students' understanding
and progress. What we hear during
cooperative learning assignments is
the sound of children learningand
that is what we are here for.
But it's almost impossible to implement alone. There must be someone
with whom to share ideas, successes,

"Using quiet voices"
is a social skill that

Autbae note: The authors gratefully

acknowledge the contributions of

teachers should
have students work
on early and

Bobbie Dunham, Mattis Easton, Judi
Priest, and Ken Baden to this article.

groups should be
rewarded
approprbtely.

Johnson, D.W., R.T. Johnson, and Ej. Hotubec. (1986). andes of learnfrw: Cook

oftenand quiet
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Research and Controversy
This section contains articles reviewing research on cooperative
learning. It begins with a recent synthesis by Robert Slavin which,

because of the selection criteria he insists upon, emphasizes his own
findings. That piece is followed by an exchange between Slavin and
Roger and David Johnson over the validity of some of the research
cited by the Johnson brothers, along with a later article in which
Slavin attempts to clarify their disagreements and stresses points on

which they agree.
Next is an exchange between Alfie Kohn, who cites psychological
research showing that extrinsic rewards decrease motivation and
Slavin, who cites educational research in support of his contention
that extrinsic rewards are essential to the effectiveness of cooperative
learning. Ted Graves, executive editor of Cooperative Learning
magazine, summarizes the controversy and suggests a balanced
position.

A third dispute with Slavin is launched by Susan Allan, consultant
on education of the gifted, who claims that Slavin's research reviews

on ability grouping and cooperative learning are misleading because
they cause educators to oppose separate programs for the gifted.
Slavin and Bruce Joyce reply.
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Synthesis of Research on
Cooperative Learning
The use of cooperative learning strategies results
in improvements both in the achievement of
students and in the quality of their
interpersonal relationships.

There was once a time when it

was taken for granted that

a

quiet class waN a learning class,
when principals walked down the hall

expecting to be able to hear a pin
drop. Today, however, many schools

are using prk)grams that foster the
hum of voices in classrooms. These
pil)graIns, called Cooperaln'e learn
nig, encourage students to discuss,
debate, disagree, and ultimatelv to
teach one another
Cooperative learning has been sug
gested as the solution for an astonish
ing amiy of educational problems it is
Often cited as a means of emphasizing
thinking skills and increasing higherorder learning; as ail alternative to
ability grouping, remediahon, or special education: is a means of improving race relations and aceeptanie of
mainsti earned students. And as a way
to prepare students for an increAsingly

colialx)rative work force How many
(.4 these claims ale justified,' What effects do the various cocperative learning methods have on student achieve-

ment And other oukomes? Which
forms )1' cooperative learning are
MOM ctickliVe, and what comixments

must be in place for cooperanve fearn
ing to work!'
To answer these questi(ms, I've syn-

studies ( If rc x)peranve learning in de
mem:icy and sccondarv schck)ls that

have kompaied cooperative learning
tradita many taught clmtrol groups
studying the same objectives over a
period of at least four weeks (and up
to a full school Veal 01 Mort') Here I
present a brief suinmary of the effects
of ox)perative leaniing on achieve
mew and noncognitive outcomes, tor
thOle eXtele FC1.11'w, see cOcper

wive Leimung Theyry, Row,

anal

Pracip'e (Slavin l'')90)

Cooperative Learning Methods
There are many quite different forms
of coL yerative learning, but All of
them involve having students work in

small groups or teams to help one
amglier learn acadennc material Co
learning usually suppk
Mcnts thC tc,it her s ibsfruilion by giv

Operative

Highlights of Research on Cooperative Leaning
in cooperative teaming, students work in small groups to help one another nwster
academic material. There are man evatte different forms of cooperative learning, and
the effectiveness of cooperative
(particularly for achievement outcome*
depends on the particular approach used.

For enhancing student achievements the most successiul approaches have
incorporated two key eiementsz group goals and irAividual accountability. That
grouPs are rewarded based on the individual learning of all group members.
When grou pais and individual accountability are used, achimement effects

of cooperative learning are consistently positive; 37 of 44 everimentaliamarol
comparisons of at kast Jots weeks' duration have found **War* maims eghtls,
and none have favcavd traditional method&
Achievement effecb of cooperative Seaming have been found to about the same

at ail grads levels (2-12), in all major subjects, and in urban, rural, and
school& Effects are equally poeithe for high, ar
and low adifavers.
Positive effects of cooperative imnkv have been
found on sudt
diverse outcomes as self.esteem. frmzerup relaons jaZ011110e of academically
handicapped students, attitudes toward school, and ability to work coaperatheiy.

thesized in this ankle the hndings of
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SYNTHESIS OF RESEARCH ON COOPERATIVE LEARNING

and equal opponunities for succez.
information or practice skills orig- Using STL techniques, teams earn cerbully presented by the teacher; some- Moues or other team rewards if they
times cooperative methods require achieve above a designated criterion.
students to find or discover informa- The teams are not in competition to
tion on their own. Cooperative learn- earn scarce rewards; all (or none) of
ing has been usedand investigat- the trams may achieve the criterion in
edin every imaginable subject in a given week. Individual accountabit
grades 2-12, and is increasingly used ity means that the team's success depends on the individual learning of all
in college.
Small-scale laboratory research on team members. This kruses the activcooperation dates back to the 1920s ity of the team members on explaining
(see Deutsch 1949; Slavin 1977a); re- concepts to one another and making
search on specific applications of co- sure that everyone on the team is
operative learning to the classroom ready for a quiz or other assessment
began in the early 1970s. At that time, that they will take without teammate
four research groups, one in Israel help. Equal opportunities for success
and three in the U.S., began indepen- means that students contribute to their
dently to develop and study coopera- teams by improving over their own
tive learning methods in classroom past performances. This ensures that
high, average, and low achievers are
settings.
Now researchers all over the world equally challenged to do their best
are studying practical applications of and that the contributions of all team
cooperative learning principles, and members will be valued
The findings of these experimental
many cooperative learning methods
studies
(summarized in this section)
have been evaluated in one or more
indicate
that team rewards and indiexperimental/control comparisons.
vidual
accountability
are essential elThe best evaluated of the cooperative
ing students an opportunity to discuss

models are described below (adapt- ements for producing basic skills
ed from Slavin 1990). These include achievement (Slavin 1983a. 1983b,
four Student Team Learning varia- 1990). It is not enough to simply tell
lions, Jigsaw, Learning Together, and students to work together. They must
have a reason to take one another's
Group Investigation,
achievement seriously. Further, if stu-

Student Team learnIng

Student Team Learning (STL) techniques were developed and re-

dents are rewarded for doing better
than they have in the past, they will
be more motivated to achieve than if

they are rewarded based on their

performance in comparison to othMore than half of all experimental ers, because rewards for improvesearched at Johns Hopkins University.

studies of practical cooperative learning methods involve STL methods.

ment make success neither too diffi-

All cooperative learning methods

achieve (Slavin 1980).
Four principal Student Team Learn-

share the idea that students work

cult nor too easy for students to

together to learn and are responsible ing methods have been extensively
for one another's learning as well as developed and researched. Two are
their own. STL methods, in addition general cooperative learning methods
to this idea, emphasize the use of adaptable to most subjects and grade
team goals and team success, which levels: Student Teams-Achievement
can only be achieved if all members Divisions (STAD) and Teams-Gamesof the team learn the objectives being Tournament (TGT). The remaining
taught. That is, in Student Team two are comprehensive curriculums
Learning the students' tasks are not to designed for use in particular subjects
do something as a team but to learn at particular grade levels: Team Assisted Individualization (TAI) for
something as a team.
Three concepts are central to all mathematics in grades 3-6 and CoopStudent Team Learning methods: team erative Integrated Reading and Comrewards, individual accountabilii y, position (CIRC) for reading and writ-

Ing instruction in grades 3-5.
Student Teams-Achievement
Divisions (STAD)

In STAD (Slavin 1978, 1986), students

are assigned to four-member learning

teams mixed in performance level,
sex, and ethnicity. The teacher presems a lesson, and then students work
within their teams to make sure that all
team members have mastered the lesson. Finally, all students take individual quizzes on the material, at which
time they may noi help one another.
Students' quiz scores are compared
to their own past averages, and points

are awarded based on the degree to
which students can meet or exceed
their own earlier performances. These
points are then summed to form team

scores, and teams that meet certain
criteria earn certificates or other rewards. The whole cycle of activities,

from teacher presentation to team

Cooperative learning
usually supplements
the
teacher's
anstruction
by
giving students an
,ps
PY. nortunity to
(liscuss information
or practice skills
originally presented
by -ume teacher.
B
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practice to quiz, usually takes three to
five class periods.
STAD has been used in a wide variety of subjects, from mathematics to
language arts and social studies. It has
been used from grade 2 through col-

In TAI, students enter an individualized sequence according to a place-

practicing spelling, decoding, and vo-

geography and map skills, and science
facts and concepts,

units completed by all team members

tion" of team books.

cabulary. If the reading class is not
ment test and then proceed at their divided into homogeneous reading
own rates. In general, team members groups, all students in the teams
work on different units. Teammates work with one another. Students
check each others' work against an- work as a total team to master "main
lege. STAD is most appropriate for swer sheets and help one another idea" and other comprehension
teaching well-defined objectives with with any problems. Final unit tests skills. During language arts periods,
single tight answers, such as mathe- are taken without teammate help and students engage in writing drafis, rematical computations and applica- are scored by student monitors. Each vising and editing one another's
tions, language usage and mechanics, week, teachers total the number of work, and preparing for "publica-

and give certificates or other team
rewards to teams that exceed a crite-

Teams-Games-Townamem (TGT)
Teams-Games-Tournament (DeVries
and Slavin 1978; Slavin 1986) was the
first of the Johns Hopkins cooperative

rion score based on the number of
final tests passed, with extra points
for perfect papers and completed
homework.
Because students take responsibility

learning methods. It uses the same
teacher presentations and teamwork for checking each others' work and
as in STAD, but replaces the quizzes managing the flow of materials, the
with weekly tournaments. In these, teacher can spend most of the class
studems compete with members of time presenting lessons to small
tatter teams to contribute points to groups of students drawn from the
their team scores. Students compete at
three-person "tournament tables"

against others with similar past records in mathematics. A "bumping"
procedure changes tabile assignments
to keep the competition fair. The win-

ner at each tournament table brings
the same number of points to his or
her team, regardless of which tat* it

various teams who are working at the

low a sequence of teacher instruction,
team practice, team pre-assessments,
and quizzes. That is, students do not

take the quiz until their teammates
have determined that they are ready.
Certificates are given to teams based

on the average performance of all
team members on all reading and
writing activities.

Other Cooperative Learning

Methods

same point in the mathematics se- figsaw
quence. For example, the teacher Jigsaw was originally designed by Elmight call up a decimals group, pre- liot Aronson and his colleagues
sent a lesson, and then send the students back to their teams to work on

problems. Then the teacher might call
the fractions group, and so on.

is; this means that low achievers (com-

Cooperative Integrated Reading and

peting with other low achievers) and
high achievers (competing with other
high aghievers) have equal opportunities for success. As in STAD, highperforming teams earn certificates or
other forms of team rewards. TGT is
appropriate for the same types of ob-

Compcuition (CIRC)

jectives as STAD.

In most CIRC activities, students fol-

The newest of the Student Team
Learning methods Ls a comprehensive

(1978). In Aronson's Jigsaw method,
students are assigned to six-member
team.s to work on academic material
that has been broken down into sections. For example, a biography might
be divided into early life, first accomplishments, major setbacks, later life,

and impact on history. Each team
member reads his or her section.

program for teaching reading and Next. members of different teams who
writing in the upper elementary have studied the same sections meet
grades called Cooperative Integrated in "expert groups" to discuss their
Reading and Composition (CIRC) (Stevens et al. 1987). In CIRC, teachers use

sections. Then the students return to
their teams and take turns teaching
their teammates about their sections.

Slavin et al. 1986) shares with STAD

basal or literature-based readers and
reading groups, much as in traditional
reading programs. However, all students are assigned to teams composed

tificates for high-performing teams.
But where STAD and TGT use a single

have two "Bluebirds" and two "RedSlavin (1986) developed a modificabirds." While the teacher is working tion ofJigsaw at Johns Hopkins Univer-

pace of instruction for the class, TAI
combines cooperative learning with

with one reading group, the paired sity and then incorporated it in the

Team A.aisted Individualizallon (TAO
Team Assisted Individualization (TAI;

Since the only way students taan learn

sections other than their own is to
listen carefully to their teammates,
and TGT the use of four-member of two pairs from two different reading they are motivated to support and
mixed ability learning teams and cer- groups. For example, a team might show interest in one another's work.

individualized instruction. Also, where
STAD and TGT apply to most subjects

and grade levels, TAI is specifically
designed to teach mathematics to students in grades 3-6 (or older students
not ready for a full algebra course).
84

students in the other groucts are working on a series of cognitively engaging

activities, including reading to one
another, making predictions about
how narrative stories will come out,
summarizing stories to one another,
writing responses to stories, and

Student Team Learning program. In
this method, called Jigsaw II, students
work in four- or five-member teams as

in TGT and STAD. Instead of each
student's being assigned a particular
section of text, all students read a

common narrative, such as a book
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within groups about how well they
are working together.

All cooperative

learning methods
share the idea that
students work
together to learn
and are responsible
for one another's
learning as well as
their own.

Group Investigation

Group Investigation, developed by
Shlomo Sharan and Yael Sharan at the

University of Tel-Aviv, is a general
classroom organization plan in which
students work in small groups using
cooperative inquiry, group discussion,
and cooperative planning and projects

(Sham and Sham 1976). In this

method, students form their own twoto six-member groups. After choosing
subtopics from a unit being studied by

However, each student receives a
topic (such as "climate" in a unit on
France) on which to become an expert. Students with the same topics
meet in expert groups to discuss them,
after which they return to their teams

to teach what they have learned to

the University of Minnesota developed the Learning Together models
of cooperative learning (Johnson and

Johnson 1987). The methods they

to the particular methods used. As
noted earlier, two elements must be
present if cooperative learning is to be
effective: group goals and individual
accountability (Slavin 1983a, 19831,
1990). That is, groups must be working to achieve some goal or to earn
rewards or recognition, and the success of the group must depend on the

individual learning of every group

break their subtopics into individual
tasks and carry out the activities necessary to prepare group reports. Each
group then makes a presentation or

member.
In studies of methods such as STAD,
TGT, TAL and CIRC, effects on achieve-

Research on Cooperative
Learning

ment have been consistently positive;
37 out of 44 such studies (84 percent)
fot nd significant positive achievement
eff_cts. In contrast, only 4 of 23 studies
(17 percent) lacking group goals and
individual accountability found positive effects on student achievement.

alternatives to traditional instruction
in use today. Outcome evaluations in-

found in studies of Group Investigation in Israel (Sham et at 1984; Sharan and Shachar 1988). In Group In-

Cooperative learning mc hods are
among the most extensively evaluated
clude:
academic achievement,

intergroup relations,
mainstreaming,
self-esteem,
others.

their teammates. Then students take
individual quizzes, which result in
team scores based on the improvement score system of STAD. Teams Academic Achievement
that meet preset standards earn certif. More than 70 high-quality studies have
icates. Jigsaw is primarily used in so- evaluated various cooperative learning
cial studies and other subjects where methods over periods of at least four
weeks in regular elementary and seclearning from text is important.
Learning Together
David Johnson and Roger Johnson at

p7rcent) found no differences, and in
only one study did the control group
outperform the experimental group.
However, the effects of cooperative
learning vary considerably according

the entire class, the gaups further

display to communicate its findings to
the entire class.

chapter, a short story, or a biography.

than in control classes. Twenty-five (37

Two of these positive effects were

vestigation, students in each group are
responsible for one unique pal of the
group's overall task, ensuring individ-

ual accountability. Then the group's
overall performance is evaluated. Even

though there are no specific group

rewards, the group evaluation probably serves the same purpose.
Why are group goals and individual
accountability so important? To understand this, consider the alternatives. In
some forms of cooperative learning,
ondary schools; 67 of these tiave mea- students work together to complete a
sured effects on student achievement single worksheet or to solve one prob(see Slavin 1990). All these studies lem together. In such methods, there
compared the effects of cooperative is little reason for more able students
learning to thase of traditionally to take time to explair -vhat is going
taught control groups on measures of on to their less able gr.xipmates or to

the same objectives pursued in all

have researched involve students classes. Teachers and classes were eiworking on assignment sheets in ther randomly assigned to cooperative
four- or five-member heterogeneous or control conditions or matched on

groups, The groups hand in a single pretest achievement level and other
sheet and receive praise and rewards factors.
Overall, of 67 studies of the achieve-

ask their opinions. Alien the group
task is to do somethin rather than to
learn something, the participation of
less able students may be seen as
interference rather than help. It may
be easier in this circumstance for students to give each other answers than

based on the group product. Their
methods emphasize team-building ment effects of cooperative learning, to explain concepts or skills to one
activities before students begin work- 41 (61 percent) found significantly another.
In contrast, when the group's task
ing together and regular discussions greater achievement in cooperative

90
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is to ensure that every group member

those at earlier grade levels, but there

is a need for more research at that
of every group member to spend level. Cooperative learning methods
time explaining concepts to his or have been equally successful in urban,
learns something, it is in the interests

her groupmates. Studies of students'
behaviors within cooperative groups
have consistently found that the students who gain most from coopera-

tive work are those who give and
elaborated explanations
(Webb 1985). In contrast, Webb
found that giving and receiving anreceive

swers without explanations were
nttgatively related

to achievement

rural, and suburban schools and with
students of different ethnic groups (although a few studies have found particularly positive effects for black students; see Slavin and OicIde 1981).

Among the cooperative karning
methods, the Student Team learning
programs have been most extensively
researched and most often found in-

gain. What group goals and individual

structionally effective. Of 14 studies of
STAD and closely related methods, 11

accountability do is to motivate students to give explanations and to take
one another's learning seriously, instead of simply giving answers.
Cooperative learning methods gen-

found significantly higher achievement for this method than for traditional instruction, and two found no
differences. For example, Slavin and

erally work equally well for all types of
students. While occasional studies find

particular advantages for high or low
achievers, boys or girls, and so on, the
great majority find equal benefits for
all types of students. Sometimes teachers or parents worry that cooperative
learning will hold back high achievers.

The research provides absolutely no
support for this claim; high achievers
gain from cooperative learning (relative to high achievers in traditional
classes) just as much as do low and
average whievers (see Slavin, this issue, p. 63).
Research on the achievement effects

of cooperative learning has more of-

ten taken place in grades 3-9 than
10-12. Studies at the senior high
school level are about as positive as

Karweit (1984) evaluated STAD over
an entire school year in inner-city Philadelphia 9th grade mathematics

classes. Student performance on a
standardized mathematics test increased significantly more than in ei-

ther a mastery learning group or a

substantially greater learning of mathematics computations in TAI than in
control classes, while one study found
no differences (see Slavin 1985b). Ex-
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effects on scores frocti standardized
tests of reading comprehension, reading vocabulary, language expresskn
language mechanics, and spelling
(Madden et al. 1986, Stevens et al. 1987,
Stevens et al. 1990). Significantly

control group using the same materi- greater achievement on writing samals. Substantial differences favoring ples was also found favoring the C1RC
STAD have been found in such diverse students in the two studies which assubjects as social studies (e.g., Allen sessed writing
and Van Sickle 1984), language arts
Other than STL methods, the most
(Slavin and Karweit 1981), reading consistently successful model for incomprehension (Stevens, Slavin, Far- creasing student achievement is
nish, and Madden 1988), mathematics Group Investigation (Sharan and Sha(Sherman and Thomas 1986), and sci- m 1976). One study of this method
ence (Okebukola 1985). Nine of 11 (Sharan et at 1984) found that it instudies of TGT found similar results creased the learning of English as a
(DeVries and Slavin 1978).
fon-ign language, while Sharan and
The largest effects of Student Team Shachar (1988) found positive effects
Learning methods haw been found in of Group Investigation on the learning
studies of TAI. Five of six studies found

Cooperative learning
methods have been
equally successful in
urban, rural, and
suburban schools
and with students of
clifferent ethnic
groups.

Cooperative learning
methods are among
the most extensively
evaluated
alternatives to
traditional
instruction in use
in schools today.

of history and geography. A third study

of only three weeks' duration (Sharan
et al. 1980) also found positive effects
on social studies achievement, particularly on hIgher-level concepts. The
perimental control differences were Learning Together methods (Johnson
still substantial (though smaller) a year and Johnson 1987) have been found
after the students were in TM (Slavin instructionally effective when they inand Karweit 1985). In mathematics clude the assignment of group grades
concepts and applications, one of based on the average of group memthree studies (Slavin et al. 1984) found bers' individual quiz scores (e.g.,
significantly greater gains in TAI thar Humphreys et at 1982, Yager et at
control methods, while two found no 1985). Studies of the original Jigsaw
significant differences (Slavin and Kat,. method have not generally supported
welt 1985).
this approach (e.g., Moskowitz et al.
In comparison with traditional con- 1983); but studies of Jigsaw II, which
trol groups, three experimental studies uses group goals and individual acof CIRC have found substantial positive countability, have shown positive ef-
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fects (Maningly and Van Sickle 1990,
Ziegler 1981).

intergroup Relations
in the laboratory research on cooperation, one of the earliest and strongest
findings was that people who cooper-

ate learn to like one another (Slavin
1977b). Not surprisingly, the coopera-

tive learning classroom studies have
found quite consistently that students
express greater liking for their classmates in general as a result of participating in a cooperative learning
method (see Slavin 1983a, 1990). This

is important in itself and even more
important when the students have different ethnic backgrounds. After all,
ther.. is substantial evidence that, left
alone, ethnic separateness in schools
does not naturally diminish over time
(Gerard and Miller 1975).

Social scientists have long advocated interethnic cooperation as a
means of ensuring positive intergroup
relations in desegregated settings.
Contact Theory (Al lport 1954), which
is in the U.S. the dominant theory of
;-,tergroup relations, predicted that

positive intergroup relations would
arise from school desegregation if and
only if students participated in cooperative, equal-status interaction sanc-

tioned by tile school. Research on
cooperative learning methods

has

borne out the predictions of Contact
Theory. These techniques emphasize
cooperative, equal-status interaction
betweer students of different ethnic
backgrounds sanctioned by the school
(Slavin 1985a).

In most of the research on intergroup relations, stuOents were asked
to list their best friends at the beginning of the study and again at the end.
The number of friendship choices students made outside their own ethnic
groups was the measure of intergroup
relations,

Positive effects on intergroup relations have been found for STAD, TGT,

TAI, Jigsaw, Learning Together, and
Group Investigation models (Slavin
19851,). Two of these studies, one on
STAD (Slavin 1979) and one on Jigsaw
II (Ziegler 1981), included follow-ups
of intergroup friendships several

months after the end of the studies.
Both found that students who had
been in cooperative learning classes
still named significantly more friends
outside their own ethnic groups than
did students who had been in control
classes. Two studies of Group Investigation (Sharan et al. 1984, Sharan and
Shachar 1988) found that students' improved attitudes and behaviors towird

classmates of different ethnic backgrounds extended to classmates who
had never been in the same groups,
and a study of TAI (Oishi 1983) found

integrate students pc:forming rwo

years or more below the level of their
peers into the social structure of the
classroom. The use of STAD significantly reduced 'he degree to which the
normal-progrest stude! as rejected their
mainstreamed cl,mates and inu-eased the academic achievement and
self-esteem of all students, mainstreamed as well as normal-progress
(Madden and Slavin 1983). Similar effects have been found for TAI (Slavin et
al.

1984), and other research using

cooperative teams has aLso shown significant improvements in relationships

positive effects of this method on
cross-ethnic interactions outside as between mainstreamed academically
well as in class. The U.S. studies of handicapped students and their norcooperative learning and intergroup
relations involved black, white, and (in

a few cases) Mexican-American students. A study of Jigsaw II by Ziegler
(1981) took place in Toronto, where
the major ethnic groups were AngloCanadians and children of recent European immigrants. The Sharan (Sharan et al. 1984. Sharan and Shachar
1988) studies of Group Investigation

took place in Israel and involved

mal-progress peers (Ballard et aL 1977,
Cooper et al. 1980).

In addition, one study in a self-

contained school for emotionally disturbed adolescents found that the use
of TGT increased positive interactions
and friendships among students
(Slavin 1977a). Five months after the

study ended. these positive interactions were still found more often in
the former TGT classes than in the

friendships benween Jews of both Eu-

control classes. In a study in a similar

ropean and Middle Eastern back-

setting, Janke (1978) found that the
emotionally disturbed students were
more on-task, were better behaved,

grounds.

and had better attendance in TGT

Mainstreaming

Although ethnicity is a maior barrier to
friendship, it is not so large as the one
between physically or mentally handicapped children and their normal-progr,.ss peers. Mainstreaming, an unprece-

classes than in control classes.

dented opportunity for handicapped
children to take their place in the school
and society, has cnated enormous prac-

tical problems tor classroom teachers, and it often leads to social rejec-

tion of the handicapped children.
Because cooperative learning methods have been successful in improv
ing relationships acrass the ethnicity
barriei---which somewhat resembles

the harrier between mainstreamed
and normal-progress studentsthese
methods have also been applied to
increase the acceptance of the mainstreamed student.
The research on cooperative learn-

In the laboratory
research on
cooperation, one of
the earliest and
strongest findings
was that people who
cooperate learn to
like one another.

ing and mainstreaming has focused on
the academically handicapped child. In
one study, STAD was used to attempt to
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Self-Esteem

Aronson, and J. Sikes. (1977). "Interde-

One of the most important aspects of a

pendence in the Classmotn: A Field

personalky Ls his or her self-

Study." Journal of Educmkmal Psycho,-

esteem. Several researchers WOrking on

cap 691 121-128.
Cooper, L., D.W. Johnscm, It Johnson, and

cooperative learning techniques have
found that these methods do increase
students' self-esteem. These improvements in self-esteem have been found
fix 'fGT and STAD (Slavin 1990), for
Jigsaw (Blaney et at 1977), and for the
three methods combined (Slavin and
Karweit 1%1). Improvements in student

selkoncepts have also been found for
TAI (Slavin et al. 1%4).

Otber Otacomes
In addition to effects on achievement,

What group goals

and individual

accountability do Ls
to motivate students
to give explanations
and to take one
another's learning
seriously, instead of

simply giving

positive intergroup relations, greater

answers.

acceptance of mainstreamed students,
and self-esteem, effects of cooperative
learning have been found on a variety

variety of grade levels and in many
subjects, intergroup relations, rela-

F. Wilderson. (1980). "Elms of Cooper-

ative, Compedtive, and Individualistk
Experiences on Interpersonal Anraction
Among Hetenageneous Peers." journal
of Social Psychology 111: 243-252.
Deutsch, M. (1949). "A Themy of Coopersalon and Competition." Human Relations 2: 129-152.

DeVries, DL, and RE. Slavin. (19781
"Teams-Games-Tournament (TGT): Re-

view of Ten Classroom ibtperiments."
jotavsai cif &swath and Devekoment
in Education 12: 28-38.
Gerard, /LB., and N. Miller. (1975). School

Desegregation: A long-Range Study.

doing well academically, feelings of
individual control over the student's
own fate in school, and cooperative-

and growing use demonstrates that

New York Plenum.
Hartley, W. (1976). Prevention Outcomes
of Small Group Education with School
Cbilefren: An Epiderniokek Pollotv-Vp
of the Kansas City School Behavior Project. Kansas Chr University of Kansas
Medical Center.

cooperative learning methods are
practical and attractive to teachers. The

Johnson. (1982). "Effects of Cooperative.

ness and altruism (see Slavin 1983a,
1990). TGT (DeVries and Slavin 1978)
and STAD (Slavin 1978, Janke 1978)
have been found to have positive effects on students time-on-task. One
stuffy found that lower socioeconomic

history of the development, evalua-

Competitive, and individualistic Learn-

tion, and dissemination ci cooperative
learning is an outstanding example of

MSS." founsal of Research in Science

of other impertant educational outcomes. These include liking school,
development of peer norms in favor of

status students at risk of becoming
delinquent who worked in cooperative groups in 6th grade had better
attendance, fewer COI ItaCtS with the
police, and higher behavioral ratings

by teachers in grades 7-11 than did
control students (Hartley 1976). Another study implemented forms of cooperative learning beginning in kindergarten and continuing through the
4th grade (Solomon et al. 1990). This
study found that the students who had
been taught cooperatively were significantly higher than control students on
measures of supportive, friendly, and
prosocial behavior; were better at resolving conflicts; and expressed more
support for democratic values.

Useful Strategies
Returning to the questions at the beginning of this article, we now sec the
usefulness of cooperative learning
strategies for improving such diverse
outcomes as student achievement at a
88

tionships between mainstreamed and
normal-progress students, and student
self-esteem. Further, their widespread

the use of educational research to
create programs that have improved
the educational experience of thousands of students and will continue to
affect thousands more.0
Author's note. This article was written
under funding from the Office of Educa-

Humphreys, a, B. Johnson, and D.W.
ing cm Students' Achievement in Science

Teaching 19: 351-356.
Janke, R. (April 1978). 'The Teams-Games-

Tournament (TGT) Method and the Be.
havioral Adjustrnent and Academic

Achievement of Emotionally Impaired
Adolescents." Paper presented at the annual convention of the American Educaticmal Research Assodation, Toronto.
Johnson, D.W., and R.T. Johnscm. (1987).

Learning Together and Alone. 2nd ed.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall

tional Research and Improvement, US. Department el Education (Grant No. OERI-R117-R90002). However, any opinions

Madden, NA, and R.E. Slavin. (1983). "Co-

expressed are mine and do not represent
OER1 positions or policy.
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Cooperative Learning and
Student Achievement
Remarkable claims are made about cooperative
learning, many of them true, but the research tells
us that to produce achievement gains, these
methods must include both a group goal and
individual accountability.

Two Essential Conditions
Two conditions are essential if the
achievement effects of cooperative
learning are to be realized. First, the

cess, or to earn bonus points on their
grades (although I am philosophically
opposed to having grades largely de,
termint-d by team performance). Sec-

have been offered as an alternative to cooperating groups must have a group
ability grouping, special programs for goal that is important to them, For
the gifted, Chapter I pull-outs, and example, groups may he working to
special education. They have been earn certi_ates or other recognition,
suggested as a means of introducing to receive a few minutes extra of rehigher-level skills into the curriculum,
of ensuring students an adequate level
of basic skills, of mainstreaming academically handicapped students, and

ond, the success of the group must
depeno on the individual learning of

In recent years, cmiperative learning has been proposed as a solution to a staggering array of prob-

lems. uxverative learning methods

of giving students the collaborative
skills necessary in an increasingly interdependent society. Further, coop-

erative learning methods have been
proposed as a major component of
bilingual and ESL programs and as a
way to improve relationships among
students of different racial or ethnic
backgrounds,
There is evidence that cooperative
learning can in fact, under certain circumstances, accomplish many of these
goals. However, I am becoming increas-

ingly concerned about a widespread
belief that all forms of cooperative
learning are instructionally effective.
This is emphatically not the case.
90
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all group members. That is, there must
be indizidual accountability as well as
group accountability. For example,

groups might be rewarded based on
the average of their members' individual quiz scores.
We can only hypothesize reasons that
group goals and individual accountability are essential to the achievement ef-

fects of cowerative learning. Some
plausible explanations are th2t group
goaLs are necessary to motivate students

to help one another learn; they give
studenes a stake in one another's success. Without group goals, students are
not likely to engage in the elaborate
,...xplanations that have been found to be

essential to the achievement effects of
cooperative learning (Webb 1985). Fur-

ther, group gmils may help students
overcome their reluctance to ask for
help or provide help to one another;
that is, without an overriding group
gm!, they may be embarrassed to ask for

COOPERATIVE LEARNING AND STI TI)ENT ACIIIEVEMENT
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or offer help. In addition, without individual accountability, one or two group

members may dn all the work; group
members perceived to be low achievers
may be ignored if they contribute ideas
or ask for he43.

Achievement Effects of
Various Methods

Figure 1 presents data from a recent
review of the cooperative learning lit-

erature (Slavin 1988). In the studies
from which the figure was derived,
cooperative learning groups ere
compared to randomly selected or
matched control groups on fair measures of the objectives pursued Yager et at 1986). However, it is imequally by both groups. Study dura- portant to note that these studies are
tions were at least four weeks, with a highly artificial experiments in which

methods, we see that thase incorporat-

wg both group goals and iadividual
accounrability are conskierably more

teachers did not present lessons to
median length of 10 weeks.
Figure 1 shows that the success of students. Rather, teachers only helped
cooperative learning in increasing stu- individuals with worksheets, so that in

effective than other methods (see, for
example, the following reviews of the
literature: Slavin 1983a, h; Davidson

ization, which means that each student

supported the effeliveness of cooperatt,:.: learning in all its form.s. However,
this meta-analysis was not restricted to
school achievement; it included playing
golf, card playing, swimming, biock
stacking, solving mazes, and other performance outcomes. Mast of these were
laboratory studies of a few hours duration, and most allowed the groups to
work together on the task that constituted the outcome measure while the
students had to work
alone. Obviously, individuals will sci rc
better when they can give each other
answers than when they work in isola-

dent achievement depends substan- the "individualistic- control groups 1985; Newmann and Thompson 1987).
tially cr. the provision of group goals students had no resources other than The mksconception that all forms of
and individual accountability. Methods the wmisheets to help them under- cooperative learning are equally effective can perhaps be attributed to a metathat incorporate group goals and in- stand the material.
Another major category of coopera- analysis b) Johnson and colleagues
dividual accountability Include Student Teams-Achievement Divisions tive learning methods uses task special- (1981) that claimed that 122 studies
(Slavin 1986), Teams-Games-Tour-

has a unique task within an overall

nament (DeVries and Slavin 1978).
Cooperative Integrated Reading and group objective. For example, Jigsaw
Composition (Stevens et al. 1987), Teaching (Aronson et al. 1978) assigns
and Team Assisted IndMdualization each student a topic on which he or she
Mathematics (Slavin et al 1984).
In contrast to the relatively positive
effects of methods that use both group

goals and individual accountability,

those that use group goals but not
individual accountability have been ineffective in increasing student achieve-

is to become an "expert This method
has not generally been instructionally
effective. A much more effective form
of cooperative learning that usts task
specialfration is Group Invef:igation

(Shanui and Shachar in press), in
which students take on subtasks

ment. For example, in Johnson and within an overall group task. In conJohnson's (1987) Learning Together trast to Jigsaw, Group Investigation
methods, students work together to bases individuals' evaluations on the
complete a single worksheet and are group's product or report, so this
praised, rewarded, and/or graded on method may in actuality he an inthe basis of this common worksheet. stance of group goals and individual
On fair measures of achievement accountability.
these methods have produced no better achievement than individuallstic or
traditional methods (e.g., Johnson t.-t.
al 1978). Two studies did find positive
achievement effects for a form of this
approach in which students were
graded not on the basis of one worksheet, but on the average of individual
quiz scores, which ensures individual
accountability (Humphreys et al. 1982,

Finally, studies of methods that pro-

vide neither group goals nor individual accountability find few achievement benefits for this approach. One
example is the Groups of Four math-

ematics program in which students
work together to solve complex math
problems (Burns 1981).
Gomparing the achievement effects

of the various cooperative learning

g

tion, but they may or may not latrn
more from the experience see Slavin
1984).

Consider the Research

I'm delighted to see the enthusiiism
with which school districts have embraced ox Terative learning. Regardless of its effects on achievement, comany positive
operative learning
effects, for example, on self-esteem,
intergroup relations, and the ability to
work with others (see Slavin 1983a).
However, when schools adopt cooper91

Robert F.. Slat in

of Cooptiratite Lturning on Adieiw-

ative learning methods with the primary intention of increasing student
achievement, they must take the research into account. There is no reason to expect that if te:: .hers simply
allow students to work together or
reward them based on a single group
product or task, they will learn more

rnent in Secondary Schools: A Summary
o f Raearcb. Madison, Wis.: University of
Wisconsin, National Center on Effective
Secondary Schools, 1987.
Sharan, S., and II. Shachar. Langua,ge and
learning in the Cooperative Ckis,Yoom.
New York: Springer-Verlag, in press.

than will students taught traditionally.
Future research may identify effective forrls of axverative learning that

Slavin,

do not require group goals and individual accountability; hut schools that

use such programs now must do so
with a clear understanding that, at
present, nothing in the literature

promises that they will increase student achievement.0
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Toward a
Cooperative Effort:
A Response
to Slavin
In his recent article, Slavin inaccurately depicts our
approach to cooperative learning and omits crucial
information about our research.

\ive would like to clarify Ruben

Slavin's description of our ap-

proach to cooperative learning and of our research in his recent
article, "Cooperative Learning and Stu-

dent Achievement" (October 1988
issue). He describes our approach as
having groups of students complete a

face-toface prvinotive iltieraetionstudents must have the opportunity to explain what they are learning to

each other and to help each other understand and complete assignments;

individual accountabilitr--each
student must demonstrate mastery Of
the assigned work;

single worksheet while the teacher
rewards them on the basis of the single product. Contrary to what Slavin

Five Basic Elements

Our approach to cooperative learning
emphasizes live basic elements that
must be included within each lesson:
interdependence-posititv
students must believe that they are responsible for both their own learning
and the learning of the other members
of their group;

communicate effectively, provide leadership for he group's work, build kind
maintain trust among group members,
and resolve conflicts within the group
construct ively

group procminggroups must

stop periodically and assess how well
they are working and how their effectiveness may be improved (Johnson

1970; Johnson and Johnson 195,
1987).

stated, we do not recommend this
procedure, except under a very special
set of conditions.

social skillseach student must

Our approach to
cooperative learning
emphasizes five
basic elements that
must be included
within each lesson.

Further, Slavin goes on to state that
our research does not provide evidence
that woperative learning produces
higher achievement than individualistic
or traditional learning, citing one study
to support his claim, lie discounts two
of our other studies based on a misrepresentation of the individualistic condition: contrary to what Slavin states, the
material uus taught in the individualistic
conditions.
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Research on
Cooperative Learning:
Consensus and
Controversy
Researchers agree that cooperative learning can
produce positive effects on achievement but
disagree on the conditions under which the
approach is effective.

cooperative learning is one of points of controversy among researchthe most thoroughly re- ers and reviewers that concern the
searched of all instructional conditions under which cooperative
methods. In a recent review (Slavin learning is instructionally effective.
1989a), I identified 60 studies that This article briefly summarizes the
contrasted the achievement outcomes main areas of consensus and controof cooperative learning and traditional versy in research on cooperative
methods in elementary and secondary
schools. To be included in my review,
studies had to have lasted at least four
weeks, and experimental and control
classes had to take the same achievement tests under the same conditions.
Using different inclusion criteria,
Johnson and colleagues (1981) identified 122 achievement studies. Most of
these studies also measured many outcomes in addition to achievement.

With so many studies, one would
imagine that a consensus would
emerge about the nature and size of
the effects of cooperative learning;
and, in fact, the areas of agreement
among cooperative learning researchers far outweigh the areas of disagree-

ment. Yet there remain several key

learning.

Cooperative Learning and
Student Achievement

Consensus. There is wide agree-

ment among reviewers of the cooperative learning literature that cooperative methods can and usually do have a
positive effect on student achievement.

Further, there is almost as strong a
consensus that the achievement effects
are not seen for all forms of coopera-

tive learning but depend on two essential features, at least at the elemen-

tary and secondary levels. One of

The areas of
agreement among
cooperative learning
researchers far
outweigh the areas
of disagreement.

these features is group goals, or positive interdependence: the cooperative

groups must work together to earn
recognition, grades, tewards, and
other indicators of group success. Simply asking students to work together is
not enough. The second essential feature is individual accountability: the

group's success must depend on the

individual learning of all group members. For example, group success

might depend on the sum of members' quiz scores or on evaluation of a
95
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report in which each group member
contributed his or her own chapter. In
contrast, studies of methods in which

accountability as essential elements of
cooperative learning.
Controversy. While no reviewer has

Another issue is the effects of mop-

erative learning at the college level.

yet expressed doubt that there is a

Again, there are relatively few studies
at this level, and the results are not as

broad set of conditions under which

consistent as those from elementary

cooperative learning will increase student achievement, there is controversy

and junior high/middle schools. How-

The degree of consensus on the

about the specific conditions under

achievement effects of cooperative
learning methods that use group goals
and individual accountability is con-

which positive effects will be found.
One focus of controversy has been a

positive achievement effects of cooperative learning in senior high school
and college settings (see, for example,
Sherman and Thomas 1986, Fraser et

sidka-able. I am aware of four full-scale

Johnson and me that has more to do
with different views on what constitutes adequate research than on questions of the essential elements of co-

students work together to prepare a
single worksheet or project without
differentiated tasks hardly ever find
achievement benefits (Slavin 1989a).

reviews by different authors on this
topic. My own reviews (Slavin 1983,
1989a, in press) have focused on elementary and secondary schools. Reviews by the Johnsons (Johnson et aL
1981) have included all levels, including college. Newmann and Thompson

(1987) have focused on secondary
schools (middle, junior, and high
schools), and Davidson (1985) has reviewed research on cooperative learning in mathematics.

The findings of the four reviews

debate between David and Roger

operative learning. The main elements

of this debate have been covered in
earlier issues of Educational Leadership (see Slavin 1988, Johnson and
Johnson 1989, Slavin 19891,).

In addition to the controversy between the Johnsons and me, several
other issues have been raised by various writers and reviewers. One issue
is whether cooperative learning is

ever, there are several examples of

al. 1977).

Another question being debated is

the appropriateness of cooperative
learning for higher-order conceptual
learning. Most cooperative learninis
studies have focused on basic skills
(mathematics, language arts, reading),

but several have successfully taught
such higher-order skills as creative
writing (Stevens et al. 1987) and identification of main idea and inference in
reading (Stevens et al. 1988). Studies
of Sharan's Group Investigation

individual accountability are incorpo-

12)

There is ample evidence that

method (see, for example, Sharan et
al. 1980) and of the Johnsons' constructive controversy methods (see,
for example, Smith et al. 1981) have
reported particularly strong effects on
higher-order understanding in social

rated in the cooperative methods"

these methods are instructionally
effective in grades 2-9, but relatively

studies.
Davidson (1985) has questioned

few studies examine grades 10-12

whether group goals and individual

More research is needed in this area.

accountability are necessary at the colkge level, and there is some evidence

were similar. My own concluded, "Cooperative learning can be an effective
me Ins of increasing student achieve-

ment, but only if group goals and
(Slavin 1989a, p. 151). Newmann and
Thompson (1987, pp. 11-12) came to
similar conclusions:

effective at all grade levels. Newmann
and Thompson (1987) question
whether cooperative learning is effective in senior high school (grades 10-

A review of the rmsearch on coopeotive
learning and achievement in grades 7-12
produced 27 reports of high-quality studies, including 37 comparisons of cooperative versus control methods. Twenty-live
(68 percent) of these favored a cooperative
learning method at the .05 level of significance. . . The pattern of results supports
the importance not only of a cooperative
task structure, but also of group rewards,
of individual accountability, and probably
of group competition as well.
.

Davidson (1985, p. 224) wrote: "If the
term achievement refers to computational skills, simple concepts, and simple application problems, the studies
at the elementary and secondary levels
support Slavin's (1983) conclusions,

'Cooperative learning methods that
use group rewards and individual accountability consistently increase student achievement more than control
elementary and secmethods in
ondary classrooms.' " All four reviews
mentioned group goals and individual
.
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that thzy may not be. Studies of pair
learning of text comprehension strategies by Dansereau (1988), as well as
some of the mathematics studies cited

There is ample
evidence that
cooperative methods
are instructionally
effective in grades
2-9, but relatively
few studies examine
grades 10-12.

.

10 1

by Davidson (1985), provide examples
of successful use of cooperative learning at the college level without group
goals or individual accountability.

Outcomes Other than
Achievement
In areas other than achievement, there

is even broader consensus about the
effects of cooperative learning. One of

the most consistent of these is the
effect on intergroup relations (see
Slavin 1985, Johnson et al. 1983).
When students of different racial or
ethnic backgrounds work together
toward a common goal, they gain in
liking and respect for one another.
Cooperative learning also improves
the social acceptance of mainstreamed

RESEARCH ON COOPERATIVE LEARNING: CONSENSUS AND CONTROVERSY

is more than enough to justify expanded use of cooperative learning
as a routine and central feature of

Outcomes seen in
many studies of
cooperative learning
include gains in
seff-esteem, liking of
school, time-on-task,
and attendance.
academically handicapped students by
their classmates (Madden and lavin
1983, Johnson et al. 1983), as well as
increasing friendships among students
in general (Slavin in press).
Other outcomes seen in many stud-

ies of cooperative learning include
gains in self-esteem, liking of school
and of the subject being studied, time-

on-task, and attendance (Slavin in
press). Studies by Sharan and colleagues (1984) have shown that extended experiences with cooperative
learning can increase the ability to
work effectively with others

instruction .0
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Group Grade Grubbing versus
Cooperative Learning
The perils of using rewards to bribe students to
work together include decreased motivation
and lower levels of performance.
Even before the recent surge of ability so that each student is held
interest in cooperative learning responsible to an external source for
(CL), researchers and practition- participating in the process and for
ers were already staking out positions learning.) But the assumption that inon precisely what the term denotes tendependence is best achievedor
and how the idea should be imple- even, as some would have it, that it can
mented Constructive contmversies only be achievedby the use of re(or, less charitably, factional disputes) wards is a claim that demands critical

But the "hidden costs of rewards"
(Lepper and Greene 1978) have to do

have arisen with respect to almost

not only with their relative lack of
efficacy but with their corrosive effects
on both attitude and performance. The
psychologist Robert J. Sternberg

(1990) recently summarized what a
growing number of motivation re-

examination. An impressive body of research in social psychology has shown

searchers now concede "Nothing

every aspect of CL theory and practice.

Everyone in the field agrees that students benefit when they can help each
other learn instead of having to work
against each other or apart from each

that rewards are not only surprisingly
limited in their effectiveness but also
tend to undermine interest in the task.
Over the long run, they may actually

other; beyond this, unanimity is in

reduce the quality of many kinds of

short supply.

peifonnance.

like tmtrinsic motivators do. They also
undermine intrinsic motivation: when
you give extrinsic rewards for certain
kinds of behavior, you tend to reduce
children's interest in performing those
behaviors for their own sake" (p. 144).

Hidden Costs of Rewards

More succinctly, rewards have been
described as the "enemies of explora-

What should be one of the central
areas of discussion, however, has not
yet received the attention it deserves. I

refer to the prominent role assigned
to grades, awards, certificates, and
other rewards in many of the CL mod-

els now being offered to teachers.
While some approaches incorporate
these rewards without calling atten-

tion to that fact, others assert that
rewards are the linchpin of cooperation. Some writers :wen go so far as to

use the phrases "cooperative goals"
and "cooperative reward structures'.

tends to undermine creativity quite

In terms of motivational power, no
artificial inducement can match the

tion" (Condry 1977).
Despite the continuing influence of

strength of intrinsic interest in a task.
Think of someone whom you regard
as extraordinarily good at what he or
she does for a living; then ask yourself
whether this individual is concerned
primarily with collecting a paycheck.
Most people who reach for excellence
truly enjoy what they do. The same is
true of students in the classroom.

Skinnerian psychology on education
and on lay thinking, this phenomenon
is not entirely counterintuitive. The
following three-step sequence of
events will sound all too familiar to
many of us. (1) we engage in some
activity simply because it is pleasurable, (2) we get paid for doing it, and
(3) we suddenly find ourselves unwill-

ing to do it unless we are paid. We

interchangeably.

have come to see ourselves as working

Most researchers would agree, I
think, that effective CL depends on
helping students to develop what the
social psychologist Morton Deutsch

in order to receive the rewardin this
case, moneywith the result that our

(1949) called "promotive interdepen-

dence," in which the goals of group
members are positively linked and
their interactions are characterized by
mutual facilitation. (Counterbalancing

this in most versions of CL is some
feature to assure individual account98

interest in the activity has mysteriously
evaporated along the way.

Rewards have

been described as
the "enemies
of exploration."
1 1' 3

This effect has been documented
repeatedly, beginning in the early
1970s with the research of Mark Lepper at Stanford University (for an early

summary, see Lepper and Greene
1975), Edward Deci at the University
of Rochester (Deci and Ryan 1985),
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and their respective students. Since and also was judged to be worse than
then, other researchers replicating the poems written by people who
and claiifying the phenomenon in- weren't thinking about these things
clude John Nicholls (1989), Judith M.
Harackiewicz and associates (1984),
Mark Morgan in Ireland (1983, 1984),
and Ruth Butler in Israel (Butler and
Nisan 1986; Ruder 1987, 1988, 1989).
Their experiments have shown, inter
aiia, that:

(Amabile 1985);

will it-ceive an award for drawing with

1971).

Teenagers offered a reward for
remembering details about a newspaper story they had recently read had
poorer recall than those who received

predictive of achievement (Nicholls
1989). Third, the promise of a reward

is "tantamount to declaring that the
activity is not worth doing for its own
sake" (A. S. Neill, quoted in Morgan
1984); indeed, anything construed AS a

prerequisite to some other goal will
likely be devalued as a result (Upper
et at 1982).

nothing for their efforts; moreover,
they also scored lower on two meapreschoolers who are told they sures of creativity (Kruglanski et al. Taking Away What's

felt-tip markers subsequently show
less interest in using them (Greene
and Lepper 1974);

college students competing to

solve a puzzle are less likely to continue working on such puzzles than
are those who had not competed

Been Given

All of these studies have direct impli-

cations for classroom learning, but
other research has shown that the destructive effects of rewards extend to
other spheres: They are counterproductive for promoting generosity and
other prosocial behavior (see a review

All of these explanations account for
reduced performance on the basis of

how rewards reduce interest in the
given task. But the decline of interest

and the decline in performance are

distinct phenomena, each significant
in itself The reduction in motivation
in Kohn 1990), for eliciting love toward also has undesirable effects on "self(Deci ct al. 1981);
merely watching someone else one's romantic partner (Seligman et at esteem, perceived cognitive compeget rewarded for doing a task is 1980), and for motivating employees to tence, and sense of control" (Ryan et
enough to reduce one's own motiva- use seat belts (Geller et al. 1987). In al. 1985, p. 45); it Is undesirable apart
short, the conclusion offered for one from its achievement effects. Contion to do it (Morgan 1983);
the expectation of being evaluated experiment seems an apt summary of versely, extrinsic inducements may
distracts one from the task at hand and an entire body of research: "The more also reduce creativity for a mason havinterferes with involvement and inter- salient the reward, the more undermin- ing nothing to do with intrinsic motiing of performance Os! observed" vation: they encourage students to
est in it (Harackiewicz et at 1984);
work as quickly as possible, take few
not only grades but even some (Condty 1977, p. 464).
Several explanations have been pro- risks, and focus narrowly on a task. A
kinds of praise (as opposed to purely
informational feedback) can under- posed to account for these remarkably reward-driven child (or adult) is after
mine interest in an activity (Ryan 1982, consistent findings. First, people who the goodie, and this mental set is
think of themselves as working for a hardly conducive to the playful enButler 1987).
In addition to the,,c studies, whose reward feel controlled by it, and this counter with words or numbers or
dependent variable is ma.ivation, Ter- lack of self-determination interferes ideas that characterizes true creativity
esa Amabile at Brandeis University and with creativity (Deti. and Ryan 1985). (Amabile 1983).
It should not be surprising, then,
other researrhers have shown that re- Second, rewards encourage "ego inthat
studenes for whom rewards are
volvement"
tc
the
exclusion
of
"task
wards often lead to lower perforhigh-achieving stusalienteven
mance, particularly at creative eriks invoivemem," and the latter is more
dentswill
choose
the easiest possiFor example,
ble tasks (Harter 1978, Greene and
Students promised a reward if
Lepper 1974). Commenting on "Book
they were effective at tutoring younger
children took longer to communicate 111111111.111111.111 IC," a program sponsored by the Pi7.22
Hut restaurant chain that dangles free
ideas, got frustrated more easily, and
pizza before children to induce them
ended up with pupils who didn't unto read, John Nicholls says the likely
derstand as well as a group of children
long-term consequence is "a lot of fat
whose tutors were promised no rekids who don't lilt:: to read" (personal
ward (Garbanno 1975);
communication,
1989). Children are
Children and undergraduates who
likely
to
pick
txxiks
that are short and
expected to receive a prize for making
simple, the aim being to plow through
collages or telling stories pnwed to be

less imaginative at both tasks than
those who received nothing (Amabile
et al. 1986);
When creative writers were asked
to spend a few minutes reflecting on

extrinsic reasons for writingmaking
money, impressing t ...-hers, and so
forththeir poetry dropped in quality

People who think of
themselves as
working for a
reward feel
controlled by it,
and this lack of
self-determination
interferes with
creativity.

them fast rather than coming to appre-

ciate the pleasures of reading. The
same is true with respect to inedible
extrinsics as well. Thus, if the question
is Do rewards motivate students?, the

answer is Absolutelythey motivate
students to get rewarded. Unfortunately, such motivation is often at the

1 0 .1
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expense of interest in, or excellence

mance advantage. My impression is

at, whatever it is they are doing.
All of this prompts several disconcerting questions for anyone commit-

that the control condition typically

ted to CL. If bribing individuals to
learn is so demonstrably ineffective
and disadvantageous, what makes us
think that bribing groups to learn is
productive and benign? Why, in other
words, should CL be exempt from the
principle that emerges from this researchnamely, the less salient
gradcl ond other rewards are for students, the better? Might it not be naive,

in light of the corrosive effect of extrinsics, to assume that we can simply
remove the rewards "as soon as the
intrinsic motivation inherent in cooperative learning groups becomes apparent.' (Johnson et al. 1986, p. 63)?
Alternatively, we could frame the
challenge this way: many of us were
drawn to CL because ot the manifest

consists of either (a) a "traditional"

How do children
who are repeatedly
bribed to learn
come to view
the process of
learning months
or years later?
memorize more facts. That striving for

on a boring task may be less important

than the finding that rewards from a
students' perspective, turn interesting
tasks into boring ones.

Second, while SI?vin's notion of
methodological adequacy turns in part

on whether an experiment lasted for

tool. One of the reasons for competition's failure is precisely its status a.s an

several weeks or several days, we also
need to attend to the very long term. It

carinsic motivator (Deci and Ryan

is true that the toxicity of rewards

1985, Kohn 1986, Nicholls 1989). So

typically manifests itself with alarming

cooperation takes away with one hand
what has been given with the other?

To answer these questions definitively, we first need to consider the
eviLience offered in support of rewarddriven CL by such careful researchers
as Robert Slavin.
review of the data

motivation, or (b) some loose, unstructured arrangement ("Why don't
you four work together on this ditto
sheet?") that scarcely qualifies as CL
The first comparison tells us nothing
about the effects of rewards per se-only about rewarding individuals ver-

sus groups. The secorv: comparison
does nothing to discret.;4 le possibility of carefully structured, ion-rewardbased approaches to CL

a reward may enhance performance

failure of competition as a pedagogical

could it not be said that the use of
grades and other rewards to ensure

classroom, which, as I have just noted,
is also characterized by reward-based

rapidity: in many of the studies cited
above, a single trialthat is, one presentation of an extrinsic rewardwas
sufficient to undermine performance
and interest. But how do children who
are repeatedly bribed to learn come to
view the process of learning months
or years later? Specifically, how do

A Proposal for Success
When Slavin says, as he did in this
journal ("Cooperative Learning and Student Achievement," October 1988), that

"the cooperating gmucks must have a
group goal that is important to them," I

heanily agree. The problem is that he
got..s on in the very next sentence to

operationalize the corispt of group
goals in terms of "working to earn certificates or other itscognition, to receive
a few minutes extra of recess, or to earn
bonus points on their grades.

Those of us who are both persuaded and disturbed by all the evidence indicating that such rewards are
counterproductive will want to turn to
(or create) models of Cl. that can claim

all the familiar advantagesbut with-

they view a given subject when no one

out relying on extrinsic's. I would pro-

has persuaded him that "cooperative

is around to reward them? A tempo-

learning methods that use specific

rary performance gain on routine

pose three key components of suc-

group rewards based on group members' individual learning consistently
increase achiewment more than control methods" (1983, p. 53). I believe,
however, that the force and relevance

classroom assignments may mask a
chronic shift in students attitude that

of this conclusion is sharply limited by
several factors.
First, many, if not most, of the mea

sures in the studies to which Slavin
refers are tasks that require only the
straigtrforward application of a known
principle (that is, algorithmic or convergent tasks), and these arc less vul-

will have long-term negative effects on

curriculum obviously matters in
many respects, but the point to be

learning. We already know that ":hil-

emphasized here is that this perceived

dren become increasingly more extrinsically oriented over the school

need to bribe children often teas us

years" (Barter, paraphrased in Barrett

to learn (namely, that it lacks any intrin-

and Boggiano 1988; see also Ryan et al.

sic appeal) than about how learning

1985)an occurrence that Slavin presumably finds as troubling as I. It
appears likely that the widespread use
of extrinsics (mostly by people who
have never even heard of cooperative
learning) has something to do with

per se takes place. While some proponents have proudly described CL as a
method that can be used to teach anythingwhich implies that teachers

nerable to the destructive effects of
extrinsics than are more open-ended this. Continuing to use extrinsics at the
(heuristic or divergent) tasks. Teach- level of the group would seem to beers who care about stimulating creativ-

cessful CL curriculum, autonomy, and
relationship.

i ll-advised

.

more about what they are being asked

who adopt it need not ask difficult
questions about the value of what they

are requiring students to doothers
have challenged the value of "using
cooperative techniques to have stu-

ity and curiosity will not take much

Third, we need to ask what exactly is

comfon from the fact that the promise
of a certificate may prompt studencs to

being contrasted with reward-driven

dents cover the same boring, inconsequential, or biased material or to have

CI. in the studies that find a perfor

them 'get through' worksheets with

It ri
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more efficiency" (Sapon-Shevin and
Schniedewind 1989/1990, P. 64). 1 sym-

pathize with the latter point of view.
Autonomy is vital for producing intrinsic motivation because people are

more likely ;o find a task interesting
when they have had a role in deciding
what they are to do and how they are
to do it (Nicholls 1989, Deci and Ryan
1985, Amabile and Gitomer 1984), Rewards are destructive, in the view of

Deci and others, primarily because
they restrict autonomy. But teachers
should not only minimize extrinsic
motivators, they should affirmatively
help students to become responsible
for their own education. A child who
can make (teacher-guided) choices

It is time to set about
trying to maximize
the benefits of
cooperative learning
in the absence
of rewards.
1990, p. 20), not from waving a gradekx)ok at them.
Finally, relationship, and specifically

the idea of creating a community
within the classroom, is the primary
feature of the program developed by
Ramon, California. For that matter, the

project also places special emphasis
on the quality of the curriculum and
on helping students to take responsibility for their learningall of which
have moved the project developers
of
CL
(for
a part in some models
example, Johnson et al. 1986) as well away from relying on punishments or
as to a broader emphasis on caring for rewards (Solomon et al. 1990).
In sum, my hypothesis is that a
others. Explicit attention to the value
(and intrinsic appeal) of prosocial be- carefully structured cooperative envi-

havior may encourage students to ronment that offers challenging learnview others in their group as collaborators rather than as obstacles io their
own success. By contrast, a certain

cynicism inheres in the assumption
that students will work together only
on the basis of self-interest (Kohn
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ROBERT E. S1AVIN

Group Rewards Make
Groupwork Work
Response to Kohn
Teachers should try to make what they teach cooperative
learning groups intrinsically motivating, but if they want
to encourage students to expend the effort to truly
master a subject, they should use rewards.

0

ne of the poignant ironies of

(Sharan and Shachar 1988) evaluate

group projects to determine which
ment is that the educators and group members contributed unique

the cooperative learning move-

researchers most often drawn to such a elementsan appraisal that can be
humanistic, prosodal form of instruc- seen as a type of reward.
tion are the very peopk most likely to
be ideologically opposed to the use of Nintendo versus Shakespeare
rewards for learning. Yet classroom In this issue Alfie Kohn (p. 83) makes
researth Over two decades has consis- a case against the use of cooperative
tently found that in elementary and rewards. This case rests on two major
secondary schools, the positive effects arguments. The first is that extrinsic

of cooperative learning on student rewards undermine intrinsic interest
achievement depend on the use of
group rewards based in the individual
learning of group members (see Slavin
1988, 1989/90, 1990; Newmann and
Thompson 1987; Davidson 1985;
Johnson and Johnson 1989). There are

a few exceptions, but almost every
study of cooperative learning in which
the cooperative classes achieved more

than traditional control groups used
some sort of group reward.
For example, in Our Own research
this reward usually consists of certificates for teams whose average performance on individual assessments ex-

ceeds a pre-established standard of
excellence (Slavin 1986). The methods
of Spencer Kagan (1989) employ similar rewards. David and Roger Johnson
(1987) often recommend giving
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Almost every study
of cooperative

learning in which
the cooperative
classes achieved

more than
traditional control
groups used some
sort of group
reward.

grades on the basis of group performance (a practice I Oppose on ethical

grounds, but that's another story).
Shlomo Sharan and his colleagues

ns

and that this effect is likely to apply to

cooperative learning. The second is
that there are effective alternatives to
the use of group rewards; ti,us, they
are unnecessary.

Kohn's reading of research on the
"undermining" effect of rewards is
extremely narrow and therefore misleaeing. He is correct in saying there
are many studies that demonstrate
this undermining effect, but he fails
to note there are at least as many
studies that show just the opposite:
that rewards enhance continuing motivation or that they have no effect on
continuing motivation.
In the classic experiment in this area,
preschtiolers who freely selected drawing with felt-tipped markers from

among a choice of activities were rewarded for drawing with the markers.
Afterwards, these students were less
likely to choose a drawing activity than
were similar student.% who were never
rewarded (Lepper et al. 1973). This
experiment, which has been replicated

many times, does show that rewards
can undermine intrinsic interest. However, the experiment involves a very

short time period (usually about an
hour), preschool children, an artificial
setting, and a task unlike most school
tasks. Does the undermining effect apply in situations more like typical de-

menury and secondary classrooms?
Scores of studies have been done to
103

test the limits of this finding, and the

tional classes on achievement measures (see Slavin 1990). Overall, the

results certainly do not support the
simplistic view that rewards ate bad.
Perhaps the most important counterev-

idence is the consistent finding that
rewards increase motivation when the
task involved is one that students would
not do on thei- own without rewards
(Bates 1979, Morgan 1984, Lepper and
Greene 1978).

I don't know many students who
would put away their Nintendo games

to do complex math problems, to
write reports on the economy of Brazil, to write essays comparing Shakespeare and Molikre, or to learn to use
the subjunctive case in French. Stu-

Outstanding
achievement always
produces extrhisic
rewards of some
kind; how else,
then, do outstanding
achievers maintain
their motivation?

methods was a trivial 5 percent of a
standard deviation. Cooperative methods without group rewards have been
successful in enhancing outcomes
other than achievement, but the need
for rewards in increasing achievement
Ls dear.
Why are group rewards necessary in
cooperative learning? Evidence points
to several factors. First, a key explana-

tion for the eflicts of cooperative

dents will productively fool around

learning on achievement that it creates peer norms Favoring achievement
(see Slavin 1983). That is, students in

with science equipment cr learn from

visits to museums, and there is no
reason to reward such intrinsically
motivating activities. There is also a

median difference in achievement between forms of cooperative learning
that used neither group goals nor individual accountability and traditional

cooperative learning say that their
circumstances; it applies only to activities students would engage in without

groupmates' achievement is important
to them. Without group rewards, why

esting as possible. But students are

rewards, to short-term reward situations, and to concrete rather than so-

unlikely to exert the sustained, system-

cial rewards. No study has ever shown

should a groupmate's achievement
be important? Cooperative learning
works (for achievement) only when

need for teachers to try to make everything they teach as intrinsically inter-

atic effort needed to truly master a an undermining effect of rewards in a
subject without some kind of reward,
such as praise, grades, or recognition.
Besides, try to imagine a highly motivated scientist who has not been re-

warded for doing science, a singer
who has not been rewarded for sing-

cooperative learning context. At least
one study (Horn et al. 1990) found that
cooperative learning enhanced intrinsic motivation. There is no reason to
expect that cooperative learning
would undermine intrinsic intert%t.

ing, an inventor who has not been
rewarded for inventing. Outstanding
achievement always produces extrinsic rewards of some kind; how else,
then, do outstanding achievers maintain their motivation?

Many other aspects of the undermining effect show how little it is

Ensuring Success
Can cooperative learning be success-

ful without rewards? The research
cited earlier suggests that this is unlikely, although Kohn mentions the

likely to apply to real school situations.

Child Development Project in San Ramon, California, as an example of how
cooperative learning can work without

One is the finding that rewards given
over a period of days or weeks do not
diminish intrinsic motivation (for example, see Vasta et al. 1978). Other
Ftudies find that rewards enhance intrinsic motivation if they convey infor-

cooperative learning (from kindergarten through 4th grade), students per-

mation on performance relative to

It is clear, then, that the undermin-

of teaching, the panner's learning
must be important to his or her teammate. Without group rewards based
on the learning of all group members,
moperative learning can degenerate
into answer-sharing. At the same time,
many students are reluctant to ask a
fellow student for help (Newman and
Goldin 1990). The fact that all students

are striving toward a common goal
cooperative rewards. This study has helps students overcome this relucindeed fastidiously avoided the use of tance, since the student asking for help
group rewards. Studies of the program knows it is in the interests of the
have shown that after five years of student giving help to do so.
formed academically no better than

others (e.g., Boggiano et al. 1982) or if did students in traditionally organized
they are social rather than tangible schools (Solomon et al. 1990). This
(Lepper and Greene 1978, Deci and contrasts with the results of 35 studies
Ryan 1985).

students are actively explaining ideas
to each other, not simply giving mei
other answers (Webb 1985). An altruistic student is likely to "help" a partner by giving answers, but to do the
much tougher (and less friendly) job

of cooperative methods that used

The idea that group rewards are
alternatives to no rewards is, of

course, absurd. With the possible exception of Summerhill, just about every school in the world uses grades,
praise, recognition, and other rewards
to maintain student motivation. Coop-

ing effect of rewards on continuing ability, in which cooperative classes

erative learning simply focuses the
classroom reward system on helping

achieved a median of 32 percent of a

others learn (as well as on one's own

motivation exists, but it is equally clear

group rewards and individual account-

that it operates in a narrow set of standard deviation more than tradi10-*
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learning).

GROUP REWARDS MAKE GROUPWORK WORK: RESPONSE TO KOHN

Cellebradng Good Work
Perhaps someday someone will come
up with a form of cooperative learning
that will work without cooperative re-

wards. Sharan and Shachar (1988)
have a successful program that &emphasizes group rewards and solves the
answer-sharing problem by giving
each student a unique task in a group
investigation, but this program has
been used successfully only for social
studies profects (and only in Israel).
For the bulk of the elementary and
secondary curriculum, however, the
idea that cooperative rewards can be
dispensed with in cooperative learning is wishful thinking, and the idea
that such rewards will undermine intrinsic interest or continuing motivation is unproven and unlikely.
Remember, the rewards we're talking about are generally paper certificates (current street value: $.02). Kohn
(and others) would oppose rewards
on ideological grounds, regardless of
their achievement effects. But to me it

lust doesn't seem excessive to give
kids a fancy certificate if they've done a
good lob as a team. All it does is make

tangible the teacher's pride and satisfaction with their cooperative efforts.
Is that so terrible? 0
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Don't Spoil the Promise of
Cooperative Learning
Response to Slavin

Where is the evidence that rewards improve motivation
at all, much less for any meaningful amount of time?
PbtAtiqupb by Nowydy 11)orra Camay f Nary= Coorgy "WA .Sclautis

41.

mow

a

Ofruperainv 1We1leng (an help children karn trether hut awn/4 rewardi and talrin,ck lnonrainn undermines their cream

If bribing students with rewards

NCeven though this is hardly the

The question is whether extrinsic mi.
tivators really do have this effect.
If students are unmotivated to begin
with--perhaps because they have been
assigned min(i-numhing worksheets
and drillsthen Slavin is quite right to

result that Slavin ior teachers) intend.

suggest that rewards mar 'have no

undermines their interest in learning and, in the long run, recluces
the quality of their work, then, yes, we
would have to conclude it is -so tell-I-

100

1,4'

effect c ni cuntinuing motivatii in.- After

their motivation can't drop any
lower. But where are the studies he
alludes to that ostensibly refute the
all.

of Deci, Leplx.r, Amahile.
Nichi ills, and iithers by showing that
UR nivation is enhanced by rewards-vork

ill

DON'T SPOIL THE PROMISE OF COOPERATIVE LEARNING

and that it stays high even after there is
no teacher to hand out an A or a gold
star for doing the task? I can't find them.

Reward or Penalty?

A closer look at the research Slavin

does cite raises more doubts about his
argument than it allays. Because my
space is limited here, I will mention

only four examples. First, and most
telling, his opening paragraph cites
the work of David Johnson and Roger
Johnson, and Ned Davidson in support

of the idea that cooperative learning
boosts achievement only if group re-

precisely the same motivation-killing
effects as money or grades if it is expe-

rienced as controlling. Indeed, Butler
(1987, p. 481) found that "subsequent
performance declined after both
grades and praise" and that "praise did
not yield higher subsequent intrinsic
motivation than grades."

Third, Slavin dismisses the Child

1111111111111111111111111

If we offer children
rewards for
learning, they will
like learning less.

Development Project's (1990) experience with non-reward-based cooperative learning on the grounds that these
students did not outperform their
peers. But in fact, when 6th graders
were given an essay exam to measure
higher-order reading comprehension,

wards are used. But in fact, David
(Birch et al. 1984). If we offer children
Johnson (1990) says, "For achieve- children in the program did signifi- rtwards for learning, they will like
carefully
ment gains to occur, positive goal cantly better than the
learning less. Let's not spoil the prominterdependence has to be present. matched comparison students (effect ise of cooperative learning by turning
Group rewards are optional." And Da-

size .34). (Slavin may have been un-

vidson (1990) says, "Several recent
studies suggest that rewards are not
always necessary to increase student

from the project).

aware of these very recent findings
Fourth, the only evidence Slavin

achievement on problem-solving and cites on the question of cooperative
learning and intrinsic motivation is an
reasoning tasks."
Second, Slavin invokes the names of unpublished paper by Harry Horn and
Deci and Ryan (1985) to support his his colleagues (1990). This study, howclaim that social (as opposed to tangi- ever, merely compared individual reble) rewards can boost intrinsic moti- wards with group rewards; it tells us
vation. But in fact, their research sug- nothing about non-extrinsic cooperagests that positive feedback will have tive learning. Moreover, rewarddriven cooperative learning failed to

produce higher intrinsic motivation
on one of the two behavioral measures that Horn used or on the self-

1111111111111111111.111111111

Slavin may be
correct that few
non-reward-based
classrooms now
exist in the U.S.,

but this hardly
demonstrates that
the best alternative
to bribing
individuals is to
bribe groups.

report measure.

Chasing Trophies

Slavin may be correct that few non-

it into yet another exercise in chasing
rewards.0
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The Controversy over
Group Rewards in
Cooperative Classrooms
While the debate over the value of
extrinsic rewards persists, teachers can follow
a few guidelines now to help them use
extrinsic rewards appropriately, while building
intrinsic interest into their curriculums.
Academic controversy can be
constructive and useful when
the parties involved conduct a
dialogue with the goal of understanding each other and arriving at a synthesis that takes all points of view into
consideration. This requires listening

Polar Positions
Slavin and Kohn represent polar posi-

tions on the issue of group rewards.
Slavin is concerned with increasing

student achievement, and he belk-ves
the only demonstrably effective coop-

carefully to each other's arguments

erative learning strategies are those
that use group rewards based on the

and looking for their strengths rather
than their weaknesses (as in a debate),

individual achievement of each grxiup

the value of their insights, and the
purposes they are trying to achieve.
The recent exchange between Attie
Kohn and Robert Slavin concerning
the use of group rewards in cooperative learning, published in the February issue of Educational Leadership
(Kohn 1991a and 1991b, and Slavin
1991a and 1991b), represents only the
fifst stage in this process.
A constructive controversy around

this topic has been going on in the
pages of Cooperative Learning magazine (Kohn 1990a, Slavin 1990, Schaps
1990) for several months, culminating
last July in a roundtable session at the
convention of the International Asstx-iation for the Study of Cooperation in
Education (IASCE) in Baltimore,' A

summary of that session was pubJished in the December 1990 issue of
Cooperative Learning (Graves 1990).
My purpose here is to carry that discussion another step forward, to discuss its applications for practitioners.
108

member (Slavin 1989, 1990, 1991a,
1991b). Kohn is concerned with fostering h we of learning among students, and he believes that external

rewards should never be used because they will undermine students'

11111111111111111
The "social rewards"
of working
cooperatively
probably enhance
intrinsic motivation,
and are among the
great advantages of
using cooperative
learning strategies.
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intrinsic int ltivat it in to learn
1990a, 199)b, 1991a, 1991b),

(Kohn

From his reading of the research
(much of which he has conducted
himself), Slavin sees little evidence
that achievement gains through amperative learning are possible without
the use of group rewards, although he
acknowledges a few important excep-

tions, most notably Sharan's use of
Group investigation (Slavin 1989 and
1991a). In the roundtable last July, the

Child Development Project and the
program of "complex instruction" at
Stanford were cited as additional examples (Graves 1990). In both cases,
educators have made deliberate efforts
to foster intrinsic tnotivation amt nig

students to work hard and to help
their teammates, by using appealing
curriculum materials, by establishing

student norms for achievement and
for helping others achieve, and by
teaching students the

appropriate

skills to achieve those norms. This
pnwess is difficult and costly, fic
ever. and the research evidence for its
success is still weak.
To bolster his arguments against the

use of group rewards, Kohn cites a
body of research evidence showing
that extrinsic rewards undermine intrinsic motivation (Kohn 1990a, 1991a,
1991 b I nf-c inunately, this evidence is
mixed mid suhiect to alternative inter-

ME CONTROVERSY OVER GROUP REWARDS IN COOPERATIVE CLASSROOMS

unmotivated and the tasks are routine.
best-evidence synthesis of this litera- some forms of group rewards may be
ture is still needed. The best approxi- helpful.
When extrinsic incentives seem net-mation I know of at this time is lepper
essary,
try using symbolic rewards
(1988).
such as certificates of group achievement, stars, and smiles, stickeis, which
Three Questions to Guide
pretations. A careful meta-analysis and

Practice

communicate your pleasure in and

settled. In the meantime, however, the
business of schooling must go on. and

appreciation of your students efforts,
rather than tangible rewards, such as
small gifts and treats, which are more

guidance we can give based on avail-

attention.

Obviously these issues need to be

whole language learning, and simulations and role plays in social studies.
With these approaches, basic skills are

acquired in context, while studenes
undertake engaging activities. Clearly,
we need to make our lessons as intrin-

sically interesting as possible and be
alert for whether their inherent fascination is sufficient to motivate our
students. A continuing need for extrin-

sic rewards may serve as a useful

that our curriculum requires
classroom teachers need the best likely to become the focus of their indicator
further examination in this regard.
Avoid the appearance of manipulation.
Behavior modification is a powence. Accordingly, we will consider
these three questions that broaden erful psychological mot and there are
this debate concerning the use of ex- classroom situations so chaotic that its
use may be justified to create sufficient
trinsic rewards in the classroom:
1. Are there forms of group reward.s order for learning to occur. But try to
that minimize possible negative effects involve students as much as possible
in setting their own goals and reward
on intrinsic motivation?
2. Under what conditions will reli- them for achieving these. Encouraging
ance on intrinsic motivation he most students to pursue their own goals is a
likely to achieve our academic goals? form of social reward likely to in3. Under what conditions may ex- crease their intrinsic motivation to
trinsic group rewards continue to be learn.
Most students find the pleasure of
necessary and useful?
tiigether in ccioperative
working
Minimizing negative effects. Extrinsic rewards appear to have their most groups a reward in itself. The "social
damaging effects on intrinsic motiva- rewards" of wsirking isioperatively
pnibably enhance intrinsic nuitivation,
tion under two conditions:
1. When students would be willing and are among the great advantages of
to engage in the activities without the using cooperative learning strategies.
Many teachers find that after awhile stuuse of these rewards;
2. When the rewards may be seen by dents no longer seem to need the group
students aS an attempt to manipulate certificates and other external incentives
that induced them to work together
and control their behavior.
Extrinsic rewards appear to have effectively. Kohn is skeptical that stutheir least damaging effect on intrinsic dents can be weaned away from extrinmotivation (and may actually enhance sic rewards once these have been used.
But the practical experience of many
it) under the following conditions'
1. When the tasks are ones students teachers suggests it is really quite easy.

able evidence and practical experi-

Slavin (1991b) is justly concerned
that in group situations the more able
students may do most of the work or
simply share answers with their teammates. Group rewards based on the
individual achievement of each group
member is one way to ensure that able
students take the trouble to help their
teammates really learn and not just
complete their group project or worksheet. Such rewards may also serve to
"give permission" to students to ask
for help when they need it, since
otherwise they might let down their
teammates.

Without group rewartls, we would

need to find some other means to
accomplish these goals. Fostering internalized norms for high quality academic performance and helping others is a slow and difficult task, but this
behavior should transfer to other situ-

ations where group rewards are not
pnntided. The Child Development
Project (Solomon 1990) and the Stanford Program for Complex Instruction
(Cohen 1986) provide models for how
to pn weed.
Teaching students the skills to help

other effectively is also neceswould be unwilling to do on their In fact, it may be more difficult to wean each
sary--and something that Slavin's Stu-

Own;

2. When the rewards are largely
symbolic in form, serving more to
communicate to students how well
they are doing and their teachers'

teachers away from routinely using
these rewards even when they are no
longer necessary.
unanticipated
Finally,

pride in their accomplishments, than
as "payment" for their performance;

rewards,
whether simply in the form of teacher
recognition, a class party, or free time
at the end of the day for pure fUn after

rather than tangible;
4. When they are unanticipated.
A number of practical rectimmendations for the classroom follow from
these observations. As Slavin correctly
points out, however, the vast majority
of tasks we expect students to perform
are not ones they would be motivated
to do on their own. When students are

ing student motivation.
Using intrinsic rewards. Group rewards do serve to motivate students to
undertake rimtine academic tasks.
such as basic skills acquisition. Increasingly, turnover, educauirs are
urging discs wery and problem solving
approaches in science and math,

3. When the rewards arc social

the class has worked hard and effectively, are powerful tools for enhanc-
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dent Team Warning approach (Slavin
1989) does not include. Good helping
behavior is not automatic, it needs to

be defined, modeled, and practiced.
But it is a skill that will particularly
benefit and challenge the more able
studentsand it is one they would not
probe likely to acquire in six'.
grams for the gifted.

Conditions that call for extrinsic
reuardc. All our ellOrts to improve our
curriculums May still leave us with a

large portion of school activities students May be reluctant to engage in

without some form of extrinsic reward. This is true for most adult jobs;
I 09

Ted Grates

why should we expect school to be creativity, and problem-solving skills.

different? The use of cooperative By systematically using group rewards

learning groups, with small, largely based on the individual achievement
of each group member, Slavin has
developed and refined cooperative

symbolic certificates of group achievement based on the individual achievement of each group member, will usually increase student scores on
standardized tests; and these learning

learning stratelgies that work successfully for the vast majority of learning

tasks he finds teachers giving their

teams can make the effort more fun. students. Kohn fears that this very sucWhen improved test scores are our cess may detract from our efforts to
goal, we now have a proven means to develop a richer and intrinsically moattain them.
But many of us aspire to much more
for our students. Slavin's Student
Team Learning strategies are ideal for
non-contextual basic skills acquisition.

They are not ideally suited for whole
language learning, mathematics problem solving, and the development of
higher-order thinking skills in science
and social studies. Other cooperative
learning strategies are available for

these purposes, however, such as
Group Investigation (S. Sharan 1990,
Y. Sharan 1990) and jigsaw modifications developed mainly by Australian
and Canadian educators that involve
groups in synthesizing and applying
the information their members teach
each other (Clarke et al. 1990, Kagan
1985, Reid et al. 1989). Research conducted by Shlomo Sharan and his col-

leagues (Sharan and Shachar 1988)
with Group Investigation, in which

tivating curriculum and to expect
more from our students than good test
scores. The contrast between Kohn's
and Slavin's appnraches sharpens our
awareness of the implications of our
instructional practices and helps us to)
make our choices more consciously.

By focusing on the variety of forms
that group rewards can take and the

research on achievement outcomes
from the variety of other cooperative/
collaborative Iturning strategies avail-

A Shared Vision
Many of the differences between
Slavin and Kohn are a matter of where
they stand along a pragmatic/idealistic

continuum. Both share a vision of
what education should be: not simply
the acquisition of knowledge, but the
development of intellectual curiosity,
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Ability-Grouping Research
Reviews: What Do They Say about
Grouping and the Gifted?
If educators are to make informed decisions based
on the findings about ability grouping, they must
study the original research and be sure that the
questions they are asking are the same ones posed
by the researchers.

The questions of whether, when,

and how to group students according to academic ability represent some of the most difficult and
frustrating challenges facing educators

today. Seeking to help answer these
questions, researchers have applied
new techniques of research review to
this subject. Two prominent sets of
reviewsthe meta-analyses of James
Kulik and Chen-Lin Ku lik of the I Jniver-

sity of Michigan (1982, 1984b) and the
best-evidence syntheses of Robert

Slavin of johns Hopkins University
(1986, 1990)attempt to synthesize
this information. These reviews, their
techniques, and their findings are important to educators who need to make
decisions about grouping that are

based on accurate knowledge of its
effects. This article provides both a
synthesis and a critique of these research reviews of ability grouping with

the aim of clarifying for practitioners
how these synthetic techniques affect

the results; what research questions are
being asked and answered; and what is
and isn't established by the research.

cent) is the use of standardized test
scort. On most studies included in

studies, they give all other studies the
same weight, without regard for their
relative quality. The best-evidence synthesis is more selective in its criteria,

the meta-analyses, these are the main
measure of achievement. The scores
of gifted students usually approach the
ceding on standardized achievement
tests, making it very difficult to show
significant academic improvement on
their part. The ceiling effect of standardized tests is also a factoralthough to a lesser degreein evaluating the improvement of high-ability
students. Certainly, at the minimum,
the degree of academic improvement
in the studies would be much greater

but then becomes vulnerable to the

if

Understanding the
Methodology

Both the mem-analytic and best-evideLce techniques of research review
treat all included studies as equally
valid Although the reviewers set crite-

ria for omitting clearly inadequate

it weren't masked by the ceiling

charge of hand-picking the evidence. effect of standardiztA te:aing.
This problem stemming from the
(For a description of these two methods of research review and the more inclusion of high-ability szudents may
traditional narrative review, see the affect all the major stedies, However, I
have had difficulty obtaining exact data
sidebar on p. 63.)
A methodological problem that ap- on the percentage of studies included
plies primarily to the gifted (the top in the analyses that use standardized
3-7 percent) and to a lesser degree to test scores. James Kulik (personal
high-ability students (the top 33 per- communication) reports that the ma-
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jority of studies in his meta-analyses
used such data. In his study, Slavin
(1986) reported (personal communication) that almost all studies where
effect size was computed used stan-

Examining the Research
Questions

dardized data (raw scores, grade equivalents, or standard scores). In both the

The most serious difficulty with Kulik
and Kulik's meta-analytic reviews and

were ineffective. However, this subject

meta-analyses and the best-evidence

Slavin's best-evidence syntheses on
grouping appears when we delve into

fashion of the best-evidence synthesis,

synthesis, some forms of grouping

taught, arises again when we examine
the research questions being asked.

such an application clearly is inappropriato. Slavin (1988) addressed such
programs in a later narrative review in
which he argued that the research on

them was biased and the programs
was not researched in the systematic

and, logimily, that synthesis cannot
were found to improve the academic the studies that actually make up provide guidance on it.
performance of gifted children, and it is these syntheses. The research quesKulik and Kulik did address the
likely that the real benefits were greater tions actually being asked may prove effectiveness of gifted programs in
than could be shown by the method of very surprising to eductors who their meta-analyses, including such
measurement.
have been reading general accounts programs when their other methodIn a more recent synthesis of gn. up- of the analyses.
ological criteria were met. Their retrig in secondary schools, Slavin
One question not asked in the sults show dear positive gains for stu(1990) raises an additional problem Slavin research was whether programs dents in gifted programs, which they
concerning the use of standardized designed to provide differentiated ed- attribute to the specialized curriculum
testing as a measurement of the effects ucation for gifted or special education and materials used and to the training
of grouping on student achievement. students were effective. Those pro- afforded teachers in such programs.'
Discussing the lack of positive evi- grams were systematically omitted
The importance of the research quesdence for grouping in his study, Slavin from Slavin's synthesis on the basis tion being asked arises again when we
says, "One possibility is that the stan- that they "involve many other changes examine Slavin's (1986) review of redardized tests used in virtually all the in curriculum, class size, resources, grouping in the elementary school for
studies discussed in this review are and goals that make them fundamen- reading and/or mathematics. Five of
too insensitive to pick up effects of tally different from comprehensive seven studies in the best-evidaice syngrouping." Insensitivity of the tests is grouping plans" (Slavin 1986). It is thesis found that students learned more
indeed one possibility. Another is the ironic that some school systems are in regrouped than in heterogeneous
criticism commonly raised by teach- using me Slavin best-evidence synthe- classes, while rwo found negative reers, particularly at the secondary level, sis to make decisions about gifted and sults. However, in at least one of the
that the tests don't evaluate what they special education programs when studies in which students in regrouped
are teaching. One possible check on
classes failed to outperform those in
this difficulty is to compare student
heterogeneous clacses (Davis and Tracy
progress in ability-grouped vs. hetero-

geneous classes using teacher-made
tests. These are less commonly used in
research because they are not compa-

rable across teachers and subject areas. In fact, in both Slavin's elementary

synthesis (1986) and secondary synthesis (1990), one of the criteria for
inclusion of a research study was that
"teacher-made tests, used in a very

small number of studies, were accepted only if there was evidence that

they war designed to assess objectives taught in all classes" (Slavin
1990). Clearly, if ability grouping is
being used effectively, the objectives
should vary among the different
classes. Therefore, testing for the same
(probably minimal) objectives will not
permit any benefits of ability grouping
in average- or high-ability classes to be

demonstrated. A similar problem, related to differentiating instruction ap-

propriately for the students being
112

It is ironic that some
school systems are
using the Slavin
best-evidence
synthesis to make
decisions about
gifted and special
education programs
when such an
application dearly
is inappropriate.
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1963), no attempt was made to provide
differentbted materials to the regrouped classes. Use of the same materials for all groups also occurred in a
different study, included in both Slavin's
and Kulik and Kulik's analyses, where
students were regrouped for r...-4ding
(Moses 1966). Despite this inadequacy

of eduutional design, Muses found
weak positive evidence for regrouping.
A study by Koontz (1961), the other

study with negative rt.ults noted in
Slavin's synthesis, involved regrouping
for three subjects (math, language, and

reading) and, therefore, had as much
similarity to departmentalization models as to limited regrouping. Studeats
changed classes three to four times a
day. Most significantly, in the regroup-

ing, language arts and reading each
became separate classes, a very questionable educational practice. In con-

trast, a study by Provus (1960) in a
suburban district showed clear and

ABILITY-GROUPING RESEARCH REVIEWS: WHAT DO THEY SAY ABOUT GROUPING AND THE GIFTED?

similar for high-, average-, and low-

Interpreting the Findings
111111111111111111111111

The most destructive aspect of the con-

The most destructive
aspect of the
controversy over
ability grouping is the
misrepresentations
of the findings,
particularly those of
Slavin's best-evidence
synthesis, in the
popular media.

misrepresentations of the findings, particularly those of Slavin's best-evidence
synthesis (Slavin 1986), in the popular
media. Headlines such as "Is Your Child

troversy over ability grouping is the

Being Tracked for Failure?" (Better
Homes and Gardens), "The labd That
Sticks" (US News and World Report),
and, the most sensational of all,
"Tracked to Fail" (Psychology Today)
distort the research findings and undermine serious discussion of an important
issue. The Psycholcey Today article begins with a ridiculous comparison to the
categorization of alphas, betas, and gammas in Brave New World! There has

been too little reaction from the educational community to bring the discus-

sometimes dramatic gains for students
who were both regrouped for mathematics and provided with abilityappropriate materials. There were
cases of 4th graders who finished the

sion back to a substantive level. The
publications cited above, as well as
some general education publications,
fail to take note of Slavin's very important and worthwhile distinction between
types of grouping. They aLso paint his

research as having detennined that

grouping is academimlly harmful,
Importantly, however, the gains were which is not the mse. The meta-analyses
not limited to high-ability students. of Kulik and Kulik are less frequently
There were also clear, if less spectac- misinterpreted by the general media,
ular, benefits for both average- and perhaps because they are rarely cited.
In examining the actual conclusions
low-ability students.
It is difficult to imagine any rational in these research syntheses, it is essendisagreement that could stem from tial to examine them according to type
these results. It is hardly reasonable to of grouping rather than as one amorsuggest that students should be ability phous whole. When grouping is sepagrouped without the use of appropri- rated into within-class, comprehenate curriculum and materials. Group- sive, and between-class grouping
ing while using the same materials and patterns, the results become more
curriculum for all groups of students specific and useful.
Within-class ability grouping can be
is not supported by any segment of the
education profession. But it appears accomplished in several ways and can
that some researchers are attempting use a variety of educational techto ask the "pure" research question of niques. After considering programs in
whether grouping as a single isolated which students in a grade level were
factor has any effect on student assigned to different groups within
achievement. The answer, not surpris- heterogeneous classrooms, Slavin and

year working on an 8th grade level.

ingly,

ability groups. The within-class groupings for academically talented students

were found to have substantial positive academic effects.

In examining techniques used in
within-class differentiation of instruction, both Slavin and Kulik and Kuhk
have published reviews of mastery testing, and Slavin has reviewed coopera-

tive learning. In the area of mastery
testing, SLwin (1987) finds little meth-

odologically adequate research support for it. Kulik and Kulik (1987) find
that it generally has positive effects on
student learning, although those effects
were more pronounced for the less

able students. However, it also increased the amount of time needed for

instruction. On the average, mastery
testing groups require 26 percent more
instructional time than conventionally

taught groups. Cooperative learning
was not included in the Kulik and Kulik

research, hut Slavin is generally supportive of the practice if groups are
rewarded on the basis of the individual
learning of all members.
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When grouping is
separated into
within-class,
comprehensive, and
between-class
grouping pafterns,
the research results
become more
specific and useful.

is mixed, although generally Karweit (1984) concluded that such

positive. However, this is not the ques-

grouping clearly benefits students. Ku-

tion that educators and parents are
asking. They want to know whether

Uk

grouping, with appropriately differen-

tiated instruction, has any effect on
student achievement. When that question is addressed, the results pnMde a
stronger positive answer in both math
and reading for all groups of students.

Kulik (1989) separated the

within-class grouping studies

into

those designed for all students and
those designed specifically for academically talented students. The programs designed for all students
showed a positive, but small effect on
student achievement. This effect was

b

The prod ice of comprehensive JilldaY grouping of pupils into different

classrooms on the basis of general

ability or IQ is not supported by
Slavin's hest-evidence synthesis. How-

ever, it is vital to note that he did not
113
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find evidence of academic harm to
students in this form of grouping
only lack of acadeime gain. This lack of
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academic gam shown among highabihty students in fUll-day grouping
possibly is attributable to the ceiling
effect of standardized testing It also is
useful to recall that gifted and special
education programs were omitted
from this aspect of the best-evidence
synthesis, although cl
_am has stated

his opposition to thern in other eonRAIN (with the exception of acceleration programs, which he states may
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somewhat dependent upon program
type. Programs with high-average-low
groups have a small overall effect on

self-esteem, but effects tend to be
slightly positive for low-ability groups
and slightly negative for high and average ones. Limited studies of remedial

programs (Kulik 1985) provide evidence that instruction in homogenems
groups has positive effects on the selfesteem of slow learners. Programs designed for gifted students have trivial
effects on self-esteem (Ku lik 1985).

Why are these results counter to the
wevailing expectation? Kulik (personal

communication) raises an interesting
point on the relative importance of the
effects of labeling versus the effects of
daily classroom experience. He suggests that the labeling (by placement of
a student into a low-medium-high
group) may have some transitory impact on self-esteem but that impact may
be quickly overshadowed by the effect

of the comparison that the student
makes between himself or herself and
others each day in the classroom. Lowability students may experience feelings of success and competency when
in a classroom with others of like ability, and high-ability students may en-

counter greater competition for the
first time. While the data cannot, in
themselves, identify the cause of these
findings, the results make it ch..r that

we must reexamine the arguments
about self-esteem in light of them.

Other Issues to Consider

Kulik and Kulik's meta-analyses and
Slavin's best-evidence syntheses ad-

dress a number of important issues
about ability grouping for academic
instruction. However, other concerns
should be considered in making academic grouping decisions. Issues such
as the impact of adult attitudes towards
grouping, the role of gifted students as

role models for other students, and
the impact of grouping on student
behavior and teacher expectations are
all crucial.
Neither of the two stu(Iies discusses
the importance of teacher and parent
attitudes and approaches to grouping,
even though educator experience sug-

gests that a low-key, supportive approach by all adults concerned goes a

The thorniest issue
concerning
grouping and the
gifted is whether the
gifted are needed in
the regular
classroom to act as
role models for
other students.

demonstrate perfect performance
from the ou!set). These data ate compatible with Kulik and Kulik's explanation of their data on self-esteem discussed previously in this article.
A final point not considered in either of the major analyses is that teachers of high-ability (la-WS may spend

less time on discipline, spend more
time interacting with students (particularly at student initiation), have students who spend more time-on-task,
use better teaching techniques, and

have higher expectations (Veldman
and Sanford 1984). The implication is
that the differences in teacher behavior may he a result of teacher bias or
expectations, rather than a reaction to

the behavior and needs of the stulong way toward minimizing any emotional effects of grouping.
The thorniest issue concerning
grouping and the gifted is whether the
gifted are needed in the regular class-

dents. It is questionable whether the
same teacher, with the same expectations, would be able to use the same
techniques with a lower ability class.
However, the point is well eAken that

teachers need to examine whether
students and whether this "use" of they are "under-expecting" performom to act as role models for other

gifted students is more important than
their own educational needs. That students constantly make ability compari-

sons between themselves and others
( Nicholls and Miller 1984) is sometimes used as the rationale for having
gifted students serve as motivational
models for others. While there is nothing inherently wrong with serving as 3
positive role model on occasion, it is
morally questionable for adults to view
any student's primary function as that of
role model to others.

mance from all groups of students and

thereby not providing them with the
opportunity to rise to their potential.

Educators as Critical
Consumers

There is a great deal to be learned
from the Slavin and the Kulik and
Kulik analyses of ability grouping. The

separation of the data into types of

gr(mping (comprehensive, betweenclass, within-class, separate program,
and acceleration) is particularly valuFurther, the idea that lower ability able because it has demonstrated that
students will look up to gifted students the effects of grouping vary according
as role models is highly questionable. to type of plan. However, there also
Children typically model their behav- has been a great deal of misrepresenkm after the behavior of other children tation and misinterpretation of the reof similar ability who are coping well search. Educators need to be critical
with school. Children of low and aver- consumers. 1 believe the following
age ability do not model themselves statements are supported by research
on fast learners (Schunk 1987). It ap- results and may reasonably be applied
pears that "watching someone of sim- by educators when making decisions
ilar ability succeed at a task raises the on ability grouping.
I. Gifted and high-ability children
observer's feelings of efficiency and
motivates them to uy the task" (Feld- show positive academic effects from
husen 1989). Students gain most from some forms of homogenous grouping.
watching someone of similar ability The strongest positive academic effects
"cope" (that is, gradually improve of grouping for gifted students result
their performance after some effort), from either accderation or classes that
rather than watching someone who are specially designed for the gifted
has attained "mastery" (that is, can and use specially trained teachers and
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differentiated curriculum and methods. In fact, all students, whether
grouped or not, should be experiencing a differentiated curriculum that
provides options geared to their !canting styles and ability levels.
2. Average- and low-ability children
may benefit academically from certain

types of grouping, panicularly elementary school regrouping for specific subject areas such as reading and
mathematics. as well as from withinclass grouping. These benefits may be
small. These students show very little

benefit from wholesale grouping by
general ability.

3. The preponderance of evidence
does not support the contention that
children are academically harmed by

ally offered to older children but does not

of Ability Grouping on Student Achieve-

advance them through the instructional
continuum. Many studies evaluate programs that are not clearly identifiable as
being either enrichment or acceleration.
Although the Kuliks did not make the
enrichnwmacceleration distinction in
their meta-analyses on grouping, a sepa-

ment." &luny and Excellence 23, 1-2.

surpassed by nearly one grade level the
pertOrmance of nonaccelerates of equivalent age and intelligence. In their grouping
meta-analysis, the Kuliks added an additional 24 studies on gifted children (there
is only one overlap with the accelerat(on
meta-analysis). and they obtained the positive results cited above

Davis, 0 L.. and N 11 Tracy. 1%3) "Arith-

5. It is unclear whether grouping
has any effect on the self-esteem of

Fekihusen, J

limited evidence that remedial programs have a positive effect on the
self-esteem of slow learners.

I support the plea of many in the
educational field that educational decisions stand upon a firm research base.

The original research, however, must
itself be examined rather than relying
on distillations or selective, lxtssiblv
biased reports in the media. Further,
the questions the researcher is asking
must match the questions hing asked

by the practitioner. Then, our decisions about ability grouping will stand
on a sound research base El
'R.

Slavin (personal communication)
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-11111111111111111Are Cooperative Learning

and "Untracking"
Harmful to the Gifted?
Response to Allan
I find no evidence to support Allan's conclusion that
ability grouping is worthwhile for high achievers and
find much to recommend cooperative programs for
these (and other) students.
In the past few years there has been

remarkably rapid development in
American education on two dis-

tinct but related fronts. One is the
adoption of various forms of coopera-

tive learning, and the other is the
search for alternatives to traditkmal
tracking and ability-grouping practices. Cooperative learning and "untracking" have completely different ra-

tionales, research bases, and political
and practical implications. Cooperative learning can work within a completely tracked school, and untracking

by no means requires cooperative

the same group: researchers, educators, and parents concerned abow the
education of gifted chiklren. For ex-

is Urnracking Bad for High
Achievers?
erative learning was cited by several
ample, recently in ASCD tpdate, coopresearchers and et hicak irs involved in
gifted education as having a detrimental effect on the gifted, both in that the

Leaving aside the question of cooper-

students of lower ability- (Willis 1990.

appear disastrous for the achievement
of all students. She is also correct in
noting that different ability grouping
practices have different achievement
effects (see Slavin 1988). However, I
strongly disagree with her conclusion

ative learning or other instructional
strategies, it is important to under-

cooperative learning movement has stand what has been found in the
often led to abandonment of separate research on ability grouping in gengifted programs and in that gifted stu- eral. Susan Allan correctly observes
dents "report feeling used, resentful, that the popular press has distorted
and frustrated by group work with the research, making ability grouping
P. 8). And in this issue of Mucational

learning. Yet the two movements have

fradership, Susan Allan writes that

become intertwined in the minds of
educators because cooperative learning is often offered as one means of
teaching the very hetenigeneous

forms of homogeneous groin ing"

classes created by umracking and because of a widespread assumptkm that
if homogeneous large groups are bad.
then heterogeneous small groups
must be good. Perhaps I have contributed to the confusion by having written in suppon of both practices (see,
for example, Slavin 1988 and 1991).
In education, there is no fundamental change that does not generate enemies. In the case of both untracking
and cooperative learning, opposition
is now developing among members of

the logic around these issues of programming for very able students.

"gifted and high-ability children show
positive academic effects from some
The questions of untracking and co-

that ability grouping is beneficial to
high achievers and her implication

operative learning for the gifted are

that it is therefore a desirable practice.

(see p. 6-4).

First, let me make a critical distinction
important for others besides the 5
between
"high achievers" and the "giftpereent (or so) of students who are

identified as academically gifted, because arguments about the gifted are

ed." In most studies, high achievers are
the top 33 percent of students; "gifted'

often used to defeat attempts to reduee or eliminate tracking with the

These arc very different groups, and I

remaining 95 percent of students.
What is

the evidence on ability

grouping and cooperative learning for
gifted or other high-ability students? In
this article I discuss the research and
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are more often the top 3-5 percent.
will address them separately.
Is ability grouping beneficial for highability students? My reviews of research
On between-class ability grouping
(tracking) found it was not. In elemen117
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gifted students to gifted (enrichment)
or heterogeneous classes (Mikkelson
1962) found small differences favoring

beterogennts placement. Reviewers
of the literature on effects of gifted
programs (for example, Fox 1979)
have generally concluded that while
acceleration programs do enhance
achievement, enrichment programs
do not. Even if enrichment programs
were ultimately found to be effective
for gifted students, this would still
leave open the possibility that they
would be just as effective for a// students (Slavin 1990b).
Leaving aside for a moment the spe-

cial case of acceleration, nearly all
researchers would agree that the
achievement effects of between-class
ability grouping (tracking) for all students are small to nil. What does this

say to the practitioner? Since argutary studies I found a median effect size

the practice (see Kulik and Kulik

ments for ability grouping depend en-

for high achievers of +.04, which is
different from zero (Slavin

1984), although this research is dif-

tirely on the belief that grouping increases achievement, the absence of
such evidence undermines any rationale for the practice. The harm done
by ability groups, I believe, lies not
primarily in effects on achievement
but in other impacts on low and aver-

1987). In secondary schools, the ethect
was +.01 (Slavin 19904 Kulik and Kulik

(1987) obtained medians of +.10 in
elementary, +.09 in secondary schools
higher than mine, but still very small.
Most reviewers consider an effect size
less than +.20 to be educationally insig-

nificant. In almost every study I reviewed, the achievement differences
between ability-grouped and heterogeneous placement were not statistically
significan: for high achievers. The possibility that the failure to find educationally meaningful effects could be due to
ceiling effects on standardized tcts is
remote; standardized tests are certainly

ficult to interpret. If one student takes
Algebra I and a similar student takes

Math 7, the Algebra I student will
obviously do better on an algebra test.
Still, studies of this type find that the
accelerated students do almost as well

as non-accelerated students on, say,
tests of Math 7, so the extra algebra
learning is probably a real benefit.
Research on enrichment programs,
which are far more cummon in practice, is, to put it mildly, a mess. Mast
such studies compare students as-

our national ideology that all are cre-

signed to a gifted program to students

ated equal and our desire to be one

who were not so assigned, often to

nation. The fact that African-American,
Hispanic, and low socioeconomic stu-

age achievers. For example, low-track

students are more likely to be delinquent or to drop out of school than
similar low achievers not in the low
track (Wiatrowski et al. 1982). Perhaps
most important, tracking works against

students who were rejected from the
same programs! Such studies usually

dents in general wind up so often in

control statistically for IQ or prior
achievement of the top 33 percent of achievement, but these controls are
designed to adequately mcsure the
students.

inadequate. Imagine two students with

Now let's consider the gifted, the
top 3-5 percent of students. Gifted

IQs of 130, one assigned to a gifted
program, the other rejected. Can they
be considered equivalent? Of course
notthe rejected student was proba-

programs fall into two categories, enrichment and acceleration. In acceleration programs, students either skip a
grade or take courses not usually offered at their grade level (for example,
Algebra I in 7th grade). 'When acceleration involves only one subject, that
subject is almost always mathematics.
All other gifted programs, which do
not involve !:kipping grades or
courses, are called "enrichment."
Researzh on acceleration does favor
118

the low tracks is repugnant on its face.

Why would we want to organize our
schools this way if we have no evidence that it helps students learn?
I do believe that schools must recognize individual differences and al-

low all students to reach their full

lower in motivation, actual
achievement, or other factors highly
relevant to the student's likely prog-

gies and other instructional tech-

ress (see Slavin 1984). A study by

niques without turning to across-the-

Howell (1962), included in the Kulik
and Kulik (1982, 1987) meta-analyses,
compared students in gifted classes to
those rejected for the same program,
controlling for nothing. The only study

board between-class grouping (see
Slavin et al. 1989). In some cases

bly

potential, and they can do this by using

flexible within-class grouping strate-

(mostly mathematics),

acceleration
may 1.3e justified for octremely able
students. But the great majority of students can and should learn together.

I know of that randomly assiln21
t.)
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Is Cooperative Learning Bad
for High Achievers?

In research on cooperative learning,
we have routindy analyzed achievement Outcomes according to study:us'
pretest scores. Those in the top third,

middle third, and low third have all

Fig. 1. Difference in Effect Sizes Between High Achievers in Two
Cooperathe and Two Control Schools
Measure

gained consistently, relative to similar
students in control classes, as long as

Reading Vocabulary
Reading Comprehension

the cooperative learning program in
use provides group goals and individual accountability (see Slavin 1991).

Language Expression
Math Computation
Math Concepts & Applications

High achievers gain from ceioperative

learning in part because their peers
encourage them to learn (it benefits

GII-TED? RFtiPONSE 'Ft) ALLAN

Lansaw Mechanics

Tap
33%

Tap
10%

Top
5%

+.42
+.53
+.28
+.28
+.63
+.28

+.65
+,68

+.32
+.96

+11
+.48
+.59
+.32

.14

+.17
+.62
+.19

Moir: These data are from Point Pleasant and Overlook Elzmentaly Schools and two matched
comparisc..1 schools in Anne Arundel County, Maryland, a Baltimore subutb.

the group) and because, as any teacher

knows, we learn best by describing
our current state of knowledge to others (see Webb 19S5).
In preparation for writing this article. I asked my ci lkagur. fit ibert Stevens, to run mime additional anakses
on 3 study he is de iing in two suburban
elementary schools. The two schools
have been using cooperative learning
in all academic subjects ft w many
years, in which all forms of between.
class ability grouping are avoided anti
in which special educatiem teachers
team with regular classrexim teachers
to teach classes containing kith academically handicapped and min-handicapped students. Stevens analyses ti).

cused on three definitions of high
t(T 3,4 percent. top In percent,

and top 5 percent. The results for
grades 2---S on standardized tests are
summarized in Figure I

Figure I shows that even the very
highest achieving stuck:ills benefited
from cooperative learning in compar-

ison to similar students in the two
control sclu mils The only exception
was on Language Mechanics, probably
lx..cause the writing on icess approach
we use (hies nen emphasize niechanics

out of the context of writing It is
important to note that the Stevens
study does not intolve run-of-themili
woperative learning in reading, writinglanguage arts, or mathematics. I mt
Uses Cooperative Integrated Reading
(Stevens et
and imposition Or
al. 198') and Team Assisted Individualization (TAI) Mathematics (Slavin
1985) (also see Slavin et al. 1989190).

These progninis incorix irate flexible
grouping within the class and there-

fore difk.rentiate instruction for students of different achievement levels.
Still, nt i separate grouping en. special
prt Tram was needed to substantially
accelerate the ;.chievement of even the

highest achievers (and of other students as well).

Many of the concerns expressed

aht itit high achievers in et it perative
learning are based either m inisconCeptions or on experience With inappropriate finans of cooperative learning. First, many educators and parents
wt wry that high achievers will be used
as 'junk w teachers" instead of being

able to mem! ahead on their env!)
ctiopmaterial This is a cemlusion
erative learning with peer tut( wing; in
all tlioperative methods, students are
lean ling material that is new to all of
them. A related concern is that high
held hack waiting fqr
achievers will

their gnmpmates This is perhaps a
ce intern alit nit untracking. but tu it

about (ix i wrative learning. In cooper

ative learning students arc typkally
exposed to the same content they
Would have seen anyway; and in forms
of tAxiperatiyc learning such as CIRC

and 'FAL they may progress far thine

rapitilv than they tit herw ise wi iuki
nave, SC nuctimes parents arc c't in

cerned NN hen their youngsters' grades

can and should be given based on
individual performance.

No Evidence in Favor
of Tracking

My permmal philosophy of educatkm
is that an stutk.nts should he helped to
achieve their full potential. I am in
favor of accelerant m pnigrams (especially in mathematics) for the gifted,
and 1 believe in differentiating instruction within heterogeneous classes to
meet the needs of students above (and

lx.low) the class average in performance. But I see no evidence or logic

to support separate enrichment programs for gifted students. Enrichment
is appropriate for all students. I see
little evidence at all for separate tracks

for nigh ichievers The burden of
on it if for the antidenu icratic, antiegalitarian practk-e of ability grouping

mUst be on those who would group.
and no one who reads this literature
could responsibly conclude that this
requirement has been met.
The likely impact of untracking per
se on the achievement of high achievers is no impact at allthese students
will do well wherever they are. However, with the use of effective cooperative learning lin Trams. especially
those that differentiate instructu in

are made dependent on those of their within the class, high achievers are
groupmates. This does happen in likely to benefit in achievement, even
some forms of cot iperative learning. the veTv lip-achieving 5 percent. Edubut I am personally very tipptised to t, ate irs of the gifted sht,uki be in the
irefil int of the ctioperative learning
the practice Certifkates or other recmovement,
insisting on the use of
ognition work just as well, and grades
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forms of cooperative learning known

to benefit gifted and other able students. If these methods also happen to
be good for average and below average students, so much the better!D

'In this case, an "effect size' is the
difference between ability grouped and
ungrouped students on achievement tests
divided by the test's standard deviation.
Effect sizes between -.20 and +.20 are
generally considered to indicate no meaningful differences.
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Common Misconceptions about
Cooperative Learning and
Gifted Students
Response to Allan
By clarifying misunderstandings about cooperative
learning and high achievers, perhaps we can
resolve the conflictto the benefit of all students.

The controversy about c(ioperative learning in general is perplexing, because it is such a
benign and beneficial innovation.

Misconceptions about
Cooperative Learning

impression of one technique that has

Given its effects in the personal, s(x-ial,

in the arguments against its use for

and academic domains, how can anyone object to teaching students how to
cooperate in learning?
When we specifically consider

gifted and talented students.

been overused or misused somewhere,
Rejection of that technique is then extended to all cooperadve approaches to
learning, when, in actuality, there are
many ways of generating cooperative

Cooperative
learning nyers to only one approach to

activity in the classnxim to achieve
specific purposes (Joyce et al. 1991).

teaching Some objections to the use of

For example:
To increase attention to divergent
thinking, teachers use Synectk-s (Gor-

whether cooperative approaches to

I repeatedly hear four erroneous assumptions about cooperative learning
Assumption

No.

1:

cowerative learning are based on an

learning are suitable fbr gifted students,

don and Poze 1971), which combines
individual and cooperative activity to
teach students how to use metaphors
and analogies in writing and problem

we c'ten find the discussion clouded
by questions about the wisdom of continuing GATE programs and concern
about the adverse affects of tracking.

The question of whether cmperative
learning benefas gifted students, however, is important in its own right and
needs to be settled as an issue separate
from the matter of tracking. Othenvise
it will persist, whether GATE programs
survive or not.
Several misconceptions fuel the dispute about cooperative learning and
gifted students. If we can clarify these
assumptions, perhaps we can resolve
the controversy.

The issue of
whether cooperative
learning benefits
gifted students
needs to be settled
as an issue separate
from the matter of
tracking.
126

solving.

To help students take on the

modes of scientific inquiry. teachers
select the inductive models of cooperative activity, in which students work
both separately and together to build
and test hypotheses (Joyce et al 1991).

For the analysis of public issues
and personal values, teachers use Jurisprudential Inquiry and Role Playing,

which help students capitalize on individual differences in perception to
121
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hid their personal and collective investigations (Joyce et al. 1991).

For education in cooperation itself, there are the techniques developed by Johnson and Johnson (1990),
among others.
For the study of specific academic
content, there are the approaches de-

veloped by Aronson et

al. (1978),
Slavin (1988), and Kagan (1990).
To teach scientific inquiry and the

democratic process simultaneously,
there is Group Investigation (Sharan
and Shachar 1988).
All of these techniques address objectives frequently mentioned as spe-

cial needs of gifted and talented stu-

1111111.1111.11111

That somethhig
works well for
average and
below-average
students should not
lead to the
conclusion that it
must, ipso facto, not
benefit the

a mean for higher-order test items was
PA- times greater than the mean of the
matched cot., rol group.
In another recent study of coopera-

tive learningin this case, through
Group InvestigationSharan and Shachar (1988) illustrated how rapidly studenes of differing learning histories can

accelerate their learning rates. They
prepared social studies teachers to organize their students into learning
communities and then compared the

classroom interaction and academic
achievement in these classes with
classes taught by the customary "whole-

class" method. In Israel, where the

above-average.

study was conducted, students of Middle Eastern origin generally belong to
the disadvantaged population, whereas
students of European-origin generally

tion for the Study of Cooperation in
Education, now 50 pages long, in-

gifted, respond differently to any educa-

are more advantaged. Students from

tional environment, but that is a dif-

cludes many techniques not men-

ferent question from whether they have
the social skill to profit from cooperative activity (just about all students do)

both origins were mixed in the classes
studied.

dem. If a teacher needs others, the
catalog of publications and idea-books
put out by the International Associa-

tioned here (Graves and Graves 1990),
The great range produced by this fertile community provides avenues that
can benefit any student population.
Assumption No. 2: Cooperative

Sham and Shachar found that the

or whether they can or should learn

students of Middle Eastern origin taught
with Group Investigation achieved aver-

those skills if they don't have them.
The literature contains stunning ex-

age gains nearly two-and-a-half times
those of their whole-dass counterpares.

learning is the only tve of learning

amples where students of a wide

In fact, the "socially disadvantaged" stu-

approach to use. Just because the social
approaches to education are supported
by a fine rese-arch base does not imply

range of academic histories profited
dramatically from the environment of

that all activity should be developed

pecially, the findings in Sharan and

dents taught with Group Investigation
learned at rates above those of the "socially advantaged" studenes taught by
teachers who did not have Gmup Inves-

around cooperative projects. However,
it is fundamental in all teaching to build
a community of learners who use many

Shachar 1988). The discomfort gener-

tigation in their repertoires. For the

3 very cooperative classroom (See, es-

ated by learning to do unfamiliar studenes of Western origin, the average
things may, in fact, be a critical mech-

learning tools to achieve their ends anism for growth (Jc)yee 1986/1991).
(Joyce and Weil 1986, Joyce et al, 1991)

No doubt, some disseminator of cooperative approaches overdaim their research and advocate greater use of specific techniques than is reasonable, but

no experts on cooperative learning
suggest that any one technique will be
effective all day long. Building a learning community, however, iteeds to be
pervasive,

Assumption No. 3: Gified and talented students are mismatched with cooperatite learning I simply know of no
supporting evidence to uphold the belief that gifted and talented students are,

as a group, immune to the benefits of
cooperating in order to learn or that
they possess psychic antitxxlies that

There is evidence, from the time of
the early Terman studies, that maniks-

tations of learning ability arc often
accompanied by general problemsolving aptitude, enabling students
thus blessed to profit fiom a wider
range of envinmments th:in many of
their cohorts. That something works
well for average and below-average
students should not lead to the conelusion that it must. ipso facto, not
benefit the above-average.

For example, Baveja, Joyce, and
Showers (Haveja 1988) combined cooperative learning with inductive
thinking strategk-s with students se-

gain was twice that of their whole-dass
counterparts. Thus, the model was exceptionally effective for students from
txxh backgrounds, as it turned out, students from txxh backgrounds were disadvantaged in the classes where cooperative learning was not used.
Assumption No. 4 Cooperative learning and frrtreme hetemgeroms groupinggo band in hand. This assumption is
no dciubt based on a mistaken extrapolation of a finding from the research on
social models designed to make use of
heterogeneity for specific purposes. An
example is Synectics, where heterogeneity frequently benefits learning. But
social models of teaching can be used

with either specially sdected or ranlected because of a combination of domly assembled pcipulations. Scx-ne

make cooperative activity actually harm-

titude (talented in two areas) in a

models capitalize on heterogeneity in
ability, heritage, and point of view, but

ful to them. Certainly, individual students, including those thought to he

science course. The resulting effect

in

size was 1.0 for lower-order tests. and

enough variance to make any of the
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outstanding academic and athletic ap-
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any group of students, there

is
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cooperative formats work to the benefit

of all students. Clearly, grouping to
maximize variance is a matter (If du Xce
rather than necessity.

tional prcigrams, giving up assumptions may be as important as develop-

ing new appn niches. We have to

Questions about variance in class-

acktumledge that individual differences exist and that they need to be

rooms often get bound up with the

accommtxlated much more eli-ectively

difficult question of tracking, generating emotions that cloud imponant issues. Given the evidence (see, for example, Slavin 1990), it is clear that
tracking is not a good thing. However,
that evidence, although long-standing.

than in the past. Clinging to unwar-

has failed to influence practice. In
recent yeat-s a new device for tracking.

the magnet school movementby increasing segregation by ability and so-

cial backgroundhas been a disaster
for many students in our larger cities
(See Me New Improved Sorting Ma-

ranted assumptions in the face of evidence to the contrary will not help us

that tracking has had. 1 have no doubt
that this can be dcnie, but the simpk.

'track and educate- model will now
have to go. Again. however, the issue
alx nit cooperative learning is a silt&
rate one.

Cooperati: ig for Better
Solutions

As we 'attempt to design hiller educa-
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The Collaborative School

I

1 this final section we broaden our focus to the school and (.'ommunity. Stuart
Smith defines dements of the collalx)rative school. Dickson Corbett and Joseph

D'Amico raise questions about the image of the "hero" principal popular in the mid
1980s and suggest an alternative model of distributed leadership and organizational
conditions that facilitate improvement. Karen Kent and,Judith Warren Little report
on the Marin County Teacher Advisor Project, an early experiment in -mentoring."
A system of teacher support groups in Calgary, Alberta, is described by Mary

Paquette, high school English department head.
Allan Glauhorn conceptualizes a vmiety of teacher peer support options under
the generic term of "Cooperative Professional Development." One of these options,
Peer Coaching, is described by Patricia Raney and Pam Robbins, and in another
article by Ingrid Chrism. Dkma Leggett and Sharon Hoyle report on a Fort Worth,

Texas, summer pr(Tram that gives teachers oppounities to practice the skills of
collal)oratkm in a "lab school" setting. Next, Bruce .Joyce and co-authors portray an
ambitious proiect in Richnumd Oninty. Georgia. in which teachers learn new
strategies in collegial study gr<nips.

A final set of articles examines how collegiality rdates to professionalism and
school governance. Referring to a series of reports calling I'm nuge teacher
autononw and status, Ann Liel)erman articulates a vision t)l. teacher leadership. Jane
Davkl provkles a synthesis of research on sclux)l-based management. Anne Ratzki

and Angela Fisher describe life in their German school, where cooperatkm and
teamwork at Ixith staff and student levels have been the rule since 1975. Next,
Richard Sapir telk lkiw collafx)rative action research has enabled teacliers in
Washington state to answer their own (luestions about teaching and learning.
Finally, Michael hi Han and c()--authors tell how four maior selkuil distrkts and two
higher education institutions have created a framework linking classroom instrudion

with teacher development and school improvement. In their partnership.
co(Terative learning at the chissrocnu k..vd is part of a broader elfort to develop a
facilitative sclu)ol culture and manage the change prcicess.

12:4
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The Collaborative School
Takes Shape
In collaborative schools, teachers see each other as
resources for professional growth and work with the
principal toward the common goal of school improvement.

consider how the adults in two
different kinds of schools interact. In schocfl A, teachers do not
discuss with one another their practice

In contrast to the isolation and fragmentation that characterize school A,

teachers in school H k.el they are
working toward a common gc nil of

of teaching, nor do they help c me school imprc wernent. Teachers obanother to improve their skills. They
benefit little from the principal's annual visits to the classrooms to evaluate
each by means of the district checklist
When administrators initiate new prc )-

grams, teachers respond with apathy
or are uncooperative. The faculty sel
dom unites around any effort to
prove the school

serve Lach other's teaching and strive
to help one another improve. Experi-

Asked why they functim so well as a
team, school Ws teachers point to the
principal, who provides the practical

sum wt they need to work together.
And they point to each other as resources for solving problems. They

are proud to take part in decision

enced teachers regularly share with

making; they value their control over a

new colleagues the practices that have
worked effectively
for them.

portion of the school's instructional
budget.

Now. more than ever hefOre, the
structure of school A is being criticized Con,,equemh
reforming
school structures, educators are ex
perimenting ith alternatives that ac
cord teaehers greater respect as professionals while encouraging them to
cc)operate w ith one another and wah
administrators cin scluxil Improve-

111111r
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ment. These new practices and struc-

turescharacteristic of school Ball
fit in the broad category of the collaborative sthool.

Elements of the
Collaborative School

There is no one model of the collaborative school; collaboration describes
a range of practices that can involve
a handful of teachers or an entire

faculty. Although collaboration can
be encouraged by formal programs
organizational development, for in-

stanceit cannot be imposed on a

faculty. Collaboration depends on the

voluntary effort of educators to im-

prove their schools and their own
skills through teamwork.
Because the collaborative school is
a composite of beliefs and practices, it

is easier to describe than to define.
Perhaps the best way to characterize
the collaborative school is to list its
elements:
the belief that the quality of educa-

tion is largely determined by what
happens at the school site;
the conviction that instruction is
most effective in a school environment
characterized by norms of collegiality
and continuous improvement (see Lit.
Ile 1982, Purkev and Smith 1983, Rosenholtz in press);

investment of time. But the interaction

the involvement of teachers in
decisions about school goals and the
means for implementing them.
Although a host of other benefits
may be expected to derive from collaborationstaff harmony, mutual respect between teachers and adminis-

trators, and a professional work

environment for teachersits primary
rationale is instructional effectiveness.
Its most imporunt dynamic comes
from teachers working together to

improve their teaching. The informal
and formal interaction about instruc-

tion among teachers is what distinguishes the collaborative school from
earlier models of derwcratic manage-

ment and participative decision
making.

What It Is Not
Some educators, while affirming the
above characteristics as desirable for
any school, may nonetheless respond
negativdy to the idea of collaboration
In anticipating objections that may he
raised, it is therefore useful to say what

the collaborative school is not.
if does not Seek diSCUSSion for its

own sake. Collaboration, some ob-

of educators in their schools and the
participation of teachers in decision
making, while valuable in themselves,
contribute to something of even greater value: quality education.
As Rosenholtz (in press) and Little
(1982) point out, teacher interactions
in themselves bear no relationship to
school effectiveness. It is the content
of those interactions that determines
their value. Rosenholtz, for example,
defines collaboration as -the extent to
which teachers engage in help-related
exchange." This definition focuses on

the kinds of interactions believed to
lead to improved teaching and learning. When teachers trade stories about
problem students, they enioy a sense

if comradery, but when they also
share teaching practices or critique
one another's teaching. they are engaging in activities to improve their
work.

Ii th)es not require scix)ol administrators to abdicate their authority. Is
the collaborative school a laissez-faire

approach to management in which
administrators hand over the reins to

servers fed, means lust a lot of talking

that takes teachers away from their
tasks. True, participative decision mak-

ing and oilkgiality require a certain

the belief that teachers are re-

sponsible tor the instructional pn ess
and acwuntable for its outcomes,
the use of a wide range of prat
tices and structures that enable administrators and teachers to work together
on school impnicernent. and

--a
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to share authority. Teachers will he
taking part in such tasks as scuing
SC1104)1 gcials, alk kitting resciurces, and

'Principals of
collaborative
schools have often
discovered that
power shared is
power gained:
teachers' respect for
them grows."

overseeing their own pnifessional development. Nevertheless, increased
responsibilit) for tea'...hers need mit
mean decreased authority for prfficipals. Principals of collaborative

schools have often disccwered that
It &Vs not reduce teachers' account-

ability. Eft( ins to give teachers more
say in decisions may backfire, some
observers kar, when teachers invoke
"pnifessionalism- to avoid di iing what

them to do. B in fact, collabcwative
norms reinkwce trac Wow{ methods
,

in collaborative schools, where they
must halt the spread of isolationism
and direct the faculty in establishing
new norms of cooperation. As Alfonso

and Goldsherry (1982) point out, co
ordinafing professionals in the fluid
context of colkgial support is a com-

plex task that -cannot be done
through generating formal rules, or
even standardized procedures,- Con
sequently, a collaborative school requires a higher calibre of leadership
than does a bureaucratic school.
liciwever. principals must he willing

of accountability 1,y building cc insen-

cipals will see thew efficacy increase,
and all members of the scht x 4 community will experience the satisfaction

of accomplishing important g(ials
through teamwork.E.3

Reieretto
list), Robyn .1. and Lee (it ildsherrr.
-Gilleagueship in Supervision In Au/Jolts:co/ of leaclung, edited hy Thomas
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sus toward school improvement,
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Teachers are most likely to respond
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and Marshall S Snnth
Aliective Schociis A Review nk. He

favorably to the direction of an administrator if these actions conform to the

expectations of their colkagues.
In the collaborative school. teachers
monik w one another's perfOrwance.
set limits on one :mother's behavkw,
and take responsibility kw helping

their colleagues to improve These
sdtpolicing efforts are a measure of a
faculty's true pmfessionalism
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ward sch( it 4 improvement and professic mai growth. In this setting teachers
will gain respect as professionals, prin-

power shared is power gained. teachers respect for them grows.

administrators or thc public want

teachers? This concern lies at the root
of many ohjecticins to collaboration. in
actuality, strong leaders are necessary

principal and other administrators to-
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iø More Ile.oes:
Creating Systems to Support Change
Administrators can help ensure that improvement efforts
don't fall apart by providing teachers with time and
recognition for their participation, guarding projects from
competing distractions, and building new practices
into the daily routine.
Improving an educational institutionwhether a school, district, or
other agencyis difficult. MI too
often the success of improvement activities rides on the shoulders of a few
heroes. If no heroes emerge, improvement may not result. This need not be
the case

acknowledged as the driving forces
Heroes invariably capture our atten- behind surtling turnarounds dot the
tionperhaps because hearing heroic research literature and permeate the
stories enables us to join vicariously in folklore of education. The wide acstruggles against adversity or because ceptance of the hero approach to imsuch tales simplify otherwise complex provement is reflected in the popular
and seemingly inexplicable social de- belief that the school principal is the
velopments. Great women and men

Heroes and Improvement

H. Diaison c'orher antijactph I D'Amico

key actor, the hero, in making a school

effective. In other words, to rescue a
program or turn a school around, get
yourself a hero.
This simple formula has a downside, however. Heroes can move up,

travel on, or burn out. A general
theme in the change literature is that
most improvement efforts die when
special support disappears (Berman
and McLiughlin 1976). Although this
special support usually refers to funding, it may apply to special people as
well. Unless someone steps into the
void, a period of perceived and real
deterioration accompanied by low-

ered morale often begins with the
hero's departure.
Our reading of the change literature
and our direct experiences in working

with school improvement programs
convhice us that change efforts typical-

In most cases, administrators make
initial undifferentiated use and
time available either by changing day-to-day coping;
schedules or altering the structure of
stepwise and disjointed use:
work arrangements. For example, adinitial coordination and consolidaministrators can rearrange teachers' tion of basic routines;
assignments so that improvement
coordinated practice and differenproject participants have common tiated use; and
planning periods. Alternatively, by recrefinement and extension.
ognizing that teachers usually have It may take up to 18 months for staff
little opportunity to discuss instruction members to achiew the higher levels
with their peers, administrators can of use. In the meantime, the improvecreate new work groups or encourage ment effort needs a kind of life supexisting ones to use already available port to give it a chance to survive early
meeting times fbr productive discus- confusion and frustration.
sion, for instance,

rather than for

catching up on paperwork. We have
seen both approaches used effectively
to facilitate change.

Arranging for substitutes provides
project participants with available time
and some flexibility, but this arrangement seldom proves satisfactory.
Teachers mistrust substitutes, feel

ly demand that the majority of staff
participants become heroes since or- more competent than the stand-ins,
ganizational conditions often impede and regard time away from students as
improvement. That is, the time it takes
to understand an innovation and translate it into practice conflicts with the

time staff members need to perform
their duties. Improvement priorities
compete with one another; incentives
for making changes are glaringly absent, and participants rarely see evidence of a systemwide commitment to
an improvement.
Educational improvements should
not have to rely on heroic efforts. We

must begin to think about how to
support innovation systematically. At

least four organizational conditions
can facilitate improvement: (I) available time, (2) cushions against inter-

usually comes from the system itself in

overestimated. Clark (1984) argues
that the availability of uncommitted
time is one of seven distinguishing
features of excellent schools. Available

develop. Along with some initial ambi-

time enables staff to venture beyond
the tried and true, to confer with peers
about special or routine problems, to
teach demonstration classes for new
teachers, or to participate in change

guity. participants experience confusion, frustration, anger, and exhaus-

agement, and (4) recognition of the
need for incorporation.

Available Time
Available time is time not already committed to official duties or to preparing

for those duties. For change projects,
the importance of such time cannot be

projects.
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Another element vital to success of a
change effort is rewarding staff members for their participation. In the business world Peters and Waterman
(1982 )

identify a paradox of human

naturea need to stand out and the
desire to he on a winning team. In

time stolen from learning. Moreover, education the existence of this parasubstitutes are a temporary rather than dox underscores the significance of
permanent means of making time encouragement and rec.( ignition from
peers, experts, and supervisors. En.
available.
couragement and recognition signal to
participants that what they are doing is
Cushions Against interference good for their own development and
Too often principals revamp discipline important to the institution they serve.
policies at the same time that they
Such continuous incentive requires
revise lesson plans: superintendents systematic, conscious effkirt, hut it
standardize the curriculum and initi- need not he time-consuming. The
ate special reading projects; state agen- administrator or improvement eff(na
cies launch a new testing program leader can easily incorporate it into
uV)ile altering graduation require- routine but informal staff interaction.
ments and curriculum standards. That Peters and Waterman call it "manageis, the most txnhersome distraction ment hy wandering around.- Rather

the form of competing projects. Staff
members have a difficult time determining what is most important and
foreseeing what will last long enough
to he worthwhile. They do not know
where to put their already nearly depleted energies.
Ful lan (1985) argues convincingly
that changes in attitudes. beliefs, and
understanding usually follow changes
in behavior. Our experience supports
this. It takes time for commitment to

ference, (3) opportunities for encour-

Opportunities for
Encouragement

than relying on formal supervisory
visits, the manager learns what staff
members are doing and stimulates
desired behavior through daily cir-

cuits around the work place. The
length of an encounter is not critical,
hut the message given is. In excellent
organizations, the message is consistently related to their core value---that
is, what they want to stand for above
all eke.
Supportive leaders can apply this
principle to school improvement efforts by frequently inquiring about the
endeavor. They can routinely empha-

size its priority as they interact with

tion when they begin using new staff throughout the day '11e heart of
practices. Even where implementation
is successful, users go through a series
of steps, including:

13.4

the activity is an informal message that
the improvement effort addresses key
organizational goals. Such a signal re-

NO MORE HEROES: CREATING SYSTEMS TO suppowr CHANGE

For these reasons, special attentkin
should
he paid, from the outset of the
efforts. To use a hectic administrator's
project,
to incorporating changes into
schedule to advantage requires only a
conscious focus on this message. In the daily operational routine to ensure
systems where staff are routinely en- that they will lase This can he done by
couraged, giving special recognition (I) classifying the practices as rules,
for improvement should not present (2 ) encouraging curriculum revision.
any problems; rewarding good work is (3) establishing a training program for
newcomers, and (4 ) supporting ima well-established habit.
provement-related activities as a line
item in the school budget (rather than
through special funding). The underRecognition of the Need to
lying theme of these strategies is that
Incorporate
Ideally, new practices should survive formal substantive changes must ac-

inforces, as well as encourages, staff

until they are evaluated and their company encouragement if the imeffectiveness is demonstrated or refut-

ed. Realistically, changes rarely last
that long. Too often they disappear

through accident or neglect unless
staff members continue to receive incentives for new behavior and unless
the behavior is incorporated into existing policy (Corbett et al. 1984 ). In-

to stick. Such
changes also symbolize to staff that the
improvement project merits their attenhon. New rules, revisions, and

provement effort

is

we can design an educational sstem
that gives educators the time, protection, encouragement, and support

they need to improve schools.°
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A Successful Program
of Teachers
Assisting Teachers
For four years, teachers in Marin County,
California, have served as advisors and
facilitators to other teachers.
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A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM OF TEACHERS ASS1S11NG 1TACHERS

As the study of new and expand-

ed roles for teachers gains momentum, career ladder and in-

stant master teacher programs are
being created. Little has been said,
however, about pnifessional development programs to support teachers in

new roks----a critical component to
ensuring success.
The Teacher Advisor Project of the
Marin County Office of Education was
implemented five years ago ati a staff
dmelopment program that created
two new positions for teachers: teacher advisors and peer facilitators (see

Figure 1). We soon learned that professional training fOr the advisors and

facilitators was needed, and subsequently we developed training plans
to accompany these types of positions.

Now in its fifth year, The Teacher
Proiect was developed
through the collaboration of administrators of three pilot school districts,
Advisor

the Marin County Office of Education,

Teacher Center staff members, and
policy board members. lt is funded for
piloting by the San Francisco Foundation.

The project is based on two major
beliefs:

Teacf ers can and will define their
own professional develcipment needs
in relation to school, system, and professional gi rats tii impn we schools and
learning.
To affect change in the classmorn
or sat( xil, assistance must be given onsite.

Three areas became guideposts for
the success of project staff members in
working with teachers: roles assumed
by teacher advisors and peer facilita-

or planning held trips, and linking
teachers who share common interests
or needs. Because teachers sometimes
fill this role for each other, it required
kw new skills for project staff mem-

bers, whose needs could be met
through regular sum irt meetings.
When additional information or materials were needed. staff members

could rely on each other for help.
Linking resources is a pxid way to
establish contact with teachers and
prove one's reliability and ability to
"deliver the goods,- but it needs mon-

itoring so that the linker's role does
not become that of a "go kr."

for change.

As a result of tins activity. Lurriculum-centered teacher networks have
been created that include teachers
from districts all over the county who
are interested in science, computers,

Roles of Advisors and
Facilitators

gifted. early childhood, or special education, A peer facilitator organizes and

tors as documented in contact logs,
training and support needed to carry
out these roles. and school readiness

Documented activities of advisors and
peer facilitators evolved into five roles:
resource linker, facilitator, trainer, col
league/coach, and supervisor.
I. Resource Linker. The role of resource linker includes finding or developing materials. hicating speakers

manages the activities of each network,

2. Facilitator. Pnikvt staff members
learned early how to k-ad groups using a consensus process for planning
curriculum, solving scluxilwide problems, selecting materials, and sharing

-37

We empliiyed
training processes developed by a
teaching strategies.

nearby county office ( Baker and Scor-

naienchi, 1980) as well ;IN materials
from Interaction Associates ( Doyle
and Strauss, 1980). These skills were
valuable in helping school staff mem-

bers identify priorities fin working
together, assisting a group of teachers

collaborating on implementing new
strategies for teaching math, and resolving conflicts, among others. A'hen
two districts voted to consolidate,
advisor became instnimental in facili
tating community. staff, am.1 hoard
meetings Facilitation helped advisors

and peer facilitator: gain acceptance
from teachers and administrators by

making efficient agicemons when

working kigether
3. Trainer. One of our hi yes when
we began this project was to involve
teachers in the study of teaching Dur
ing the first year, we implemented a

formal teacher training program to
establish a ciimmon technical lan
guage and the project stall members'
expertise. Advisors were also trained
to use Madeline Hunter's theories
Arolle. 98-1 ) and c lassn x mrn manage133
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ment procedures presented in other

material that makes up Instructional
Skills. Cooperathe Learning (three
days), Peer Olvenation (one day), Be-

from. Their expertise is recognized by
teachers throughout Marin County and
by educators in other California dis-

ing workshop, Instructional

havior Management (one day), and

trias who contract with advisors to

into which some of Bloom's work on
mastery learning. Bloom's Taxonomy,
and other teacher effectiveness materi-

conduct training sessions.
4. Colleague/Coach. Originally, we

past four Years. Advisors worked to-

Mode& of Teaching (one to six days)
are now part of the training program.
Some peer facilitators have taken on
the trainer role for portions of Instructional Skills, but their other responsi-

gether to organize the training and

bilities

to students preclude them
from
having
the time to do much
systematically coached each other as

were precedents in this role to gain-

workshops. Advisors subsequently organized material Into a four-day train-

al has been incorporated during the

thr ; began leading workshops the first
summer.
Other training me-fluids have since
been developed to build on N hat we

1Vrceive to be the limited but basic

training.
All project staff members report that

it is helpful for them to conduct train-

ing sessions, because other teachers
then view them as persons to learn

Figure 1. Teacher Advisor sod Peer Facilltalor PosiNosis
POSITION

SAIARY
REMUNERATION

RESPONSIBIUTIES

REQUIRED
EXPERIENCE

TEACHER

Full- or half-time Regular teach-

1. Working with

ADVISOR

advisor

staff members at two years teachCR three target
log apedin Marin
schools
2. Training and
County
facifitation
schools

er's salary

At least S

Same as
PEER FACIU- Regular class
S1,20(Yyear sti1. CoordInating a
TATOR
room teacher re- pend and released news's,' or working above

leased three days time
each month to

work with the
Teacher Advisor
Project

with we school staff
member
2. Some training or
facilitation

intended to make coaching the primary role for teacher advisors and
peer facilitators. We learned that there

ing teachers' acceptance. Little (1985)
clarified some factors when she stud-

ied conferences of teacher advisors
with teachers. Her work resulted in
the articulation

of six principles

of advising. The first threecommon
language, focus, and hard evidence-emphasize a shared technical language. The second threeinteraction,
and reciprocityare
termed the "social- principles of trust
needed if work between advisors and
teachers is to be effective.
It takes time to be accepted in this
role and to develop the shared technical language and trust needed for productive observations and conferences.
Advisors and peer facilitators must be
predictability,

able to use the technical language,
model the practice, and teach the language to teachers. Training, communication, observation, and conferencing
skills precede substantive in-class
work with teachers. Monthly training
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"District policy states that advisors and facilitators
do not participate in teacher evaluation
a sensitive issue."
In their study of assistance personnel in three school improvement programs, Goodwin and Lieberman
team building and communication (1985) and Saxl and Miles (1985) conskills. As trust develops among team firmed this need and extended it furmembers, they are able to serve as ther. Even though tile assisters in their
colleagues and coaches for one anoth- study entered these positions with imer in problem solving and in learning pressive skills and abilities, it became
the skills needed to work with teach- clear that much new learning took
place when they assumed new roles.
ers.
2. Jealousies. Teacher advisors and
5. Supervisor, Project staff members
seldom venture into supervision until peer facilitators sometimes encounter
near the end of their second or the jealousies of teachers who are not
beginning of their third year at a moving into new roles because of the
school, working with the same admin- additional training and teamwork to
istrator. Performing in this role re- which they have access. In many disquires a high degree of trust between tricts, continuous learning for all
the site administrator and advisor and teachers is not an accepted norm, as if
a teacher upon graduation. from colbetween the teachers and advisor.
Teacher advisors and peer facilita- lege has all the professional training
tors work with teachers upon their he or she will ever need. Further
request but do not inform others of training is necessary for employees to
the substance of their work with a keep up in almost every career occuteacher in his or her classroom. Dis- pation, and successful organizations
trict pnlicy states that advisors and allocate work time and resources for
facilitators do not participate in teach- employee training. Teamwork skills in
setting goals, solving problems, and
er evaluationa sensitive issue.
keeping high morale are also valued.
Issues Raised by this Program Traditionally, few schools have recogIn developing the Teacher Advisor nized that many teachers are voracious
Project, we have enwuntered three learners and capitalized on that fact as
issues that are likely to affect the suc- an incentive to keep classworns and
scliools vital and exciting. No wonder
cess of similar programs elsmhere.
1. The need for additional training. some of our most vital, growing peosessions for proiect staff members emphasize reinforcement and refining of
the training described above as well as

When teachers take on roles other

ple leave the profession after five

than traditional classroom teaching, years!
3. Fear of empouvrinent. School
they need additional sets of skills and
districts
and teachers need to re-examknowledge to work effectively with
ine
their
willingness for teachers to
adults, implement change, and serve
aS curriculum or staff development become active problem solvers particconsultants or researchers. Master or ipating in organizational decisions.
mentor teacher programs are some- With so many legal and public detimes based on the assumption that mands on schools, districts sometimes
high quality classtot)m performance fear losing more control; teachers ofwith students is sufficient qualification ten are not sensitive to this.
Conversely, as teachers move into
and preparation for working with othadvanced
career positions, they must
er teachers. But our teacher advisors
be
willing
to accept some of the burand peer facilitators say they wouldn't
have lasted one year without opportu- den of responsibility for addressing
nities to learn about adult learning, these demands by becoming knowlfacilitation skills, change theory, and edgeable, committed, and active mem .
research on teaching. They need to hers of the organization and of the
h:we a comext against which they can professional occupat in, Teachers
judge their degree of success and that who chtiose to advance in their teachshows them how to set up or change ing careers must careftilly consider the
strategies when working with col- responsibilities that accompany emleagues.

powerment.
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More to Be Learned

From the beginning of the Teacher
Advisor Project, we believed in the
importance of collecting data and reflecting on what we were doing. The
study of our work and the assistance
we have received from research professionals has been critically valuable.

No doubt there is much more to be
learned about emerging new roles for
teachers, school improvement, and an
improved status of teaching. If we had
not allocated time for reflection and
analysis, we would not have learned
what we now know.0
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Teachers as
Teacher Advisors:
The Delicacy of
Collegial Leadership
As they observed their own emerging relationships with
teachers, Marin County teacher advisors discovered the
dilemma posed by leadership among peers.
DITH WARREN LF1TLE

Among the potentially most use-

fives and skills of advising have broad

quent, As recorded on their routine

The Skills of Advising Project

contact logs, most advisors' work occurred outside the classroom.
For advisors, as for master or mentor teachers, the acceptance, mutual
respect, and close working relations

ful yet most demanding inter-

actions among teachers are
those that focus on actual classroom
performance. Such interactions enable

teachers to learn from and with one
another, and to reflect on crucial aspects of curriculum and instruction.
However. they also place teachers'
sellesteem and professional respect
on the line, because they expose how
teachers teach, how they think about
teaching, and how they plan for teaching to the scrutiny of peers. The chal-

lenge is to devote close, even fierce,
attention to teaching while preserving
the integrity of teachers.
A highly regarded Teacher Advisor
Project at the Marin County Office of
Education (California) presented one
Opportunity to examine advisor-teach
er intereactions that are closely bound
to observed classroom practice. Over
a three-year period a cadre of experi-

enced advisers learned not only to
comment effectively on teaching but
also to work rt'ciprocally with teach-

ers. The advisers came close to the
classroom without coming close to the

bone. Their direct involvement with
teachers, comparable to roles envisioned for master and mentor teachers
and to senior positions in career lad-

der plans, showed that the perspec136

In a joint vemure by the Fai. West
Laboratory and the Marin County
Teacher Advisor Project, teacher advi-

sors, teachers, and researchers analyzed videotapes of advisor-teacher
conferences based on classr00111 observation. Completed during the

spring of 1984 by eight advisors in
collaboraticm with fourteen teachers,
the taped conferences were diverse in

grade level and subject matter, but
they had two crucial characteristics in

that made advisors welcome in the
classroom appeared hard-won. The
advisor role had neither the force of
bureaucratic authority nor the weight
of tradition behind it, Advisors could
apply no formal sanction (for good or
ill) and could wield little direct influence over teachers' future rewards or
opportunities. Rather, advisors influenced teachers through informal interaction.

con-mum.

Drumming up husinm. Advisors
and teachers shared the dilemma of

First, conferences were extraordinary events. Without exception, the
participating teachers found the conferences stimulating, rewarding, even

getting started with one another.
Teachers were quietly perplexed
atx)ut how to proceed; some resented
the hours advisors spent in the lounge

"an ego boost." From the point of view (trying to drum up business) while
of the teachers, these conferences teachers were hard at work in class-

"worked,- offering a professional opportunity that most would eagerly re-

rooms. Advisors' open-ended invitation to "use me" left teachers hesitant

peat.

to propose anything that might cast the

Second, they were rare Even in advisor in the role of "gofer" or aide.
these schools where teacher advisors
worked regularly, interactions that

brought advisors close to teachers'
thinking about teaching or to their
classroom performance were infre-

At the same time, advisors were hesitant to propose specific projects with
teachers for fear of "stepping on toes."

The result was a strange dance that
transpired mostly in the teachers'
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als had to be vers. specitic. -This is
what I've done before This is what I

Iminge, mostly at a polite distance, and
rarely in the more Ultimate environs of
the classroom.

To get past the teachers' lounge,
advisors remited interested individuals on a case by.case basis. Teachers
who were interviewed felt that the first

move was best made by the advisor,
whose role in the school was unfamiliar and ambiguous. The advisor could

make a pitch to teachers about work
worth doing, but the advisor's propos-

could do for YOU:.
Principles afki prtictic e. ty

ig

cussions and confeienves %sail teach

ers helped earn then) the right to
come again
A close look at the videotaped ct n.

The generally helpful sume that ads., terences revealed six ways in which
sors took toward teachers, contribut advisors and teachers successfully
ing in any way they could, combined looked at leaching together "rhe six
with the well.designed group training principles 'aie presented nom two
sessions, which they conducted tor points of view hrst, theN present the
teachers to earn them entry to teach- ways an advisor and teacher work
ers' classrooms. Once there, the wav together. conferences attain the great
advisors conducted themselves in dis est depth. vigor, and range as a it mu
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achievement of a skillful pair accustomed to working together on teaching. Second, they present the way an

advisor takes the lead to build the
necessazy shared understandings, habits, and skills (see Figure 1 ).
Do advisors give advice? There are
no established traditions in the teach-

ing profession by which teachers receive advice on their teaching, or offer

advice to others. However skillfully
and enthusiastically conducted, the
conferences described here placed
teachers on unfamiliar ground with
one another. Advisors were hesitant to

"set themselves up as expert." They
only rarely gave direct advice in their
face-to-face conferences with teachers.
Three explanations seemed plausible
to the advisors.
1. Knowledge. While secure in their
general grasp of curriculum and peda-

gogy, advisors sometimes believed
they knew too little to construct useful
advice about a specific teacher's inten-

tions and practices, the observed
grade or subject, or a particular classroom situation.
2. Strategies. Advisors were reluctant

to introduce their own ideas in ways
that might undermine teachers' own
analyses or ignore their aspirations. To
elicit commentary from teachers, they
concentrated on mastering techniques
of carehil description, active listening,
and skillful questioning.
3. Etiquette. In their reticence to
give advice, advisors were responding
to the prevailing professional etiquette

among teachers: advice is not highly
prized. Offering advice, especially un-

solicited advice, runs counter to the
valued, accepted, collegial behavior of

teachers. The etiquette surrounding
advice-giving appears to be one in
stance of a larger phenomenon, in
which the reluctance to assert oneself
on matters of curriculum and instruction is seen as proper restraint in the

exercise of professional good manners.

Pushing the Limits of the

Advisor Role

For master and mentor teachers who
must live up to the honor (and title)
accorded to them, the advisors' ambivalence about their position may strike
138

a familiar chord. The advisor role can
be examined from three perspectives:
(1) the advisor as a peer who models
productive professional relations, offering assistance when asked; (2) the
advisor as a staff developer or curriculum Vecialist who offers training and
consulting on specific topics; (3) the

problems that deserve attention, raise
tough questions, access more and less
promising ideas straightforwardly, and
offer to teach others what they knew.
These are not statements about the
character or qualifications of individ-

uals, but predictions about their actions based on the history of the proadvisor as a senior colleague whose fession and the organization of
demonstrated knowledge, skill, and teaching in most schools. Facilitators
energy warrant the rights to initiate are far more compatible with tradition

and lead that go with the title of than leaders in curriculum and in-

advisor. The first perspective was most struction. In examining roles whose
consistent with descriptions offered by titles promise some professional leadthe advisors themselves, who stressed ership, we can reasonably ask: do their
the "facilitative" aspects of their rela- characteristic words and deeds lean
tions with teachers. The third perspec- more toward assertion and leadership

tive deserves our attention in light of or more toward facilitation and supthe recent pressure to expand career port?
leadership opportunities and rewards.

The idea of leadership roles for
teachers Was attractive to advisors and
teachers alike. For both, however, "fa-

cilitating'. teachers was more acceptable than leading them; facilitation respects colleagues as persons and
professionals, and considers their humanity and their work. Facilitative advisors should be creative and diligent
in their efforts to assist teachers, eager-

ly joining in their work without proposing what the work should be.

Leadership or Facilitation?
In light of contemporary pressures-and opportunitiesto expand leadership roles in the teaching profession
and in schools, we have pressed the
leadership issue. Deliberately exaggerating the distinction between leadership and facilitation reveals the challenges and dilemmas that the advisor

role poses. In practice, the lines will
be less clear, the distinctions more
A more assertive stance appeared to subtle. As we follow new efforts to
raise the spectre of heavyhandedness. invest the teaching career with richer
Adviors worried th,a they would be professional opportunities, rewards,
seen as insensitive to teachers prefer- and obligations, however, we will do
ences and blind to their talents; they well to keep the less subtle construcfeared that direct and assertive action tion in mind. Central to any improvewould be interpreted as riding rough- ment-oriented initiative that rests
shod.
heavily on joint work on teaching are
At issue was how advisors or master

the principles and skills of advising. Az

and mentor teachers, with the prom- stake are substantial gains in profesises and claims implicit in these roles, sional support for learning to teach,
could become leaders in the improve- and for the steady improvement of
ment of teaching. If selection as an schools.0
"advisor" carried no special status or
expert standing with teachers, the fa- MS article uas adapted fivm "Professioncilitator role necessarily would pre- al Development Roles and Relationsbps:
and Skills of Advising" by Judith
vail: advisors would invite tLachers to Princples
Warren Little, Priscilla Galagaran, and
decide how and when to use their Rudelle ()Neal (Far Wesi Laboratoty, Noservices; they would assist, respond, wither 1984). The work uas supported by
and give advice when asked.

Ow National lristitute of Education, Con-

To the extent that the teachers ac- tract 4(k9.--83-(X)3.
cepted the special status and expert Judith Warren Little is Senior Program

standing of the advisors, however, ad-

Director, Far West laboratory for Educa-

visors (and others in similar roles) tional Research and Development, 1855
probably would be able to propose FOINOM Street, San Francisco, California
ideas for joint work, argue topics or
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Vohmtary Collegial Support
Groups for Teachers
Teachers at a Calgary, Alberta, high school are

pooling their talents and expertise within peer support
groups to aid one another's professional growth.

41111.,

and leadership tbeones, bra atio
Not only do panicipanty in ale I fenry Wise Wood ;4,telo4'ment Prygrain nteim !mons on school growth modeLs
moral stilyxin in planning their Win pnyi,ssional grr lath

1

3
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As

teachers, we invest much

time, effort, and care to ensure

that the right climate for
growth exists in our classrooms, and
that is as it should be. But it is equally

important to make a similar investment in our own personal and professional growth.
The Effective Schools/Professional

Development Committee of Henry
Wise Wood High School in Calgary,
Canada, faced the challenge of planning professional development activities for a highly trained and competent

group of 93 teachers responsible for
the instruction of 1,700 students. Made

1. Teachers benefit in m indivklual,
small-group, and large-group professional development activities, so each
must he encouraged in the school.

2. Professional development

is

most effective when undertaken vol
untarily by individuals.

3. Growth activities should build
upon the strengths, interests, and cai

ents of each teacher and must be
relevant.

4. Professional develtipinent activi
ics can stimulate awareness in teach
ers of their level of skill devil( )pment,

leading to celebration as well as
gr.( iwth.

up of nine volunteers representing

S. Growth can be enhanced

Administration, Guidance, and the Ac-

through a collegial supix wt system that
values growth activities, provides mot-,
al support, and facilitates small gn nips

ademic departments, the committee
was also responsible for implemen.,
ing an Effective Schools program.
In looking at pia)fessional devehip

ment for our staff, we realized that
while we would never think of presenting random, disconnected les,sons

to our students, that was precisely

If the teachers at Wise Woini were
truly going to nuke use ;if their talents
and expertise, we had to tind a wav to
tap the collective rest wee% of the staff.
(:(illegiai support gn nips seenk-d
be the answer

what we were doing in our staff devel-

opment activities. The three profes .
sional days per year mandated by the
Calgary Board of Education were otlen
exciting, informative breaks in the

routine of teaching; but the information they imparted was seldom direct
ly or permanently applied to our class-

rooms. After much discussion and
with feedback from the staff, we re-

solved that we needed a plan that
would provide focus for both our per-

sonal and professional growth and
would use our resources as a staff.

Details of the Program
We presented the Pia rfessional I k.vel.
opment Priigram to the staff at the

beginning of the 1980 sch t ii term.
pt.( )pc)sing it as a one-year pil(n organ.

ized with a

lasimuin of 30 pat MI
8 to It)
teachers. The groups would meet regukirlv throughtnit the rear. Their pia,
marc role wi mid be to prl wide a di
mate of mutual trust, respect, and
pants divide< into gro ps

support for teachers engaged in
gniwth activities. Their o nnent

be shaped by teachers individual

Prindples of Professional

needs and would use gn nip members'
skills and talents while identifying new

Our committee established five princi-

areas for development. We en,pha
sized that all pamcipams wt mid be

Growth

ples that delineate our beliefs about
professional growth:
140

vital members of the gla nip, valued as
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"We emphasized
that all participants
would be vital
members of the
group, valued as

much for their
support as for their
talents, ideas, and

participation."

VOLUNTARY COLLEGIAL SUPPORT GROUPS FOR TEACHERS

"The positive

response from the
staff exceeded even
our optimistic
expectations. Within
a few days, 30

teachers had
volunteered."

much for their support as for their

whole group so that activities could be

talents, ideas, and participation,
After evaluation and refinement, we

Office. Teachers' reactions to the ses-

held off campus at the nearby area

skin were overwhelmingly positive,
again in the following year. The princi- and there waN significant bonding of
pal, along with another committee group members.
During Pixise 11 participants met
member, would co-facilitate each
monthly
for a minimum of three
facilitators
group. In this way, trained
hours.
Skills
and procmses such as
would be available in subsequent
brainstorming,
problem solving, and
years if staff demand necessitated a
providing feedback to colleagues degreater number of groups.
The positive response from the staff veloped during the initial phase were

said the program would be offered

exceeded even our optimistic expeoa
lions. Within a few days, 30 teachers
had volunteered. Groups were formed

reinforced; each group formed a
unique identity,

The four facilitators of the groups
met btfore each set of sessions to

based on availability for meeting at
designated times once a month. Each discuss the development of the
group consisted of teachers with a groups, assess group member needs
wide range of subiect specialization and interests, and plan the agenda.
and teaching experience, as we!! as Although general planning and obtecdepartment head.s and administrators,
Since teachers bought into time slots
rather than friendship or department

tives for the three groups were hasical-

iv the same, facilitators were free to
modify the proceedings according to

the composition of the the needs and personality of the
group; was quite mixed; and many groups, each of which developed a
affiliations,

people did not know one another well,

character of its own. One group, for

handbook we call "The Binder.- This
handfxxik includes an overview of and
introduction to the Professional Dew!.
opment Program; a personal profile
section to record data related to indi
vidual teaching careers: a professional

within the school while other groups

An essential part of the collegial example, tended to prefer quite practisupport groups is a group member cal discussions of problems or events

gniwth section to he devehiped by
participants according to their iieeds: a
section for reflections, notes. and lot-

tings. and a tile section for useful
articles, letters of reference, career

focused more upon philosophy or
theory,

Each session began with refreshments contributed by a group member--we discovered rnany excellent

cocks among our colleaguesand
with a brief social interlude. A warm-

up or focusing activity designed to
help us get to know one another bet-

documents, and sci tin. The Binder is
an organizational t( )! as well as a
chary of an individual teacher's quest.

By recording professicmal growth
within the pages of a bt )01c, we hoped

to emphasize its importance

Phases of Implementation

( )ur Pr, desmt ntal I )evelt ipment Pn r

gr:im was impk'mented in three
pluses
Phase / entailed a full dav of "slam
up' activitiesteam building, self assessinent. introducing process skills,
and devek iping the concept of individ

g successes
as well as problems
became a standard
activity as members
encouraged and
reinforced one
another's growth."

ual gniwth and teaching improvement

plans. We were timunate to seen c
funding to 0 wer substitutes for the

1P
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11111.11111.1111.1
"Nothing in a school
is more powerful
than teachers who
have achieved
agreement on what
is truly important.
We have found the
collegial support
model aril effective

vehicle for bringing
about that
agreement."
ter was led by a member who had
previously volunteered.
Each session in Phase II consisted of
( .) the presentation of a new concept

or theory that applied to the group's
work, and ( 2 ) an activity that fadlitated

each individual's planning for personal and professional growth. For example, one session presented an explana-

tion of the Sergiovanni Leadership
Model. After a discussion of the implications of thc model, teachers worked

in groups to explore the applications
of the m(xlel to their own classr(x)ms
and to the scluxil as a whole, and to
examine their own strengths and areas

142

in which they desired growth. Each

thusiasm for collegial support groups.

session concluded with processing the
day's activities and writing in Reflec-

Participants were positive about the
theoretical material presented, the

tive Journals contained within the
Binders.

As the year proceeded, group members were exposed to sdf-assessment
strategies, theoretical material about
the nature of leadership, and a model
for school growth, Each teacher also

chance to air problems with col-

leagues, and the encouragement the
program gave them for setting and
achieving professional goals. Many felt

more time was needed to pursue important is.sues. Much remains to be
done in rewriting and polishing the

created a professional growth plan,
implemented it, and shared results
with the group. Sharing successes as
well as problems became a standard
activity as members encouraged and

program next year; there are many

reinforced one another's growth,
The sessions afforded teachers the
opportunity to report to their groups

school.

about something exciting they had
or a classroom discovery they had
made. As relationships strenr'.'iened,
interaction among group mem ers in
other settings increased. Small, casual
collections of group members could
be found in the staff room over coffee
pursuing a line of thought opened up
at "Group.Pbase 111 of the program was the
wrap-up session--a time for sharing
successes and joining together in celebration. Each participant assessed his

or her involvement in the program
and completed an evaluation to he
used in refining the program.

Where Do We Go from Here?
Informal and written evaluations of
the program's pilot year indicated en-

questions to be resolved. We are, how-

ever, convinced of the value of the
collegial support group as a vehicle
for professional growth within our

As we gain in understanding the
complex process of learning and the
teaching strategies that bring it about,
we may become discouraged by the
magnitude of our task. But there is
hope in the potential within ourselves.

In organizing to tap our own resources, we may help to overcome the
problems plaguing Our schools. Nothing in a school is more powerful than

teachers who have achieved agreement on what is truly important. We
have found the collegial support mod-

el an effective vehicle for bringing
about that agreement.0

Mary Paquette is Chairperson of the
Effective Schools, Professional Develop-

ment Committee and Head of the English
Dept of Henry Wise Wood High School,
9m,..-4 Ave sW Calgary, Alberta T2V
,
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Cooperative Professional
Development:
Peer-Centered Options

for Teacher Growth
When districts provide supporting
conditions, teach.A-s can work together in
small teams, using a variety of collaborative
methods, for their professional growth.

An encouraging development in

among peers; the methods and struc-

league consultation- (Goldsberry

intent is to strengthen practice by delineating the several forms that cc.ioperative development can take. There
are at least five different ways in which
small teams of teachers can work to-

instructional supervision is the
widespread interest in peercentered options such as "cooperative
development" (Glatthorn 1984), "col-

1986), and "peer coaching- (13randt
1987). C'ooperative professional' devel-

opmeru is the inclusive term used

here to embrace these and other

forms of peer-oriented systems. My

experience in helping numerous

school districts implement such programs convinces me of the need to
clarify the concept, systematize the
approaches, and synthesize what has

been learned about effective
implementation.
Let's begin by clarifying the concept.

Cooperatitie profosional detvlopmetu
is a process by which small teams of
teachers work together, using a variety

of methods and structures, for their
own professional growth. Small teams

of two to six seem to work best. The
definitive characteristic is cooperation

tures vary.
In systematizing the approaches, the

gether for their own professional
growth (see fig. 1). A few experts in
the field advocate only one approach
(usually the one with which they are
most closely identified), but it seems
more useful to view cooperative development broadly. After all, each approach has its own special advantages.
Teachers who are reluctant to observe

jective is to facilitate reflection about
practice, helping teachers become
more thoughtful decision makers.
Other approaches, such as peer super-

vision and peer coaching, are concerned with teachers skills, but professional dialogue puts cognition at
the center. As Clark and Peterson
1986 ) note, three aspects of thinking
play an important role in the teacher's
classroom performance: the teacher's

planning, both before and after instruction; the teacher's interactive
thoughts and decisions while teaching;
and the teacher's theories and bdiefs,

Professional dialogue attempts to
raise the level of all three aspects of
colleagues through the processes of thinking through guided discussion,
peer supervision or peer coaching can which ensures that the process does
not degenerate into unproductive verbegin with one of the other options.

Professional Dialogue

Professional dialogue xxurs when
small groups of teachers meet regularly for the guided discussion of their
own teaching as it relates to current
developments in education. The ob-
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bal posturing. 1 have had some success
with an approach derived from Buch-

mann's (1985) "conversation about
teaching." In my Own version, the
process works as follows.

First, group members meet to decide basic questions about the struc113

Allan A. Glanhom

lure of the dialogues: frequency, time
and place of meetings. They lay out a

TYPE

tentathe agenda for the first three

1.

months, identifying the leader for each

the agenda, the group should focus on
professional issues that (1) are impor-

tant to them educationally; (2) are
ones about which informed people
seem to differ; and (3) are ones for
which some background material is
available. St -ime issues might be related to a given subject matter: the teach-

Professional

itellection

di*

dialogoe

discussion. In developing topics for
2.

.

Wed*" as

.

Celbiesetete development of cuniadent, wing

Mak* a

netareiheic processes

Peer coaching

maele4Y of

Action maw&

Solving of
problems

VOZ ottpectlie
umelly Weed on
models of teaching and supported with stag
development
Divelopmeat end implamentsdon of feasible
solutions to teechenrdentified problems

Pelta

supervise*
4.

Dubbed discianden, fecapit.ti

.

=Ion
of niaterials

Corkillum
development

3.

couravatems num,

POCUIS

ing of grammar in English, the use of
controversy in social studies, the struc-

iseching

.

c/Ilnairetalms, falkatied * ensile*

Fig. 1. Types of Cooperative Development

ture of the curficulum in art. Others
might cut across the disciplines: the
use of ability grouping, the importance of learning styles, the desirability
of moral education.

teachers attempt to build connections

Each session follows a three-stage
format designed to make the dialogue
productive. The first stage emphasizes
external knowledge. The group leader
begins by summarizing the views of
experts and the evidence from empirical research. (I have found the synthe-

and their future practices. They exam-

ses of research in Educational Leader-

ship especially useful for this
purpose.) The members then proceed
to analyze, not dispute, that external

between the professional dialogue

ine together how the research and
their shared experiential knowledge
can best inform their planning and
their iiractive decision making. And
they r6ct openly about whether and
to what extent their theories and hehels have begun to diange as a result

approach concerned with their reflection in actionhow they think as pro-

of the dialogue.

productive.
Although tlwre seem to be no rigor-

experts agree? What are the specific
issues that divide them? What evidence
is available from the research reviews?

To what extent is the research evi-

have we learned about this matter
through our personal experience? In

what ways does our experiential
knowledge support or question the
external knowledge? In this stage the
teachers are encouraged to value what
they have learned from teaching and
to

reflect in depth about that

tacit

knowing. The hope is that they will
learn from each other through open
listening. The intern here is to help
teachers maintain a state of prmiuctive

tCnsion between the two kinds of
km mledgeneither mindlessly accepting external knowledge nor foolishly rolecting it.

The final stage looks to the future:
what are the implications of this dix

cussion for our teaching? Here the
144

fessionals. The important consideration is to ensure that the dialogues
have enough direction and coherence

to make them professionally
ous studies examining the effects of
such dialogues, my experience indicates that they do achieve positive
results. Participants report that they
find the discussions useful; they note
changes in their own attitudes about

knowledge: To what extent do the

dence in conflict?
In the second stage, the discussion
centers on personal knowledge: What

Other discussion models, of course,

can he used in the dialogucs. Schon
(1983) reports sonie success helping
teachers use a moderately structured

"Some time should
be reserved for
team-developed
enrichment units,
which reflect the
special knowledge
and interests of
teachers and extend
the scope of the
district guide in
exciting ways."

the issues examined.

Curriculum Development
Curriculum development, as the term
is used here, is a co.operative enterprise among teachers hy which they
modih' the district curriculum guide.
While there is obviously 3 need for 3
district curriculum guide developed
by curriculum specialists and expert
teachers, there is also a need fin- teacher-generated materials that extend the
district guide and in the pri )(IV; make
it more useful.
Teachers collaborative work can
take three fOrms. First, when teachers

(perationalize the Curriculum, they
develop yearly and unit plans for
teaching. They take the general district
guide, which ordinarily includes (mly

lists of objectives and recommended
teaching methods, and turn it into a set

COOPERATIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: PEER-CENTERED OPTIONS FOR TEACHER GROWTH

of usable instructional plans. The
teachers first sketch out yearly plans,
indicating the general units of study
and the time allocations for each unit.
They then develop detailed unit plans.
integrating certain areas of the curriculum, adding their own creatie teaching suggestions, and including more
recent materials.
Second, since most guides do not
make sufhcient provisions for individualization, teachels also adapt the district guide for .special student popula-

tions. They develop materials that
respond to students varied karning

"Students of coached
teachers had greater
achievement on a
model-relevant test
than did students of
uncoached
teachers."

styles; indicate priority objectives for

er help the consultant improve .s or
her consulting skills.
Under appropriate conditions, peer
supervision produces desirable results. Fur example, Roper and Hoffman ( 198(i) report that the teachers
involved in their program were eager
to improve, had a good idea of where
they most needed improvement, and
learned by listening to each other and
their students. When conditions were
not right, however, peer supervision
programs have been less than successful ( see, for example, McFaul and Coo-

per's 1984 article and Goldsberry's
critique of their research in the same

the least able; include remediation

issue).

activities for those who do not achieve

Peer Coaching

initial mastery; and suggest instructional activities that will enable more
capable students to achieve greater
depth of understanding.
Finally, teachers enrid) the district
guide by developing optional enrichment units for all classes. As 1 have
argued elsewhere ( Glatthorn 198-7 ),
the district-mandated curriculum
should not consume all available instructional time; some time should be
reserved hir warn-developed enrichment units, which reflect the special

knowledge and interests of teachers
and extend the scope of the district
guide in exciting ways Fur example.
one team of English teachers might
develop an enrichment unit on local
dialects; a st )(jai studies team could
add a unit (in religious cults in Ameri.
can history.
Obviously these curriculum devel()mem sessions make several imp( ir
tant contributions. They increasz

teacher cohesWeness by bringMg

teachers together around a common
task, enable them to share kleas about

teaching and learning, and result in
useful products.

Peer Supervision
Peer suptavision is a process by which
small teams of teachers use the essen .
tial comptments of clinical supervision
to help each other grow professionally. Although there are several models

of peer supervision, Goldsherry's
(198( ) -colleague consultatani- ap-

proach seems to be the most systemat-

ic. (11e rejects the term peer supem.

Peer coaching, most clearly articulated
in the work of Bruce Joyce (see Brandt
198-) and Bewrly Showers (1984 ), is

similar to peer supervision in that it
includes peer observations and conferences. Yet it seems to have some
crucial differences sufficient to set it
apart. First, there is an assumption that

Sion

because

it

seems self

c( int radictory: peer suggests equals;
supervision cc wmtes superiority. )
The Goldsberry nit idd has nine key
cluracteristics.

peer coaching follows and builds
upon staff development, in which
teachers learn about the theoretical
hiundation of the skill, observe the
skill being derminstrated, and practice

the skill with feedback. Second, it
based: colkagues observe each other seems to have a shaqx.r focus: peer

1, The process

is (ibservat n mn

teach.

c.raching teams work together to learn

2. The observation is databased:
the observer records full information
about the class observed.

(

3. There is collaborative assessment: each participant tries to identify

patterns of teacher and learner

behavior.

4. There is a oincern
()townies, tx-itt intended mid unanticipated ()nes.

S. The collaborative assessment is
based urn») the teacher's -espoused
platform,- the learning goals and principks he or she subscribes to
h The process involves a cycle ( it
observations and conferences.
- The process is c( nifidennal.
,..., has a future orienta
8. The pr(
tam: the pm! cif the cimsultatant is to
produce future benefits
9. There Is reciprocal assessment
just as the consultant helps the teacher
improve practice. so sh( niki the teach-

14 I)

of the modds of teaching or to

implement some specific classaromcentered impr( ivement. Finally, the
process seems to he much more intensive than most peer supervision models. 1( /Vie

( in Brandt 198') recom

mends six days of stall development
fur the teacher to begin acquiring a
new model of' teaching and has found
that it will take as many as 30 trials tor
the teacher to achieve executive control or complete cam-inland.

In her training manual for peer
coaches, Showers identifies five major
limo it ms of peer La nalring. The first is

the provisam of companionship: as
teachers talk about their success and

frustrations with the new flunk! of
teaching. they reduce the sense of
isolation that seems endemic to the
professicni Second, teachers give each
( nlwr technical feedback as they prac-

tice the new model of teaching. The
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COOPERATIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: PEER-CENnRED OPTIONS FOR MACHER GROWTH

I. A district planning warn comlx)sed of district administrators, super-

visors, principals, and classroom
teachers establishes guidelines to apply to all district schools. Thuse guide-

lines specify such matters as: which
program options may be offered at the

school level; which teachers will be
eligible to participate in the cooperative programs; how schools may pro-

vide time for the ctx)perative programs; how the programs may he
evaluated; how the program will be
administered and coordinated at the
district level.

2. Under the leadership of their

principal, cach school's faculty members review the guidelines and analyze
the various collaborative options. They
determine how many and which of the
collaborative programs they wish to
undertake, then work out the specific

details of implementing those programs. One school might decide to
begin with only peer coaching. Another might choose to have somc teachers experience professional dialogues,
while others collaborate in action re-

search. These decisions are summarized in a proposal submitted to the
district planning team.

3. The district planning team reviews the proposals, suggests modifications, develops a budget to support

the school-based proposals, and

makes appropriate plans for any required districtwide staff development.
i. Each school implements its own
program, providing the specific staff

deveh)pment needed for the optitms

chosen and conducting its own
evaluation.

The implementation process, like
the programs themsdves, is collabora-

imolving coweration between
the district and the member schools
and between administrators, supenisors, and teachers.

Less a Job, More a Profession
There are, then, several ways by which
teams of teachers can profitably work
together to facilitate their professional
growth. There is little "hard- idence

that such approaches will result in
bette. student achievement, hut there
is a growing body of evidence that
they are making teaching less a lob
and more a profession.0
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Professional Growth and Support
Pirough Peer Coaching
In a Sonoma County, California, school district, the
spirit of companionship and experimentation
created during coaching training has
spilled over into daily life.

Becoming Peer Coaches

In 1985 the Old Adobe Union Schixil
District, in Sonoma County, Califor-

aged district officials to take action;

nia, implemented a peer coaching
program to provide support to newly
hired teachers and to offer leadership

roles to experienced teachers.' The

requiring school districts to address
the needs of probationary teachers.
Old Adobe District elected to try to
meet all these different needsthose

teered to become the first peer
coaches An additional 1q teachers received training the foll( 'wing spring.
hider the direction of Pam Robbins,

need for such a program first became

of new teachers. those of probationary

the training addressed seven malor

evident when, after 10 years of declining

teachers, and those of experienced
teachersrthrough peer coaching.

content areas (see fig. 1). On the first

enrollment, the district suddenly faced
an increase that allowed the hiring of
additional teachers. With enrollment in-

California had enacted Senate Bill 813,

time to give the new teachers the support they deserved and needed. As a

result, many were overwhelmed by

in place a long-range plan to train
teachers in instructional strategies. Be-

twtn 1982 and 1985, all teachers had
attended tive-day workshops based on
the Hunter model of teaching. Teachers and administrators therefore had a
common language for talking about

day, R(Aibins defined colleague coach-

ing and presented its rationale and

crmsing, the principals did not have

classroom demands. When one of them
resigned after two months, citing undue
stress as the reason, district administrators began searching for a saution.
At the time, Old Adobe District had

In spring 1986, 11 teachers volun-

Being able to laugh
and joke about
mistakes facilitated
shared examination
of teaching,
opportunities
for reflection,
self-analysis,
and growth.

research base. She asked teachers and
principals to envision c(illeague coach .
ing. or peer coaching, in its ideal state
what it would look like. sound like, feel
like. Their recorded responses became
the ground rules that gc wemed ensuing
peer coaching activities and that eventu-

ally culminated in the pnigram's being
renamed "Peer Sharing and C,aring.Participants received intensive training in C()gnitive C mching (Costa and
Garmston 1985 ), one of the exemplary

models they surveyed, In Cognitive
giching, during the preconference.
the teacher makes explidt for the ob-

server the intended purpose of the
lesson, expected student outilmies

through to help them maintain their
new skills, and they had found few

and behaviors, planned teaching bc .
haviors and strategies, any concerns
about the lesson, and the desired fo.

opponunities to talk about teaching.

cus of the observation, During the

teaching; but there had been no follow-

In 1983 another event had encour
148
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ohset-vation, the ( )bserver collects in-

PROITIONAL C<ROW-111 AND MTPORT TlitiOrcil I EER COACIIING

observations Horn this explo
ration, the teadiers gained an appreil-

formation about the instructional cur

ricular elements identified h the
teacher Anti the observation, the two

aholl tut- the diverse ways a lesson can

be planned, delivered, thought about,
and diseussed They later reported that

discuss wlut aetually flappened during
the lesson, as Opp< ised RI w hat wa.s

the session hdped build trust and

planned The observer facilitates this
analysis

h%

asking questions

acceptance and increased their ability

that

to concentrate on the practke of

prompt the te..i.hcr to reflect on the
les,son, recalling actual teacher and
student behaviors An integral part of

teaching, separate from the penon do
ing the teaching
Throughout all the sessions, the
presenters provided theorY. demon
stration. practice op pc mu:titles, and

the IN isteonference is a discussion of
what the observer did that facilitated

or hindered the learning process for
the teacher Together theY learn, each
from a diderent persivcnye. about the
business of teaching, obscr. mg, and
suppcming one :intither
During the session, -Factors Influ
encing Peer Coaching Relationships,-

feedback. Then the participams planned

participants exanuned Varhais ele,

teacher to coach

ments (cognitive styles, edu(ational
beliefs, in(klalit% preferences) that in

Sharing and Caring

how they would implement the new
strategies back in their schools. After
practicing in groups of two or three to
perfect their ccuching skills, each expe

nenced teacher was assigned a new

In the follow-up meetings, the teacher

fluence what they %alue. how. the

coaches shared successes and grap

C011111111111Cate, and what they look for

imesock

c

POW 0001811.4

A asepliiipiir

experienced the Sane frustrations and
doubts, they became comfortable talking about didicult issues, Light-hearted
humor WILS an integral part of every
meeting. Being able to laugh and ioke
about mistakes facilitated shared examination of teaching, oppkirtunities
tOr reflection, seilanalysis. and growth.

Coaching new teachers also sensitized the coaches te.) their own daily
IllteraChollti with students. AL one
workshop, a teacher shared this experience:

During the presenution of new concepts, I caught myself in the middle of a
monologue that went something like.

-Mau, yOu slat don't undemand I can't

believe Null 00111 get it. lye explained it
three difierent wavs, it's written on the
hoard, and everl.one else understands.Nuddenly. I became painfully aware that
w<.4..s putting the student down. I caught
nw breath and said, -It's okay This is really
hard stuff No one undersunds it. I don t
know why I'm teaching it. I don't undersund it --that's it I threw the chalk down
and said, -Let's go to recess

The laughter shared over this reflec.

,

lar z144411mrtsir

plot

pled with challenges, and a spirit of
cornpanionship and experimentation
emerged. As thm realized that others

(ion was yery different from die ner-

itAk A .o,01-

vous laughter that SCIlletlfnes OCCLICS

in groups where the members do not
allow themselves to be vulnerable for

comes44
Ormiont I, 3;

fear of being judged less competent

oloplisw 44 owned.
isis aim** IDomealso

than others By niodeling that it is Okay

=1:0,

14.4.4iiihillhav

1.

,

.,

- -: ,'.-- -*
-,<

(MAO%

401111

to experiment and not to be perfect,
Robbins had set a tone of trust and
acceptance. and the group had main,
Wiled the feeling -we're all in this

:,

AMR.

together

4. <1.-

As the project prk)gressed, the teach-

Sodom 4:

ers expressed the idea that the term

t

IOW Vie

coaching implied an unequal relationship Thus, they unanimously supported changing the name of the pro-

A nr.401,0 titailwidimpiNg1001* 01410141,00014141K

gram from -Peer Coaching- to -Peer
Sharing and Caring,- which implied
equality, safety, and support

Making Peer Coaching Work
imam b:

ln Old Adobe, several factors were

141=weerialittiiin
r

Mr411:1M101 04111**1481,0111041101101111116.

beikan 7:

Map Oar, salt
41161 ramoch tips

p=0.

r.jrist

*OW

critical to the success of Peer Sharing
and Caring }articipati ii was, of
(our.se, voluntam, and the training empowered teachers as well as equipping
them with an expanded repertoire of
coaching skills Further, the [laming
was Ongoing, the coaches continued to
meet as a group to learn from each
other. Ab4 we all, the attnosphere WILS

1 53

Palm. sa Rawl. arid Pam Robbui.,

WI. a
r

Attnya Chase and hie

-Peer co/ =oreme toierratei rit
supponive, so that teachers felt they
could take risks. As one teacher said,
"Anything worth doing is worth doing
poorly, at first."
Beyond the training itself, financial
and kNistical support from the district
was essential. Our superintendent and
principals alhwated funds for training,
released time, and followup activities.
To solve the problem of omtlicts between meetings, for example. in 198'88 the district scheduled peer coach,
ing meetings tthmthly on faculty
meeting days. And the principals
agreed not to schedule staff meetings

on the second Wednesday of each

month to free that time for peer

coaches from all four schools to meet
together.
Further, the principals pnwided di
rection for the program by attending
workshops with the coadies. rth sici
ing coaching behaviors, and respond-

ing to coaches' concerns. Thev also
-ran interference" to free up time for
teachers to coach and to be observed
and saw that agreements and timelines
were established and that oiadies 1(4.
lowed through
commitments

Reaping the Benefits
The spirit that characterized the traiil
ing environment has now bee( Mie
part of the schi}ol culture. Coadiing

or "Peer Sharing and Caring'is a
norm in Old Adobe Each new- teacher
is assigned a coach Who assists With
instruction and min duces Inm or her

to the wav things are done at the
school. Twenty one new and proba
tit marv teachers have served since'
program was initiated.

Prior to the pRigrain, parents as
well as experienced teachers and the
staff had voiced corwerns about newk
hired teachers. The t werall rinpressum
was that, as a result ot lack it expert

ence, new teachers were covering the

material too last, that thcv were not
iunts it
assigning apt ropriate
homework, and that the c.biklren were

not achio,ng their 'potential. As flecr
coaches began spending nine with thc

new teachers, these complaints de
crea.scd, and the new teachers also
reported feeling less ( werwhelmed
and stressed
As a result tit Peer Caring and slimuwics of conversation in the stall
ft )(

nn are less often Pout personal

matters and more frequently abrAit the
150
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necisesp-nowl can Vy

pew coaching were b end

tamorroar, !la

'I* kale a Oat d oak** now that got teachers together,

claiwoom."

hg
ictinn

,

fri schoeis acmes the nation, %whin and admiptisawn
par coaching. This ineossikat mallow kr Wool

collegial and professional a
skills from training
educates may find these

cls*zI, thaschnol,

ID the= To WO Pew casdailli

Koper *Alt peer coeciaile is mei ink* it Is

,

not. Peer coickft*T!
arrangement between pears that todtakto a focused
feedback on that observation. k is not evakmaion;
effectheness. Mond, coaching provides teachers I dos Olt
a mew CV
reflecting on what they do in a psychoklically
safe
*win**
to experiment fail, revise, and try
,4
Dem*, cotter 110416NISIME4 01 the mbar taws
a(
pow
interaction between teacher and observer pnetaky
fa* It* Oise
mirmring, in which the coach records but does
ROI
collaborative coaching, in whidt the absorber
collects and
expert coaching, in which the observer gibes feedback to
the esedkeLl
refine particular skills. Typically, too, peer coaching mad*
wanumWthe--al preconference, classroom observation, collection
of
poskonference.
Assess pvur school's culture. Each
school has Its owl est si candilikett,
values, and beliefs. Consequendy,
a peer coaching pogrom that has
neighboring district may be inappropriate for
your school. Trust
tive support, the history of past c
efforts, the toie al the toadies.'
experience of the staff, the size of the schoolell
mlU infiesnot
acceptance and gmwth.

dateleaeir'

auk daft L

Des*,

)17/0 pirarig7 And ief implerneotatkat ground me ofisuallOWIerw
school Begin planning with know
of your school's cilium In
Nei
in flexiby and sensitivity
sn staff needs so that changes can be
*
St.
evolves. Extend your planning by lositing
at practical makers, Yaw

example, will influence how much training you
can provide and how
can free up for observations and
conferences. Staff size and number ek
will affect coaching arrangements. Trust leseis wiN
influence the
selection of coaching teams, and the history of
past
Warts
wiN inikienCl*k
support required.
whatever their differences from school to school,
sum.. aid par case..*:1
pmgrams share these conditions: verbal and tangible
support
adequate training in coaching skills, mat among participirb, ken
anitilearamillk**124A.
ments responsive to the changing needs of staff members.
34...masM
promos
new teachers learn the nomts of professionalism and help
al
Mechem
des**
collegiality.
Like many innovations, peer coaching
is more complex than k appears at km
glance, but a well-sawn& cf , flexible
program based on a match between cci
models and each school's needs
offers unparalleled support to teachers In
efforts to find new and better ways to educate children.
(

Aurora Chase is a Staff Development Specialist,
Fairfax County Public Schack 748
Camp Alger Ave., Falls Church, VA 22042.
Pat Woke is an Educatkmati Consultant.
555 Randolph St., Napa, CA 94559.

aet ;it teaclung and classnmni management Man\ teat hers say the\ have

l)ecri able to let gt
having to he
ix.rkvt. realizing that it is oka\ t let
their rough edges show There is an
atint1sphere of experimentation and
openness to new ideas Teachers ei
k.olleagues for aS
gerh consult if
sistance and share their own expertise
ii

'In our diversity,- one teacher

re

marked, 'we ate richei and can otter

other and to

tut

Aar

stndents.
In Akin it Hi io prt unt fling collegiality

and piox !ding new teachers the sup)rt they so urgently need, the pn t-

gt am has had beneficial effects on
experienced teachers The act of
iat !ling gives the teacher coach an
it-tunny
(ibserve a chssn,
from an ohtecnve perspective. The in-

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND SUPPORT THROUGH PEER (X)ACHING

sights a teacher gains during these

has changed from "What others do is
not my business" to "What we do here
at school is everybody's business, and
business is booming.-0

ohservations often have applicability
to his or her own classroom. In one
teacher's words: "I learned more fmm
my observation of others than I did
1. The Old Adobe Union School District
from being observed and receiving
based
its peer coaching program on the
feedback.-

Exploring New Avenues

Peer Sharing and Caring has opened

research of Joyce and Showers (1982),
Little (1982), and Showers ( 1982, 1984,
1985).

teachingreflecting on how they do

what they dohas helped teachers
develop a geeit,:1;e appreciation and

Elm& on Tran.fer of Training. Eugene,
Oreg.: Center for Educational Policy and
Management.
Showers, B. (April 1985). "Teachers Coach42, 7: 43-48.

lAferynces

Costa, A, and R Garmston. (February
1985). -Supervision for intelligent
Teaching Educational Latdership 42,

5: 70-80.

rs. Fedings of isola- Joyce, B., and B. Showers. (October 1982).
acceptance
have given way to an
Educational Leykiershp 40, 1: 4.10.
tion and Iv
Little,
J.W. ( 1982). "Norms of Colkgiality
environment of collaboration and pro-

fessional growth. In short, the norm

Management.
Showers, B. ( 1984 ). Peer thaching and Mc

ing Teachers.- Eduaitional Leadership

up avenues of communication between teachers from different grade
levels and schools, between specialists
and classroom teachers. Talking about

tions of School Success.- American Education Restur.ch journal 19, 3: 325-340.
Showers, B. ( 1982). Tranler cy. 7)-aining,
Tbe Contribution of Coaching. Eugene,
Oreg.: Center for Educational Policy and

and Experimentation: W(irkplace Condi-

Patricia Raney is Principal, Miwok valley
Elementary School, Union School District,
1010 St. Francis Dr., Petaluma, CA 94952.
Pain Robbins is Director, Special PrUleCts

and Research, Office of the Superintendent, Napa County Schools, 4032 Maher St.,
Napa, CA 94558-22%.
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Peer Assistance Works
By learning from one another, teachers can
improve communication and foster
p -ofessional growth.

We are forever in pursuit of professional growth in a nonthreatenconnections. When these
connections happen between

people, we feel less isolated For the
past two years, teachers in the English
department at Brattleboro !Aim High
School in Brattleboro, Vermont, have
been making connections by defining
and shaping their own peer assistance

program. This grass roots effort has
succeeded for three reasons: (1) it is

ing atmosphere.
In September 1986, following our
initial discussions, a department mem-

it

ment we spend the last meeting or two

of the year focusing on goals for the
approaching school year. Three years

ago in one of those meetings, we
started to talk about formal evaluation

and assistance--and the differences
between the two. This was an important distinction for us. It didn't take us
long to realize that we really wanted to
talk about professional support: assistance, guidance, and insight from our
peers. We were not interested in evaluative exchanges that could affect
whether or not we kept our jobs, yet
we knew these exchanges might influ-

ence whether or not we uanted to
keep our jobs. What we wanted was
152

preconference, the obser-

approach:

league, by the end of October, This

vation, and a postconference. For

was a realistic goal: flexible enough to
work, yet visible enough to encourage

some teachers, the preconference was

us to try. At this point, we were also

hallway. Others discussed the lesson
in depth, for 20-30 minutes. We allowed ourselves the license to define
these stages as we thought best. Some
teachers chase to summarize their observations in writing. Others chose to
discuss what was observed. A few did
both. Later we were delighted when

allowed to evolve slowly and naturally.

Beginnings

What began to evolve, even this

ber suggested that each of us try to early in the process, was a three-stage

has been

Traditionally, in the English depart-

we observed other teachers.

observe, and he observed by, one col-

voluntary; (2) it has received adminis-

trative support; and (3 )

able to hire a substitute teacher to
cover noninstructional duties while

Our administrators'
support was crucial
to ensure that the
time spent in peer
assistance was not
time added to what
we were already
doing, but rather

time that added to

the quality of what
we were doing.

a couple of minutes together in the

our department head adopted this
three-step model in his formal evaluative obsetvation,

The Second Year

One year later, to provide more time
for peer assistance, our department
hired a full-time paraprofessional, releasing us from such noninstructional
tasks as lunch duty, study hall, and
corridor duty.
During the second year, new definitions of peer assistance began to sur-

face. One teacher taught another to
use a word processing program. Another asked a colleague to observe just

the first 10 minutes of a series of

PEER ASSISTANCE WORKS

IMP

ness. We have been able to bring what

we do instimtively to the conscious
level. Our professional instincts are
usually strong and accurate, yet many
of us teach without being consciously
aware of the strategies and techniques
we employ. That doesn't mean that we
don't stop to asst_Ns what we are doing

we do, but it can be a lonely monologue. When we grapple with a pmblem
Wben cyn&Wa Payne (this. d front itch() and Ingrid Cbnsco (the author of this artide)

collaborated in teaching they discovereti they could beanne helping prim:owls to each
other, just as they bad long been to their students

classes in order to get feedback on a
new vocabulary program. A 7th grade
teacher and a 12th grade teacher cooperatively taught a novel to their re-

spective classes. The 7th and 12th
graders were reading the same novel

Our administrators' support was crucial to ensure that the time spent in a
peer assistance relationship was not
time added to what we were already
doing, but rather time that added to
the quality of what we were doing.
The third reason the program has

and writing back and forth to one
another in response journals. The been successful is the way we chose to
teachers were assisting each other in spend our time together. We didn't
teaching; the students, in learning. A adopt an established model. We alfew teachers engaged in a longitudinal lowed the shape of our program to
study: they observed the same class
several times throughout the year and
reported on its development. The
more we explored our needs, and the
more of our Own resources we contributed, the more potential for peer
assistance we discovered

At the end of the second year, we
decided to record in print what the

program had meant to us, Several
teachers in the department organized
this effort. Our publication, the "blue
book," included teachers' impressions

and personal histories as well as a
history of the program"everything
you've always wanted to know about
peer assistance but didn't know whom
to ask."

Why It Has Worked

Brattleboro's program has worked. in

part, because those who participate
truly want to. Although we didn't
articulate this willingness at first, intuitively we knew it. To some degree,

all 16 inem'aers of our department
have part icipated.

A seconci reason for (he program's
success is administrative support. We
were encouraged to explore the differences between peer assistance and
formal evaluation. Equally important,
we were given time to participate in
the program. Many department meetings were devoted to the topic, and a
substitute teacher was hired to enable

us to visit each other's classrooms.

evolve slowly and naturally, in har-

or situation and work it through with

others, we don't feel alone, and we
arrive at a better understanding.

Zeke Hecker, one of the teachers,
supports this: "Peer assistance and ob-

servation have made me a better
teacher because they have made me a
more conscious teacher, more aware
of what I'm actually doing, more aware
of what others are doing, more aware

of alternatives I believe the effect is
cumulative. The more you observe
and the more you are observed, the
more conscious you become of your
.

technique, and the better you get at it."

mony with what we ourselves saw that
we needed and wanted to do.

A Different Kind of
Accountability

Benefits

made us aware of a different kind of

major benefits for us. They relate
to communication, rehearsal, and

accountability measured in a formal

Peer assistance has had at least three
awareness.

First, the program has helped us

reestablish communication among the
members of our department. According to Robert Kramsky, a teacher, "the
greatest strength of the peer assistance

Our peer assistance program

has

professional accountabilitynot the
evaluation by an administrator, but the
kind that recognizes our responsibility

for helping each other grow and improve. We can help each other chal-

lenge our own limits, and we can

challenge the isolation that imposes
artificial limits, We are recognizing
project has been to initiate and en- that school can be much more than a
courage dialogue between profession- place where we shut our classroom
als about teaching, about education. I doc)rs and teach as we please. The
think the program has made us all English teachers in Brattlelx)ro are
aware of our peers as resources, as a making connections that are leading to
great weakh of experience and infor- what Carl Rogers calls -unconditional
positive regard" for one another. In
mation to he shared,"
A second way peer assistance has essence, we are expanding our roles.
helped us has been with rehearsal. In we are becoming helping professionthe preconference. teachers talk about als for each other, just as we are for
teaching style, methods, content, and our students":
the role the observer is to play. By
talking atx)ut what will happen in the
Author's note As a testimony to the
lesson, the teacher has an opixn-tunity
to run through the lesson----a kind of

dress rehearsal This procedure clari-

fies for both teacher and observer
what is intended and why it is impor.
rant. The more we examine what we
arc teaching and why we are teaching
it, the better we will perform.
The third way the peer assistance
program has helped us is with aware-
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strength and validity of (his program, the
Windham Southeast Supervisory Union has
adopti:d this approach aS a valuable tom tit
1.initessional development and support. As a
result, more than IA) teachers districtwide
are now panicipaung in peer assistance

Ingrid M. Chrisco is an English Teat her
at Brattlebtiro Pnion I ugh Stilt x)1. Fairground Rd Brattleboro, VI' 05301
,
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Preparing Teachers for
Collaboration
At Fort Worth's summer "Lab School,"
teachers learn to facilitate collegial efforts
back in their schools.
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PREPARING TEACHERS FOR (X)ILABORATION

The principal's role in a supportive environment is well known,

but teachers, too, can initiate
and Facilitate collaboration in their
schools. In settings where "collegiality

and experimentation" are the norm,
teachers themselves engage in certain
"critical practices" (Little 1981). These
teachers prepare and review curriculum units and lesson plans together.
Further, they talk about and test new
ideas and persuade others to try them.
They extend collaboration into their

classrooms by observing each other
and inviting others to observe them.
Fort Wm-th Independent School
District, an ethnically diverse district
of approximately 65,000 students, has
targeted through its Keystone Project,
the critical practices of colleagueship
that Little describes. This project, funded by the Sid Richardson Foundation,
trains teachers in the use of effective
instructional strategies including master learning and the writing process.
Peer coaching and collaborative learning are two elements of this training.

The staff of the Keystone Project
believe that collegiality does not just
happen, it must be nurtured and developed. Teachers can learn to share
in the planning and delivery of instruc-

tion. They can become change agents

as they work collaboratively to improve their schools.

Lab School
The Keystone Project staff offer teadiers the skills necessary for wllabora-

tion in "Lab School," a special fourweek program overlapping a regular
summer school for middle school students. Lab School participants learn
how to work together in planning and
implementing curriculum, in teaching
r.ther teachers, and in observing ,;nd
coaching each other.

A spirit of cornradery as civil as a higher level tf teaching ska
is often the reslilt of collaboration

Teachers who apply for admissic
to Lab School are sele,-ted on the basis

of a writing sample, an interview, an
actual teaching tape, and their willing-

ness to work and share with each
other. in 1984, 30 teachers participated in the first Lab School. in 1985, 18

teachers returned, and 10 new ones
were selected. Participation jumped
drastically in 1986 to include 15 re
turning participants and 43 new ones.

BY the summer of 198, Lab School
included 43 returning participants and
39 new ones. Teachers who o)mplete
the f(iur-week pn)gram are committed

to return to their schools to assume
either a formal role as a Cadre Trainer
tir an informal one as a Demonstratkin
Teacher in promoting a sums( mrtive

59

"Lab School

participants learn
how to work
together in planning
and implementing
curriculum, in
teaching other
teachers, and in
observing and
coaching each
other."
155
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schixil climate. Roth options encompass One Or more of the critical prac.
tices of colkagueship.

"Teachers' hicreased
sense of efficacy has
helped them
overcome their
isolation and open
their classrooms to
the potential of
professional
sharing."

sodes, which are 3 prerequisite to

Cadre Trainers

admittance to lab Sac l.
Once selected for the Lab School, a
Cadre Trainer chi xises a worksl-Hip
segment from the existing staff devel-

Cadre Trainers are practicing teachers

opment curriculum and prepares a

who conduct staff development sessions after school on selected week-

presentation for a variety of settings. A
trainer first makes a presentation to a

days and on Saturdays for other teach-

small grimp of peers, then to the

ers at the district or building level.
Teachers who wish to become Cadre
Trainers must first internalize the distrio's staff development curriculum by
using in their own classrooms the
strategies they will eventually present
in wiirkshops. Keystone Project staff

wtirkshop consultant, and finally in the

actual workshop setting to an audience of 30-40 people. Constructive
feedback from peers is processed at
each step. fier making a sultici,mt
number of presentations to assure internalization of the concept, the train-

determine the degree to which a er selects a new concept and begins
teacher has internalized the concepts

by assessing tapes of teaching epi-

again. BecallSe this procedure is extensive and time consuming, Cadre
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PREPARING TEACIIERS FOR COLLABORATION

aration during the school year with 30

hours of individualized follow-up
training that fix:uses on aspects of the
curriculum they did not address during Lab School. In this way the group
tinds c(mninum ground for exploration
during the next Lab School and school
year, therehy extending cipportunities

for nwmhers to support e-ach other
through discussiim of nes- instructional strategies and techniques.
DCMOOstratiOn

Teacher

1101,
Building Level

Sodding Level
**ladling of teachers
training of new teachers

demonstrating and modeling effective strategies
informally teaching peers
new strategies
supporting new teachers
sharing with new teachers
in workshops
coaching
facilitating dialogue

supporting of new teachers
is coaching
facilitating cooperative
planning

Throughout Lab School and the
schi xii year, Demonstration Teachers

plan and implement curriculum together. try new ideas, talk to others
about them, and informally teach oth-

erssetting in motion the elements
for change. Their willingness and
openness to share within their schools

is instrumental in developing a support iVe environment.

Additional Support
The roles of Cadre Trainer and Dem-

oust ratk m Teacher help diminish
teachers' feelings of isolation in other
important ways. For example, teachers

in both roles actively support new
lig. 1. Kamm. Prefect
foe Prepades Toadoers to

Wok Colliaborathviy

Trainers continue their training during the school year with at least 30
hours of released time seminars. The
role of Cadre Trainer itself ensures
that teachers engage in some of the
critical practices of ct illeagueship.
publicly talking about new ideas, per,
suading others to try them, and for-

Teacher may also tilt 'del use (if a
particular concept for an individual
teacher. After any observat U UI, fornul
or infi irnval, the Demonstration Teach

er asks for feedback and helps the

obsen cii s analyze what has been
seen. In addititni to observations, the
)12111( nist rat ion Teacher is availahle h)r

mally and informally teaching others.

collabc watii in in planning and cleyel-

Demonstration Teachers

strtiti tonal strategies.

Another opt km that prepares teachers
to facilitate cc illegiality is the more
infi wmal role (if I Vnic gist ration Teach

er Again, perst ins who select this role
must be willing to adapt the ci incepts
learned in the Lab Schisil to the levels

of their students and to share those
adaptations by allowing others to ob
serve. These observations are usually
conducted as part of some coaching
model being implemented at the
building level, but a Demi instratkin

iqiing onitem, curriculum, and in
While Cadre Trainers feel comfort
able instructing a large group, Dem( instration Teachers prefer sharing intim-!Mai( in and knowledge int.( imully as
disclisSit )11 leaders or snull-griiup fa,
cilitaitirs in orkshop settings Dem
ist rat it in Teadwrs prt wide grade-. ley

el examples and models that clarify

"Each Cadre Trainer
. is also
responsible for
maintaining contact
with new teachers in
the group. Such a
lifeline when they
really need it
establishes a 'sense
of community' for
inexperienced
teachers."

the onitent being presented and relate
it to the needs cif workshop participants. As with Cadre Trainers, Demi in-

strati( ni Teachers continue their prep.
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A
tab .Schont pcalwipanA discuss how tn Kur ?If litelYdrialny fertibrp. durtrN a coachng coto,renc,

teachers in the district,

schotil
ilegins each Year, Keystone Pr( *XI staff

schedule a Classrixim Nianagement
Workshop fiir the district's 200-3(X)
new teachers. As a result tit attending
Lib School, Cadre Trainers and Demonstration Teachers haVe learned to
share classniom matugement strategies and to facilitate these new teach
ers' smalLgroup discussions during
the worksht

Also, each Cadre Train

er or Demonstration Te.R.her is re

back at their sclukils
art: interested in establishing coaching teams.

pon IS I i le New Teacher Buddy system.

During Lk Sch( x each participant
devises a pLin that t /utlines the kinds

This training equips them with skills
basic to peer coaching---data collection, observation, and giving noneyalnative feedback----and prepares them

<if inf( irmation new teachers will need

to function in the classnxim and to
feel ".1 jun (if the faculty. New Teacher
Buddies also devekip a Yearly timeline

to schedule and coordinate peer

to offer new teachers support at criti
cal points at grading periods. before
and after vacation, at opening and

coaching. As these teachers work to
create and maintain coniradery inning
teaclwrs in a given building, school

closing of school---instead of only
once or twice a Veal*.

climate improves.
fAh Schoxil panicipants also play a

sponsible ft ir nmiluaining contact with

new teachers in the group. Such a

Coaching

lifeline when they really need it establishes a -sense of community- ft itinexperienced teachers ( Gray and

One c if the critical practices of collegi-

Gray 194S).

Antither form of nett teadier sup158

key role in implementing other mod
els of peer ci uching in the district For
example in the Group (uided lkactice
Model (Leggett et al. in press). teach,
cis attend district training that includes implementation of the steps in
planning for mastery and basic peer

alitv is observing and being observed
bv other teachers. During Lab School,
Demonstration TVA-hers and Cadre
Trainers learn to work with teachers
.

_1 f )
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PREPARING TEACHERS FOR COLLABORATION

'_if

MOM&

Mar Coaching Model (Leggett et al, in

press) in which teachers are relieved
by substitutes to attend half- or full-day

seminars conducted by Cadre Trainers. Again, Demonstration Teachers

exempl4 the strategy being dis-

-

T.sk
«

cussed These participants, who regis-

ter for the seminar as partners, are
prepared to return t6 their buildings

and coach each other on the new
strategies learned. Again, this model

extends the support of Lab School
participants to their fellow teachers by
preparing them to help each other try

out new ideas and observe and be
observed by their colleagues.

Breaking Down the Barriers
As Demonstration Teachers and Cadre
Trainers complete the Lab School pro-

gram and share their enthusiasm for
collaboration in their respective build-

ings, school climate noticeably improves. Dialogue about the planning
and delivery of instruction increases,
and teachers share instructional strate-

gies. New teachers are assimilated
more quickly, and teachers are involved in peer coaching. In short, the
Keystone Project has helped foster in
Ert Worth's teachers the practices that

are critical to collegiality, which in
turn leads to positive change. Teach-

ers' increased sense of efficacy has
helped them overcome their istilation
and open their classrooms to the potential of professional sharing.0
coaching training. At this point, teach

ers who are inwreswd in follow-up
practice in coaching can visit the class-

mom of a Demonstration Teacher
along with a more experienced coach
to practice the skills of observing,
gathering data. and delivering techni-

cal feedback. The Demonstration
Teacher, who has been prepared for
this role in Lab S. hool, can then serve
as an example of how a teacher who is
receiving technical feedback can ohuin the most from a peer conference.
In this way, small groups of teachers
learn from guided practice before se

lecting a partner and practicing in
their own classrooms.
fc)rm of support that leads
to coikhing is the Released Time Sem-
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School Renewal
as Cultural Change
When teachers in Richmond County, Georgia,
were organized into study groups to help them
learn new teaching strategies, their students'
achievement and behavior improved markedly.

nuring the past two years we
and our colleagues have de-ih....- veloped a school improvement program based on principles

cause the effects have not been uni- the reasons and to try to reorient
form, we have begun to learn what future work for more rapid across-

derived from research on:
the culture of the school and the
process of innovation,

rase more rapidly in social studies and
science than in the language arts. This

factors explain the varying degrees of

the-hoard results.

success. For example, achievement

In addition, while virtually all the
teachers learned to use the teaching

strategies to a mechanical level of
finding prompted us to inquire into competence, some reached much

the ways teachers learn new
teaching strategies,

the ways teachers transfer new
skills into the classroom, and
models of teaching and teaching
skills.

Our design restructured the workplaceorganizing teachers into collegial study groups, providing regular
training on teaching, and inducing faculties to set goals for school improvement and strive to achieve them.

We can now begin to report the
degree of change that occurred and
the lessons we learned in the process.

Some of the effects have been dramatic. For example, in one middle
school only 30 percent of the students
reached promotion standards the year
before the program began. That number rose to 72 percent during the first

year of the program and 94 percent
during the second year. However, be160

Under the guidance of their teacher, Lisa Anna, 4th grade .siudents um* cooper:tritely on an
inductive thinking lesson
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SCHOOL RENEWAL AS CULTURAL CHANGE

changes that hardly call for radical
rhetoric. For many of the teachers
and administrators, however, these

higher levels of skill, and these differences wern reflected in the achievement of their students. On portions of

the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, the
median students of teachers who
reached the higher levels of skill fell
between the 85th and 90th percentiles
of the students whose teachers
reached 'y mechanical levels of use.
This finuing led us to search for ways
to improve training to ensure that all
teachers reach the level of skill that
will provide their students with expert
instruction.

In this first report of our work, we
describe the shape of the project, its
results in the three schools involved
from the beginning, and the first steps
in our search to refine and improve
our procedures.

changes required difficult adaptations

Our training
paradigm brought
teachers and
administrators
together in study
groups committed
to implementing
instructional
changes.

in patterns of behavior and ways of
thinking.

workday of teachers.
We subscribe to Fullan's (1982) thesis that it is the bond of shared understandings and common language that

sustains innovations and reduces the
stress of change. Also, we designed
our training around the theory-demonstration-practice-coaching paradigm

that has been found to bring about
high levels of skill and implementation (Joyce and Showers 1987). We
used a "peer-coach i ng" process: t he
teachers were organized into study
groups and the faculties into problem-

solving groups. The content of our
training has focused on teaching strategies that increase students' learning

by affecting their aptitude to learn
'Joyce and Weil 1986).

We intended that the development
of shared understandings would develop vertical and horizontal social
reducing
thereby
cohesiveness,
administrator-teacher dMsions while
increasing cooperation between classrooms and teams of teachers. Our
training paradigm was intended (a) to
enable teachers to develop high levels
of skill in the content of the program,
and (b) to bring teachers and admin-

these

about problems that must be solved
during the period of chang:.!.

Context and Planning

We implemented our program in
Richmond County, Georgia, where 50
schools and 1,800 teachers serve

33,000 students. The school district
selves the city of Augusta and the
surrounding county, with a combined
population of about 200,000 people.
The principal industries of the region

are chemical processing, pulp processing, textile manufacturing, metal-

working, brick and clay manufacturing, and food processing. The

We adopted an organic approach to

bring the study of research-based
teaching strategies into the regular

negotiating

changes, we have learned much

An Organic Approach

school renewal, restructuring the
workplace and introducing training to

In

istrators together in study groups com-

mitted to implementing instructional
changes and achieving goals for
school improvement. Another effect of
the study groups was to contribute to

major employers are Fort Gordon, the
Medical College of Georgia, and the
Savannah River Plant located in neigh-

boring South Carolina. Many of the
students in the districz are economifaculty cohesiveness and, thus, to re- cally disadvantaged. In the three participating schools, over two-thirds of
duce isolation.
The models of teaching we selected
had a research history indicating that

they could bring about fairly rapid
improvement in student learning. The

initial models included cooperative
learning, mnemonics, concept attainment, inductive reasoning, and synectics. The teachers studied how to organize classrtioms into study teams, how
to use link words w assist memorization, how to classify information into
categories, learn concepts, build and
test hypotheses, and use analogies to
reconceptualize problems and generate solutions to them. All of these

models addressed student learning
problems characteristic of the schools

involved in the initial phases of the
project.

These planned changes

in

the

workplace are easy to describe and,
on the surface, easy to implement.
Organizing staffs into study groups,
providing regular training in models
of teaching, and making concerted
efforts to achieve specific goals are

165

the students
meals.

received

subsidized

Low student achievement had long
frustrated many of the schools in the
district. Despite Chapter One and spe
cial education programs, a variety ot
programs for at-risk students, regular
revision and upgrading of curriculum

and instructional materials, and 14
years of staff development, many students remained in academic difficulty.
In the middle school mentioned

above, half of the students were receiving attention from special programs, yet 70 percent of the student
body was achieving below the levels
set by the state and district for promotion on merit.
We began our planning in January
1987 with intensive seminars for cabinet level staff. By March, district administrators had decided on the general dimensions of the prole( During

the first two years, the cc, s iltants
(Joyce and Showers) would
most of the training, hut a

wide

-e of
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The development of
the district cadre
symbolized the
intent to make
permanent changes
in the workplace.

the first three phases. We asked principals to poll their staffs to determine
interest in summer training and a
clasely monitored implementation effort throughout the academic year. We
application if faculty interest was high.

The training, practice, organization of
study groups, development of shortrun school goals, and initial classroom
use of the teaching strategies occurred
more or less as planned.
Learning to work together. Partici-

The first year, 12 of the 13 schools

pants planned le ,sons they would

asked principals to submit letters of
invited to participate submitted applications. The superintendent's cabinet
and the department directors selected

teach, then shared their plansand
their skepticism about whether the

for phase two. Each faculty member ir
these schools had made a written
mitment to:
attend summer training,
practice the new teaching ,:rate-

learning.

plans were practical. The models of
one middle school and two elemen- teaching were new to almost all the
tary schools for phase one and one teachers and their students; they rehigh school and three middle schools quired substantial amounts of new

gies with peers regularly througl:

teachers and administrators would be
trained to offer service to other Leachers and administrators-4o bring other
schools into the project on a regular
basis in the future.

scheduled

al !. a practiced the strategies in classto, ms, as did counselors and supervi'4,' .i. Some study groups were comfortable planning and sharing, while

others were anxious. New teachers

larly throughout the 1987-1988 aca-

The success of the study groups

detnic year,
work with peer study groups dur-

depended on the leadership of teachers. Because leadership was uneven

hired at the last minute had to be
integrated into the process.

ing the academic year in planning
lessons and visiting one another in

Our efforts during the first year design of lessons for the fall, and the
(phase one) concentrated on three organization of study groups. We
schools and the initial preparation of asked all participants to practice the

the cadre. During the second year teaching strategies no less than 30
(phase two), we added four more times apiece during September and
October and to strive to incorporate
other schools during the following them into their active repertoires by
year During the third year, two more the end of October. The study groups
entire faculties will be added; and were to meet weekly; between meetteams from 10 other schools will be- ings, members were to visit one angin training to become leaders of the other in their cla.ssrooms to study the
process in their schools. The cadre children's responses to the teaching
provides follow-up training through- strategies and plan to teach the stuout the school year, for study teams dents to respond more powerfully.
schools and prepared the cadre to add
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Administrators

tinw for study groups to meet; they

the summer and share plans for implementation during the fall,
employ the new strategies regu-

classrooms,
participate in regular training acThe development of the district cadre tivities during the school year,
make videotapes of their teaching
was critical to the project and to the
relationship between the district and the on a regular basis,
participate in a similar program
consultants; it symbolized the intent to
make permanent changes in the work- in the summer of 1988 and during the
place. It made concrete the need for 1988-89 school year.
The summer programs included
district personnel to possess the expertise of the consultants and to take over two weeks of intensive training, folthe functions of the consultants.
lowed by six weeks of practice and

cannot be left to maintain themselves.
Regular training will become embedded in the workplace.
Schools competed to participate in

Initiation and Initial Response

Our intent was to involve the faculties
immediately in collective action that

would have rapid effects on student
learning.

16f;

We asked all
participants to

practice the teaching
strategies no less
than 30 times apiece
during September
and October.

SC1RX)L RENEWAL AS CULTURAL CHANGE

ioly, they had designed courses and

some groups had several energetic

leaders while others had nonewe
reorganized the groups several times
to distribute initiative throughout the
schools. At the end of the second year,
the study groups still depended on the
leadership of a relatively small number of teachers and the stimulation of

the cadre to help them learn new
teaching techniques.
We asked the study groups to concentrate on teaching their students

how to respond to the models of
teaching they were learning. They had

been told that, although the students

Changing the
workplace climate to
one of cooperative
study and decision
making was a
complex process
marked by uneven
progress.

might respond immediately to the
new cognitive and social tasks presented by those models, it would take

about 20 practices before students
would become really proficient. The
initial goal for student skill would be

attained when a trainer could enter
the classnxmi, announce the model to

be used in a lesson, and students

Throughout the project, we have collected information about changes in
the workplace, the implementation of
the models of teaching, and effects on
students. Our analysis of this information guides the reshaping of the training and the orientation of new schools
and provides estimates of the extent to
which the goals are being achieved.
Now we will discuss the general picture for the phase one schools.
The workplace. Changing the work-

ress (as described by Sudderth 1989,

dress the needs we saw. With the
suppmive relationship among the
staff development director, consultants, and the principals of the schools,
problems could be identified and approached.
Progress. By stages, the new teaching strategies became familiar and the

Black 1989). All three schools showed

the individualistic organi7ation that
Lorlie considered typical of American
schools (Lortie 1975), and two of them

had histories of very high staff turnover (about one-third annually), typi-

cal of schools with reputations for
being troubled. Few teachers sought

study groups learned to function to-

the leadership of other teachers

gether. By the beginning of the second
year, the o seration in the phase one

dassnxmis. For these faculties,

schools was relatively smooth. Each
tivity and the positive responses of faculty had a kw members who still
their students. Some were anxious as hoped the project would go away, but
they altered their familiar classnxim teacher leadership within the faculties
routines; they worried because they was dominant in maintaining and excould riot predict how their students tundil ig the study groups and practici:
The cadre. During the winter and
would respond until both they and
spring
of 1988, We selected candidates
their students had experience with the
for
the
cadre. The candidates, who
new pmcedures.

intervals during the first and second
years we provided regular assistance
to the faculties, derived from our observations of the staff. Through direct
observation and the examination of
videotapes, we gathered information

were teachers and administrators from
throughout the district, submitted applications Ind videotapes of classn xnn
teaching to demonstrate their competence with the models of teaching they
had practiced.
Cadre training included assisting

demonstrations and practicums to ad-

the phase two schools. By the end of

Academic year training At six-week

Formative Evaluation

study and decision making was a complex process marked by uneven prog-

ably. The go-al for teachers was to
bring students to that level of profigroups gradually learned to track student progress and design ways of accelerating learning.
As we had hoped, there were immediate and positive effects on students.
Especially visible was the reduction in
disciplinary referrals. Many teachers
reported that their students liked the
new teaching strategies and that classroom mar igement was easier. Some
of the teachers became very excited
about the increase in cooperative ac-

teaching.

place climate to one of cooperative

could respond efficiently and comfortciency as rapidly as possible. The study

workshops to be offered at the district
level ;luring the 1988-89 school year.
Th1, also provided assistance to phase
one and two study teams, prepared
trainiog materials, developed videotaped demonstrations of teaching, and
studied research on training and

about implementation and devised with the introductory worksh()s fin-
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most were oriented toward their men
creasing collegial
quite an innovation.

interaction

inwas

After a few weeks, some teachers
emerged as the leaders in the transfer
process. They developed "executive
control" over the models and applitql
them appropriately in their teaching
and learned to share lessons and demonstrate for their peers. They also instigated concerted efforts to teach the

students to respond to the models
Some who developed executive control eschewed leadership, however,
wishing to avoid conflict with resistant

colleagues. By the end of two years,

the number of teacher/leaders who
have emerged is just enough to keep
the study groups going; and the teach163
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erfleaders need continual assistance

capitalize more fully on the colkgial

from the cadre.
Schoolwide objectives for teaching
the students to respond to the models
of teaching were very important. For
example, administrators led the teachers in establishing "cooperative learn-

settings.

ing days," "writing days," "number
facts days," and other schoolwide efforts. Although administrators' teach-

ing skill and experience played an
important role, more important was
their "cheerleading" function and

their willingness to "carry the flag"
prominently.
Schoolwide objectives for improv-

ing the social climate of the schools
were established only with difficulty,
althougn two schools have made great

progress. In both cases the schools

The extent of change in the work-

Implementation of the
Teaching Models

place has affected the degree of imple-

The administrators observed their
teachers on a regular basis and col-

mentation by individuals. The con-

lected records of their use of the

certed implementations that occurred
when building administrators generated "whole-school" goals became enthusiastic collaborations as faculties
generated mnemonics to be employed
throughout the school, or gave concentrated energy to "metrics," or otherwise worked together. Concerted efforts helped teachers learn that they
can be effective as a faculty. However,
unified efforts continue to be a func-

teaching strategies. Predictably, use of
the models of teaching varied widely,

tion of the active leadership of the
building administrators and !cad
teachers. Only by being very active can
they maintain collective activity.

from tentative and minimal use to
regular and appropriate use. Administrators reported extensive use by
about three-fourths of the faculty
members, with moderate use by most

of the others. From each school six
teachers were selected randomly and
observed and interviewed regularly

throughout the year to determine
quality of use (see Showers 1989), The
18 teachers were also videotaped near

the end of the school year, and we
analyzed those tam; to determine the

had relied heavily on quasi-legal methods of control, chiefly suspensions. In

level of skill they had achieved.

one elementary school, there were

groilp format were designed to ensure

nearly 200 incidents of suspension per
year (in a student population of about
550). When disciplinary referrals txgan to drop, apparently as a result of
students' increased involvement in
learning, the buikiing administrators
seized the opportunity to induce the

would reach a mechanical level of use
of at least two of the teaching strategies by the end of the first year. This
goal was achieved during the first year.
About one-third of the teachers developed a high level of skill in using three

staff to reflect on the dynamics of
management and the relationship between instruction and classroom control. Consequently, the staff worked

hard to use instruction as the major
mechanism of control and, during the

second year of the project, only six
students were suspended. The school
had moved from massive reliance on
suspension to minimal use, in extreme
cases only. Nearly 1,000 days of lost

instructional time were thus recovered, and management became a
much less obtrusive feature of the
school. The middle school had a sim
ilar problem and, although it still uses
an in-house suspension program, outof-school suspensions have dropped
from about 150 per semester (again in
a population of about 550 students) to
about 35.
The faculties are still individualistic
in many ways but show their increasing willingness to attack common
problems. The sei vices of proces !

oriented consultants would perhaps
be timely, to enable the faculties io

The training and use of the study

that 75-90 !iercent of the teachers

Although
administrators'
teaching skill and
experience played
an important role,
more important was
their willingness to
"carry the flag"
prominently.

or four models of teaching. Another

third learned to use at least two of
them with a satisfactory level of competence. About half of the remainder
were able to use one or more of them
to a m.,:chanical but not fluid level.

During the second year, the phase
one teachers have continued to develop and consolidate skills. They are
much more comfortable with the addition of new models but continue to
struggle with new skills until they have

practiced them about 20 times. The

study groups and the use of peer
coaching continue to be important as

new models are introduced. More
than 50 videotapes have been made to

demonstrate aspects of the teaching
strategies where the teachers have had
difficulty. These, together with dozens
of "live" demonstrations, have helped
greatly, but the road to executive control is a rocky one for many of the
teachers. Because the reading and lan-

guage curriculums of the district are
tightly prescribed, most "legitimate"
use of the models of teaching has been
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Disciplinary
referrals began to
drop, apparently aS
a result of students'
increased
involvement in
learning.

administered to the 5th grade students
at the end of the second year. The

achievement of the classes whose
teachers had reached executive con .

mil was comiwed with the dasses
whose teachers used them mechanically (and, thus, generally less than
they could be used appropriately).

When the rwo distributions arc
ciimpared, the median student in the
"executive control" classes is between

the 85th and 9t)th percentiles of the
"mechanical use- classes. Compared
to national norms, the median student
of the "executive control" classes was
at the -oth percentile, compared to the

ith percentile for the "mechanical
use" classes. At the time the tests were

given, the median grade-equivalent
score for the national sample was 5.8.
The median grade-equivalent scores

for the "executive control" classes
in the st )(rat st tidies, mat heniant.s. and.

in the middle schoc il, the st tem.'es In

these turtituluin areas the opp(mtl.
wry for use has been greatest, there-

range frown 0.5 to 7.9, or from 0.7 to 2 1

abt we the national median. For the
"mechanical use" classes, the range
was from 5.0 to (1. The distributions

of the extreme classes bards overlap
Figure 1 depicts the comparison between the "exel'utive control" and
"mechanical use (lasses in graileequivalent terms
The message is clear Skillful implementation of these research-based
teaching strategies c an have a substan-

tial impact on student achievement
However. to reach their full po )tential.
these ni(Klels MUM be used with eonsideraNe skill and frequenes The
"mechanical Use- dasyNCS are ii(11
achieving badly in niwmative terms
in fart they art- alwe average for
SCIH x115 equivalent in st Xi( ter( Mornit

Statushut their students cinild have
learned much fru ire Thus, we need to
find ways of increasing the unliact

training We have nuns- clues about
how to achieve this, panicularlv for
providing more explicit training for
those teachers who require it, some of
inn previous researt h oi) the relx k tn

ship between conceptUal lc\ ci ot
teachers and need Nil- slillet Lire in

f)re. we understand the impact on
studetit achleVerrient that WC 11:1VC
ti Rind there

flig. I. Campoisomi abotamostrer
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Student Learning

sod "Mesilenical Use"
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Our study of student teaming has hact
two obtetuves: I) to learn wit :ther
differences in teacher skill in using the
new stritegies Is ass( x ututi

ith student

learning: and (2) to learn wht-ther Our
effort narrowed the gap Imween students from Ix kir families and their
wealthier o iunterpans
The c kart's! test of the first questit
was in the elementary sehi)ols where.
in self-contained t lassrooin,,, individual teachers have illStrUe1101131 resIX)11--

sibilitv tor curriculu:n ;ireas other than

reading. To determine whether Inv

differem es in achievement were a

function of deveh Ted ;tbility to learn,
IA c used reading level as an indicator

general competence We tompared

the cusses of the teachers who had
reached exec utive «Him)! with those
of the teaclters who perf()rmed al the
mechanic at testi. with respect It) reading level We found them to be about
equal in both mean and range
The sck lal studies tests twin the
Iowa Tests of lia.sit Stull!, batters was

.6464terdi twiralasb
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Now most of these
students will not
be wiped out in
the economic
marketplace, as
appeared to be
their destiny.

dents, who had been exposed to the

mean was 7.3 for social studies, still

program for two years, had gained on
their wealthier counterparts.
The analysis, which compared 6th
and 8th grade students, dealt with our
question about whether the students
had nonetheless continued to fall behind -middle class" students. It confirms our impression that the majority
of the students are now making -normal' progress.
The social studies scores of the 6th
grade students indicate that, through

below the national average but six

the first six ,ears of their schooling,
the average student had been achiev-

support above-average achievement.
Given the educational history of the
school, it is quite an accomplishment
for it to become a place where average
achievement is now normal. Much remains to be done, of course, especially
to increase the executive level use of

ing the equivalent of about seven
months of growth for each year in
school (10 months of growth being, by
definition, the average for the national
sample). The mean score on the social
studies test for the 6th grade was 1.5
grade equivalents below the national
mean k S.3 compared with 6.8 for the
national sample). If the students continued at that rate of growth, we would
expect that in the 8th grade the mean
wouki be 6.- However, the 8th grade

months higher than their past rate of
growth had been (see fig, 2).
Their probable rate of growth was
about average for the national sample.
The mean grade equivalent was 7.5 for
science and 7.7 for mathematics. In the
6th grade, only five 6th grade students
scored as high as 7.0. By contrast, 13

8th grade students scored 10.0 or
higher, indicating that the school had

become an environment that would

the teaching models and to drive
toward equality in overall achievement. However, if the current levels of
achievement can be sustained, most of
these students will not be wiped out in

the economic marketplace. as appeared to be their destiny before the

training will be useful here Orb ce et
al 1981,

The lx.st answer to cult second
questpm---whether we narrowed the
achievement gap between the children of the poor and their economically advantaged couruerpartslav in
the study of the middle sch xii, The
promotion rate fin" the scluml rose

from 30 percent before the protect
began to -0 percent at the end of the
first year and 9.1 percent at the end of
the second %ear, using the same standards for promotion. The magnitude
of the increase certainly Mdicates that
student learning is on the rise
Because the schcxil district administrative s.'t aid. reportedly, members
of the lx iard of education place more

credence in -standard tests- than on
local tests and teacher judgment of
achievement, the district's staff devel-

cpment unit administered the 1TBS
battery in science, scicial studies, math-

ematics, and one language test at the
end of the succinct Year to attempt to
confirm the standards used for promotion in normative terms. This testing
also imwkicd us with the opportunity
to explore whether the 8th grade stu100

Fig. 2. Prodided awl Ackeil Atilieveaut

Nile Weed 110140.111101.
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SCHOOL RENEWAL AS CULTURAL CHANGE
a

program was initiated. Moreover, i
the students can increase their learning rates as much as they appear to
have done, there is no good reason
why they cannot be helped to increase
them still further.

From Anxiety to Pleasure

This project relies on staff development to reorganize the workplace and
help teachers learn teaching strategies.
Hence, it is different from a curriculum
or technologicml innovation where 3
new program of study or learning device is "put into place" and its effects are
studied. In our project, as appropriate
implementation is achieved, effects are
expected to be gradual but eventually
large. The district has been able to bring
about large changes in the workplace,

quite rapidlyfar more so than conventional wisdom would predict.

Collective action
does have effect,
albeit gradual,
provided the
workplace is
changed to make
cooperative behavior

the norm.

many of the teachers have reached a

improving student learning arc not
intractable, but success by peers has
little apparent effect on it. The practice

of collective action does have effect,
albeit gradual, provided the workplace
is changed to make cooperative behavior the norm.

We do not believe that success in
improving student learning will sustain the collaborative activity. Success
makes it easier to reiterate !h,. purpose for changing the workplat !, but
the schools will surely return to their
previous states fairly rapidly unless
they are well tended. Also, success in

some schools does not inspire most
teachers in other schools. The most

are learning from one another and are
welcoming the fruits of research into

their repertoires. It is a pleasure to
watch their transition from anxiety to

Referenas

unfamiliar strategies until

faculties as a whole are making concerted efforts to advance student
achievement in specific areas. The students are learning more, and social control is more a function of instruction
than of coercion.
The phase two schools are in about
the same developmental stage as were
the phase one schools a ymr ago, with
uneven implementation and a great
deal of skepticism on the part of many
teachers. The pessimistic attitudes of
many teachers about the possibility of

is becoming an effect of instruction
rather than "management." Teachers

colleagues.0

splendid. The phase one teachers have
good level of skill with them, The study
groups are functioning, and the school

and, just as important, know they have
earned that promotion. Social control

pleasure in the company of their

and the cadre development has been
practiced

In the few schools we have been
discussing, hundreds of students are
daily experiencing success and can
expect promotion rather than fail=

active resistors fight the cadre as actively as they fight consultants from

outside the districtand the cadre
have less experience in dealing with
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resistance.

However, the changed organism

offers many satisfactionsand the

concerted schoolwide efforts are rewariing to those teachers who experience the power of working together
and the real and immediate effects on
the students. Better-planned lessons
are more satisfying to teach, and borrowing the ideas and materials of
others becomes a pleasurable source
of success.
The collegial setting is least satisfying to the least-prepared teachers,

whose shal y bold on subject matter
and uninspired teaching is unmasked
in the collegial environment. This is
necessary hut sad; and it takes a long
time to remedy, for the least competent teachers learn both subject matter
and teaching practices more slowly

than do the others. It is natural that
they would want to hide in their classrooms. Nevertheless, the charisma of

the most inspired teachers should

dominate the environment. Where it
does, the learning climate can change

Plains, N.Y.: Longman, Inc.
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Expandhig the
Leadership Team
The recent shift in dialogue about reform calls
for reshaping the role of teachers to give them
greater autonomy, responsibility, and status.

Although it has been more than

four years since the country
was shocked by a report declar-

ing the "nation at risk," the pressure
for educational reform has continued
unabated. Recently, however, a shift in

the discussion has become evident.
Where earlier reports stressed adding
courses, changing requirements, and
rethinking curriculum and instruction
(particularly in the high school), cur-

rent reports focus on the teaching
force itself. This "second wave of re-

fOrin" raises issues of fundamental
change in the way teachers are prepared, inducted into teaching, and involved in leadership and decision

making at the school level. Affecting
111.' very structure of schools them-

selves, teadwrs are asNurning new
roles with far more discretion, autonomy, and responsibility than they have
ever had before.
Perhaps the most influential reports
are those of the Holmes Group (1986)
and the Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as a Profession ( 1986). The former
raises the necessity for reforming
teacher preparation, restru k. luring the
teaching force, and developing profes-

OPIkeir
Teather leaders promie potent modetc ciperyreisioruilisin trs (gi/er ttraik uhoz they .1hisn'
eAPETILW on a coma/sal:re ba,s,t,s
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sional schools; the latter focuses on
the role of "lead teachers," who work
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collaboratively with colleagues and
principals at the local school level.
These reports have moved discussion

of the reform movement in a new
direction, indicating, among other
things, that people in higher education
are trying to understand the implica-

tions of these reforms for their own
institutions as well as for the field

when, in urban districts, "minorities"
are becoming the maiority of studenti,
very few "minority" students are going
into teaching.)
Teaching has historically been a female occupation, but the women who
were always there are not there anymore. The last two decades have seen

sent lack of control over their work.

education. Better working conditions,
higher status positions, greater recognition, higher salaries, greater autonomy, and more control over working

government and private agencies to
respond to these changes. For nuny
teachers, the social and economic

This bureaucratization, mated with pa-

ternalism, continues to keep women
in subordinate positions ( Schlechty
1987). Experienced teachers, the very
ones needed to help in the development of new teachers, are leaving the
profession in increasing numbers.
In addition, teachers are hearing the

more and more younger women
(Sohis 1987). It is also of great signifi- move into what were traditionally brunt of changing family structures
cance that, perhaps for the first time, male occupations, with fewer entering and the unwillingness or inability of
teachers themselves are being asked
their views (Cohn et al. n.d.). We are
lust beginning to get reports on what
some of the new roles look like, what

the changed relationships are, and
what organizational arrangements appear necessary to complement these

changes (Lieberman et al. in press,
Little in press, Rosenholtz in press).
What has caused this shift of atten-

tion from more courses, testing, and
monitoring systems to restructuring

conditions have attracted women to
other fields of endeavor. In contrast,
those women remaining in schools
have seen their own workplaces become even more bureaucratized. They
are increasingly feeling the absence of
support, inadequate facilities and resources, low status, and the ewer-pre-

schools and the roles of teachers?
What are school districts doing be-

mas are surfacing as a result of

expanding the leadership team in
schools? Answering these questions
will, we hope, move the discussion

along so that we can better understand
the leap that we must make if we are to

go from report to action, from the
theoretical possibility to the actual
process.

Changing Conditions of
Teachers and Teaching

Growing teacher shortages in many
areas of the country have helped to
cause the shift in discussion about
reform to a fix:us on restructuring the

roles of teachers (Wise et al. 1987,
Theohald 1987). The reasons for the

"Working in
collaborative
situations exposes
teachers to new
ideas, to working
on problems
collectively, and to
learning from the
very people who

understand the
complexity of their

work besttheir

own colleagues."

teacher deficit are complex, including
political, social, and economic trends.
As teachers hired during the '50s ap-

students, manifested by apathy on one

hand and lack of respea on the other
(Cohn et al. n.d. ).

Meanwhile, business groups have

begun to issue reports calling for
many of the same kinds of changes
recommended hy educators (Commit.
tee t'or Economic Development 198).
Voicing their desire to improve educa-

workforce later, busines.s groups are
promoting changes that go beyond the
holding of higher expectations or adding more courses to the redefining of
how the work itself get.s accomplished.

What we see, then, is the coming
together of important and disparate
s()cial and political forces with a corn
mon interest in reforming the nation's
schools: governors making et iucation
the number one priority in their states;
universities calling fOr massive reform

of teacher preparation in their own
instituti(ms; business concerned with
reform because of the need fi ir bettereducated workers; and teacher associations recognizing that they must pkiy
a significant role in restructuring and
profussionalizing teaching if they are
to influence the direction of change
This is an unprecedented. if uncoordi
nated, coalition of forces calling for
structural reforms.

Changes Occurring
in the Schools

proach retirement, there is concern
that there will be fewer competent and

The reports keep coming, and there is
no question that the rhetoric cif

talented teachers to replace them
(Darling-Hammond 1984). In some ar-

easfor example, New York Citythe
crisis is already here (Warren 1986).
(It is important to note that at a time

through the attitudes of parents and

tion now to provide an educated

cause of it? What tensions and dilem-

changes in the roles and relationships
of teachers and principals? What are
we learning about the possibilities of

changes in our society are sharply felt

struouring schools- is catching on.

Changes are appearing in varied
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"As teachers

and principals
renegotiate the
terms of their work,
creating these new
roles and structures
will undoubtedly
produce conflicts
over turf, rewards,
and responsibilities.
No movement grows
without this kind of
struggle for a
redefinition of
rights and
responsibilities."

example, in its most advanced form,
shifts control of the money from the
district office to the school. Parents,
teachers, administrators, and students
form a planning group to decide the
emphasis for schoolwide goals, the
needs for professional development,
and the general means for running the
school. Some districts provide devel-

The New York City Teacher Center
Consortium, functioning for over eight

opment activities *a help people at the
school make such kfcisions. In South
Bend, Indiana, they are replacing retiring district-level content specialists
with teacher speciahsts.

peers, affbrd leadership in a variety of
content areas, and help create a positive climate in extremely difficult environments. By observing how they ac-

Teacher centers, now in their second or third iteration, have reap-

produced materials that ean be used

roles of these teacher leaders, we
found that they provide powerful
rnmiels of professionalism for their

tually work in schools, we have

peared as a strong vehicle both for

hy others in similar situations (Saxl et
al, in preparatio
We found that a

pn. ifessionalizMg the staff and working

teacher in an expanded leadership

with new teachors. Teachers with specific expertise a: e now participating in
a variety of leadership roles. For example, in a district in Washington, teachers provide professional dewlopment

for other teachers in their specific
subtect area: arter two years they are
replaced by other subiect matter specialists an.1 return to their classrooms.

Sonie schools are experimenting
with flextime. In one situation, when
husband and wife, both outstanding
teachers, decided to quit teaching, the
district asked them to share one position: now one works in the morning,
the other in the afternoon.
In California, a statewide prtigram
funding mentor teachers is expanding
the role of teacher to mean not only

teaching students but teaching colleagues as well. They teach children
part I inle and work part-time with oth

er teachers. The powerful appeal 0
this option is that teachers receive
rec( Nniti( m fin. the help they give their

peers while gaining important learn
logs fiir themselves

Even the un-

touchable dement -timeis being
new itiatcd.
In Maine,

principal and his staff are
restructuring their schoi )1 They have
"broken the hack of the schedule- and
plan to group 80 students with teachfOr the equivalent of pv, 'Lis a

dm students will spend the rest 0
their time in electives in the related
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years under the leadership of Myrna
Cooper, is perhaps the most fully devekTed model of teacher leadership
(Miles et al, in press). In studying the

role becomes involved in a compre-

hensive series of actions, which
include:

building trust and rapport

making

an

organizational

diagnosis

building skill and confidence in
others
using resources
dealing with the change process
managing the work

Inherent in each of these "skill dusters- are strategies teacher leaders use

to build structures for collaborative
work with their peers. Finding ways to

crete structures for teachers to work
together, to focus on the problems of
their school, to enhance their reper-

toires of teaching strategiesall are

part of the work of teachers who work
with other teachers.
Another subject for study has been
the development cif collegial relations

in schools, both what they look like
and how to create them. Rosenholtz
( in press) fimnd differences between
"collaborative- settings and "isolatedones. In schools characterized by collaborative relationships, teachers seek
each other out for help: and principals
support the idea that any problem of
any teacher can be worked on collectively Teachers in collaborative settings assist colleagues who need help;
in isolated settings, teachers feel that

arts. Teachers will spend the remainder (4 their dav in preparation. team

they must learn everything on their

plaiming. and staff develkipment.

inward. they have little access to
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own. Because "isolated- teachers turn
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knowledge of alternative ways of teachers and their major source of
working and little peer mipport for try- rewardstheir students. However,
ing to gain or apply such knowledge.
In her landmark study, Judith Warren Little (1986) documents the process by which norms of collegiahty and

experimentation were built in some
schools. She describes the collaborative arrangements that developed as

teachers worked together toward
common goals. In time allotted during
the school day, shared work on curriculum units made possible the growth

of teachers who developed the skills

necessary to carry out their plans.
Teachers had time to discuss the details of their work with each other and,

in so doing, fashioned new ways of
working together. Principals in these

schools helped by providing resources and support,
Expanding the leadership team in
schools, then, means not just creating
a few new roles or giving the principal
some help, hut finding new ways of
organizing schools to create an open,
collaborative mode of work to replace
teacher isolation. Such change do not
come easily.

working in collaborative situations expi ises teachers to new ideas, to working On problems collet-tively, and to

learning from the very people who
undersund the compiexity of their
work besttheir Own colleagues.
Another source of tension exists be-

cause principals and teachers often
work in a parent-child relation.ship
rather than as peers. As in any large
family, some children make it, some
children rebel, and some continue to
respond dutifully to being told what to
do, rarents, like principals, differ too.

Some control inappropriately, even
when their "kids" are 35 years old.
Some parents let go and even learn
from their children as everyone in the
fainily grows up together; others hold
tightly to some things and are laissez-

faire with others The analogy ends
when we realize that, even as relation-

ships change over time, parents will
always be parents. It is possible, however, to conceive of principals and

teachers moving away from the parent-child relatiot.ship to a far more
collabcirative, shared view in which
principals and teachers can all be leaders in the school.

The past decade has exacerbated

Tensions in Creating Teacher
Leadership Roles

the growth of adversarial relationships
among all levels of the school conmm-

responsibilities of school people will
stir up and disturb some deeply root

one's rights and privikges, although
historically an efk:ctive vehicle for

ed beliefs, not because current ar-

building the very collaborative struc
tures needed to support teacher lead-

vision and courage to break clear of
these beliefs and engage states and
local communities in changing the

organizational arrangements must be

edgeahle) has long been held by
teachers. Part of the norm is that teach
ers must spend all their time with
students in classrooms. A major source
of tension, then. comes from the. contlict of values in teachers themselves

They do not trust the intervention of

other adults ( including their own
peers), who may come between the

e

profoundly
Rol provide greater
recognition and

status for teachers,
who have suffered
too long from
mythological and
oversimplified
definitions of their
work; . . . [to]
reshape teaching as
an occupation to
encourage young
people to become
teachers and more
experienced
teachers to share
eir expertisv.

change, now stands in the way of

rangements are effective, hut because
-that is the way things are.- It will take

way schools are organized.
The -egaliurian ethic- ( that a teacher is a teacher no matter how experienced, fumy effective, or how knowl-

we may
indeed have a real
opportunity to
change the teaching
profession
44

ership. Somehow, a new dialogue
must take place; and a new set of
created so that all members of the
schiml community can be involved in
building a collaborative culture. But
those involved in such creations must

realize that time, perseverance, and
courage will be needed to work ou
these new forms.
Most of us who work in organizatic HIS know that ii is easier to do things
by ourselves than to work with others.
Still, if we are. to institutionalize new
leadership roles for teachers and build
a healthier organization for the adults
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as well as the students, we must learn
to take collective responsibility. This
will cause tension, too, as it will inevitably make necessary new forms, new
time arrangements, and new ways of
mrrying out the work. The process of
organizational change is not well understood by mast of us, and learning
to do things differently is not comfortable for any of us. Although we read
articles about this process (and write
them too), threat, discomfort, and un-

easiness are not conditions that we
happily accept. As teachers and princi-

pals renegotiate the terms of their
work, creating these new roles and
structures will undoubtedly produce
conflicts over turf, rewards, and responsibilities. No movement grows
without this kind of struggle for a
redefinition of rights and responsibil-

itiesnor will this one.

Possibilities for a
Restructured Profession
From the early descriptions of attempts to provide new, expanded
roles for teachers, we see that we may

indeed have a real opportunity to
change the teaching profession in profound ways. The possibilities include:

building colleagueship among
teachers who have long been isolated

from one another so they can share

The I I I ilmes Group Tom; irtow 'S Teachers, A Rept in if the I it limes Gn tUp

Lansing. Mich The I lolmes Group. Inc

"As better working
conditions increase
teacher satisfaction,
education will
compete more
favorably as a career
choice with other
professions."

building a professional culture in
the schools that will broaden the way
they function and enable them to become more sensitive to the communities they serve.
Reform movements are born out of
crisis. The so-called second wave of
reform in education is no exception.
We now have a real (Tportunity to do
more than tinker with a few courses or
follow another short-term fad. We
have the potential to Clange the struc-

ture of the school itself and, in so

doing, the nature of American

common problems and collective education.0

solutkms;
providing greater recognition and
status for teachers, who have suffered
too long from mythological and oversimplified definitions of their work;

enlarging the reward structure to
allow for choice, renewal, and opportunities to grow and learnfor teachers as well as students;
building a school structure that
permits autonomy, flexibility, and responsibility, and pc wides resources
for teaching and lea ning;
reshaping teaching as an occupa-

tion to encourage young people to
become teachers and more experienced teachers
tise. (As better wt.

hare their exper-

, conditions in-

crease teacher sansiaction, education
will compete more favorably as a career choice with other professions),
and
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Synthesis of Research on
School-Based Management
Although school-based management has a
chameleon-like appearance, we can learn about
it by listening to practitioner testimony and by
examining the research on relevant topics such as
school improvement and organizational change.

School-Based Management
front-page headlines with its sch(x)1 improvement to corporate in- Today
pil(it Scluxil-Based Manage- novation bear directly on school- In the 1960s and 1970s, certain forms

Dade County, Florida, has made

vant research. Topics ranging from

ment/Shared Decisifin Making Pro-

based management. Their relevance

gram. The Montgomery County School

Board in Maryland has appmved a
similar plan for spring 1989 In Baton
!kluge, Louisiana, sctuiol-based management is coupled with parental
choice as part of an unusual desegregation strategy Santa Fe, New Mexico,
is implementing scluxil-based management with teacher-led sch( xil improvement teams. The list goes on.
-School-based management" is rapidly becoming the centerpiece of the
current wave of reform. The growing
number of districts "restructuring"
their scluxils, as well as commentary
from the National Goveinors' Associa-

tion, kith national teachers unions,
and corporate leadersall make reference to some form of increased
scht x il aun mot ny.

Yet there is surprisingly little empirical research on the topic. Searches of
education indexes yield nemenius references for sell( x il-based management, but virtually all are conceptual
arguments, how-to guides, and testimonials from practitioners. There is,

nevertheless, an abundance of rele-

can be seen when we look at why
districts are turning to sch( x 4-based
management uxlay,

Under school-based
management,
professional
responsibility
replaces
bureaucratic
regulation.

of school-based management, usually
called decentralization and scbool-site
budgeting, had a wave of popularity.

These were adopted in order to give
p<ilitical power to local communities,
increase administrative efficiency, or
offset sute authority (e.g., Wissler and

Ortiz 1986). In the late 1980s, however, school-based management is 3
focus of attention kir quite different
reasons. Districts are implementing
school-based management today to
bring al>out significant change in educational practice: to empower schGol

staff to create conditions in schools
that facilitate improvement, innovaand contimu nis pri)fessional
growth (e.g., Goodlad 1984, Carnegie
tion,

Forum 1986). Current interest is a
response to evidence that our education system is not working, and, in
particular, that strong central control
actually diminishes teachers' morale
and, correTondingly, their level of
effort (Meier 1987. Corcoran et al.
1988).

I 77

Bolstered by analogous research
findings in corwrations, districts are
turning to management structures that
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SYNTHESIS OF RESEARCH ON SCHOOL-BASED MANAGEMENT

authority, budgetary authority sounds
like the most important manifestation
of granting authority to schools. But
this is misleading because whether or
not school-site budgeting equals autonomy depends on how much freedom from restrictions is allowed. For
example, a school can receive a lump-

sum budget for all expenditures including staff, yet have no decisionmaking authority because of rules
governing class size, tenure, hiring,
firing, assignment, curriculum objectives, and textbooks.
Beyond allotments for staffing (see
below), the budgets that districts delegate to schools are typically discre-

tionary funds based on a per-pupil
allocation (Clunt and White 1988).
With staffing, building repairs, and
textbook costs removed, each school's

budget is the small amount left for
maierials and supplies, sometimes
augmented by district funds for staff
development and related categories.
Exceptions are found in districts with a
large number of' federal and state programs that can be passed on to schools
without restrictions (David 1989).
Staffing. Typically, schools receive
budgets for staffing in terms of "staff .

ing un3," vhich are based on the
average cost of a teacher, including
benefits. There art two very different
types of decision making about staff:
(terming jx-isitions and selecting people to fill them. Once the number of
cenificated teachers is determined on
the basis of enrollment, school staff
can choose t.c; spend residual dollars

limit Al to districts with school-based
management, and is, in fact, a characteristic of effective teacher selmtion
practices (Wise et al. 1987).
Currialhim. Under school-based
management, teachers are encouraged

discretion (David 1989).
The second area of discretion lies in

filling vacancies due to retirements,
transfers, or increasing enrollment.
Under school-based management, the
principal and the teachers select from
among applicants, often from a pool

screened by the district (Clune and
White 1988). Officially, the principal
makes a recommendation with advice
from teachers; the district still does the
h'ring. This practice, however, is not

tive lines of communication among
schools and between schools and the

to develop curriculum and select or district; ant: they tend to reflect an ebb

create instructional materials, usually and flow regarding control of curricuwithin 3 framework of goals or core lum. Delegating control of curriculum
curriculum established by the district to schools stimulates the creation of
or the state (David 1989). Clearly, this new ideas and materials, which in turn
tricts with highly requires new lines of communication
cannot occur in
prescribed curricuit.,ns, required text- and districtwide committees of teachbooks, and mandated testing. On the ers to coordi.iate (lark ulum (David

other hand, because students move

1989, Wissler and Ortiz 198E9,

Most teachers have neither the de-

sire nor the time co cre4te or adapt
curriculum beyond what they nor-

(tRqsaily very few/ on another teacher,

several part-time specialists, instructional aider or clerical support. Some
districts acnieve the same effect by
allocating one full-time equivalent to
each school to be used at the school's

from school to school, some degree of
coordination across schools is required. Districts with a history of decentralization have established effec-

Although
school-based
management takes
many forms, the
essence is
school-level
autonomy plus
participatory
decision makhig.
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mally do within their classroomE. Nor
does typical rank tpation require formal school-based management. Many
districts have committees of teachers

who play an active role in choosing
textbooks and defining curriculum;
more comprehensive curriculum devek,pment usually occurs over the
summer by paid staff (e.g., David 1989,

Sickkr 1988). tinder school-based
management and other forms of decentralization, the primary difference
is that school staff, insteui of district

initiate and lea6 the efforts
(Guthrie 1986). For example, one

staff,

highly decentralized district, which
does nor characterize its practices as
school-based management, has for175
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mally transferred control of curriculum to teachers. The district funds 10
districtwide subject area committees,
with representatives from each school,
and a Curriculum Master Plan Council
compased of the elected heads of each

committee. The Curriculum Council
makes final decisions on new curricu-

lums subject to the school board's
approval (Sickler 1988).

Beyond Budget, Stqlpng and
Curriculum

Authority to make decisions about
budget, staffing, and curriculum goes

only part way toward school-based
management's goal of empowering
staff to create more productive work-

agreements between the district and
teachers union that expand the scope

When the extra
time and energy
demanded by
planning and
decision making are
balanced by real
authority, teachers
report increased
satisfaction, even
exuberance.

places and learning environments.
The images guiding today's reforms
and the rhetoric of school-based management include, for example, schools
characterized by teacher collegiality
and collaboration, schools within

require changes beyond staffing and
curriculum, such as the school calendar, scheduling, criteria for pupil assignment and promotion, the allocation and use of space, and the roles of
staffwhat Cuban (1988) calls "second-order" changes.'

(David 1989).

Shared Decision Making
In the context of school-based management, "shared decision making"
refers generally to the involvement of
teachers in determining how the budget is spent, who is hired, and whatever other authority has been delegated to the school. The phrase can
also refer to students, their parents,
and other community members; in
fact, in many proposals for schoolbased management, parents are the
primary focusbut in an advisory capacity only (e.g., Garms et al. 1978).
Typically, a school forms a school-

site council with representatives of

schools, ungraded classes, and creative uses of technology. These images

beyond what a district can allow on its
own. In a few cases, districts may also
have agreements with their states that
permit waivers from state rules as well

tinder school-based management,
authority to make changes in areas
beyond those explicitly designated is
typically granted by some type of waiver
process. Districts vary in the complocity
of the process and the scope covered by
waivers (e.g., Casner-Lotto 1988). Usu-

ally, a waiver process is the result of

each constituency. How participants
are selected and what their responsibilities are ! varies considerably, across

and within districts (Clune and White
1988). Some councils are composed of

teachers elected schoolwick!, or by
grade level or department; others are
composed of representatives from
pre-existing committees. In some
schools, the entire faculty is the coun-

cil. In others, the budget is simply
divided among teachers (David 1989).

Findings from School-Based
Management Studies
School-based management encompasses a wide variety of practicc Most

manifestations have one or moiv of
the following: some marginal choices
about staffing; a small discretionary
budget for materials or staff development; a mechanism for teachers
involved in certain decisions; an an-

nual performance report; and a role
for parents, either through an advisory

group, membership on a decisionmaking group, or through some form
of parent choice.
Although school-based management takes many forms, the essence is
school-level autonomy plus participatory decision making. In districts that
practice school-based management essentials, research studies find a range

of positive effects, from increased
176
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time and energy with no visible results
(Kanter 1983).

teacher satisfaction and professional-

ism to new arrangements and practices within schools. These findings
apply to districts with decentralized
systems whether or not they carry the
"school-based management" label
(e,g,, David 1989, Sickler 1988),

When the emr time and energy
demanded by planning and decision
.

making are balanced by real authority,
teachers report increased satisfaction,

even exuberance (Oune and White
1988, David 1989, Raywid 1988). There

is evidence that there are greater differences among sclax Is under a sys-

in
management
responsibility from
the district to the
school requires
everyone to change

A real shift

roles, routines, and
relationships.

tern of school-based management than

under one of centralized management. For example, schools make different choices about staff (choosing a

part-time music teacher instead of a
full-time aide). curriculum (selecting
a different textbook), and discretion-

the daily schedule to allow more time

for teadwrs to work together or to

A real shift in management responsibility from the district to the school

requires everyone to change roles,
routines, and relationships. Researcr,
on school improvement and organiz2tional change is strong on this point:
such change does not happen without
leadership and support (Fullan 1982,
Smith and Purkey 1985). Studies of
successful school-based management
practices reach the same conclusion.
Successful practices have less to do
with management detailssize of
budget, type of decision-making body,
amount of control over staffing or cur-

riculumand more to do with the

leadership and culture of the district
and the moral and material supp)rt it

ary funds (spending more on supplies and less on field trips or vice
versa) (Garms et al. 1978, CasnerLotto 1988).
There are a few examples of secondorder change, schools that have altered

The Need for Leadership

and Support

offers school staff (David 1989, Sickler
1988). Hence, some of the most strik-

Substituting Participation
for Authority

ing examples of second-order change
are in districts without formal school-

based management that have facili-

Shared decision making does not nec-

tated the development of schools

essarily bring benefits to those in-

within schools through leadership and

increase time devoted to reading (Clune

volved. It depends on what the deci-

extensive professional development

and White 1988, Casner-Lotto 1988).
This is not surprising, since studies of
school improvement find that school

skin concerns and who participates, in
what capacity, for what reason, and at
what stage (Miles 1981). When schools
are given only marginal authority (e.g.,
a small discretionary budget) and are

gated substantial authority to their

councils rarely tackle even instructional

issues. let alone secord-order change;

opportunities (David 1989).
Districts that have successfully dele-

schools are characterized by leadership that emixiwers others, a small

central administration, support for experimentation, communication chanpolicy or decorating the entranceway ixirts. teachers perceive these requests nels, and opportunities for continuous
(David and Peterson 1984, Berman and as yet another set of top-down de- professional growth for principals and
mantis. This perception is intensified teachers (David 1989, Sickler 1988,
Gieken 1984).
That there are few examples of when districts retain tight control over Casner-Lotto 1988). Similarly, studies
second-order change, and, indeed, of accountability (Corcoran et al. 1988). of sclux il improvement programs find
In practice, teacher input in deci- that when changes c.iccur, they are the
districts that have implemented the
essential elements of school-based sion making often substitutes for (el- result of district support. site leadermanagement can be explained in egated authority, which contributes to ship, and opportunities for staff develpart by the paucity of empirical re- the blurring of labels between school opment (David and Peterson 1984,
search and the fact that many efforts improvement programs, shared deci- Berman and Gjelten 1984). This conare quite new. However, studies of skin making, and schixil-based nem- elusion is also supported by studies of
successful school-based management agement (Kolderie 1988). When the Australia's school decentralization,
and the much larger literature on authority and resources to act are not which find the absence of understandschool improvement and organiza- provided, district efforts can ii.ctually ing and training to be major roadtional change identiljr two related pit- backfire (Meier 1987). &king people bkx ks (Chapman and Boyd 1986).
When districts delegate authority to
falls, each of which can undermin ,.! to participate in decisions about which
schools,
four elemenis are important.
school-based management practices they have no information is frustrating,
(1) substituting shared decision mak- not empowering, partici'. :f g in plan- The first is access to new knowledge
To action and skills. Re-al authority comes from
ing for authority, and ( 2) delegating ning committees, in con
committees
with
specific
ai.w.ndas,
in- knowledge as well as from delegated
authority without strong leadership
creases alienation because it uses up authority and waiver provisions; hisand support.

dealing with such iNtitles is much more
difficult than creating a new discipline

asked to form site councils, develop
annual plans, and prepare annual re-
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torical practices, myths about requirements, and the absence of known alternatives block change as much as actual
requitements (Wissler and Oniz 1986).
Second, school-based management

intensifies the need for leadership
from the principal, who functions like

a chief executive officer (Guthrie
1986). Ultimately, the degree to which

school-level authority is shared and
how it is shared are in the hands of the

principal. Districts with a history of
successfully decentralizing authority
are charac:?.rized by strong superintendents who use training, hiring and
evaluation criteria, and incentives to
develop strong site managers (David
1989). These superintendents send
cleir signals to principals that they
value and reward those who involve

professional development; and, at the
school level, reorganizing schedules
to free teachers to participate in decision making and other collegial activities (David 1989, Johnson 1988). Finally, salary levels communicate the

David

1989).

has not addressed; for example: the
relationship between parent choice
and school-based management; the
tension between school autonomy and
collective bargaining and alternative
models; issues regarding the legal authority of the district versus the school;

and the role of the state. Although
theory can inform some of these issues, most of the unanswered questions will be answered as districts experiment with new structures. We will
all learn from their mistakes and their
successes.0
1. Cuban (1988) calls the.ie "secondorder" change. "First-order" change is like

an engineer's quality control solution; it
accepts existing goals and structures and
aims to correct deficiencies. Examples of
first-order change include recruiting better

teachers, selecting better tens, and marginal changes to the curriculum. Second-

Research on schixil-based management, school improvement, and organizational change tells us that schools

order change is more complex and of
wider scope, akin to redesigning a system;

it alters roles, routines, and relationships
within an organization.

are unlikely to change without increased autonomy. But research also
tells us that, in the absence of district

leadership and support for change,
school-based

responsibilities (Guthrie 1986)

enough. Autonomy can be increased

management

is

not

in many ways----through granting con-

trol over budgets, through allowing

fixed set of rules. It is the opposite of
prescription; in fact, by definition it
operates differently from one district
to the next and from one school to the

policy-setting authority, through providing waiversbut it is primarily increased by the norms and culture established by district leaders, including
the superintendent, the school board,
and the teachers' union.

next and from one year to the next.

From the research we also know

And that is the pointthe goal is to that school-based management takes a
empower school staff by providing authority, flexibility, and resources to
solve the educational problems particular to their schools.

1988,

The goal of
school-based
management is to
empower school
staff by providing
authority, flexibility,
and resources
to solve the
educational
problems particular
to their schools.

value attached to the new roles and

The Future of School-Based
Management
School-based management is not a

Sickler

School-based management also raises
some complicated issues that research

teachers in decision making.
Third, school staff need time to acquire new knowledge and skills and.
equally important, time to put them to
use. Successful district practices incor-

porate plans for reducing teachers'
workloads; providing extra time for

1988,
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long time to implement; districts that
have successfully decentralized have
done so over a period of 5 to 10 years
(Wissler and Ortiz 1986, Casner-Lotto
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Life in a
Restructured School
For 14 years, cooper.ttion and teamwork have
been a way of life at Holweide School in
Cologne, Germany.

elkAwrapbs Iv Monska ithriveann

unlike the high school in the
U.S.

or the

comprehensive

school in Britain, one school
for all children is still the exception,
not the rule, in Germany. We have a
class-based system that dates from the
19th century, from the Kaiserreicb. Beginning at age 10, students are sorted

out and tracked. Children from the
upper classand the most able from
other social classesgo to the Gymnasium in preparation to enter the university. Middle-class students attend
the Realscbule. And the children of the
lower class, including many immigrant

children, go to the Haupiscbule until
age 15 or 16, when they join the work
force.

Since 1969, however, a net of Gesatntscbulen (high schools, comprehen-

sive schools) has been established
side by side with the old system, and

they have developed different concepts to educate all children in one
school. At the Gesamtschule in Cologne (KOln)-Holweide, teachers and
students have been operating under a
special framework since the mid-70s.
For example:

teachers no longer work as isolated individuals but as part of a team
of six to eight teachers;
each team constitutes a small in-

dependent school within the larger
framework of the big school;
180
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teachers and stmlents stay to-

cies of the country's system, which was

gether for six years;
children and y( nith feel socially
accepted in a et xiperative group and
in an environment that supports them
in making friends, in learning, and in
growing up.

not paxtucing enough qualified students for the needs of modern industry, science, and technology. So many
potentially talented students were la-

Something in the Air

were most other industrialized coun-

beled at age 10 for Hauptschule or
Realschule that Germany was sending

fewer students to universities than

questiom "How' can we adequxely

tries. Its economy would scy.in pay the
price,

'educate children of all social classes
and learning abilities in one school?"

lemma, in the late '60s a national com-

In the 1970s, this question had not
and has not vetbeen raised generally in Gvrmany, as it has in other

for children from all social classes and
of all abilities. The first Gesamtschulen

We started out hy trying to answer the

countries. Only in lc/05. with the pub-

lication of The tyernian Educational
Disaster (by (;et )rg Picht, ()ken, 1965),
was attention drawn to the deficien-

To respond to the educational dimission was set up to create schools

calltxI "teams." A small and stable
group of teachers, usually six, are re-

sponsible for about 90 students, in
three units called "classes." This
smaller design is intended to enable

teachers and pupils to get to know
each other well. They stay together for
six year., 7rom grade 5 through grade
10, up to the first leaving certificate.
Next we extended the team idea to

the students by organizing them in
small heterogeneous "table-groups"
of 5 or 6 pupils. To establish a close
reladonship and enable the students
to help each other with their work,
they generally work with their same

opened in 1968. Today a network of cooperative table-group for at least a
them exists side by side with the tra- year, often longer. The table-group
ditional system. The early Gesamts- concept has become the school's core
chulen were huge uninviting build- instructional idea.
Our school is run as a team primarings, housing more than 2,(XX) students.
ily
by the head teacher, together with
It wasn't long before they earned a
his
or her two deputies and a governreputation as concrete tungles of aliening panel of senior colleagues, some
ated students and teachers.
The Holweide Gesamtschule in Co- of whom are elected with others aplogne, begun in 1975, was supposed to pointed by the authorities. The roles
be one of the largest schools in the of the head teacher and the members

countryand it still is--with a nine- of ne governing panel, about 20 in
form entry and roughly 2,000 pupils
and 200 teachers. Every year, we have

Holweide, are quite different from the
traditional ones of control and super-

many more applicants than we can vision. They are cwrimators, suptake in. About a quarter of our stu- porting the teachers in their difficult
dents are immigrant children, espe- work, monitoring the school's progcially Turks (the l-iggest ethnic minor- ress, and recognizing problems in
ity in Germany). The Holweide school
had formerly been a Gymnasium with
a selected population of middle- and

upper-class children. When we decided to turn comprehensive, we observed closely how the first comprehensive schools had fared and
developed an approach we called the
'ream-Small-Group Plan," Teachers
from another comprehensive school
in Germany, in GOttingen, independently developed the same plan; there
was obviously something "in the air

The Team-Small-Group-Plan

In developing the plan, we hoped (1)

to diminish the anonymity of a big
school, and (2) to design a way of
teaching in which students of yety
different abilities and backgrounds

time to discuss ways of solving them.

A :limn and stable
group of teachers,
usually six, are
responsible for
about 90 students,
in three units called
"classes."

could reach their potential by working

together To achieve these aims, we
divided the big school into sgiall units
t.)
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An important duty of the

he-ad

teacher is to provide teachers the free-

dom to do their work by contending
with the authorities who distrust teambased decision making. Another of the
head teacher's principal responsibilities is to find sufficient well-qualified

new teachers for the school and to
bargain with the authorities to hire

The table-group
concept has become
the school's core
instructional idea.

them.

Teaching Teams

Teachers in Holweide have a great
deal of autonomy. Between them, they
teach all the subjects and are responsible for the education of three groups

of 28 to 30 students. They form their
own teams of 6 to 8 members; devise
schedules for the coming year; choose
who will teach which subjeces in
which classes; decide how the curriculum will be taught (in a single period
or a longer block of time, for example); cover for absent colleagues; and
organize lunchtime activities, parents
involvement, field trips, and many
among themselves which two people

pits. For instance, all teams send a
delegate to curricular conferences,
where the necessary decisions are
made. Each team also sends a delegate
to weekly counseling conferences with
the school psychologist. At these meet-

group. Since the teacher s time is limited, this helper :system is of great benefit. Sometimes during an English lesson, for example, I (Angela) have
given the groups a text to read aloud

and then to practice together. Later,
when they are ready, I hear and assess

each group. Quite often one or two
groups ask for a little extra time tv-

le= to work with or that are of exemplary value. In addition, the norms of
the schoolfor example, the principle
of "social learning"are discussed, sur-

cause, ..;e haven't finished with Hans

ame-

work of the conference.

in a given class.

We assign students to table-groups of
tire or six members integrated by sex,
ability, and ethnic origin. Within these
"social unit" groups, the children tutor
and encourage each other. The difference between our groups and cooperative learning groups is that our chil-

wanted to have our meetings once a
week rattier than every fortnight. To
create a more pleasant atmosphere,
we combine these meetings with an
evening meal, taking turns cooking

During lessons, except for free
learning periods, the gioup practices
and works things out together. Students who are more able are expected

schtlol are discussed, as well as studenes'
problems that prove Rio difficult for the

About the Students

team I (Angela Fisher) am involved in
decided from the outset that we

resolve the issue. Usually the students
need a lot of help from the tutor here.

ings, general problems affecting the

(borne class, or homenxim, teachers)

To ensure continuity and progress
in their work, the teachers set aside
every second Tuesday afternoon for
regular team meetings. (See ''Sample
're= Meeting Agenda" for an agenda
from one of last year's meetings.) The

her group, the group then tries to
discover what the reasons are and to

to help the other members in their

other concerns. They also decide veyed, and developed within the

will work together as class tutors

boys consuntly annoy one another
during lessons, it would be better to
arrange the seating differently. Or if
one child feels unhappy within his or

dren stay in these same groups for
every subject, normally for at least a

year. The aim is to promote stable
groups in which the members learn to
work together despite their individual

yet!" Because the students are keen to
achieve good results for their groups,

a considerable amount of personal
coaching takes place Working in this
way, the better students reinforce their
knowledge through repetition and the
necessity of transmitting their knowledge to others. Less able children have
the chance to practice and pose questions they would oiherwise be too shy
or unsure to ask.

Key Program Concepts
To support the awareness of being in a
group and the techniques required for
working together as a group, we have
incorporated several key concepts into
our program. First, we try to maintain
a regular group training program during the sc:tool week, for example, by

differences. To achieve good group
results, each member is responsible having a second teacher take one
and playing host so that no onc has too not only for his or her own work but group out of the regular lesson for this
much work to do. In that the teachers also tbr that of the other members. If purpose. The students arc made aware
must work together closely and con- the work of one child in the group is of the most favorable rr iods to
sult each other constantly on all as- unsatisfactory or his or her behavior a adopt when working togethee that is,
pects of their work. the del nands upon problem, then we try to discuss the making sure that everyone in the
them are considerable. In reality, the issue with the individual child as well group has understood what the task at
practice may fall considerably short of as the group. Here we give them as- hand actually ishow to divide up a
the ideal, therefore, a limited teshuf- sistant e in coping with difficult situa- g:ven task sensibly and alhx-ate parts
to the various group members. As a
fling of the teams sometimes takes tions and characters.
Each table-group meets once a result, the group work becomes more
place at the end of the school year.
Though the teams have a great deal week to discuss any problems or to effmtive and efficient.
Second, twice a year we set aside a
of autonomy, there is nevertheless a suggest improvements in their everyday
for group consultation. On this
day
working
situations.
For
example,
a
fremework to ensure consistency in
day
the
groups come one at a time to
the academic standards of all the pu- group may decide that because two
182
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After a «atnitsuie lunch, Mese studerus base pier:4y of time Pr a gmup achvny led by one of ibe
ttzm toacbers before returning to class

talk to the tutors for an hour about
their progress during the previous
weeks. They assess their own positions

and contribut:ons to the group work
and hear comments from the other
group members. When these meetings
take place at a tutor's house, they are

often combined with an extended
breakfast. We have found these meetings very rewarding and often notice

that the students talk much more
freely in an informal setting away from
school.

During the school year there are

also certain days, such as parents' consulting day or inservice training days,

when regular lessons do not occur.
On such days each table-group in a
team thinks of a common activity for
the whole groupfor example, a visit

to an exhibition or a museumwhich
they will then pursue and report on
the following day in a discussion circle. They may even find something so
interesting that they recommend it as
worthy of a visit by the whole team.

These special days are an important
factor in stabilizing the groups because it is essential that they have
experiences away from the tables and
away from school. In doing so, they
often realize that it is great fun doing
things together. Other days are set
aside for prefect won ie. Students them-

selves select the activities they under-

take. For example, they may leave

Each table-group
meets once a week
to discuss any
problems or
to suggest
improvements in
their everyday
working situations.

their school to find out about certain
aspects of their suburbplaygrounds,

Discussion Groups and
Weekly Plans

the living conditions of elderly people,

Each school week begins with a discussion circle. For this event, the stu-

improving environmental problems

dents move their tables aside, and

like replanting the banks of a stream to
give bird life a new chance.
Because students and their ways of

those who wish to can tell about some-

thing special or interesting that hap-

and whether to study individually or in
groups.

checks his or her plan for the previous
week ark; copies any unfinished exec-

and so onor they may work on

pened to them over the weekend.

learning are different, we have also After these rerr ..rks, the tutors an-.
developed individual learning strate- nounce any special events in the corngies in addition to the table-groups. ing week. Next, the tutors present the
For example, we hold "learning how weekly pl?n, which structures each
to learn" to be extremely important. student's work for the upcoming days.
That is, we believe that our pupils They also write the individual obligashould share in decisions about what tory tasks for their subjects on the
they want or need to learn or practice, board, which the students copy into
as well as the way they want to learn their plan lxioks. Each ..tudent then

Sample Team Meeting Agenda
A visit to an exhibition as part of the social studies dass--how and when will
organize this?
'Me table soups in one of the classeshow can we help two of the groups with
their
PamnW consulting daywhat activities wi:l we give the table groups on that
day? What aspects do we find particularly Important for the talks with parent?
Problem with the behavior done partkular chikihow can we best deal with
them? How can the groups heip?
Free kaming and the plan for the weekhow can we improve the effectiveness
here?
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cise into the new plan. As teachers for

teachers find that this format requires

meeting, often in a nearby pub. At

other subjects come into the class-

some getting used to. My first few

these functions, any parents and teach-

room, the plans are added to.

weeks of classroom discussions were

ers who have time gather to get to

In addition to being involved in
decision making about organintion,

punctuated by children sighing and

know one another in a more relaxed

saying, "Angela, it's not your turn!" I

our students also choose many indi-

was surprised how quickly the stu-

vidual learning tasks as well; for exam-

learning periods. These periods can

dents themselves, who also came from
traditional German schools, got used
to their new way of discussing things.

atmosphere.
We also invite pan nts tr the school
to see teachers and sti.h.lents at work.
have been of great help in staning 3 fund-raising activity for students

be used in a very personal and differ-

They stuck to the rules much better

who are unable to cope with a field

entiated way; that is, a less able student

than, for example, me. In retrospect, I

trip financially. Some parents accom-

may be told that he or she need only

supposed the reasons are clear: students are used to waiting to speak;

pany younger students on research

ple, what they can do during free

complete certain parts of the plan,
whereas a very bright student is either
given extra work or can choose extra

teachers are not!

trips when they do project-work. They
have also always supported us in any
disagreement with the authcrities.

tasks.

Parent Activities

Further, we devote a great deal of

The circular discussion group format is also used for certain lessons.
For examnle, during tutorial lessons,
students discuss any problems with

Our students' parent.s, whom we con-

sider a very important part of our

attention to ways we can present our
work to the parents, since they cannot

school community, are involved in our
work in Holweide in many ways. For

be expected to feel actively involved in
their child's learning unless they expe-

example, the parents in each class

rience regular insights into what is

solved. The students themselves determine the agenda fir these lessons; the
teacher plays a passive role. Each per-

elect five parents to a council, which
provides a link between team-teachers

actually being done. For ex2mple, one

son in the discussion group who has
just spoken in turn chooses the next
speaker, irrespective of whether students or teachers have expressed their

members discuss issues and problems

wish to voice an opinion. Coming

selecting the next team trip or questions of evaluation and career. In addition, every few weeks the team parems arrange a regular but informal

the tutors and how these can be

from tiaditional schools where teach-

ers have an almost absolute right to
speak whenever they wish, many

and the other parents. The council

facing the team as a wholeranging groups presented !he topics they had
from topics that parents want their been working on in project lessons.
children to learn to their priorities for Students drew pictures, told stories,

.

presented a little play in English, demonstrated dances they had worked out

for themselves in P.E., and so forth.
Everyoneteachers, parents, and studentsbenefited from the event.
A number of parents have become
more involved in school life by taking

4

charge of lunchtime activities After
the first 20 minutes of our 80-minute
break, set aside for eating lunch, stu-

itlyiW -

seine

Geici v.0

year we had an autumn festival at
which students shared their schoolwork with their parents. The table-

dents are free to participate in a variety

41.

of lunchtime activities. Teachers, as
part of their schedules, lead many of

these effortssuch as music, sports,
,-nd mask-makingbut by involving
parents as well, we find that teachers'
workloads arr a little lighter and studetits are exposed to a greater variety
of activities. For example, last year.

parents led groups in cooking and
calligraphy and helped put on a play.
In addition, some older students direct lunchtime activities for younger
ones.
We encourage and welcome parent
involvement, but it would be untrue to

say that we have no problems with
Fite or six students working together oter time Ls tbe scboots core instructional concept Here
members of a tablegioup sekct the infiartnation tbey will need to complete a task .
1864
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parents and that differences of opinion
do not occur However, in our experi-
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school life. The most obvious problem
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The parents
associated with our
school have a much
closer relationship
with the teachers
than in a traditional
school.

in the system, however, is the matter
of time. Cooperation within the

Reared in a world of hierarchy, teachers in Germany have not found ft easy
to come to terms with team structures.

within the team itself is vital. Without

Relying on a "leader" is much more
conv.-nient than making one's own

school, within the year grt.up, and

extra meetings to promote cooperation, though, chaos would soon predominate. Thus, it is more time-con-

suming to work in Köln-Holweide
than in 2 traditkmal schocd. At the
Same time, however, it is more enjoyable to work in an atmosphere where
you are involved in decision making

than ft is to follow niles and ideas

thought up by others, to be completely
alone in a classroom situation, and to
ence, any issues that arise ate much be caught up in the mood of helpless
more easily solved in our setting than resignation felt by many teachers to-

in other schools. This may be due to

Effective Self-Government

day.

Being a student at our school is
merely because the parents concerned more nrwarding and more fun too.

decisions and taking responsibility for
the results. Teachers in Holweide have

had to learn the hard war by doing,
making mistakes, and trying again. Yet,
despite many conflicts and difficulties,

the team idea has convinced practically everybody. Our experience of 14
yeats demonstrates that responsibility

and decision making by the teachers
themselves, as well as school as a form
of self-government are not only possi-

ble but also beneficial and deeply
satisfying.17

intervention by other parents or

Authors' note: Quite a few other schools
in Germany have adopted the tealll-Striali-

do not feel so powerless and have a Because of the group learning format,
much closer relationship with the students can get special help when

groups plan and on these principles have
developed their own individual program:

teachers than in a traditional school.

The Costs and the Benefits

Holweide is a democratically run
school where evety group in the
school communityteachers, stu-

dents, parentsis actively involved in
decision making and participates in

they need it. Their self-confidence in- schools in Cologne, Berlin, Kassel, Hagen,
creases, which leads to other positive Ludwigshafer, The Saarland.
outcomes. Our dropouts are under 1 Anne Itstzki Is Headmistress of Kanpercent, and about 60 percent of our Holweide and a teacher in a team of grade
students score sufficiently well to be 6, Kuckelbergweg 13, 5000 Cologne 80,
admitted to the three-year college that West Germany. Angels Fisher is a teacher
leads on to the university (the German in a tCaM Of grade 7, Schneider-Clauss-Str.
12, 5000 Cologne 60, West Germany.
average is 27 percent).
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What Project LEARN Reveals
about Collaborative Action Research
With "critical friends" to assist them, teachers in 50
schools in Washington are researching the answers
to their own questions about teaching and learning.

Looking at the surface of things,
we might believe that the last 20
years of educational research
have provided us all the insights we

merit but from an inadequate understanding of the process of change.
Rather than focusing on adopting

need to improve our sctaxAs. We have
seen the effective schooling correlates
validated in study after study; we have

ters scluvl improvement by enhancing
the professional lives of teachers. We
accomplish this by working with the
staffS of schools and districts who have
expressed an interest in initiating school
improvement (defined as -enhancing

been given rich descriptions of the
workplaces where teachers are motivated and self-actualized; and we have

seen evidence that certain instructional strategies enhance the achieve-

"proven" practices, Project LFARN fos-

the quality of teaching and learning") by
engaging in action research.

ment of students regardless of their
socioeconomic status.
With each report of a sc!,e)01's success, we want to believe that we, too,
can show comparable levels of performance if only we can replicate those
factors in our schools. Yet all too often
we find the anticipated growth in per-

formance still eluding us. This repeated cycle of high hopes followed
by our inability to replicate results
continues to produce cynicism among
teachers.

Enter Project LEARN
To break this cycle of hope and despair, Washington State University and

the faculties of more than 50 sch(x)ls
have collaborated on Project LEARN
(League of Educational Action Researchers in the Northwest). Our project is grounded in the belief that education's past failures have resulted not
from incorrect data or lack of commit186

Project LEARN's hope is that mean-

ingful practitioner research will lead
to improved classroom practice and
become a stimulus for both the cultural transformation of schools and the

restructuring of the teaching profession. To accomplish those twin purposes, the project discourages individualistic initiatives, encouraging instead
the participation of a -critical mass" of
collaborating teachers from each
member school.
The Project LEARN cycle begins with
the formation of action research

Rather than focusing
on adopting
"proven" practices,
Project LEARN

fosters school
improvement by
enhanchig the
professional lives
of teachers.
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teams, teachers who will work together on a problem for at least one
full academic year. To prepare for
their work, the teams participate in a
two-day workshop on the basic steps
of conducting action research: identifying problems and collecting data.
Teams from several schools and localities receive the training together at a

central location so they can create
networks with colleagues who are addressing similar problems. At the end

of this initial training period, each
action research team completes a writ-

ten action plan, specifying the problem. the data collection techniques,
and any anticipated technical or logistic-al needs.

Next, the teams begin conducting
their research. During this period the
project offers assistance through a
cadre of trained "critical friends." Cdt-

WHAT PROJECT LEARN REVEALS A11017 COLIABORATIVY ALMON REsLARCH

first-year Project IYARN cycle; however,

dents in the control gioup as before,
while they gave the lowerachieving

since many teams will continue to eon-

students the oplx)rnanity to write

Intemzional S}niposium completes the

The Project LEARN

cycle begins with
the formation of
action research
teams, teachers who
will work together
on a problem for at
least one full
academic year.

duct research, we have created a ptogram to serve them The niaior purpose

about the math concepts they were
learning, on the da before each ex-

of the continuing program Ls to pnwide
networking training in advanced methods and access r.) i Imre symposiums.

amination In every ()cher resix-(1 they
pn wided the two gri aips of students

A Pint-Cycle Experience

and independent study (minus the
writing time f) r the experimental

math teachers at the fall Project LEARN

writing is a window into thinking and

group) and the same exaill
When the data were analyzed at the
January workshop, the teachers filund

if the act of writing helps improve

chat writing had indeed made a substan.

comprehension, why not try it in middle school math classes?
The teachers began a collaborative
inquiry into the role of writing in the
development of computational skills.

The expenmental sectkins actually (nitperfonned their (previously higher,
achieving) classmates on each test.

For example, some middle school
training session began to wonder. If

ical friends are educators with re- To test their hypothesis that writing
search experience who volunteer to can improve those skills, they decided
help prolect teachers by giving their to use an experimental design They
independent viewpoints. Many school

constructed, then administered tests to

districts participating in Project LEARN

their math students during the first

train their supervisors to serve as critical friends for action research teams

nine weeks Of school to gather baseline data. They used the results to split
the four 7th grade math classes into
two groups: two performitv, well and

both inside and outside the district.
The current cadre of 20 ernical friend.s
consists of school administrators,
teachers, university professors, and independent consultants. Project LEMLN

teachers can request the help of these
critical friends whenever they feel the

need for feedback from a colleague
with a fresh perspective on their par-

two below expectations Then they
made the lower-achieving classes the
treatment group, and the higher
achievers, the control group.
During the second quarter the
teachers continued to instruct the stu

ticular teaching or research problems.
To ensure that the critical friends work
to support the research rather than to
direct it, their efforts are governed by a

set of ethical and pnxvdural guidelines (set fig.

1).

In mid-January of each year, approximately four months after the basic train-

ing, the teams anend a one-day follow-up woriohop. The puqxxse of this
meeting is to address difficultiea en-

countered during the data collection
phase and to proNide instruction for
conducting the data analysts and action
planning portions of the cycle.

Then each spring, Proct LEARN
hosts a two-day International Symposium on Action Research, where pniKet
participants as well aN action researchers
fnim elsewhere in the United SLatt., the
United Kingdom. and Canada can pre-

sent both the pnxess and the results of
their school-based research The annual
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the Same educational experience the
same anItIllot of time fi.n. instruction

nal difference in concept acquisition

W;:h the experimental work out of
the Way, the prole0 team turned to the
"action stage of the action research
pri.xvss. They presented the data to
their colleagues (and to the International Sympiisium) and made plans to
revi: then middle schi )(II's math curriculum This Vear all math classes in
this schixil incluck.

writing alxiut

computation
Will it continUe to make a ditlerL7nke?
The teachers think so. hut they .11c sure:

of Om.. thing "data dm err teak hing has

lx.come a wav it lite for them They
ilon't ever intcitd to give up the scan h
for -hetter IlL iusetrap

Ric Kira .Sagur

Factors in Our Success

rated the success of our work. We

It all began in the fall of 1989, when

believe these factors have implications
for anyone designing school improvement programs.

administrators from eight districts

in two states were invited to send

The importance of million.
Teachers have rome to expect that
districtsfschools were invited because their school improvement agendas
of their history of commitment to will be set for them. Thus, participants
teams to participate in Project LEARN'S
inaugural training program. These

school improvement Ind their willingness to support the project financially.
It didn't surprise us that more than
130 teachers from more than 20 separate schools enrolled in that first year
program. What was surprising, however, were their commenis after their
first two days of training. This com-

ment from one teacher was typica:.
"It s about time someone asked teach-

ers to help set their own school improvement agenda!" Had those comments come from faculty in schools
led by top-down dictatorial principals,

we wouldn't h3ve been the least bit
surprised. Yet, when we repeatedly
heard those statements from the lips
of teachers who had been participating in org..rnzed school improvement
projects for years, we had It.) ask ourselves. What is it about collaborative
action research that has teachers perceiving it aS so dilli?rent from other
:chool improvement programs? After
analyzing preliminary data, we have
identified five factors that have facili-

1.

in Project LEARN appeared genuinely

surprised rrhen they found the focus
of their projects could be any issue
they deemed both important and perplexing. The only preconditions were
that the problems being investigated
had to impact student learning and be
under their control. Further, the reflective interviewing process we used
to tease out topics turned out to be a
surprise in itself. Apparently, being
granted the uncommon luxury of 20
uninterrupted minutes of dialogue
with colleagues on instructional concerns was as foreign to participants as
it was ref.-eshing. Furthermore, reflec-

tive interaction about what is important resulted in common goals for the
team. Clearly, people are more committed to goals they have formulated
themselves than to those which are
imposed upon them.
Ironically, the

set of topics

that

emerged from these teachers weren't
much different than we'd expect from
a traditional administrator-led process

1. What factors intitenar wand midstream* in our scbedi Whet con we dc
improve addevement?
2. Will soup neellinit of Ilnaturs be a tretui
ftw K4101111sgs is warm*

describe a student's conmalannon abet* and begasie dee lalsiallanil
3. Evaluate the student mensperent system filidpIlmi
any
subsequent changes.
4. How can we effecth* and elitchmer coadmoirseriporpoktimmber cordett.
ences?

far ilesswar

students than a traditiaW praii-oet appeashl
6. identify variables mason to eadeeniallyaslialledmillifillOWIDINevide
brew iniesvendon tedmiceas.
7. How can we imam likd Olicuiellet*41.
WWI.
ith, and
pada/
8. k s delivery of 11011FO4 1111140111
studem
academia. social mallsonmerd,
Develop, Implement, sad am*

"rin
10. How an VNI am* laliklIrtpwite7meni
meanbeful activities to bring ham
maintaining academic accountability,

Sailikki

(see fig. 2). The only differences were
slight: for example, a site administrators' second priority might have
em..3-ged as the teachers' first, or vice
versa. That's a small price for management to pay in exchange fbr enhanced
ownership and commitment.
2. Availability of critical friends.
One major difference in this project
was the availability of "critical friends."
Throughout the year, this cadre volun-

teered to lend their expertise to the
action researc

teams. Ethical guide-

lines were de\ .loped to assure that
(ownership (if the research would reside with the practitioners. Those who
um:6 critical friends liberally praised
their assistance as giving a substantial
lxx)st to their projects. Apparently
having high-qualit),, free consultant

help available on demand was not

Fig. 2. A Select= si hided 11A11,4 1-111110 PIN

5. is the interned sisesentary !Pedal aleadise nmelst

Clearly, people are
more committed to
goals they have
formulated
themselves than to
those which are
imposed upon them.

midis

only a new experience for these teachers, but it gave them the psychological
freedom to venture inn) territory
where their interests, if not their confiderli e, led them
3 A first-cla&s. environment. At the
outset we decided to hi ,ld our training
sessions in the large banquet rooms of
ceinrally h)cated first-class h nels

where the training time could be divided equally between large group
presentatir His 310 small gn nip work.

Although this format was originally
chosen for its efficiency, it ended up
payirog unforeseen dividends. Our par-

ticipants repeatedly told us that the
quality of the catering. the service, and

the surroundings reinforced the perceived importance placed on the tasks

at handas did the energy generated
by di :zens of colleagues actively and
visibly involved in the same work.
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Public ceirmabLin.s. Several times

in numerous ways, each (CAM was
invited to tell all the other teams about
the sutus of their initiatives. their

needs, and their goals. The sharing
prov.ded a supp,ornve environment
for risk-uking and experimentation

which people could generate ideas,
network with each other, and beconw
colkgial. Apparently, enthusiasm and
success are contagious che posirive,
SUCcesSfUl teallls provided hope. encouragernem, and inspiration to faltering colleagues.
The public affirmations not only facilitated sharing acroSs schcxAS, but
they also created a certain 31110U1)t of

peer pressure to follow through with
the upcoming tasks of data colleetion,
analysis, and action planning.
5. Siruit.wic scbcdulmg Teachers are

very busy people The constant demand.s from students, administrators,
and parents can be so overwhelming
that an optkinal project, regardless of

how mehtonous, often falls to the
bottom of a "to-do- hst. Fortunately
for us, we made several strategic and
logistical decisions that provided jusi
the requisite amount of extrinsic pressure for participants,
The initial training. held during the

last week in September, coincided
with the time of year in which the
pressures of getting school started had
largely subsided while all the schoolopening enthusiasm was still in bkxint
Even so, mar: participants' be Mien.
tions went unfulfilled until December,

when they realized that the January
follow-up training was just around the
corner The knowledge that thev were
expected to have loeally derived data to
work on at this session apparenilv was
just enough of an incentive to get them
inovill8 on thilf
likewise, the need to conclude and
ixilish the projects in time for prescn
tation at the International Symixisium
(late April) prc:yrded just the push that
several teams needed tO star on task.
Apparently, e nn inservic es not c)nly
provided training but strategically or
chestrated suppcin and ei i u. ragement thiciughout the year

Making Good Schools Better
It would be nice to say that even' team
that panicipated in Projeet LI'ARN

completed its research, that the culture of all the schools undetwent positive transtormaBons, and ..nat student
learning dramatically improved at
each site, Unfortunately, that didn't
happen, at least not everywhere. However, ou- preliminary data did suggest
certain sharp distinctions between the
work environments of the teams that
thrived and those that faltered.
When asked to identif-y which factors enabled or constrained progress
on the projeets, the responses of Project LEARN participants produced an
interesting pattern. Thcxse who had
been part of successful teams credited
th -.! nature of their prole-at; (the impor-

tance of the wpre being researched
and the action research process itself),

external support (released time, administrative encouragement, and the
help ot their c :Ideal friends), and the
nature! of their colleagues (their drive.
commitment, and 'CheillIstry") with

keeping the projects on track. Likewise, tea hers on the teams that failed

to cam through cited the nature of
their projects (not iinportant enough
to justitY the energy neeessary), the
abseme ot extFinSIC support (lack of
It!sotift es and released time), and the
nature of their collegial work group
(divisive and leaderless) as the chief
ream 1115 fk)r dropping their 1)101eits.

Our analysis of these data led us to
eonclude tlut schools wit!, productive
cultures (.1 habit of foeusing on impor
!ant issues, norms of leadtTship, collegiality, and support) are the ones tlut
will get the most out of action research

113-3

(Saphier and King 1985). Conversely,
set.00ls where these norn1s are weak
will prnbably not find action research
to be a pahieularly productive strategy
(although the evidence suggests it will
do no harm). Those findings broughl
us to conceptualize -action researchas a cultural turbocharger (see fig. 3)

A Promising Tool
So far, our search for the perfect
school improvement stialegy hasn't
turned up the magic potion which will
turn any frog into a prince. As powerful a tool as collaborative inquiry a

pears to be, it will not transform
school in the absence of leadership,
collegial respect, and technical and
logistical support for the professional
work of teachers.

But in an atmosphere of support,
trust, and collegiality, collaborative ac
non research has great potential for

focusing a school's attention on the
correlates of effective schoohng Of
feting such a t0,01 to schoo! faculties

may prove to be one of the most
promising actions we can take R) un
provc OW' NChOOk

SJphici,
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Linking Classroom
and School Improvement
Through their Learning Consortium, four school
districts and two higher education institutions in
the greater Toronto area created a framework that
drives their efforts to support the sustained
development of educators.

Educators have learned a great
deal

about

clas:;room

and

school imprcwernem recently,

and this new knowledge has provided us with much valuable informa-

tion to make more informed decisions. Yet the amount and compkxity

of that information is raining down
on our heads so hard that it is very
difficult

to understand and imple-

ment what we know about classroom
and school improvement.
We need a powerful framework to

We make use of previous research and
produce new research findings of our

own in our "living laboratory" environment. Two of our most important
concerns include curriculum and instruction priorities of school boards
and isaics penaining to the management of change. We work with the
assumption that classroom improveteacher development, and
school improvement must be t:ystematically linked if subsumial progress is
to be achieved.
ment,

3S.SiSt our efforts to achieve lasting and
substantial changeone like the

framework we derived from our work
in the Learning Consortium. This
three-year experiment began in Feb-

ruary 1988 as a partnership among
four major school districts and two
higher education in.stitutions in the
greater Toronto area.' The four districts are large, ranging in size from
45,000 students (90 schools) to 60,(0)
students (150 schools).
The Learning Consortium brings to-

gether teachers, administrators, and
professors in a collegial partnership
that focuses on the sustained develop-

ment of educators. This, n turn, is
directed at improving students experiences and learning. All activities undertaken by the Learning Consortium
are invested with the spirit of inquiry.
190

Creating an Action
Framework for Better Schools
Specifically, we are interested in the
question of how classroom and school
improvement might be linked.2 The
framework evolving from our attempts

to make sense of and guide our improvement efforts in the Consortium is
shown in Figure 1. A word is necessary
about the imagery of gears and cogs.
Taken literally, this image; is mislead-

ingteaching is not mechanistic, and
one cog does not nece.- arily stan another. Nor do the framework's components simply move in one direction or
the other. Different and contradictory
initiatives affect different parts, moving

Systemic and cultural
change in schools
as workplaces and
in teachhig as a
profession are
intimately linked;
and these links
represent a
powerful route to
educational reform.
.; 2

them in different directions at the
same timeindeed, this is part of the
complexiry

Nonetheless, the overall metaphor
of movement is important and useful.
The different elements of classroom
and school development do affect one
another, and in effective schools they

do work together in the same direction in an interactive, dynamic way.
The diagram in Figure 1 can aLso serve
as an "advance organizer," illustrating

how ideas are interrelated. Although
the purpose of the framework is not to
indicate where to st.an. it does assist
educators to inquire into the current
condition of their school or classroom

LINKINt.; CLASSROOM AND sCliOCK IMPROVI'MENT

1

situation and predict what factors might

[Iced considerauen. For example, be

fore 2 staff decides to implement a
process Ehat breaks down 1101TIIS of
isolation and builds norms of collalxy

strategtes Foi both teachers and students, the capacity to integrate these
four components is essential. Content
encapsulates areas such as the teacher., knowledge of curriculum, child

rationperhaps through a peer coach,

development,

ing or mentoring programteachers

Cia,ssrixml

and learning styles.
manr4Ninent includes

and adnUnistrators might conSider

what teachers do to prevent and re-

school will suppon Or miliute against

tional ski& are less complex teacher
behaviors such as providing wait time
after asking a question and framing
questions at different levels of complexity. Although less complex than

what factors in the classroom and spond to student misbehavior. Instrucsuch programs. The framework, in

other words, points to the main components of improvementall of which
must be addressed.
We did not develop the framework Mstructional strategies, they are essenand then apply it in the Learning Con- tial behaviors in a teacher's instrucsortium, Oyer a number of years we tit mai tel wrtoire. InStrUctional Stratehad been working separately on tiff- gies, such as concept attainment and
ferent pans of this schematic in other cooperative learrung, are more comaetwities. The Consortium provided us

with an opportunity to work together
on devdoping a more comprehensive
conceptual framework. Our goal has
txxorne to understand classrocnn im,

pnivement on the one hand, school
improvement On the other, and then
to identify systematic links betwecn
the tWO.

For classroom improvement, we
and others have found that teachers
work simultaneously (but not at the
Same pa .e.) on all four inner itigs
Colltellt, CLINSrtXlill Illanagclucnt, instluctional skills, and instructional

Innovations should
be seen as points
of departure or
catalysts, rather
than as things to
be implemented.

plex prixesses of teaching that are

based on nicxlels of learning. When all

four of these inner cogs function in
partnership. the chalices of designing

organuatiorul conditions necessary

classnxim environment that promotes student learning are dramati-

for significant improvement (Little
1989, Rosenholu 1989).
Shared purpose includes vision,

cally increased.

'Me inner cogs at the tar right of
Figure I relate to school improvement. The Oasic features of school
improvement (a., distinct from a list of

effective schools characteristics) arc
these: shared purpose, norms of wile
giality, norms of continuous improve
mem, and structures representing the
Pfratignepa trt Carol Auttruirlfermatt

sion, goals, obiectives, and unity of
purpose. It refers to the shared sense
of purposeful direction of the school
relative to major educational gtials.
Shared purixxse is, of course, not static
and does not arise by itself. The other

three cogs in interaction constantly
generate and (roshape purpose.
Norms of coiliNiahty refers to ways
in which mutual sharing, as.sistance,
and joint effort among teachers is Valued and honored in the school. However, as Little (1989) has stressed,
there is nothing particularly virtuous
about collaboration per Se It can serve
to block change or put down students,
or it can elevate learning. Thus, colle-

giality must be linked to norms of

1

Continuous impnnwnent and experimemation in which teachers are constantly seeking and assessing potentially better practices inside
outside their own schools (and ('ol,

0.

v.741,

'sr

tributing to other people's practice
through dissemination).
Structtcre raCIS to organtyational arrangemcnts, roles, and formal policies
which explicitly Create working conditions that support and inspire move1,7utcruty t.j Torunio prestTuh:e 41/44hers (frvm left to 401/ Mary Lowe, Caan
tioebmer. and /ham' Bakarkb impure co i.kolt in cici...m.lom4 of Summer- insiirase
tiu will btlp train them in ,..00peratitt, iturnirw kekbAt.o..e.)

1 95

Brad

ment in the other cogs. Examples of
schixil-level structural changes that
are et mducive to improvement in191

it bael (1. l-i411a u Harrte Ben

and

elude creating time tor loint planning,
developing ioint teaching arrangements and staff development
esublishing new roles such a.s the
mentor function, and establishing
school improvement procedures (Re
structuring, of COUnte, hiS much to do
with this cog, although no single component by itself can inake much of a
difference.)

The teacher-as-learner concept is

NvihcLuv.-lit'n

The teacher-as-learner centerpiece

learner---the technical, ne rent:owe,

teacher :Ls learner Rarely have all four
received ultensive attention in the
same setting.
The second critical use of the teach-

the research, and the collaborative. The
in:LSICEV ot 3 technical npertoin,

er-axlearner Cellit.Tplet'e is as a
Ri distinguish hoween spe-

serves two c.ritical uses. The firm conCC.Tils the tOur aspects it teacher as

crea_scs ii stnjc it mai certainty, nylecin'e

cific aild generic levels ot the develop-

practice enhances clarity, meaning,

ment of the teacher as learner. Hy

and coherence. research kvsters !rivesligation and exphiration, collabwa-

specific we nie.111 how panicular im-

centerpieee linking classroom and
school improvement ln this instance

enables one to receive and give
ideas and assistance, Each aspect has
its separate tradition of research and

the term includes anytxxiy u !he

pracuee, and each has nude nni X Mail(

sehtx.)1 level who is a professional ed
mator, for example, classroom teach

C011111bUtitHIS in

ers, teacher leaders, head teachers,
vice-principals, and principals

ticm

its own right. The

imixinant question Is nOw to integrate
and establish the strengths of each I.
these it mi. traditi(ins in the individual

provements are experienced and designed hir example, in the Learning
Consortium we began with a wchnical
illitt)V:i11011,

(20( yerative

learning, and tound it had tAlose,
(VienceS :or all four .ispects of the
teacher as learner. Similarly. others
could begin with any of the other
three

L'Ogs,On inquiry researyli

Fig. 1. A Caspeoheaske Fratnewatil foe Gammons and School improvement
Student Engagement and Learning

Teacher as Learner

School Improvement

Continuous
Irnwownieril

Leadership and Mobilization
go* esnamt. Camel aoltaisoareite out isedsail them'
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Pikgewnvb

Nunn

on multiple fronts if development is to
continue. Finally. we want to acknowl-

edge that the framework is not intended to inccirporate all variables that

impinge on students, teachers, and
schools. The teacher as learner, for
example, is shaped by a variety of
personality and career factors that
make up "the total teacher" (Fullan
and Hargreaves, forthcoming).
The comprehensive model just described is both guiding and emerging
from the Leu- ming Consortium's aetivlties. Two major initiatives undertaken by
the Learning Con.sortium since its incep-

tion are the Summer Institute and the
Cadre of Trainers, exxh discussed below. Each of them seeks to link classroom and school unprovemem.
y.t1 admstustrator 1.km Read sburo h1 plah.s jio implernennnti: she Summer hugatsie
.

tooperatssv kw-110W and per ,. t-oa4171.1x nu Adel :nib parts, sputa, in sbe wrendal resreat

Initiatives of the Consortium
The Sunmer Instituie. The

first

Summer Institute brought together ap-

the bridge can become when a

projeet, fcir example- -and lin veed

fill

incor[xwate the developnwni of the
collaborative
technical. refletive,
components. Or a group could trv

stilt o1 experiences a significant increase in the proixinion of staff who
are learners.
Two other elements Lit the frame-

work on all four aspects from the stan
It is, however, the genei lc point that
is more funciamental, that is, teachers

can come to devehv their getienc

work revolve around the issue Of what
drives the framework One of these is
the. pre!seitce of student engagement

.1 his

and learninga preoccupancin that

would man not just being good at

our
ix.rvades the framework.
model, unpact on all students is cell

capacThes in all four aspects.

cooperative learning, but at an array ot
instructiolul nit idels, nix just being
involved in a reflective prat till* ploi
eve but being a relleklIve practitioner.
not participant ig in a research Investl
gallt )n, but ci inducting ck rnsr:int

quiry, not being pan lA a per
ing project, hut being liAlalxwatiNe a.
a vav of Wol kin.; In short, IC:idlers
Ar.idu:ifiv internalize these ways ot
Mg 50 that it bel'l)inCS second natuut:
to be learner:, The point is not that the
four aspeets are valuable separate ele-

Ments (It the teacher as learner, but
that they mulls( become pail and parcel

of a natural seamless fabnc of what it
means to be a prt)tessitanal educator
Now,

it

IS

precisely when every

teacher in the sc ht k II develOpS this
generic capacity that classroom lin

pnwement and school improvement
enthielV Overlap. NUen an ideal will
rarely be achieved ot L"t)ursc. but one
can immediately deduce how power

In

tral

to each and every cog and to

interrelationships aiming the cogs

Cixistant Vaiuins of and attention to
student engagement and learinn; is a
j?owel ful motivating force, the ulti-

mate puipose ol the efforts rejw.sented in Figure l
"the second driving IC irce for change

k.adership and mobilizaticm We

rejected the idea that leader,
ship be a panicular comp< went ot the
framework. Leadership cc ones from
cifferent sources in dderent situations
and kom different sources in the same
situatiOn over time. the principal, key
teachers. the superUltendent. parents,
trustees, curriculum ct )nsultants. goyeniments, univermties, and ()OUT'S
Further, tnIce the model is fully funk:noning. leadership can and does come
from multil sourc CS SiinultaileOusly.
Certainly the principal, for example, is
key. hut leadership must be mobilized

proximately 90 educators from the
Consortilinfs four school districts and

two higher education institutions in
the summer of 1988. Participants (the
majonty were teachers and principals
or vice-principals, with a few central

office administrators and prokssoN
attended a seven-day residential work-

shop The workshon emphasized cooperative learning and coaching and
the management of the change process, including plans for follow-up implementation of the. summer program.
The planning group chose cooperative learning because of the evidence.
that it stimulate's sludent leafflhlIg
Coaching and mentohng were emphasized as vehicles for shanng expertise

and kir encouraging coliatxwation in
scho4ils And the concept and process
of coaehing and mentoring were also
introduced in the training process IVk:ause of their etleet on stimulating
leacher teaming
Participants spent the first hiur days
learning about cooperative learning
and peer coaching Their training in
eluded learning the basic theory, observing and participating in live and
videotaped demonstrations, and practicing in microteaching situations.
Men they received three days of in
struction on the variables that would
affect implement:mon of the coopera.193
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tive learning model and peer coaching
in their classrooms and schools. Vkleotapes, focused reading, small- and

large-group instruction, and task-re-

lated implementation planning enabled individuals and groups to get
started on their follow-up plans.
The districts had committed them-

selves to follow-up support in the
classroom, but because of different
awndas and limited time, they chose a

range of support strategiessome
participants worked alone, some with

colleagues and administrators, and
some received in-class support from
the summer institute instructors.

To increase the chances that the
teachers would successfully transfer
their new learning to the classroom,
we built the program to include certain elements. First, a powerful model
of teaching was employed: cooperative learning (see Johnson et al 1981,
Johnson and Johnson 1989, RolheiserBennett 1986, Sharan 1980, Slavin
1980, 1988). Second, we used an effective training strategy that provided follow-up supportthe skill training

model (see Bennett 1987, Joyce and
Showers 1988, Joyce and Weil 1986).
Third, we combined cooperative

learning training with instruction on
implementing change (see Fullan
1985, Fullan in press). And fourth,
volunteer participants were selected

to participate on the basis of their
interest in instructional improvement.
Subsequently, data collected from
classroom visits, interviews and conversations, and analyses of videotapes

and implement similar sessions back
in the workplace.

Team members num each board
attending the Cadre program were

Sustained,
cumulative
improvements at

asked to practice the skills and strate-

the classroom and
school level, by each
and every teacher
in the school, are
required to meet the
challenge of our
collective vision
of the potential
of schools.

gies back in their district after each
session. However, they were encouraged not to feel pressured to do any
inservice work during the remainder
of the school year, so that they could
feel free to practice their skills and
experiment with learning. The only
inservke work required was that the
teams meet back in their districts to
practice thinking through and designing workshops that integrated the content and process of effective training
sessions. Thus, the Cadre program fo-

cused on developing the capacity of
the individuals and the districts to
work more effectively with the compo-

nents contained in the framework.

Growing into the Future
its richness and insight into a new and
possibly powerful line of inquiry, was
the variety of patterns of implementation, as well as the variety of learning
outcomes reported by the teachers.

The Cadre of Trainers Program.
One goal of the Consortium is to have
school staffs assume responsibility for
their professional development while

concomitantly developing networks
between and among schools and dis-

Other activities taking place and being
planned by the Learning Consortium
include:
disuictwide inservice led by Summer Institute and Cadre graduates;
a second Summer Institute held in
1989 with 100 participants, all of
whom attended in teams, as well as a

third Summer Institute to he held in
1990;

*new field-based apprenticeship
and preservice programs for student
teachers in the one-year teacher certi-

tricts. The Cadre of Trainers Program
wa.s designed to facilitate this goal.
Each school district and the faculty of

fication program at the Faculty of Ed-

of classroom practice showed that

education selected approximately 8

or providing inservice to mentors;

teachers did effectively implement the
cooperative learning strategies.

educators to attend 10 one-day work-

school leadership programs for
principals and vice-principals on instructional improvements, the man-

During the first six months of follow-up, while the instructors, peers,
and administrators supported and observed the teachers as they developed
their thinking and their ability to apply
that thinking to cooperative learning,

shops spaced 2-3 weeks apart from
January to June 1989. Of these 40
participants, about one quarter had
also attended the previous Summer
Institute.

We developed the content of the

around both cl.assroom
teaching skills and training skills, so
that participants could become workmovement toward fidelity to training shop leaders for other educators. The
content. Teachers' confidence in their teaching skills component included
ability to transfer their learning to the adding or refining classroom manageclassroom increased, and we gained ment skills, instructional skills, and
confidence that our staff development instructional strategies to the cadre
pnwarn ssas sconcing 'the other dt- members repertoires. The training
niort List iiittiig becatISC of wmponent focused on ways to plan
nzensh

we noticed development in two dimensions. One dimension was the
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program

ucation, with Summer Institute and
Cadre participants acting as mentors

agement of change, and the role of
school leaders in establishing collaborative work cultures;
induction programs for first-year
teachers;
the establishment of professional
development schools.
Some of these are formal programs
of the Consortium, some involve two

or three districts, others are individual district initiatives that build on
Consortium activities. Each district in

its own way is forging connections
and achieving synergy of effort as one

1DS

activity supports or integrates with successful implementation of a valuanother. When integration does oc- able innovation or even by having a
cur, we see powerful multiplier ef- good year. Sustained, cumulative imfects on classmom, school, and sys- provements at the classroom and
tem development.

school level,

by each and every

teacher in the school, are required to

meet the challenge of our collective
Only the Beginning
vision of the potential of schools.0
where
does
one
begin?
We
...
So
started with teachers and administraiThe Consortium's school districts intors learning an instructional strategy
clude
the Dufferin-Peel Roman Catholic
or model of teaching selected because
Separate School Board, the Durham BOard
of its effect on student learning. As we of Education, the Halton Board of Educacontinued, we integrated that learning tion, and the North York Board of Educawith other needs, such as classroom dm The two higher education institudons
management and peer coaching. Then are the Faculty of Education, University of
concepts related to the culture of the Toronto, and The Ontario Institute for
school and the management of change Studies in Education.
'In this paper we concentrate on classhelped guide our efforts.
room
and school improvement. In other
We do not know the best place for
work
we
are also examining the link beothers to begin. Individual classroom,
tween
school
improvement and school
school, and district needs and conditions will generate a variety of options.

disuict coherence, as well as the impact of

Fullan, M., and A. Harweaves. (Forthcoming). What's Worth Ftrbting Par in Your
School. TofOrao: Oiltar10 Public School
Teachers' Federation.
Fullan, M., and N. Watson. (Forthcoming).
"Beyond School-University Partnerships." In Teacher Development and Ed-

ucational Chow, edited by M. Pull=
and A. Hargreaves. United Kingdom:
Palmer Press.

Johnson, D.W., anti KT. Johnson (1989).
Leading the Cooperative School. Edina,
Minn.: Interaction Book Company.
Johnson, D.W., G. Maruyama, R.T. Johnson,
D. Nelson, and L Skein. (1981). "Effects

of Cooperative, Competitive, and Indivieualisdc Goal Structures on Achievement: A Meta-Analysis." Psychological
Bulletin 89, 1: 47-62.
). Student
Joyce, B., and B. Showers. (1

Achievement Through Ste Development. White Plains, N.Y.: Longman, Inc.

Joyce, B., and M. Weil. (1986). Models of
Teaching. Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Pren-

But regardless of where they start,

the partnership on the higher education

districts will find ft helpful to attend to

institutions (Fullan and Watson, forthcom-

tice Hall.
Little, J. (1989). "The Persistence of Privacy

ing). In our view, the greatest problem

Autonomy and Initiative in Teachers'

all the compontnts in Figure 1. Systemic and cultural change in schools
as workplaces and in teaching as a
profession are intimately linked; and
these links represent a powerful route
to educational reform. We are striving

to-day.
to put innovations and reforms in

proper perspective, which means dayimprovements in the work and
learning lives of teachers and students.
In this sense, innovaticxts should be

seen as points of departure or catalysts, rather than as things to be imple-

faced hy school districts is not resistance to

Professional Relations." Paper presented

innovation, but the fragmentation, overload, and incoherence resulting from the

at the annual meeting of the American

uncritical acceptance of too many different
innovadons which are not coordinated.

'We use the term cogs instead of gears
because we feel it more appropriately portrays the metaphor of movement and connection points.
'Future reports will document the various activities and results of ,he Consortium
(see Fullan, Bennett, and Rolheiser-Bennett 1989, Watson et al.1989, and Fullan
and Watson, forthcoming).

Eduattional Research Association.
Rolheiser-Bennett, C. (1986). "Four Models
of Teaching: A Mem-Analysis of Student
Outcomes." Doctoral diss., University of
Oregon.
Rosenholtz, S. (1989).Teacbe7s' Workplace:
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Plains, N.Y.: Longman, Inc.

Sharan, S. (1980). "Cooperative learning in
Small Groups: Recent Methods and Effects on Achievement, Attitudes, and Eth-

nic Relations." Review of aucational
mented Moreover, fixing on particuResearch
50, 2: 241-271.
Authors' note: We would like to thank
lar innovations is less important man our many academic and school-based col- Slavin, R.E.(1980). "Cooperative learning."
Review of Educational Research 50, 2:
paying attention to the potential ways leagues who contributed to this article.
315-342.
in which classrooms and schools can
Slavin,
KE. (1988), "Cooperative Learning
improve. Innovations, even major reReferences
and Student Achievement." Educational
forms, because they are by definition
Leadership 46, 2: 31-33,
temporary, can be diversions rather Bennett, B. (1987).
Effectiveness of Watson, N., C. Rolheiser-Bennett, B. Benthan aids to fundamental, long-term
Staff Development Training Practices: A
nett, and D. Thiessen, (1989). Tbe Learnchange. The problem of seeking innoMem-Analysis." Doctoral diss., University
ing Consortium: Year / of A School/
of Oregon.
vations as solutions is acute because
University Partnership. Syniposium
presented at the Canadian Society for
decision makers are so vulnerable to Fullan, M. (1985). "Change Processes and
Strategies at the Local Level." Me EleStudies in Education.
"quick fixes," given the political and

time pressures under which they
work
What we have described here is

only our beginning."' Progress cannot
be sustained by individuals working

alone no matter how energetic and
skilled they may be. Systematic links

mentary School Journal 85, 3: 391-421.
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Educational awn& . 2nd ed. New York:
Teachers College Press; Toronto: OISE
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Progress cannot be measured by the
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Cooperative Learning:
An Annotated Bibliography
Compiled by Toni Sills and Samuel Totten

I. Cooperative Learning Strategies

an explanation of goal structures, learning processes, and

A. Overviews

to generate cooperation among teachers are subjects of other

Brandi R. (December 1989-January 1990). "On Cooperative Learning: A
Conveniation with Spencer Kagan." Educational hadership 47, 4: 4-7.
Discusses Kagan's "gructural approach" to cooperative
learning and its effect on competitive behavior and racial Mations
as well as how it differs from other cooperative methods. Also
describes -Numbered Heads Together" strategy.

Clarke, J.. R. Wideman. and S. Eadie. (1990). Together We lea rn.
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada: Prentkv-Hall Canada, Inc.
Developed hy a team of Canadian educators. and designed

as "a practical 'how-to' handbook to help teachers implement
cooperative learning strategies in all subject areas and at all grade
levels across (Caudal."

Davidson, N., and P.W O'Leary. (Fehruaiy 1990). -How Cooperative
Learning Can Enhance Mastery Teaching." Educational Leadership
47, 5: 30-3,

Discussea how the blending of cooperative learning with
mastery teaching (variously referred to as the
model, the
Hunter model, PET or Program for Effective Teaching, EED or
Instructional Theory into Practice) makes for a richer classroom
instruction and learning environment. Dehneates the basics of
mastery teaching, principles of cooperative learning, and ways to
enhance lesson design and strengthen learning principks.

Guskey, T. R. (September 1990) -Cooperative Mastery Learning
Strategies." 7be Elementary School Journal 91. 1. 35-42.
Describes the basics of cooperative learning and mastery
learning, and then explains how these strategies are -naturally
compknwntary to one another."

Johnson, D. W. (1970) "Cooperation, Competition, and Conflict
Resolution." In The Social Psychology of Edvkation, by D. W.
Johnson. New York: Hole Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

Dacusses the general nature of conflict and types of conflict
occurring in the classroom. Explains that conflicts can occur hoth in

cooperative and competitive learning contexts. Cites research,
Deutsch in particular, in arguments that c 'xiperative learning is a

more facilitative environment for conftict resolution. In a

instructional outcomes. The teachers nate, how to create positive
interdependence, how to teach students cooperative skills, and how

chapters. This easy-to-read hook ends with a chapter on
misinformation about cooperative learning and reflections on the
nature and future of cooperative learning. Classroom teachers will
find Cireks of learning provides 1 solid introduction to cooperative
Wanting.

Johnson, R. T., D. W. Johnson, and EJ, Holuhec, eds. (1987).
.S1ructuring Coopenstitv Learning: lesson Plans fiir Teachers 19117.
Edina, Minn.: Interaction Book Company.
Features cooperative teaming lesson plans by teachers who

have used cooperative learning in their classrooms; also provides
sample lessons for grade levels K-12 and various subject areas,
including reading, language arts, mathematics. science, and social

studies. Materials in the Nail( (except those for which reprint
permission must he obtained from the primary soutres) may be
freely reproduced for edueationitraining activities with the addition
of an acknowledgement on all repmductains.
Kagan, S. (1989). Cooperutite Learning Resources for Teachers. San
Juan Capistrano, Calif: Resources for Teachers.
A general manual containing a witte variety of materials for
implementing Jigsaw. detailed steps for introducing Co-op Co-op, a

streamlined version of Group lovestigation. and a synthesis of
Jigsaw and Co-op Co-op. Includes forms, examples, and step-by-

step instructions. A highly practical and helpful resource for
teachers.

Kagan, S. (December 1989-January 1990) "The Structural Approach to
Cooperative Learning." Educational leadersbo 47, 4 : 12- 1 4.

Discusses the structural approach, which is hased on the
-creation, analysis, and systematic application of structures, or
content-free ways of organizing social interaction in the classroom
An important corner stone of the approach Ls the distinction
.

between 'structures' and 'activities.'" Discusses competitive vs
cmperative structures, and ways for school to effectively handle the
structural approach. Includes an overview of selected structures,

Slavin, R. E. (1986) Bing Student Team Learning, Baltimore. Md.:
Center for Research on Elementary and Middle Schools, The Johns
Hopkins t!niversity.
Provides an outstanding overview of student learn learning.

cooperative classroom, more communication between members is
likely to take place and disagreements and conflicting interests are
more likely to be viewed as mutual problems requiring cooperative

Includes an overview of research on student team learning

solutions.

suggestions on how to make worksheets and quizzes for STAD and

methods, a separate discussion of Student Teams-Achievement
INvisions (STAD) and Teams-Came.Toumarnent (TCT). Includes

TC,T and brief overview of the following cooperative learning
Johnson, D. W., R. T. Johnson, and F. J. Holubec. (1986). Cirrlas of
Learning Cooperation in the Classroom (Revisedi. Edina. Minn.:
Interaction Book Company.

Presents a general overview of cooperative learning.
including a comprehensive definition of cooperative learning and

strategies: Team Accelerated Instruction, Cooperative Integrated
Reading and Composition (aRc). Jigsaw H. Co-op Co op. and
Group Investigation Also discusses the Johnsons' methods. informal
cooperative learning methods, student team learning and mastery
learning, cooperative classroom management, team building, and
troubleshooting,

Toni Sub is Amistant Professor. Department of Firmentary and SeLondary

Slavin. R. E. (1990) Vudent Team learning. An Ovenwie and Practical
Guide. 2d ed. Washington, D.C.: National Education Associaticn.

Education, Murray Mate Fniverstry, Murray. Kentucky
Sam Totten Ls Assastant PrtlieVall iii Curriculum and Instrum in, University of

Second edition of a popular and useful guide to cooperative
learning Especially useful for teachers working with diverse groups

Arkansas-Fayetteville

of students. Contains games, scoring sheets, and lesson plans
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B. Cooperative Integrated Reading
and Composition (CIRC)
Madden, N. A , R. E. Slavin, N. L. Karweit. B. Livermon, and R. J.
Stevens. (1987). Success for Alt Teacher's Manual for Reading.
Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University, Center for Research on
Eknwntary and Middle Schools.
Partly focuses on the role of Cocipeeaive Integrated Reading
and Comixtsition (CIRC) in the Success for All Program. a model of

elementary school organization that incorporates much of what is
known about effective migrants for students at risk.

Nithof, W., and P. Kommers. (19851 "An Analysis of Cooperation in

Relation to Cognitive Controversy," In Learning to cooperate
(ooperating ki Learn, edited by R. Slavin, S Sharan, S. Kagan. R.
Hertz-lazamwitr, C. Webb. and R. Schmuck. New York- Plenum
Press.

Dutch researchers discuss a study that tocused on an
analysis of the cognitive functioning of students within small
groups. The two bask' questions examined were: Is the level of

communication influenced by group composition or prior
knowledge of a task domain) and What is the shift in perspective of
the individual members of a group due to a cooperatiye learning
experience)

Madde.i. N. A.. R. E. Slavin. and R. J. Stevens. (198(1). Cooperative
Iniegfraed &fading and Cimipitsition: Teacher's Manual Baltimore,
Md.: Johns Hopkins University Center for Researeh on Elementary

D. Co-op Co-op

and Middle Schools.

Teacher's manual for 3 teaching strategy that uses a
combination of mixed-ability cooperative groups and skill-based
reading groups to teach reading. language arts, and writing in the
upper dementary grades.

Stevens, R. J. N. A. Madden, R. E. Slavin, and A M. Famish. (1989)
Cooperathe Intipgrated Reading and (mpostion. A Brief Overview if

the CIRC Program Baltimore, Md. Center for Research on
Elementary and Middle Level Schools, Johns Hopkins University.

Discusses composition of teams. basal-related activities,
partner reading, story grammar and story related writing, word
mastery list word meaning, story retell, spelling. partner checking
tests, direct instruction in reading comprehension. integrated
language arts and writing, independent reading, and program
evaluation Concludes with lists cif resources and materials available
for implementing such a program.

Kagan. S. (1985). "Co-op Co-op. A Flexible Cooperative Learning
Technique." In &taming to Cisperute Cmpenumg to learn edited'
by R. :alavin, S. Sharan, S. Kagan. R. Hertz-Lazarowits, C Wehh, ane
R. Schmuck. New York Plenum Press.

Preseas a thorough overview of the philosophy. elements .
and effects (cognitive and affective) of Co-op Co-op Appendices
include "Elicited Student Cortunents About Coop Co-op.- and list
of -Spontaneous Stodent Comments"
Wyatt, F. (1988). "Rethinking the Research Protest Through Cooperative
aming." Middle School Journal 20, 1: O-7.
Describes research protects that engage the students in an

adapted version of Co-op Coop. a clioperative learning strategy'
developed by Spencer Kagan. The key difference. Wyatt says, is
-the strategy described here ft bcuses on group rather than individual
mini-topic presentations as described hy Kagan." The unit of study

discussed hew is Energy One of the primary goals for this protect
was to involve students in a different approach to research. Students

hinn research questions using specific data collection techniques

C. Structured Controversy

which help focus on research questions, synthesizing this

Holubec. E J. I) W. J(,hnson. and R. T. Johnson. (In press)

information, and sharing findings through group interactit in

-Structuring Controversy in a Cooperative Context. Studying Civil
Disobedience." In Social Issues on the English Clacinpom. Theory and

Practice. edited by C. M. Hurlhert. and S. Tritten Urbana. lii

E. Group Investigation (GI)

National Council of the Teachers of English.

Explains how English teachers can use -structured
controversy." a cooperative learning strategy. to teach about
disobedience. This strategy can be usee across the curriculum to
address any controversial istille.

sharan. S . and R. Hent-lazaniwitz (197n -A tuanip-incestignum
Method of Caxiperative Learning in the Classroom.

In (..00pemnon

in Education, edited by S. Sharan, P flare. C

Webb. and It

Hertz-Lizarowitz. Provo, Utah Brigham Young I Tniversity Press

Johnson, D. W.. and R. T. Johnson (1988) -Critical Thinking Through
Structured Controversy." Mutational Leadership 4(1.

58-64.

Explains a cooperative learning model (structured
contrxwersy) for engaging students in academic conflkts Discusses

how to structure controven.y in the classroom as well as
prerequisites for providing ccinstruc(ive controversy, and benefits
gained by 4udents. Includes an excellent chart on the differences

between controversy, debate, concurrence-seeking, and
individualistic learning processes as well as a schematic diagram of
the structured controversy process
Johnson. I). W., and R. T. Johnson (1989), "Controversy and Learning"
In Cooperation and Com(xtition Theory and Risearrh, edited by I),
W. Johnson and R. T. Johnson. Edina, Minn.. Interaction Book
Company.

Examines the nature of controversy. some cif its outcomes,

and how it can be used constructively as a learning experience
Controversy arises in cooperative situations when group members
feel committed to an issue being discussed. Controversy within the
cooperative group may be constructive if the group is
hewmgeneous. knowledgeable, and have good communication and
conflict skills.

Pnwides an overview of the theoretical underpinnings and
purposes of the Group Invoaigation method (eg , it -attempts to
combine in one teaching strategy. the form and dynamics of the
democratic pnxess and the process of academic inquiry'), describes
thy stages of implementation of the strategy (identifying the topic.
organizing pupils into research groups, planning the learning task .

carrying out the investigatien. prepanng 3 final report, presenting
the final report. and evaluation), and a disc ussii in of research and a
plan for future development of the model

Sharan. S., and H. Shachar (1988). language and learning in the
Cooperutue Classmom New York: Springer-Verlag

Repons the findings of j study of the Groupinvestigation
method that was implemented in eighth grade (lassos cm. With a
multi-ethnic Jewish piipulatsin Expkired types of at hicvertmli and
extent of verbal interactions among the ethnic groups

Sharan, Y., and S Sharan (December 1989January l000) rt,ricup

Investigation Expands Cooperative Learning

l'olucationol

Leadership 47, 4, 1=-21.

Provides an overview of the wimp investigation appro.0

including stages of implementation This is an .ippro.ich that
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attempts to -combine in one teaching strategy the form and
dynamics (4 the democratic process and the protasis of academic
inquiry." Includes a sample workaheet.

Slavin. R. E. (1986). -Getting Started With STAD.-

Amencan Educator

The ProfesssOnai Journal (f the American Federation of Teachers 10.
2: 10-11,
Briefly discusses each mep involved in using Student-Teams-

Achievement Divisions (STAD). Steps explained are assigning

F. Jigsaw
Aronson, E , N Blaney, C Stephan. J. Sikes. and M. Snapp (1978). The
Jigsaw Classroom. Newbury Park. Calif.. Sage Publications.

saudents to teams. determining base scores, preparing resources,
scheduling activities, teaching the material. monitoring team study,
testing, computing improvement scores, computing team scores,
recognizing team accomplishment, and asaigning final grades.

Outlines the Jigsaw method for cooperative learning and
teaching. Designed for use with grades four and up. Clasanaorm are

divided into groups which all study segmen(s of a subiect area.
Expert groups then share their knowledge with -hcame" groups.

Clarke, J.. and R. Widenun. 19$S), thOPentitite learning The ftgiate
Strut:v. Sk-arhorough. Onurio: Hoard of Education.
An account of the Jigsaw method and strategy Includes five
sample lessons in the content areas

Male. M (19a(i) -(ooperative Learning for Effective jigsaw
Mainstreaming

Computing 7iticher 14, 1 3S-37

Bawd upon research that supports the effectiveness of
-students teaching each other, the opportunity to he successful the
suppon and interaelkm with teammates, and the amount of actual
engaged time with the task at hand Gives practical classroom

examples of Jigsaw and Teams-Games-Tournaments (TGT)
strategies that can be used effectively to mainstream handicapped

students. Concludes by offering suggestions for creating a
claim-Jove competitive cLessnxim for mainstreaming.

H. Team-assisted Individualization (TAI)
Slavin, It. E. (1985). "Team-Assiaaed Individualization: A Cooperative

Learning Solution for Adaptive Instruction in Mathematics." In
Adapting instruction to Individual IVerences, edited
by M. C. Wang
and H. J. Walberg. Berkeley. Calif : McCutchan Publishing
Corporation.

Provides a solid overview of the strategy entitled TeamAssimed individualization (TM), and Rs role in regard to adaptive
instruction. Briefly discusses the research on TM, including that
which is concerned with academic achievement, attitudes, race
relations, and effects on academically handicapped students.

Slavin, R. E. (1985). -Team-Assisted Individualization: Combining
Cooperative Learning and Individualized Instructicat in Mathematics."
In learninR to CooperaW, Coopenating to uurn, edited by R. Slavin,
S. Sharan, S. Kagan. R. Hertz-Lizarowitz, C Webb, and R. Schmuck.
New York: Plenum Press.

Addresses the principle features of Team-Assisted
Individualization (TAD, describes a series of experiments imoMng
TM, and presents a summary of results.

G. Student Teams Achievement
I)ivisions (STAD)
Heurano. l ( WI -A Cooperative Small-Group Methodology in the
Linguage Classroom moi Quarterly 21. 483-SO4.

Discusaes the results of a study designed to test the effects
of cooperative learning techniques, including Discussion Groups

and Student-Teams-Achievenwnt Divisions (STAD). upon the
achievement of students enrolled in English as a Foreign Language
clasa. Concludes that -Kith small-group methods proved superior to

the whole-class

,

-thod on these scales. and the two group

Slavin.

R.

F. (November 1987). "Cooperative Learning and

Individualized Instruction." Arithmetic Teacher 35: 1416.

Details principal elements of the Team-Assisted
Individualization (TAD progam: leans, placement tests, curriculum
materials, team-study method, team scores and learn recognition,
teaching groups. tevs, and whole-class units. Cites findings from
several studies on TM and concludes that, in addition to increased

achievement, "positive effects have been found on such varied
outcomes as students' self-esteem in mathematics, liking of
mathematics, acceptance of mainstreamed classmates, and race
relations."

nwthoda emerged as equally effective."
Slavin R. E., N. A. Madden, and R. J. Stevens. (December 1989- January

Ross, J. A and D. Raphael. (l990). -Communication and Problem
Solving Achievement in Cooperative Learning Groups." Journal of

Curriculum Studws 22. 2 149-164.
Fsing a version of Student-Teams-Achievement Divisions
tSTAD) researchers attempted to find out if what studenta talk about

in cixperative groups is related to their learning of complex
cognime laSks Rt'sllits showed strong correlations between
achievement and communication Large group differences in

1990). -Cooperative Learning Models for the 3 Ws." Educational
leadership 47, 4: 22-28.
Provides a strong overview of Team-Assisted
Individualization (e.g.. principal features and research on TM) and

Cooperative. Integrated Reading Composition (e.g., principal
features of CIRC and research). Argues that these cooperative
learning strategies can be "used successfully as the primary
instructional method in reading, writing, and mathematics.-

communication patterns were found between the two classes used

in the study. Students in the class which implemented a highly
structured version of the cooperative learning program did not learn
as, rr.ie h as did students in the dasa that refected thy task structure.
(nIcnown and pre-existing differences among teachers and students

affected the quality of inferences to be made about results. An
interesting article highlighting teacher researcher interactions. The

teacher who rejected the treatment did so in the interem of her
students and did achieve better results. Authors hypothesized that, in

the Case of the class which completed the highly structured
treatment, the students mai.' have become tared with doing similar
activities repeatedly. and that the STAI) design itself was not at fault.

I. Teams Games Tournaments (TGT)
Livin. G M. Fennessey, K J. Edwards, and M. M
Lombardo (198C). Teams-c;ames-Tournamenis Tbe Team learning
Appmach. NJ: Educational Technology Publications.

DeVries. 1). L , R. F

A well-written, comprehensive practical resource for
teachers who want to use Teams-Games-Tournament (TGT) in their

classrooms. The first chapter discusses TGT, explains when it is
most effective, and tells why the strategy has positive effects upon

student achievement, student satisfaction, and cross-racial
cooperation.
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Wodarski, J. S. (1988). 'Teams-Games-Tournaments Teaching
Adolescents About Alcohol and Driving." Journal Akohol and
Drug Educahon 33, 3: 46-57.
Presents a brief review of variables that influence adolescent
drinking habits. Seeking alternatives to traditional appmaches, the

author presents an in-depth discussion of Teams-GamesTournaments (TUT) by summarizing an alcohol education program
tested in Georgia. The cvmprehensive article concludes that Tur
an effective strategy through which to teach facts about alcohol and
its effects upon driving behaviors.

Wodarski, J. S. (1987). "Teaching Adolescents about Alcohol and
Driving: A Two-Year Follow Up" Journal of Ding Education 17, 4.
327-344.

The author used the "Teams-Games-Tournaments" (TGT)
program as a method for teaching students about drinking and
driving. Two years later, students in the TGT group reported
remembering and enjoying the learning experience, and reported

maintaining the knowledge and attitudes formed during the
instnidion. Students in TGT scored substantially better on a test of
alcohol knowledge than either of the control groups.
Wodarski, L A., C. L. Adelssm. M. T. Todd. and J. S. Wodarski. (1980)

"Teaching Nutrition hy Teams-Games-Tournaments Journal of
Nutrition Education 12, 2: 61415.
Two Teams-Games-Tournament units were developed to
test the effect of cooperative learning on the teaching of nutrition.
Results of student responses to questionnaires indicated significant
increases in nutrition knowledge for both elementary and high
school students. Teachers, in addition to students improvement in

knowledge of nutrition, felt students reinforced reading, math,
spelling, and measurement skills. Some teachers felt middle and
lower ability students benefited more than higher ability students.
Higher ability students sometimes seemed frustrated when they
received lower scores than they were used to.

BIBLIOGRA7

Concludes with two sample lesson plans for use in elementary
classrooms.

Johnson, R. T., R. W. Johnson, and M. B. Marine. (1985). "Effects of
C.00perative. Competitive, and Individualistic Goal Structures on
Computer-Assisted Instruction." Journal of Mucational Psychology
77, (: 668-6r.
The study involving eighth graders compared the relative

efficacy of computer-assisted cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic learning in promoting high achievement, oral
interaction among students, perceptions of status, and positive
attitudes toward subtect area and instructional methods. The results
indicated that computer-assisted cooperative instruction promotes
greater quanuty and quality of daily achievement, inure successful

problem solving, and higher performance on factual recognition,
application, and problem-solving test items than did the computerassisted competitive or individualLstic learning.

The authors were particularly concerned that the

competitive condition seemed to he detrimental to the achievement

of girls. "If educators whh to promote girls' success in using
computers and positive attitudes toward working with computers,

computer-assisted cooperative learning situations should he
emphasized."

Johnson, R. T., 1). W. Jo)mson. and M. B. Swine (19)46). "C,omparLson
of Computer-AssLsted Cooperative, Competitive, and IndividualLstic
Learning." American Eihicational Researrh Journal 23: 382-392.

Cooperative learning computer-assisted instruction was
found to promote greater quantity and quality of daily achievement,
more successful problem solving, more task reLned student-student
Interaction, and increased perceived siatus of female students.

MacGregor, S. K. (1988). "Structured Walk-Through." The Computing
Teacher 15 , 97 7-10.

Describes the results of a project using the "ssructured walk-

through" procedure designed to improve students' programming
practice. Outcomes of the project were positive. Students'

programming performance and attitude toward programming

EL Subject Areas
A. Computers
Davies, D. (1988). "Computer-Supported Co-Operative Learning

Systems: Interactive Groups." Programmed Learning and
Mut-alio:1W Technology. 25: 205-215.

Presents the view that learning is a group process and
examines computer-assisted co-operative learning Offers some

techniques for the design of computer-supported cooperative
learning environments.

Fazio, R. P., and F. J. Berenty. (1983), "Everybody Wins in Group
Computing." The Science Teacher 50: 56-58.
Discusses a cooperative computer learning curriculum ir.
earth science used in the Fairfax County Public SchooLs in Virginia.
Devekmment of the innovative curriculum became necessary when
the high school received one computer to he used with twenty-five
to thirty students.

improved Provides a strong reseatth hoe for using a collaborative
learning environment. Stresses that cooperativt learning promotes
"more and better work, more successful problem solving, and
higher performance on factual recognition, applications, and
problem solving tasks." Points out that in a cooperative situation,
students must have a clearly defined cooperative goal structure to
maximize achievement. Concludes by addressing some of the major

concerns of teachers who implenemt cooperative learning
sirategies.

Male, M., R. T. Johnson, I), W. Johnson, and M. Anderson. (1985).
Cooperatim Learning and Computers An Activity Guidefor Teachers.
Minneapolis, Minn.: Cooperative Learning Protect.

Includes the following chapters: An Introduction to

Cooperative Learning and Computers; Essential Ingredients of

Cooperative Computer Lessons; General Design Prindples for Three
Cooperative Learning Strategies (Learning Together, Jigsaw, and
Teams-Games-Tournaments); Sample Lessons: Learning Together,

Sample Lessons: Jigsaw: Sample Lessons. Teams-GamesTournaments; Software Descriptions and Simplified Reference
Cards; and Suggestions for Dividing Students into Teams. The
appendices include a lesson plan guide, sample team recognition
certificates, sample ohservation forms, and sample scoring sysiems.

McDonald, P. 091441. Cuoperatkat at the Computer-A Handbook for
Johnsen, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (19)45). ''Cooperative Learning. One
Key to Computer Assisted Learning." The Computing Teacher 13. 2.
11-13.

trsing Software with Cooperative Learning Gmups. Quincy, 111.:
Looking Glass Learning Products.

Based upon the assumption that "the teaching of computers
and the interpersonal interaction promoted by cooperative learning

A useful resource for teachers of all disciplines. Contains a
wide variety of lesson plans, including suggestions for cooperative
learning activities, effective esublishment of groups, and follow-up

provides complimentary Arvngths." Offers practical cooperative

activities

learning activities for teachers to use in a computer course.
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Reg lin. G. L. (1990). 11w Effects of Individualized and Cooperative
Computer Assisted Instruction of Mathematics Achievement and
Mathematics Anxiety for Prospective Teachers, Journal of Resasrcb
on Compiling in Eduailion 22, 4: 404-412.
Study found that prospective minority teaches who worked

cooperatively significantly outperformed those who worked
individually in mathematics achievement. Math anxiety scores did
not significantly increase or decrease for either group. Females,
however, significantly increased their anxiety scores.

B. Language Arts
Reading Composition, and Spelling
Augustine, D. K., K. D. Gruber, and L R. Hanson. (December 1989-

difficult to manage than a traditional clam once the routine was
established.

Stone, J. (1990). Cooperative Learning and language Arm A MultiStructural Appivacb. San Juan Capistrano, Calif.: Resources for
Teachers.
Provides field-tested, step-by-step muld-structural lemons for
kindergarten through eighth grade students.

Englislo as a Second Language (ESL)
Pierce, LV., ed. (1987). Cooperatim Learning: Integnating language
and Content-Area Instruction. Wheaton, Md.: National

Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education. (ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. 291 2451.

January 1990). 'Cooperative Spelling Groups." Eaucational

A review of research on language minority students'

Leadershp 47, 4: 6.
A five-pan procedure for using cooperative learning to teach

acackmic success precedes the presentation of a bilingual, (-anentbased curriculum which uses cooperative learning techniques. The

"Cooperative Learning in aglish." (October 1990). English Journal 79,
6: 74-77,

The editors solicited a response from public school English

teachers in regard to this question: "How are you using
collaborative or cooperative learning in your classroom"' Eirje short
responses are included.
Duin, A. H. (May 1984). "Implementating Cooperative Learning Groups
in the Writing Cuniculunt What Research Shows and What You Can
Do.' Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Minnesota Council
of Teacher of English, Mankato, Minn. (ERIC Document Reproduction

Finding Out/Descubrimiento Approach (FO/D) developed by
Edward A. De Avila, S.E. Duncan, and Cecelia J. Navarrete is
described and its curriculum outlined. FO/D is an integrated
language skills program for oral and written communication
mastery in English and Spanish within a cooperative learning
environment used in second to fifth grades, it is designed to involve
students with diverse cultural, academic, and linguistic backgrounds
in learning by focussing on their natural interest in how the world
works. Introdaction to social aspects of cooperative learning and
supervised cr,..ntent-leaming activities comprise the two phases of
the program. Methods and materials for program implementation
are discussed and several specific activities are explained in detail.

Service No. El) 251 849).

Duin reviewed the results of over 800 studies of cooperative

learning. She found that students who studied in cooperative
learning groupsas compared to competitive or individualized
Warningachieve more academically, have more positive attitudes
toward school, subiect areas, and teachers, are more positive about
each other, regardless of ability, race, or handicap, and are more
effective interpersonally. Students who learn cooperatively actively

discover knowledge and direct their own learning. Cooperative
learning strategies can help student writers practice invention

techniques, share writing, revise, edit, and discuss material.
Discusses the requirements for cooperative learning (group
interdependence and individual accountability) and explains their
implementation in the composition ClasS. Appendices include
several activities adapted for group USe.

Duin, A. H. (1986). "Implementing Cooperative Learning Groups in the
Writing Curriculum." journal of Teaching Writing 5: 315-323.

Based upon the hypothesis that students who work
cooperatively experience greater achievement than students who
work competitively and individually, the article outlines cooperative
learning activities designed to teach the writing process. Concludes

General Language Arts Skills
Mating, G. H., G. C. Fruman, and
Blum-Anderson. (1985). "Five
Cooperative Learning Strategies for Mainstreamed Youngsters in
Content Area Classrooms." The Reading Teacher 39. 3: 310-317.

The authors recommend placing s:udents of different
abilities together. Rules should be given for group behavior. Several

strategies for learning are discussed; the Jigsaw method, "listgroup," "small group structured overview," "survey, predict, read,
revise" method, and "translation reading."
littera. D. A. (1988). "Activating Comprehension Through Cooperative
learning." Me Reading Teacher 41, 4: 390-394.

The author discusses three phases for implementing
cooperative learning. In connection, the first ph2se, the students
work in small groups, brainstorming, categorizing, and comparing
and contrasting. In the second phase, students read independently,
answer questions. outline and paraphrase. In the follow-up phase,

they prepare to take test using summarization and nmemonic
strategies. Benefits of this approach include helping evaluate
progress during learning stage and promoting positive attitudes.

by challenging writing instructors to incorporate cooperative
learning activities in their curriculum as a means of achieving
"better communication and better writing skills."
Kelly, P., M. P. Hall, and R. C. Small, Jr (1984). "Composition Through
the Team Approach " English Journal 73. 5: 71 -74
Writing teachers used Slavin's Student Teams-Achievement

Division (STAD) cooperative learning technique to improve
composition. A ezp-by-step explanation is given for setting up a
unit in composition using tearm. When compared with other classes

who did not use the STAD approach, yet who studied the same
content and wrote the same papers, teachers found that STAD
students improved their writing twice as often. In addition to
improving writing skills, students and teachers both said they
enjoyed class more. Teachers felt the team approach was no more
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C. Mathematics
Andrini, B. (1990) Cooperative Learning and Mathematks: A MultiStructural Approach San Juan Capistrano, Calif.: Resources for
Teachers,
Provides field-tested. step-by-siep multi-structural lessons for

kindergaien through eighth grade students.

Ann, A. F., and C. M. Newman. (1990). How to Use Cooperative
Learning in Me Mathematics Classroom. Reston, Va,: National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
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A manual, which ins developed under the auspice el the

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, on how to

incomplete various coopeadve laming spaniel is mathentatka
&moons aeon the grade levels.
Arta, A. F., and C N. Newman. (September 1990). °Cooperative
Lemming.' Afathenaks 7ecbse835 6: 448-452.
This ankle is comprised elf the following section* °What la
cooperative teaming* °Why use coopenttive teaming," 'How are
Groups Panned," °How can moperatha !minim be incorporated in
the Mitil leMaides dam," and °Why do students like coopmative
leaming."

BMus, R. R. (l9111). lifeas of Team-Amisted Indivithia fixation on the
Attitudes and Achievented of Third Pounh and Fiftli Guide Snows

on Mathemadce University of Newland. Dissertation Abstraas
International 43, 70A.

Discusses an eight-week study designed to evaluate the
effects of Team-Assisted individualization (TAD that combined
student team learning and individualized interaction and Repid
Proses Mathematics alPfd) upon the mathemadcal achievement of
clammily admit digthen. Students in the TM experimental group

Goad, T. L,

J. Reys, D. A. Gnaws, and C M. Muhyan (December

1989-January 1990). 'Using Work-Groups in Mathematics
lmtrucdon." Bducalkmai Lesidert4 47, 4: 5662.

A descripdve analysis of "how teachers who use work-

groups actually employ these formats and to explore, in a

preliminary way, the possible advantages and disadvantages of
trans these groups." Includes ptactical lesson examples. including
possible problem meas.

Johnson, D. W., and IL T. Johnson. (1989). "Cooperative Learning in
Mathematics Education.° In New Directions for Momentary School
Mathematics, edked by P. R. Trillion and A. P. Shulte. Reston, Va.:
The National Coundl of Teachers of Mathematics.

A very broad overview that addresses the nature of

cooperative teaming, a few basic concerns vis-a-vis coopermive
teaming and learning mathematics, basic elements of cooperative
learning, and the teacher's role in implementing cooperative
learning.

Pupil, D. L. (150). °A Television Programming Challenge: A

Cooperative Group Activity That Uses Mathematics.* Aritinnetk
Mather 36, 5: 7-9.

N. Davkison. New Wein Addison-Weley Publishing Company.
In his innochiction, Davkison provides a detailed discussion

Designed fa 411001' high students to apply mathematical
principles to the mal world, the Teievision Pmgramming Challenge
consists of the fnliowing tasks: to conduct a awry of junior high
school students to &aniline how much television they watch, the
types of shows that they watch, and the types of advenisements
that captwed their mention; to prepare a report of the survey; and
to prepare a suggested week of television shows. To complete the
assignment, students were divided into cooperative groups. The
anicie details the instruction and procedures for the project.

Davidson, N., ed. (1990). Coopenuive learning in Mathematics: A

Robertson, L, N. Graves, and P. Tuck. (1990). Implementing Group
Work: Issues for Teachers and Administrators.* In Cooperative
teaming in Mathematic:iv A Handing° k for Teachers, edited by N.

revealed greater achievement than did mildews in the RPM gmum.
Bah experimental gmtips experienced more achievement than did
students in the conned group.

Davidson, N. (1990). Introduction and Overview.' In Cooperate
Learning fn Mathessatka A Handbook for reaches, edited by
about the place and use of cooperative learning In math courses
from elementary thieugh hmoductory college mum*
Handhsokfor Maths= New York Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.
A major resource on coopetative learning in mathematics.
Includes the following essay* °The Math Solution Using Groups of
Four° by Marilyn Burn* °Finding Om about Complex Inmuction:
Teaching Math and Science in Heterogeneous Classrooms" by
Racla:l A. Loom and Joan Denton; °Student Team Learning and
Mathematics° hy Robert E. Slavin; °Using Coopeadve learning in
Math" by David and Roger Johnson; 'Caopeative Learning and
Computers in the Ehmentary and &fiddle School Math Classroom'
by Mary Male Voopeation in the Mathematics Ciassroom: A User's

Manual" by Roberta L. Dees'; °Small-Group Learning in the

Secondary Madumatics Classroom' by Calvin D. Grabill; °Real
Maths in Cooperative Groups in Secondary Education° by pan
Tema; °Integrating Computes as Tools in Mathematka Cunicula
(Glades 9-13): Pottraits of Group Interaction° by CItarlene Sheets

and tit Kathleen Hack 'Cooperative Learning Using a Smali-Group
Isboratory Approach' by Julian Weissglass; °The Small-Group
Discovery Method in Secondary- and College-tevel Mathematics' by
Neil Davide:04 and *Implementing Group Work: Issues for Teaches

and Administrators° by Laturel Roberuon, Nancy Graves, and
Patricia nick.

Gliben-Macmillan, K., and S. J. Lein. (1986), "Cooperative Small
Groups A Method for Teaching Problem Solving.' The Arithmetic
71racher 33, 7: 9-11.

The authors discuss methods for training a small group
(ideally four children) to work well together. The goals of the
gimp must be specified, the individual talents of each member
imm be made use of, the responsibilities of listening, encouraging
and participating must be emphasized, and this training should
proceed gradually as the children experience working together.
They also point out that children must be allowed to talk through

extra information in a problem in order to facilitate the
development of incident solving skills.

Davidson. New York: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company.

Discusses issues affecting the use of cooperative learning in
mathematics with an emphasis on teachers' decision making and
factots affecting implementation.
Rosenbaum, L. J., K. J. Behounek, L Brown, and J. V. Burcalow. (1989).
'Step Into Problem Solving with Cooperative Learning' ArlibilletiC
7ktacker 36, 7: 7-11.

Offers suggestions about using small, cooperative groups to
teach problem solving to primary-level students. Gives practical
classroom activities for use in cooperative groups and lists five
tricks for SUcCeSS: Teach strategies, rehearse technique, involve
everyone, cooperate to solve problems, keep groups small, and
sham ideas,
Slavin, R. E. (1985). °Team-Assisted Individualization: A Cooperative
Learning Solution for Adaptive Instruction in Mathematics.* In
Ad4prirm hutruction to Individual Differences, edited by M. C. Wang

and H. J. Walberg. Berkeley, Calif.: McCutchan Publishing
Corporation.

Provides a solid overview of the strategy entitled TeamAssisted Individualizadon (TM), and its role in regard to adaptive
instruction. Briefly discusses the research on TM, including that
whieh is concerned with academic achievement, attitudes, race
relations, and effects cm academically handicapped students.

Slavin, R. E. (1M). *Cooperative Learning and Individualized

Insuuction.' Arithmetic nacber 35: 1416.
Discusses Team-Assisted Individualization (TM), which
applies principles of cooperative learning to an individualized
program Examines team composition, placement tests currictdum

materials, team scores and recognition, and teaching groups.
Concludes that 'Research on TM has amply justified our
expectation that if the management, motivational, and direct
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insttuctional motile= of individualized insnuction can be solved.
the apptsuch could considerably improve students' mathematics
achievement. In six carefully controlled studies in grades 3-6, TAI
classes gained an avesage of twice as many grade equivalents as

control classes on standardized tests. Results in mathematic
concepts and applications have been less dramatic but are still
positive as are results on such varied outccanes as students' self-

esteem in mathematics, liking of mathematics, acceptance of
mainstreamed classmates, and lace relations.-

Sachse, T. P. (1989). "Making Science Happen." Educational &Worship
47, 3: 18-21.

Discusses how cooperative learning strategies are
outstanding for use with sconstnasivist teadting" and an ideal way
to engage students In Interactive learning?

Sherman, L. W. (1989). 'A Comparative Study of Cooperative and
Competitive Achievement in Secondary Biology Classrooms: The
Group Insastigation Model Versus an Individually Competftive Goal
STUMM.' jatanal qfgesearob in Scions. Dathing 26., 1: 5544.

This study was done in a mak* white middle class rural

D. Science

school. It explores the success of GI (Group Investigation). Over a
35 day petiod, the chikken participated m small poups, researching
a topic. The children divided the work among themselves. Pretests

Bonnstener, R., and J. Pedersen. (1990). -S/T/S for Students' Science

showed that the experimental group was similar to the control

Sccfse 13, 4: 49.

Presents an interesting, effective method for using
cooperative controversy to teach science, technology, and societal
issues. Written aS a conversation between a son and his mother, the
article provides good reading for any teacher or parent interested in
cooperative learning.

poop, taught by the traditional methods. The study found that both

groups showed gains and that neither one was superior to the
other. The author suggests that the way in which the study was
earned om may have had bearing on the results. Not everyone in
the coopenative group participated fully and the time in the school
year may have had some effect.

Hannigan, M. R. (December 1989-January 1990). -Cooperative Learning
in Elementary Science? Eduastional laasiessbip 47, 4: 25.
Discusses "Science for Life and Living Integrating Science,

Technology, and Health,' a new science program for elementary
students that emphasizes conaete experiences and is one in which
cooperative learning is a cent's! strategy.

Johnson, R. T., and D. W. Johnson. (1986). "Action Research:
Cooperative Learning in the Science Classroom.' Science and
Children 24, 2: 31-32.

Emphasizes the need for studies testing the effectiveness of
cooperative learning activities within science classrooms. Written for

teachers who desire to conduct reseateh, the article discuses three
types of studies dut can be done by classroom teachers: replication,

refining, and extending. Concludes that teachers who do
cooperative learning research will gain valuable experience and
knowledge that will enhance their teaching skills.

Lazarowitz, R., R. L. Hertz, J. H. Baird, and V. Bowlden. (1988).
"Academic Achievement and On-Task Behavior of High School
Biology Students Instructed in a Cooperative Small Investigative
Group." Science Education 72, 4: 475-487.

A modified Jigsaw method combined with the investigative

group approach waS USW to teach two biology units (cells and
plants) to tenth graders. Authors concluded that while r cadmic
mutts were inconclusive, impnwement in time-on-task behaviors
caused by cooperative learning nuy lead to better attitudes toward
science, less absenteeism, and higher student expectations.
lkebukola, P. A. (1985). -The Relative Effectiveness of Cooperative and

Competitive Interaction Techniques in Strengthening Students'
Perfonnance in Science Classes? Science Education 69, 4: 501-509.

Compared the effectiveness on students' performance in
science classes nf two -pure" cooperative (Johnsons' technique and
jigsaw), two cooperative-competitive (Teams-Games-Tournament

E. Social Studies
Bump, E. (1989). -Utilizing Cooperative Learning to Teach Social
Studies in the Middle School.° Social Science Reconif 26, 2: 32-36.

A social studies supervisor's insight as to why and how
cooperative learning can be used in middle school social studies
programs to attempt to meet the needs of -transecents" and to make
the study of SOCial studies more Interesting.

Ferguson, P. (1988). "Modernization in Meiji Japan: A Jigsaw lesson,"
Social Education 51: 393. 394.

Provides a step-by-step procedure for teaching a ligsaw
lemon on modernization in Meiji, Japan. It also provides the actual

information and directions needed by the students in order to
complete the jigsaw exercise.

Lyman, L. K., and H. C. Foyle. (1988). 'Cooperative Learning:
Experiencing the Constitution in Action." Paper presented at the
Rocky Mountain Regional Conference of the National Council for the
Social Studies. Salt lake City, Utah. (ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 293 791).

Ten basic steps for implementation of cooperative learning
are identified. Sample cooperative learning lesson plans include
'Creating a Cbssmom Bill of Rights' for 4.6th graders and "The
United States Constitution: Powers of Congress" far 7-12th graders,
Encourages use of cooperative learning by social studies teachers
because it motivates students and encourages social and academic
interaction among students.

Palmer, J. J. (1988). "The Electoral College: A Jigsaw Lesson." Social
Education 52: 306-307.

A jigsaw lesson for high school students. Addresses what the
electoral college is and how it works.

and Student Teams-Achievement Division), and one 'pure"
competitive learning technique (student has own set of learning
matetials, studies independently, and competes for first, second,
and third place within the class).
Results showed that cooperative-competitive methods had
greater positive effects on student performance when compared to
..pute" cooperative and "pure' competitive methods. STAD and TGT
techniques also caused students to perform significantly better on
higher cognitive skills. Okebukola concluded that a combination of

Bina, M. J. (1986). "Social Skills Development Through Cooperative
Group Learning Strategies." Education of tbe Visually Handicapped

cooperation and competition may be considered to be the best
method of instruction in science classes to increase student

visually handicapped (VH) students in order to improve

achievement.
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F. Students with Special Needs
18, 1: 27-40.

Describes the use of cooperative learning strategies with

socialization skills and integration with nonhandicapped peers
Looks at reasons for poor social skills of handicapped students: 1.

2Ct;
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Authom recommend cooperative learning procedures be

Inadequate time to teach social skills; 2. over reliance on

indiviclualized or competitive learning 3. social skills not assigned a
high priority by tenchers. Contains a brief ovesview of cooperative
learning and various cooperative lemming snategies, gem repons
how it has been used effectively with visually hawked students.
Gives =mete and useful suggestions for implementh* cooperative
learning with handicapped students. Discusses potendal probkms
in implementadon with visually handicapped students and offers
soludons.

used when mainsneaming severely handicapped students, but warn

that nonhandicapped students must be given instruction in

strategies to effectively work with them and must give

nonhandicapped students feedback as to how well they are
worldng with handicapped tandems.
Lew, M., D. Mad% D. W. Johnson, and R. T. Johnson. (1986). 'Positive

Interdependence, Academic and Collaborative-Skills Group
Contingencies, and Isolated Students."Anserrcen Educational
lassaarcbfmanal23: 476488.

Guinagh, B. (1980). The Social Integration of Handicapped Children."
Rd Mika Katpsn62,1: 27-29.

Argues that integration of handicapped children into the
mehnneam 01 schooling shoukl not be left to drawn and suggests
that cooperative teaming actiAdes make social integration more

Investigated the effects ci opportunities to interact with
classmates, positive goal interdependence, positive goal and
positive reward interdependence, and positive goal and reward
interdepernience with an added contingency for the use of

likely. Discusses research of Johnson and Johnson and their

collaborative skills. The results indicate that both positive goal and

associates, and Slevin and his associate:.

reward interdependence are needed to maximize student

achievement and the interpersonal attraction between socially
withdrown and nonhandicapped students.

Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1981). 'The Integration of the

Handicamed Into the Regular Classroom Effscts of Cooperative and
individualistk Instruction" Coratemposy Edartational itpcbokey
344-353.

Mitddr71, N. A., IL E, Slavin. (1983). "Effects of Conneralive Learning on
the Social Acceptance of Mainstreamed Academically Handicamed

Students.' The jaws: a 1 VI:eclat Sitscation 17,1 171-102.

Details a study that compares the effects of cooperative and

An attempt to discover if the social acceptance of mildlyacademically handicapped children enrolled in regular classes

individualist learning experience on interpemonal attraction
between handicapped and nonhandicapped fotnth grade fitideltS.

would impkwe as a result of coopmative learning. An adaptation of
Students Teams-Achlecement Division (STAD) was used as the
cooperative intervention ln the connol condition, students studied
individually and were given feectudc

Results indicated that 'cooperative learning experiences, compared

with individualistic ones, promote more cross-handicapped
interaction during both insuuctional and free-time situations and

more interpersonal attraction between handicapped and
nonhardicapped students.' Concludes that cooperative learning
activities are effective when handicapped students are

While cooperative learning did not result in increased
friendships between academically handicapped and normal-

program chikhen, it did cause a significant decrease in rejection of
handicapped students. Both groups showed greater academic
achievement and self concept as a result of cooperation. The
authors believe that if cooperation had been used for a longer time
period, friendships may also have grown between the two groups.

mainstreamed into the regular classnrom

Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1989). "Cooperative Learning:
What Special Eduattion Teachers Need to Know." Pointer 33.

5-

10.

Paper seeks to identify what cooperative learning IS and the
basic factors within it that make cooperative learning effeaive. Also
examines the imponance of the teacher in constructing cooperative

Madden, N. A., R. E. Slavin, N. L Kamen. and B. J. Liventiort- (1089) -

learning outcome is affected by cooperation, and teaching methods
which can be used in placing handicapped and non-handicapped
students in the same groups.

achievement of students at an inner-city elementary school by
producing immediate intensive interventions when learning

learning groups, various ways groups may be utilized, how the

Johnson, R. T., and D. W. Johnson. (1981). *Building Friendships
Between Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Students: Effects of
Cooperative Learning and Individualistic Learning.' American
Educational Researcbibwnal 18: 415-423.
The lesults of the study involving thitd graders indicate that

coopetative learning experiences, compared with individualistic

ones, "promote more cross-handicapped interaction during
instruction; promote interaction characterized by involvisAg
handicapped students in the learning activities, giving them
assistance, and encouraging them to achieve; promote more crosshandkap friendships; and promote MOM cross-handicap interaction
during post insoucticoal fraetime."

Johnson, R. T., D. W. Johnson, N. DeWeerdt, V. M. Lyons, and B.
Zaidman. (1983). 'Integrating Severely Adaptively Handic2pped
Seventh-Grade Students Into Constructive Relationships with
Nonhandicapped Peers in Science Class.' American Journal of
M91021 Dcfriency 87, 6: 611-618.

Coopenuive learning and individualistic learning modes
were compared on interactions and relationships between severely
handicapped and nonhandicapped seventh grade students. Results
of the coopewlve learning condition showed: I. achievement of
nonhandicapped students was unaffectech 2. handicapped students
did not withdraw from interaction with nonhandicapped peers; 3.
handicapped students participated in mote tasks, management, and
social interactions with nonhandicapped than in the individualistic
condition; and 4. handicapped felt they 'belonged' more.
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*Restructuring the Urban Elementary School.* Educational
Leadership 46, 5: 14- 1 8.

Discusses how the 'Success for All' program has Improved

ploblems occur. Briefly touches on the strategy called Toopetative
Integrated Reading and Ccanposition' (CIRC), which *provides
cooperative learning activities built around story structure,
medial:et, suminarizatkrn, vocabulary building, decoding practice,

writing, and direct instruction in reading comprehension and
ignilugge

Madden, N. A., R. E Navin, N. L KiliWeit, B. J. Livennon, and L Dolan.
Vitas on Student Acblevemen4 Rententions,
(1988). Succemfor
and *rectal Education Referrals. Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins
University, Center for Research on Elementary and Middle Schools.

Discusses a model of elementary school organization that
incorporates much of what is known about effective programs for
students at risk. This model makes solid use ci such cooperative
learning strategies as Tealti-ASsisted Individualization (TAD, and
Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (CIRC). The
Success for All program was initially piloted and evaluated at one
Baltimore City elementary school during the 1907-19130 school year,

and has been expanded to additional schools in subsequent )ears.
Male, M., and M.

A. Anderson. (199)1 Raft Irv Cooperatke learning

in tbe Mainstream Classivons Adington, Va.: Maio Press.

Authors envision classrooms where differences are viewed
as strengths to draw on, Wah =operative learning strategies as the
catalyst for allowing each student to discover a place to lit in. Text
includes lessons and worksheets for grades K-12 in language arts,
math, science, health, and social audits.
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Margolis, H., and E. Schwark. (1989). °Facilitating Mainstreaming
Through Cooperative Learning." Ibe HO School journal 72; 83-88.

Bmad overview as to why the use of cooperative learning
may facilitate mainstreaming. Also provides suggested gukielines for
knplementatlon.

Mitring, G. H., G. C. Fruman, and J. Blum-Anderson. (1985). "Five
Cooperative Learning Strategies for Mainstreanied Youngsters in
Content Azea Classrooms." The Readirw Teacher 39, 3: 310-313.

Highlights learning strategies for hnplementing cooperative
learning techniques for main-streamed youngsters in content area
dats11001111 Small groups of students (4-8) at various instructional
levels are placed in a non-competitive environment of working
together toward a common goal. Describes effective cooperative
strategies such as jigsaw strategy, list-groups-label strategy, small

Slavin R. E. (1990). "Ability Grouping, Cooperative Learnim and the
Gifted." journeifor the Education ttf tbe Gilled 14, 1: 3-8.
Points out that 'it is possible to reduce the use of tracking
and of separate enrichment programs for the gifted, increase the
use of cooperative teaming, and meet the learning needs of gifted
students better than in traditionally organized classes." Reviews

research findings that support the effectiveness of cooperative
learning with accelerated groups. Concludes by emphasizing that
the best way to meet the needs of all learners, including the gifted,
is to modify the structure of traditional classmoms.

Slavin, R. E. (1990). "Cooperative Learning and the Gifted: Who
Benefits?" journal for the Education of tbe GOed 14, 1: 28-30.

A response to Ann Robinson's article 'Cooperation or
Exploitation? The Argument against Cooperative Learning for

group structures, survey, predict, read, revise, and translation

Talented Students." Agrees that the research base for application of

mainstreamed students

cooperative learning to gifted classes is 'virtually nonexistent.'
Points out that many studies have reported the benefit of using

writing in developing cooperative learning strategies for
Reynokts, M. C. (1989). "Students with Special Needs." In Knolvied,ge

cooperative teaming for high achievers and that the "extrapolation
to accelerated programs seems straightforward."

Base for the Beginning Teacher, edited by M. C. Reynolds. New
York Pergamon Press.

Slavin, R. E., and N. A. Madden. (1989). "Effective Classroom Programs

Under a section entitled 'Positive Interdependence Among
Students," Reynolds suggests that the use of cooperative group
strategies for part of the day may be a way to achieve a decent

for Students At Risk.' In Effective Programs for Students at Risk,
edited by R. E. Slavin, N. L Karweit, and N. A. Madden. Boston:

characteristics." Discusses achievement advances when cooperative
learning is used with inner city pupils, children from low-income

42) that discusses Team Accelerated Instruction (TAD and

Allyn and Bacon.

environment for students who 'show wide diversity in
families, black students, mentally retarded, and others. Also

disTusses 'gains in appreciation and acceptance among students
who are diverse in racial and ethnic backgrounds and children with
handicaps."

Robinson, A. (1990). "Cooperation or Exploitation? The Argument
Against Cooperative Learning for Talented Students." Journal for the
Education of tbe Gifted 14, 1: 9-27.

Reviews the following disadvantages of using cooperative
learning with academically talented students: 1. limiting instruction
to grade level materials, 2. presenting information to meet the needs

of grade-level students, and 3. using basic skills measures to
evaluate student achievement. Also paints out problems with the
existing research base and its applicability to talented students.

Among the problems discussed are sampling, treatment
comparisons, contradictory results for higher level outcomes, and

overgeneralization. Concludes that cooperative learning does
produce positive outcomes, but that the strategy should be used
cautiously to avoid exploking gifted students for the benefit of the
other students.

Robinson, A. (1990). "Cooperation, Consiraency, and Challenge for
Academically Talented Youth." journal for tbe Education of tbe
Gifted 14, 1: 31-36.

In her response to Robert Stavin's article 'Ability Grouping,
Cooperative Learning and the Gifted," the author discusses areas of
agreement with Slavin and offers suggestions for understanding and
using cooperative learning with talented students.

Schniedewind, N., and S. J. Salend (1987). 'Cooperative Learning
Works.' Teaching Exceptional Clildren 19: 22-25.
Presents special education teachers with practical guidelines

for designing and implementing cooperative learning strategies

Illustrates how these guidelines are used by teachers in
mainstreamed, resource room, and self-contained classroom

Includes a section entitled 'Cooperative Learning" (pp. 39Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (CIRC).

Slavin, R. E., and N. A. Madden. (1989). 'What Works for Students At
Risk: A &watch Synthesis." Educational leadetshp 46, 5: 4-13.

A section of this ankle (t4r. 8-10) examines the value of
cooperative learning strategies in regard to the student at risk. The

researchers found four strategies to meet the inclusion criteria
applied in the synthesis: Team Accelerated Instruction, Cooperative
Integrated Reading and Composition, Student Teams-Achievement
Divisions, and Companion Reading.

Slavin, R. E., N. A. Madden, and N. L. Karweit. (1989). 'Effective
Programs for Students At Risk: Conclusions for Practice and Policy."
In Weenie Prognanu for Students At, Risla, edited by R. Slavin, N. L.
Karweit and N. A. Madden. Boston: Allyn and Bacon.

Briefly discusses how Cooperative Integrated Reading and
Composition (CIRC) and Team-Assisted Individualization (TAI) have

been incorporated into a model of elementary school organization
and 'Success for All," an effective educational program for students
at risk.

Tateyama-Sniezek, K. M. (1990). "Cooperative Learning: Does it
Improve the Academic Achievement of Students with Handicaps?"
Exceptional Children 56: 426-437.

Presents a review of the research on the effects of
cooperative learning on the achievement of handicapped students.

To be included in this review, studies must have included
handicapped students as part of the sample. In addition,
achievement had to be the dependent variable and cooperative
learning the independent variable. As a result, only twelve studies
met the criteria and were included for review purposes. Findings
were inconsistent among the twelve studies, indicating a need for
more research in this area before teachers are encouraged to use
cooperative learning methods with mainstreamed special education
siudents.

settings. Topics discussed include. Selecting a cooperative learning
format, establishing guidelines for cooperating activities, forming

cooperative groups, arranging the classroom, developing
cooperative skills, and confronting problems. Even though the
article targets special education teachers. it will serve as a valuable
resource for all teachers interested in cooperative learning.
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Bell, J., V. Clark, E. Gebo, S. Lord. (1989). "FHA Achieving Excellence
Through Cooperative Learning." AASSE Bulletin 73: 114-117.

2os
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Reviews the findings of studies on cooperative learning
conducted by Johnson and Johnson. Explains ways in which

Johnson, R. T., and D. W. Johnson. (1985). Cooperative Learning:
Warm-1415, Grouping Stnate0s, and Group Activate( Edina, Minn.:
Interaction Book Company.

vocational student organizations, especially Future Homemakers of
America, teach these skills in conjunction with academic content of

An activity booklet filled with exercises designed to

courses. Outlines a five-step planning process involved in

establishing cooperative activities. Concludes with suggestions for

reinforce and build on previous ideas for group work activities.
Contains a wide assortment of lessons including warm-ups.

administrators about how to support and encourage increased

grouping grategies. and cooperative group activities.

cooperation.

Johnson, D.W. (1987). Human Relations and Your Career A Guide to
Inievpersonal Slats, 2d ed. Englewood Cliffs. NJ.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Designed to teach students in career training programs the

Kagan. S. (1985). "Learning to Cooperate.' In Learning to Cooperate.
CoopenstOrg to Learn, edited by R. Slavin. S. Sharan, S. Kagan, R.
Henz-Lazarowitz, C. Webb, and K. Schmuck. New York: Plenum
Press.

interpersonal and group skills they need to be successful.

A fascinating essay on the need to incorporate cooperative,
prosocial socialization experiences in schools especially in light of
"the modern socialization void, the negative consequences of this
void, and projected and economic needs."

Experiential learning procedures are used to help students learn

practical interpersonal skills. Each chapter begins with a

questionnaire introducing the terms. concepts, and skills to be
learned. Exercises are followed by relevant theory in social

psychology to help students reach conclusions about their
experiences.

The role of the teacher is explained and instruction and

Schultz. J.f.. (December 1989-January 1990). "Cooperative Learning:
Refining the Process.' Educational Leadersb0 47, 4: 43-45.

Emphasizes the crucial need fur teachers to give adequate

suggestions given for organizing students into cooperative groups.

attention to monitoring and teaching social skills if they are to

Students use learning contracts and participate in competitive
tournaments. Evaluation and grading are explained. An
informative, readable, practical hook. If not used as a class text,
should be included in a career education teacher's professional

introduce cooperative learning successfully. Addresses the author's
initial difficulty and final triumph after some reflection, monitoring,
arid adjustment on his part.

library,

B. Comparisons of Learning Conditions
(Cooperative, Competitive, Individualistic)
Azmih. M. (1988). "Peer Interaction and Problem Problem Solving:
When Are Two Heads Better Than One?" add Derekrpment 59. 87-

11I. General
A. Classroom Climate and Social Needs
of Students

96.

Addresses the findings of three questions: 1. Does group

work and cooperative activities lead to greater learning than
independent study? 2. Does group antlior cooperative team learning
generalize to later independent situations? 3. What characteristics of
group interaction facilitate learning? Azmita found that preschool
children are "more likely to acquire cognitive skills when they work

Carson, L.. and S. Hoyle. (December I989-January 199)). "Teaching
Social Skills: A View From the Classroom." Educational Leadership

with a more expert partner, only novices who worked with an
expert generalized their skills to the individual post-test," and
"observational learning and guidance by an expert mediated

47. 4: 31.

A useful piece by two high school teachers on effettive
methods for teaching social skillsmodeling the skill, taking social
skills one at a time, easing students into using social skills, and

rewarding groups in which all members in the group
practice/display the social skill.
Johnson,

W., and R. T, Johnson. (1989. ) "Social

Interdependence

learning."

Griffin, K. (1988). 'Cooperation. Competilion, IndividualismStudents
Need All Three." C:learing House 62: 52.
A short article that presents the necessity. as well as the

and Self-Esteem." In Cooperation and Competition: Theory and
Researrb, edited by D. W. Johnson and R. T. Johnson. Edina. Minn.:

merits, of providing students a wide range of learning activities,

Interaction Book Company.
Defines self-esteem and explains its importance. The authors

activities.

including cooperative, competitive, and individual learning

argue that a relationship exists between self-esteem and

Johnson, D. W.. and R. T. Johnson. (1985). "The Intemal Dynamics of

the competitive or individualistic. Along with the cooperative

Hertz-Lazarowitz, C. Webb, and R. Schmuck. New York: Plenum

situation come self-acceptance arid greater self-esteem, whereas in
the competitive situation, self-esteem is conditional and in the
individualistic, self-esteem is turned to self-rejection.

Press.

cooperation, competition, and individualism. Findings indicate that
higher self-esteem is promoted in the cooperative situation than in

Cooperative Learning Groups." In Learning to Cooperate,
Cooperating to learn, edited hy R. Slavin, S. Sharan. S. Kagan. R.

In their discussion of "the internal processes within
cooperative learning groups that mediate or moderate the
relationship between C o o pe ration and productivity as well as

Johnson, D. W.. and R. T Johnson. (December 1989-January 1990).

"Social Skills for Successful Group Work." Educational Leadership
47, 4: 29-33.

An excellent piece on the ralue of teaching social skills and
methods for doing so. Includes sections on teaching cooperative
learning skills, using bonus points, long-term outcomes, and a

discussion as to why teaching social skills is as important as
teaching academic content.
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interpersonal attraction among students,' the Johnsons address the
following: Theory of social interdependence, their research efforts
and procedures, social interdependence and achievement, social
interdependence and relationships among students, and various
variables that illustrate internal dynamics of cooperative learning
groupts (e.g., type of task, quality of learning strategy, controversy
versus concurrence seeking, time on task, cognitive processing,
peer support, active mutual involvement in learning, ability leveLs of
groups members, ctsychological support and acceptance, attitudes
toward subject areas, and fairness of grading).
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Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1989). "Motivational Pnacessea° In
Cocpenarion and Compernirm Ivory and Research, edited by D. W.
Johnson and R. T. Johnson. Es. ia,
M(nn... Interaction Book
Company.

Sham, S., P. Kuffell, R. Hertz-Lazatowitz, Y. Beiarano, S. RaViV, and
Y. %swan. (1985). "Cooperative Learning Effects on Ethnic Relations

Discusses motivation 2nd its determinants which cause

different levels of achievement. Results indicate that in the

Sharan, S. Kagan, R. Hertz-Lazarowitz, C. Webb, and R. Schmuck.
New York: Plenum Prem.

cooperative ccmdition, achievement levels are high and positive in
regards to success expectation, commitment, persistence, incentive

Describes a field experiment conducted in desegregated
junior high schools in Israel that compared the effects of three

to achieve, curiosity, and interest. In the competitive and
individualistic conditions, results were low or negative in all areas
except ability.

C. Cultural and Ethnic Differences
Cohen, E. G. (1986). Designing Groupwork: Strategies for the
HeWrivenevus Classroom. New York: Teachers College Press.

A guide for designing and encouraging participation in
group activities regardless of race, sex, academic achievement, or
socioeconomic class. The book may be an effective tool in teaching
bilingual classes. Not specifically coopenitive leaming, but includes
adaptable material.

Johnsor, I). W., and R. T. Johnson. (1981). "Effects of Cooperative and

indivklualLatic Learning Experiences on Inter-Ethnic Interaction."
journal of-Educational Porboicaly 73, 3: 444- 449.

Results of the study involving fourth graders, indicate that
cooperative learning experiences, compared with individualistic
experiences, promote greater interaction between minority and
majonty students during instruction. This interaction is characterized

by greater perceived helping between minority and majority
studenm and stronger beliefs that students encourage and support
each others efforts to learn, that students know each other and are
friends, that students think through the rationale for their answers
and apply and use what they know in new situations, that students
work together and help each other, and that students do not work
alone, without interacting with other students.
Findiags also provide behavioral evidence that the cross-

ethnic relationships created in cooperative learning groups do
generalize to frtaatime, free-choice situations.

Kagan, S., G. L. Zahn, K. F. Widaman, J. Schwarzwald, and G. Tyrrell.

(1985). 'Classroom Structural BiaS: Impact of Cooperative and
Competitive Classroom Structures on Cooperative and Competitive
individuals and Groups." In Learning to Cooperate, Cooperating to
Leans, edited by R. Slavin, S. Sharan, S. Kagan, R. Hertz-Lazarowitz
C. Webb, and R. Schmuck. New York: Plenum Prem.
The expreas purpose of this essay is to present empirical
evidence that addresses the hypothesis that "classroom structures

and Achievement in !Mel: Junior-High School Classrooms." In
learning to Coopenae, Cooperating to Learn edited by R. Slavin, S.

teaching models (Group-Investigation, Student-Teams Achievement

Divisions, and traditional whole-class instruction) on the pupil's
academic learning, cooperative behavior, and attitudes toward peers

of their own and of the other ethnic group. Describes the three
teaching methods, the teachers and pupils, sources of teachers'
resistance to the new strategies they were required to implement,
the teacher training program, processes of implementation,
dependent variables, academic achievement in English and
literature, cooperative behavior that took place, and impact on
social relations.

Strickland, D. S., and E. J. Cooper, eds. (1987). Educating Black
Children: America's Challenge Washington, D.C.: Bureau of
Educational Research. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No.
ED 298 1 88).

A series of papers on effectively educating black children. In

Section II, Robert E. Slavin ("Cooperative Learning and the
Education of Black Students") discusses the use of cooperative
learning as a successful strategy for increasing student achlevenwnt
in both desegregated and majority-black schools. He finds that
cooperative learning methods seem to be particularly effective for
black students regardless of achievement level, pcimitay because
black students are known to be more favorable toward cooperation
with their peers than are white students. In addition to increased
achievement, cooperative learning also causes students to have
improved attitudes toward their classmates, particularly those of
diffewnt ethnicities. Slavin emphasizes that the students themselves

can be the most powerful, free instructional resource available in

any school, when effectively involved in cooperative learning
activities.

Towson, S. (1985). "Melting Pot or Mizsaic: Cooperative Education and

Interethnic Relations." In Learning to Cooperate, Cooperating to
Learn, edited by R. Slavin, S. Sharan, S. Kagan, R. Hertz-Lazarowitz,
C Webb, and R Schmuck. New York: Plenum Press.

Explores the idea that research on the use of cooperative
learning as a teaching strategy "to facilitate pasitive interethnic
relatiorm has been profoundly affected by the two ideologies that
have dominated North American thought on this imue: the melting

pot and the mosaicor, more prosaically, assimilation and
pluralism

common in the U.S. public schools discriminate against the
achievement, the cultural values, and well-being of Mexican-

D. Teacher Educational/
Staff Development

American and black students (or the structural bias hypothesis)

Discusses the theory of structural bias, the (University of
California's) Riverside CooperativeLearning Project, empirical
evidence of structural bias. and concluaions.

Little Soldier, L. (1989). "Cooperative Icaming and the Native Amencan
Student." Phi Deka Kappan 71, 2: 161-163.

Discusses how cooperative learning can he used to upgrade

the quality of education for Native American children while
remaining sensitive to cultural issues. Claims that cooperative
learning matches traditional Indian values and behaviors such as
respect for the individual, development of an internal locus of
control, cooperation, sharing, and harmony. Also provides a
discussion of how to use cooperative learning, mentions a few

Aronson,F., and Caxxie, E. (1980). -Training Teachers to Implement

jigsaw Learning: A Manual for Teachers." In Cooperation in
Education edited by S. Sharan, P Hare, C. D. Webb, and R. HertzLazamwitz. Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press.

An overview of why and how the jigsaw strategy was
developed as well as the "jigsaw classroom" (including how to
implement team-building, constructing the jigsaw materials,
teaching it to students, and a question and answer section on the
jigsaw), and information about teacher training workshops on the

*saw

research studies, and potential benefits of cooperative learning for
Native American students.
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cooperative learning can be used in teacher education programs; an
overview of such cooperative learning strategies as Jigsaw, Informal
resource groups, study teams, group projects; and an analysis of a
cooperative learning survey the authors administered to a sampling
of their undergraduate and graduate students at the University of
Maine, Famangton.

Bemagozzi, T. (February 1988). "The New Cooperative Learning."
learning 88: 38-43.

First hand account about the year liemagozzi and his third

grade class spent as part of a Johns Hopkins pilot program in

cooperative learning. Discusses setting up teams, managing the
scoring system, teaching cooperative skills, using cooperative
teaming to teach reading and writing, and pitfalls and benefint.

Johnson, D. W R. T. Johnson. (1984). "Cooperative Small-Group
Learning." Clostcuhrm Report 1: 1-6.

Bohlmeyer, E. M., and J. P. Burke. (1987). 'Selecting Cooperative
Learning Techniques: A Consultative Strategy Guide." School

A brief but detailed overview of the theory and practice of
cooperative teaming. Initially defines key elements of cooperative
learning and then delineates principles of implementation along

Mythology Ilevkiv l& 36-49.

A comprehensive article that presents "a classification
scheme for cooperative learning techniques. Thh; scheme can he

with nineteen specific steps of implementation. Also provides

guidelines and tips in regard to how principals can most
sucressfully promote and support cooperative learning in their
schools. Concludes with descriptions of two district-wide

utilized by consulting psychologists when collaborating with

teachers to select cooperative learning techniques that are

compatible with their styles of teaching and specific instructional
objectives. " Included in the article are detailed descriptions of each
category within the classification scheme: type of subject matter,
nature of student interdependence, interaction among cooperative
groups, method of grouping students, basis for evaluation and

cooperative learning programs.

Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1987). Implementing Cooperative
Learning: The Teachers' Role." In Structuring Coopenstite Learning.
lesson Plans for Teachers 1987, edited by R. T. Johnson, D. W.

reward, and practical requirements for implementation. Nine

Johnson, and E. J. Holubec, Edina, Minn.: Interaction Book

cooperative learning strategies (jigsaw, Group Investigation, STAD,

Company.

TGT, Jigsaw 11, Co-op Co-op, Circles of Learning (Learning
Together). Small Group Mathematics, and TAD are discussed and

Explains five sets of strategies included in the teacher's role

when implementing cooperative learning: I. clearly specifying
objectives for the lesson; 2. making decisions about placing

classified according to the classification scheme. Concludes with
general guidelines for implementing cooperative learning. This is an
article that anyone interested in cooperative learning should read.

students in groups before teaching the lesson; 3. clearly explaining

the task, goal structure, and learning activity to students; 4.

monitoring effectiveness of groups and intervening to provide task
assistance or to increase students' interpersonal and gimp skills;

Edwards. C., and J. Stout. (December 1989-January 1990). "Cooperative
Learning: The First Year." Educatiortal Leadership 47, 4: 38-41.
Two elementary teachers who use cooperative learning offer

and 5. evaluating students achievement and helping students
discuss success with elaboration. The strategies are broken down
into eighteen practical steps which elaborate upon and detail a

practical suggestions (e.g pacing the program, assigning groups,

determining group size. forming new groups, group responsibilities,
and deciding when to use cooperative learning) to other educators.

procedure for structuring cooperative learning,

Johnson. D. W., R. T. Johnson, and E. J. Holubec. (1987). "Getting
Started with Cooperative Groups." In Structuring Cooperative
Learning: Lesson Mans for Teachers 19r, edited by R. T. Johnson,
D. W. Johnson, and F. J. Holubec. Edina, Minn.: Interaction Book

Ellis, S. (1985). "Introducing Cooperative Learning Groups: A DistrictWide Effort." journal o f StaffDereloInnent 6: 52-59.
Ellis describes the efforts of the Greenwich, Connecticut,
public school system to train administraton; and teachers in the use
of cooperative learning tarategies. She des#ribes the components of

Company.

Discusses the stages teachers often go through as they learn

to implement cooperative teaming in their classrooms. Contains
practical suggestions and advice on assigning studmts to learning
groups and quick cooperation staners. Outlines the jigsaw method

the staff development program, the TC-C* cooperative learning
strategies that were taught. and the impact on the students and
teachers vis-a-vis the use of such strategies.

and lists a variety of roles which may be assigned to student

Ellis. S. (December 1989-January 1990). Introducing Cooperative
Learning." Educational leadership 47, 4: 34-37.

Discusses a successful teacher training program in

cooperative learning. Addressm lasues such as local support, disnict
support, expanded opportunities for training, indistrict expertise,
and tips on implementing cooperative learning.
Ferguson. P. (Winter 1989-1990). "Cooperative Team Learning: Theory
Into Practice for the Prospective Middle School Teacher." Action in
Teacher Education XI, 4: 24-28.
Discusses why and how cooperative learning is Weal for use

working in groups. Also includes a skills checklist for students, a
checkli.st for teachem' role in cooperative teaming, an observation
form, and two generic cooperative lesson plan forms. A section on
structuring academic controversies in the classroom wraps up the
article.

Johnson, R. T., and D. W. Johnson. (1985). "Student-Student Interaction:
Ignored hut Powerful."Journal of Teacher Education 34: 22-26
Reviews the research on three goal structures (cooperative,
competitive, and individualistic) and discusses the implications for

teacher education programs. Argues that "research indicates that

cooperation should he the dominant interaction pattern In the
classroom and researchers cite advantages of a predominantly

with middle level students, describes an effort to employ a
cooperative learning strategy (Jigsaw) as a vehicle for helping
prospective middle school teachers enrolled in a social studies
methods course translate theory into practice, and makes

recommendations for the broader implementation of cooperative
learning in middle school teacher education programs.

cooperative setting over a predominantly competitive or
individualistic setting."

Johnson, R. T., and D. W. Johnson. (1987). "Monitoring Groups

Glass. R. M., J. W. Putnam. (1988-1989). "Cooperative Learning in
Teacher Education: A Case Study." Action in Teacber Education 10:
47-52.

This case study describes several ways in which cooperative
learning can be used in teacher education courses as well as how

students view their own learning and performance during
cooperative learning activities. In doing so. it discusses the
following: Definitions of cooperative learning; why and how
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Effectively," In Structuring Cooperatite Learning. Lesson Plans for
Teachers 1987, edited by R. T. Johnson, 1). W. Johnson. and E. J.
Hohibec. Edina, Minn.: Interaction Book Company.

Explains the tasks related to monitoring students as they
work cooperatively. Providing task assistance, collecting data on
students' behavior in the groups, and intervening to teach specific

cooperative skills were identified as the three most important

monitoring tasks for teachers. Simple rules for intervening in groups
are suggested.
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AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Joyce, B., B. Showers, C. Rolheiser-Bennett. (1987). "Staff Development

and Student Learning: A 3ynthesis of Research on Models of

Teaching." Educational Leadership 45, 2: 11-23.

The authors assen that it is now possible lo design staff
development programs amund teaching approaches with potential

for increasing student learning.' The section on social models
discusses cooperative learning at some length (pp. 14-17). The
authors state that 'Cooperative learning approaches, representing

social models of teaching, yield effect sizes from modest to high.
The more complex the outcomeshigher order thinking, problem
solving, social skills and attitudesthe greater are the effects.Kagan, S. (1990), Cooperative Learning Workshops for Teachers. San
Juan Capistrano, Calif.: Resources for Teachers.

For teachers who want to put together workshops on

cooperative learning. Over 100 pages of background material and
suggestions.

Lyman, L and KC. Foyle, (1990). Cooperatiew Grouping for hitensaim
Laarning: Students, ready's, and Administrators. Washington D.C.:
National Education Association.
This volume in the NEA School Restructuring Series presents
a plan for extending cooperative learning throughout a school, from
raudents to administrators. Includes specific strategies and plans for
implementation with teseful examples and activities.
Prescott, S. (Winter 1989-1990). "Teachers Perceptions of Factors that
Affect Succemful Implementation of Cooperative Learning." Action in
Teacber Ed:(cation XI, 4: 30-34-

A thought-provoking ankle that examines comments from
30 elementary and twenty-one secondary teachers in regard to

factors that contribute to and interfere with successful

implementation of cooperative learning. Among the factors

discussed are the following: reward systems, composition of team
members, teaching/management skills, activity design, readiness
phase, student evaluation, and student characteristics
Pusch,
J. McCabe, and W. Pusch. (1985). 'From Awareness to
Personalized On-Site Coaching." The Journal of StaffDetelopmera 6.
88-92.

Discusses the role and importance of peer coaching in
cooperatively structured settings. Outlines one six-month staff
development program implemented for the purpose of helping
teachers "to acquire the basic theoretical background of the

cooperative-learning method of teaching, of being able to

demonstrate the cooperative-learning teaching strategies in the
classroom, and of viewing peer coaching "as a valuable process for
assisting transfer of a new teaching model into the classroom."
Repons that the ohiectives were satisfactorily met mainly because of
the peer coaching element.

Sapon-Shevin, M., and N. Schniedewind (December )989-January
1990). "Selling Cooperative Learning Without Selling it Short:"
Educational Leaders/4 47, 4: 63-65.

Urges teachers to be more reflective vis-a-vis their u. of
cooperative learning and to consider such iasues as Reflecting on
content, making content and process compatible, coordinating the
approach with other classnxim values, giving teachers and students
a voice, eliminating competition, and promoting cooperative
learning appropriately.

Sharan, Y., and S. Sharan. (November 1987). 'Training Teachers For
Cooperative learning." Educational Leadership 45, 3: 20-25.

Focuses on how creating a cooperative learning
situation/classroom for themselves in a workshop setting is valuable
preparation for teachers who wish to foster norms of helping and
sharing among their students. At the outset the Sha-ans, professors
in Israel and noted researchers/proponents of cooperative learning,

discuss the -experiential learning model" and then cogently
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delineate how to design and implement a cooperative learning
experiential workahop.

Thew, D. (1980). -Teacher Education for Cooperative Learning." In
Coopernhon in Education, edited by S. Sham, P. Hare, C. D. Webb,
and tt. Hertz-Lazarowitz.
Press,

Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University

Describes 3 pLan for assiating elementary preservice teachers
to acquire the skills to promote interaaudent cooperative learning

Tyrrell, R. (January 1990). -What Teachers Say About Cooperative
Learning." Midatk SchooLlounsal 21, 3: 16-19,

Argues that cooperative learning is an ideal strategy that
builds on the learning styles of early adokscems and one that lends

itself to a climate that Ls more conducive to the needs of such
students. Also discusses how and why the training of teachers in

cooperative learning was implemented in the Program of Studies for
Teachers of Emerging Adolescents at Cleveland State University as
well as the outcomes that ensued.

E. Academic Achievement
Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1987). "The High Achieving

Student in Cooperative Learning Groups." In Structuring Cixpenaite
Learning: lesson Mango( Teachers l987, edited by R. T. Johnson,
D. W. Johnson, and E. J. Holubec. Edina, Minn.: Interaction Book
Company.

Gives several practical suggestions for encouraging high
ability students to work cooperatively in groups. Cites research
showing improved grades, higher-level reasoning strategies. higher
ciratMty, development of friendships and social skills.

Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1989). Cooperation and
Competition Theory and Research Hillsdale. N.J.: Lawrence
Edhaum.

A comprehensive review of cooperative learning studies.
Three hundred and fifty-two studies have been mem-analyzed and
the results reduced to a single analysis. When all studies were

included in the analysis, the average student in a cooperative
situation performed at about 2/ 3 a standard deviation above
average students in a competitive learning situation and 3/4 a
standard deviation above average students in an individualistic

situation. When the results of "pore" cooperative learning strategies
were co:Neared with "mixed" strategies (i.e. original Jigsaw, TeamsGames-Tournaments, Team-Assasted Imaruction, and Student-Teams
Achievement Divisions), "pure" operationalizations consistently
produced significantly higher achievement. Results of the metaanalysis are reported and discuased tor a number of other areas,

including motivation. emotional involvement in learning,

achievement and productivity, social skills, attitudes, and critical
thinking competencies. Dascusses limitations of many of the studies.

Johnson, D. W R T. Johnson, and S. Yager. (1985). "Oral Discussion.
Group-to-Individual Transfer, and Achievement in Cooperative
Learning Grouns." Journal ((Educational Nycbokv, 77. 604,0
In du first study noted, students were placed in one of three
groura: conventional classroom, cooperative learning (CL) groups,
and CL groups with 5 minutes of -group processing" at the end of
each lesson. Scores on a retention test given three weeks after the
unit were as follows (pretest average: 50 percent): conventional
class scored 65 percent, CL groups scored 75 percent, and CL
groups with group processing scored 87 perrem. In addition, the

gap between scores of students of different "ability" levels
decreased.
In a second study, discussion was "structured" with students
assuming a role of "learning leader" or active questioner. Retention
scores for conventional , CL, and structured discussion CL grouos
were 49 percent, 70 percent, and 95 percent respectively.
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AN ANNOTATED

. D. F. Dansereau, T. R. Rocklin, B. Fletcher. V. I.
Lambiotte, J.
Hythecker, C. 0. 'Arson, and A. M. O'Donnell. (1987). 'Cooperative

1

make cooperative learning work, and the type of support system
teachers need in order to successfully implement this strategy.

Learning and Test Taking: Transfer of Skills." Contemporary
Bregman, G. (October 1989). "Cooperative Learning: A New Strategy

Educational Psycho/4w 12: 52-61.

DiSCUSSeS a study designed to test effects of cooperative
learning upon studying and test taking. Four treatnwnts were used:

Cooperative

learning/cooperative

testing,

cooperative

for the Art Room." School ArtS 32-33.

Discusses how art teachers can combine a traditional

learning/individual teming, individual Warning/cooperative teming,

ceramics protect with cooperative learning to bring about a more
powerful learning experience. Briefly describes components of

and individual learning/individual testing. Results indicate that
cooperative learning positively affects recall performance and

cooperative learning, and explains how to set up the

ceramics/cooperative learning protect and how to evaluate the

accuracy.

learning exercise.

Slavin, R. F. (October 19813). "Cooperative Learning and Student
Achievement." Educalkmal Leaders,* 46, 2: 31-33.
A highly significant article. Slavin notes that over the years

Brubacher, M., R. Payne, and K_ Pickett, eds. (1990). PerVectites on
Small Group Learning. Oakville, Ontario; Rubicon Publishing Co.

Includes the following chapters on cooperative learning:

numerous and impressive claims have been made about the

Shlomo Sharan's "The Group Invesalgatkm Approach to Cooperative

effectiveness of cooperative learning. While many of these are true.
the research shows that to produce achievement gains, cooperative

Learning; Theoretical Foundations"; David and Roger Johnson's

learning methods must include both group goals and individual

-What is Cooperative Learningr; David and Roger Johnson's
"Cooperative Classrooms"; Yael Sharan's "Group Investigation:

accountability. Fie also provides a succinct, but informative

Expanding Cooperative Learning"; Laurel Robenson's "Cooperative

discussion about the achievements gained when using various

Learning Ala CLIP"; Spencer Kagan's ^Cooperative Learning for
Students Limited in Language Proficiency"; and boane Coucian's
-Cooperative Learning and Second Language Teaching." Many of
the other ankles (e.g., 11w Role of the Teacher in Small Group

cooperative learning methods.
Slavin, R. F.. (1990). Ability Grouping and Student Achievement in
Secondary Schools: A Bat-Eildence Synthesis Baltimore, Md.: johns
Hopkins University. Center for Research on Elementary and Middle
Schools.

Slavin, R. E. (Fall 1990) "Achievement Effects of Ability Grouping in

Secondary Schools: A Best-Evidence Synthesis." Review of
Mucational Researrb 60. 3: 471-499.

Under a section entitled "Alternatives to Ability Grouping(pp. 492-493), Slavin discusses various types of cooperative learning

methods (e.g.. he cites Cooperative Integrated Reading and
Composition or ORC and Team Assisted Indivie ialiration or TAI as

partkularly effective for use in middle schools) that have been
found to be effective alternatives to ability grouping.

Learning," *A Climate for Small Group Learning," anu -Using Group
Proem to Transform the Educational Experience") should also he
of interest to educators working with colperative learning.
Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development (1989). Thawing PointsPnparing Youth .1iir the 21s Century New York: Carnegie Council
on Adolescent Development.

A malor report on the educational needs of young
adolescents and a clarion call vis-a-vis the need for special
organization of schools and progrants for this age (10-14 year olds)

child. Among the many recommendations posited herein is the
need "to focus once again on the goal that ranking sought to
achieve in the firm place: effectively teaching students of diverse
ability and differing rates of learning.' (p. 50). Onr such method.
the authors report for reaching such a goal is cooperative learning.
On page 51. a section entitled "Mathematics Students Cooperate to
Accelerate" includes a discussion of Team-Accelerated Ingruction

F. Cooperation and Cooperative
Learning: General Information

(TAD.

Cohen. E. G. (1986). Designing Group-Work. Strategier for the

Augustine, D. K., K. D. Gruber. and L. R. Hanson. (December 1989January 1990). -Cooperation Work.s!" Educational Leadership 47, 4:
A testimonial to the effects of cooperative learning by three

teachers (grades (. 3, 4. respectively) Discusses effects on
achievement, use with gifted students, and dramatic changes they

have witnessed regarding perspectives on both teaching and
learning.

Heterogeneous Classroom. New York: Teachers Conejo! Press.
(Foreword by John I. Goodbd )

Discusses and illustrates how students can more actively
contribute, share, and learn when group-work is integrated into the
classroom. Acknowledges the problems and successes of group-

work and provides numerous useful suggestions for remedying
such problems. Intended for use by elementary and secondary
school teaehers, this volume combines easy to understand theory
and teaching suggestions. Individual chapters addres.s the following:

Brandt, R. iNovember 19)47). -Is Cooperation Un-American?"
Educalionai leadership 45, 3: 3.

Discusses the current popularity of a)operative learning in

why it's worthwhile to use groups, the problems one faces when

using groups, planning strategies, etc. Chapter 4 is entitled
-Preparing Students for Cooperation," and focuses on training for
cooperation, and cooperation and prosocial behavior.

classrooms across the U.S., cites research by Johnson and Johnson,

Slavin, and Joyce in regard to the benefits of using cooperative
learning, and conclude that while Americans -have always prized
indivkluahty" we also need teamwork.
Brandi. R. (November 1987). -On Cooperation in Schools: A Conservation
with David and &Net Johnson." Educational leildership 45. 3: 14-19.

An informative interview with two of the main researchers
and proponents of cooperative learning. The following issues are
discuaced: how widespread cooperative learning is at the classroom

Cohen, E. G. (October 1990). -Continuing to Cooperate: Prerequisites
for Persistence.' Phi Della Kappan 72. 2: 134-138.
An engaging article by a proponent of cooperative learning

who initially states: "1 greatly fear thatunless developers,
disseminators, and practitioners realize that establishing a
cooperative learning program requites more than attending a few
workshops and attempting to assist one another in developing

materials and managing classrcxnnswe will quickly see both

outcomes that result when cooperative learning is used corrmly,

teachers and gudents burn out on these new techniques' (p. 135).
She then cogently examines the following issues: `The Nerd for
New Materials," -Treatment of Status Problems" (e.g.. "the problem

the five elements (positive interdependence, face-to-face interaction,
individual accountability, group process. and social skills) it takes to

Organization of Teaching."

level, the empirical support for cooperative learning. various
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of unequal participation in groups"). and "Changes in the
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AN ANNOTATED BIBUOGRAPHY

Deutsch, M. (1949). "A Theory of Co-rnwration and Competition
Human Relations 2: 129-152.
A landmark article on the subiect of cooperation. "The
purpose of this anide Is to sketch out a theory of the effect of co-

Johnson. D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1985). "The Internal Dynamics of

Cooperative Learning Groups." In Learning to Cooperate.
Cooperating to Lean, edited by R. Slavin, S. Sharan, S. Kagan, R.
Hertz-Lazarowitz, C. Webb, and R. Schmuck. New York: Plenum

operation and competition upon small (face-to-face) group

Press.

functioning." Deutsch addresses the following issues and concepts;
definitions of "co-operation" and "competition," basic concepts in
the theory of co-operation and competition, implications resulting

In their discussion of "the internal processes within
cooperative learning groups that mediate or moderate the
relationship between cooperation and productivity as well as

from a study of the basic concepts, psychological implications
inherent in various types of social situations, hypotheses that test

interpersonal attraction among students," the Johnson.; address the

the effects of co-operation and competition upon group processes,
and relationships of group concepts. He also states 34 hypotheses

designed to test the effects of co-operation upon self-esteem,
substitutability, cathexis, individuality, helpfulness, organization
motivation, communication, group productivity, and interpersonal
behavior.

Deutsch, M. (1962). 'Cooperation and Trust: Some Theoretical Notes.'
In Nebraska Symposium on Motivation, edited by M. R. Jones.

Theory of social interdependence, their research efforts and
procedures, social interdependence and achievement, social
interdependence and relationships among students, and various
variables that illustrate internal dynamics of cooperative learning
groups (e.g., type of task, quality of learning strategy, csinnoveray
versus concurrence seeking, time on task, cognitive processing,
peer support, active mutual involvement in learning, ability levels of
groum members, psychological support and acceptance, attitudes
toward subject areas, and fairness of grading).

Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1987). Learning Together and

Nebraska: University of Nebraska Piess.

An important document on cooperation, the paper is

Alone: Cooperative, Competitive, and Individualistic Learning

divided into three sections: 1. the psychological consequences of

Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall

cooperation and competition; 2. the conditions necessary to
establbh cooperative situations; and 3. the relationships between

Discusses methods for systematically using cooperative,
competitive, and individualistic learning in the clammom. Chapter

trust and cooperation. A key finding is that "a cooperative

one compares the use of the three types of instruction with 2n

orientation primarily leads the individual to make a cooperative
choice and results in mutual gain, while a competitive orientation
primarily leads the individual to make a non-cooperative choice
and results in mutual loss." The article is necessary reading for

emphasis on developing interdependence among students. Chapter

anyone interested in the concepts of cooperation and competition.
Graves, N. B., and T. D. Graves, eds. (1987). Cooperative learningA
Resource Guide (Available from the International Association fin the
Study of Cooperation in Education, 136 Liberty Street, Santa Cruz.
CA 95060 )

This bibliography is comprised of 120 titles and references
on various aspects of cooperative learning. The minor sections of
the bibliography are: Specific Cooperative Learning Strategies,
Creating a Cooperative Classroom Climate, Cooperative Outdoor

Education, Cooperative Learning and Science Education,
Cooperative Learning and Mathematics, Cooperative Learning and
Computers, Cooperative Learning and Social Studies, Cooperative
Learning and Language Arts, and Second Language Learning.

two discusses the importance of peer relationships, student
interaction patterns, and instructional outcomes of cooperative.
competitive, and individualistic learning. Chapters three, four, and
five explain the structuring of each of the three types of learning.
Additional chapters discuss 'student acquisition of collaborative
skills," how to create positive interdependence, and explain group
processing. Chapter nine is devoted exclusively to teacher concerns

such as classroom management, high and low achievers, and
cooperation among teachers. An epilogue stresses the importance
of oxiperative learning to the future of education.

Johnson. D. W.. and R. T. Johnson. (1989). Leading the Oxiperative
School Edina, Minn.: Interaction Book Company.
Focuses on using cooperative learning Irategies to enable
teachers and administrators to work together to ac:hieve shared
goals. "What is gtxxl for students, is even better for faculty." While

recognizing that most teachers work independently or even
competitively and are often reluctant to interrupt the sutus quo. the

Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1984). Cooperation in the
Classroom Edina, Minn.: Interaction Book Company

The manual used by the Johnsons in their cooperative
learning workshops. Contains practical suggestions for teaching

collaborative skills to students. The seven chapters: "What Is
Cooperative Learning," "The Teacher's Role in Cooperation,"
"Research Evidence on Cooperative Learning," "Creating Positive

Interdependence," "Teaching Students Collaborative Skills,"
"Processing for Effective Cooperative Learning Groups," 'Building a

Climate for Acceptance of Differences," provide an excellent
overview in the use of cooperative learning methods. Practical
suggestions and clear explanations of activities will allow teachers

to immediately implement introductory cooperative learning
activities into their dames.

Adaptive Education." In Adapting Instruction to Individual
Berkeley.

At the outset of the chapter the Johnsons defilx adaptive
instruction and discuss how cooperative learning is an excellent
adaptive learning strategy. Under the discussion of cooperative

learning they discuss the following; critical components at
cooperative learning, achievement paradox, social interdependency
and achievement, internal dynamics of cooperative learning groups,
other achievement-related outcomes, structuring adaptiveness into
cooperative learning groups, and socialization paradox.
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systematic change of attitudes toward and adoption of cooperative
working environments in the schools. A research-based rationale

supporting cooperating learning is included along with practical
strategies for structuring cooperative faculty team.s The book is a
valuable aid tar administrators interested in restructuring their

schools to a cooperative learning and teaching format. The
Johnsons have included an excellent summary of their recent meta-

analysis of the research on cooperative. competitive, and
individualistic research.

Kohn. A. (1987) "It's Hard to Get Left Out 01 A Pair: Paychologr 7aday
21. 5;-57

An interesting and infomutive profile ot David and Roger
Johnson, two of the leading researchers, teacher trainers, and

Johnson, D. W., and R. T. Johnson. (1985). 'Cooperative Learning and
Differences. edited by M C. Wang and H. J. Walberg
Calif.: McCutchan Publishing Corporation.

Johnsons have written a book encouraging and outlining a

advocates of cooperative learning. They discuss why they are such
keen advocates of cooperative learning, explain what cooperative
learning is. and talk about their research on cooperative learning,
and the practical aspects of that research.
Miel, A. (1952). Cooperative Prticedurrs in learning New York. Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College. Columbia University

An early and significant volume on the value and place of
cooperation in the classroom as well as a discussion of procedures
teachers can use to implement cooperation in the class. It reports

the findings of clussroom teachers and other school people who

worked with the staff of the Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute of
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Sharan, S., P. Hare, C. D. Webb. and R. Hertz-Lazarowitz., ecki. (1980).
Cooperation in Ediscall0N. Provo, Utah: Brigham Young Univeraity

School of Experimentation (at Teachers College, Columbia
University) ht an effort to learn more about cooperative procedures

Press.

in schools.

Based on the proceedings of the first International
Conference on Cooperation in Education, this highly informative

Pepitone, E. A., ed. (1980). anidren In Cooperation and Competition
Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books.
Pan I. which was written by Pepitone, covers the following:
Major Trends in Research on Competition and Cooperation, 18971980; theoretical orientation on competition and cooperation; and

volume is comprised of 25 essays on various aspects of cooperative

learning. Section 1 ("Life in Schools and "Classrooms") includes
essays of small group methods, school programs, and research.
Section 2 is entitled "Professional Training," and Section 3 is entitled

"School-Community Relations." Includes pieces by such noted

the research methodology used in a majority of the studies
presented in Pan 11. Patt II Ls comprised of a series of research

cooperative learning specialists as Elliot Aronson, Spencer Kagan,

Shlomo Sharan, and Robert E. Slavin. Pe.tinem essays in this

reports on competitive, cooperative, and collaborative interactions
among students. Concludes with a lengthy list of useful references

volume are separately annotated in this bibliography.

(pp. 413-439).

Sharan, S., and Y. Sharan. (1976). Small-(roup Teaching. Fnglewood
Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice Hall.

POifief, G. A. (1970). StUderaS as Partners in Team Lea171018 Through
Diagnostk and Individualized Teaching. Berkeley, Calif.: Center of

A comprehensive overview of small-group teaching.
Includes chapters on a rationale for using small groups and
describes how small groups work, types of small groups, and

Team Teaching.

Poirier's team learning approach was a predecessor of the
cooperative learning strategies later developed by Slavin, et al.

organizing small-group learning.

Various chapters describe the team learning concept, team learning
activities, and methods for rating, scoring, and rewarding.

Sharan, Y , and S. Sh,i*In. (December 1989-January 1990). "How
Effective is Group Investlieation?" Educational Leadership 47, 4: 18.
Discusses research findings on the group investigation
method vis-a-vis academic achievement, social interaction, and

Rath, J. (October 1987). "Enhancing Understanding Through
Debriefing." Educational leadersh0 45, 2: 2427.

teacher reaction to implementation of a new teaching strategy.

In this general overview on the value of debriefing, Rath

notes that 'the recent work in cognitive psychology and
Slavin, R. E. (1983). Coopetutive /turning. New York: Longman.

cooperative learning supports the claim that debriefing enhances
learning. Yeager, Johnson and Johnson (1985) assert that recent

An outstanding text that thoroughly integrates research

findings wi7h the author's analysis of cooperative learning.

meta-analysis demonstrate that intermittent summarizing or recalling

increase students' ability to remember what they learned."

Addresses the following: definition of key concepts. discussion of

"Cognitive rehearsal." th.e process that occurs whe^ students talk

various cooperative learning strategies, a review and analysis of the
literature regarding cooperative learning and its impact on tandem
achievement and intergroup Mations, a section on mainstreaming
academically handicapped wudents, and a presentation of evidence
of the effects of cooperative learning on non-cognitive outcomes

about what they have learned, is viewed as "one of the most
promising of the mediating variables examined to account for the
success of cooperative learning."

such as self-esteem and classroom behavior. One of the most
interesting and provocative conclusions is -that the effects of
are primarily motivational effects, not
cooperative learning

Schaps, E., D. Solomon. and M. Watson. (December 1985-January
1986). -A Program that Combines Character Development and
Academk Achievement." Educational leadersh,to 43, 4: 32-35.
Discusses the Child Deselopment Project of San Ramon,
California, which claims to produce intellectual gains while also

.

process effects; cooperative incentive structures explain the effects
of cooperative learning on achievement."

influencing students' prosocia1 behavior. The outpace of the project

is to "refine, increase, and coordinate five types of acsivities that
most teachers or parents already do to some degree." including
engaging children in cooperative activities and promoting social
understanding. Presents an overview of the program. discusses
research that has examined how the projects works, and discusses

Slavin, R. E. (October 1987). 'A Visit to a Cooperative School.Educational leadership 45, 2: 11,

the effects that the program has had. Also includes a sidebar

students to learn) would look like if such a program were

entitled "Cooperative Learning in Action' (p. 34) which presents a
scenario of children in a second grade class using cooperative

implemented.

Provides a scenario of what a -cooperative school" (one in
which cooperative learning is used in the 3 8's and across every
grade level, and where teachers are working cooperatively to help

learning.

Slavin, R. E. (October 1987). "Ceoperative Learning and the Cooperative

Salmi Educational Leadershp 45, 2. 7-13.
Slavin claims that with 'cooperative learning programs

Schmuck, R, and P. A. Schmuck (1983), Group Processing in tbe
Classmons. Dubuque, lowa: William C. Brown Company Publishers.

capable of being used all year in the 3 R's,

it

is now possible to

A guide for teachers who wish to implement a cooperative
claasnann curriculum. Topics include cohesion, communication.

design an elementary school program based upon a radical
principle: students, teachers, and administrators can work

and conflict.

cooperatively to make the school a better piace for working and
learning." Among the Lssues he discusses are: "What is cooperative

Schniedewind, N , and F.. Davidson. (1987) Cooperative Learning,
Cooperative Lim: A Sourcebook of Learning Achvities for Building a

Peaceful World. Dubuque, Iowa: William C Brown Company

learning and why does it workr: "Under what conditions is
cooperative learning effective?", "Comprehensive cooperative
learning models"; and "The cooperative school today

Publishers.

Slavin, R. E. (1988). "Research on Cooperative Learning Why Does it

Among the chapters in this volume are the following: "Why

Cooperative Learning and Living"; "The Nuts and Bolts of
Implementing Cooperative Learning"; -Joining Together at School";

and "Working Together for Worldwide Interdependence and
Peace." It also includes a section of resources (e.g., -Teaching
formats for Cooperative Learning,' "Evaluation Formats for
,?" and "Teacher
.?"), and a detailed bibliography.

Cooperative Leaming,"What Would You do if
and Students Say. .

.

.

Neusletter. The International Association for the Study of
axperation in Education 9, 3-4: 3.

Matter?"

Slavin's statements emphasize the imp"..-.ance of continuing

research into cooperative learning. His first reason for continuing
research Ls to ensure that cooperative learning achieve the status of
a practical, effective method so that it cannot simply go out of style
with the next 'hack-to-basics" movement. Secondly, Slavin wishes
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to establish a clear set of elements "essential" to cooperative
learning so that teachers may add their own modificatitms while
understanding what is essential, to use cooperative learning for
greatest effectiveness (for example, team scores are cited as an
essential part of Student Team Learning, and it is noted that many
cooperative strategies are equal in effectiveness to whole-class

"Factors that lead to failure," the usefulness of specific cooperative
teaming models, arid the issue as to how much training is needed
before one can be proficient in the use of a model.

methcaU). Finally, the ethical aspeca is noted.

Slavin, R. E. (1988). -The Coopc.rative Revolution in Education." The
School Administrator 45: 9-13.

Speaks about the popularity and pervasiveness of
cooperative learning in U.S. schools, describes cooperative learning.
and briefly discusses key research findings. Also talks about how it
is possible to design Si school based ''on the radical principle that

students, teachers, and administrators can work cooperatively to

IV. Research on Cooperation
Johnson, D. W. (1989). Cooperation and Competition: Theory and
Research. Edina, Minn: Interaction Book Company.

make the school a better place for learning in the classroom.
integration of special education and remedial services, peer

Over 500 studies were included in this meta-analysis.
Studies were analyzed and coded for: sample size, group size,

coaching, cooperative planning, building-level steering committee,
and cooperation with parents and community members."

teacher rotation, curriculum same, conditions checked, study's

Slavin, R. E., ed. (1989). School and aassmom Organization Hilidale,
NJ.: Lawrance Erlbaum Associates, Publishers.

Contains an entire chapter on cooperative learning (Slavin's

-Cooperative Learning and Student Achievement") and brief
discussions of Team Assisted Individualiration in two other chapters

(Slavin's "A Theory of School and Classroom Organization" and
Leinhardt's and Bickel's -Instruction's the Thing Wherein to Catch
the Mind that FalLs Behind").

length of study, subject area, control condition, random assignment,
methodological quality.
Sharan, S., ed. (1990). Cooperative Lear-now: Theory and Resrarch. New
York: Praeger.

Contains the following essays- George Knight and Elaine
Bohlmeyer's -Cooperative Learning and Achievement: Methods for

Assessing Causal Mechanisms"; David and Roger Johnson's
"Cooperative Learning and Achievement"; Noonan Miller and Hugh
Harrington's "A Situational Identity Perspective on Cultural Diversity

Slavin, R. E. (December 1989-January 1990). "Here to stay or Gone
Tomorrowr Mucatiomil tradership 47, 4: 3.

and Teamwork in the Classroom"; Rachel Hertz-Lazarowitz and
Hans Shachar's "Teachers' Verbal Behavior in Cooperative and
Whole-Claas instruction"; Gordon Wells, Gen Ling M. Chang and

A powerful and insightful article on the dangers of

Thinkers"; Reuven Lazamwitz and Gabby Karsenry's -Cooperative

widespread adoption of cooperatkm learning by large numbers of
teachers who only have -half-knowledge" about the strategies.

Slavin. R. E. (1990). Ciaiperiartve Learning. Theory. Research, and
Practice Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice Hall.

An outstanding handbook for elementary and secondary
school teachers, it includes up-to-date research findings, a host of
practical ideas (including step-by-step advice for impk-menting
various cooperative learning strategies), and rtaiourcea (including
sample worksheets, quizzes, and award certificates). One of the
most unique and valuable components of ttie volume are the

Ann Maher's "Creating Classroom Communities of Literate
Learning and Students' Academic Achievement, Process Skills,
Learning Environment, and Self-Esteem in Tenth-Grade Biology
Claaarooms"; Gunter Huber and Renate Eppler's 'Team Learning in
German ClaSSITXMLS: Processes and Ouwomes"; Shlomo Sharan and

Ada Shaulov's -Cooperative Learning, Motivation to Learn, and
Academic Achievement': Elizabeth Cohen, Rachel Lotan, and Lisa

Catanzarite's "Treating Status Problems in the Cooperative
Claasrooma Daniel Solomon et al.'s -Cooperative Learning as Pan

of a Comprehensive Classroom Designed to Promote Prosocial
Development"; Robert Slavin's -Comprehensive Cooperative

Learning Model: Embedding Cooperative Learning in the

section entitled "Teachers on Teaching," where practicing teachers

Curriculum and the School"; and Shlonio Sharan's -Cooperative

comment on their experiences concerning various aspects of

Learning: A Perspective on Research and Practk-e.-

cooperative learning. The seven chapters are: An Introduction to

Cooperative Learning, Cooperative Learning and Student

Achievement, Cooperative Learning and Outcomes Other Than
Achievement. STAD and TGT. TM and CIRC, Task Specialization
Methods, and Other Cooperative Learning Methods and Resources.
ALso includes a lengthy bibliography.

Slavin, R. E., N. L. Karweit, and N. A. Madden. (1989). Effective
Prvgrums fir Students al Risk Rogow Allyn and Bacon..

Three chapters (Chapter 2, Slavin et al.'s -Effective
Classroom Programs for Students at Risk"; Chapter 10 Larrivee's
"Effective Strategies for Academically Handicapped Students in the
Regular Classroom"; and Chapter 12, Slavin et al.'s "Effective
Programs for Students at Risk: Conclusion for Practice and Policy")
in this volume briefly discuss Cooperative Integrated Reading and
Composition (CIRC) and Team Assisted Individualization (TM). and
the role they have and can play in addressing the needs of students
at risk.

Strother, D

ft

(October 1990). -Cooperative Learning: Fad or

Foundation for Learning," Phi Delia Kappan 72, 2: 158-162.
A thought-provoking and outstanding article that all teachers

who use or plan to use cooperative learning need to read. Using
the insights of such luminaries as Deutsch, Slavin, Sharan, and
others, she addresses the following factors: -What makes it work,"
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Solomon, D., M. Watson, V. Banistich, E. Setups, P. Tuck, J. Solomon,

C. Cooper, and W. Ritchey (1985). "A Program to Promote
Interpersonal Consideration and Cooperation in Children." In
Learning to Cooperate, Cmperating to Learn, edited by R. Slavin, S.
Sharan, S. Kagan, R. Hertz-Lararowitz, C. Webb, and R. Schmuck.
New York: Plenum Press.

Describes a project whose purpose was to develop and
evaluate the effectiveness of a comprehensive school- and homebased program (Child Development Program) to enhance pm-social
tendencies in young children. Discuases the theoretical model used,

the program, evaluation of the program, significance of the
program, and future directions.
Totten, S., T. Sills, A. Digby, and P Russ, (1991).
Learning:
A Guide to Researrb New York: Garland Preas.
This volume contains 818 annotations vis-a-vis the following

subjects and topics on cooperative learning, various cooperative
learning strategies (Co-op Co-op, Group Investigation, Jigsaw,
Structured Controversy, Student Assisted Instruction (TM), Student
Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD), Teams Games Tournaments
(TGT)); specific strategies germane to specific subject areas (art,
computers, language arts, mathematics, science); classroom climate
and social needs of siudents: comparisons of learning conditions
(cooperative, competitive, and individualistic); cultural and ethnic
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composition. Tape 3 demonstrates the steps involved in teaching
students the social skills they need for effective small-group work.
Tape 4 illustrates three proven cooperative learning strategies:
Student Teams Achievement Divisions (STAD), Teams Games

differences; teacher education -nd staff developmern; academic
achievement; research on cooperation and cooperative learning;
book reviews; films and videos; newsletters and organizations.

Tournaments (TGT), and Jigsaw II. Tape 5 shows a teacher
modeling the cuoperative learning process in a full-length lesson.
A comprehensive Facilitator's Manual comes with the tape

set. Viewing time is over three hours. Priced at $980 (ASCD
members) and $1,180 (nonmembers). Individual tapes can be
purchased. The set may also be rented and an ovetview of the

VI. Film/Videos

program is available for previewing.

CIRC (Videotape) Available from Dissemination Office, Center for

Research on Elememary and Middle Schools, Johns Hopkins
University, 3403 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21228.

Describes the CIRC (Cooperative Imegrated Reading and
Composition Program) while showing it being implemented in a
classroom. The video is useful for providing awareness of CIRC to

VII. Games

staff members.

Cooperaiim learning (videotape). Available from Teaching Inc., P.O.
Box 788, Edmonds, WA 98020.

This video is includes many practical ideas. Several
elementary clasaroom clips highlight the following: the importance

of cooperative learning. the type of classroom routines 2nd the
necessary social skills that nerd to be taught. Includes a complete

DeVries, D. L, and K. J. Edwards. (1973). "Learning Games and Student
Teams: Their Effects on Classroom Pmcess." American lihicational
Resrairbfournal 10: 307-318,

The study examines the effects of using a learning game
(EQUATIONS). student teams, and the games-teama combinatkm on

the aaSSMOM (videotape). (1979). Interaction Book Company, 7208
Cornelia Drive, Edina, MN 55435.
Written and produced by Roger and INvid Johnson in 1979.

classroom process vatiables in seventh grade mathematics dames.
Results indicated that "using the game created greater student peer
tutoring, leo perceived difficulty, and greater satisfaction with the
class. Using student team) positively altered classrnom process by
creating greater student peer tutoring, and greater perceived mutual
concern and competitiveness in the classroom. The games-teams
combination resulted in greater peer tutoring than either games or
teams alone." This research was later used, in part, by researchers
to develop the cooperative learning sarategies known as Teams-

this film presents fifth and sixth grade students reenacting a

Games- Tournaments and Students-Teams Achievement Divisiom.

"structured cooperative controversy." The film is intended for use in
courses on conflict.

Edwards, K. J., D. L. DeVries, and J. P. Snyder. (1972). ''Games and

lesson with a master teacher demonstrating how to set up a
cooperative lmson for a writing assignment.-

Johnson, a W., R. T. Johnson. (writers and producers). Controtrisy in

Teams: A Winning Combination Sami/ation and GarniN 3. 247-269.

Johnson D. W. and R. T. Johnson. (writers and producers). Belonging
(19)41). Interaction Book Company, 7208 Cornelia Drive, Edina, MN

This film presents the experiences of a special education
student who is mainstreamed into a classroom via cooperative

Discusses the results of a study designed to test the effects
of the combined use of nonsimulation games and student teams
upon student achievement. Concludes that combining
nonsimulation games with cooperative team (ompetition had a
significant positive effect upon mathematical achievement when

learning.

compared to tradaionally taught classes.

55435.

Johnson, D. W. and R. T. Johnson. (wraers and producers). Circles of
Learning (videotape). (1983). Interaction Book Company. 7208
Cornelia Drive, Edina, MN 55435.

The primary focus of this film is on the teaching and
learning of social skills needed in cooperative learning settinics.

Slavin. R. F. R. T. Johnson, and D. W. Johnson. (program consukams).
Cmperative Learning (videotape). (1990). Alexandria, Va.:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
A five-tape set of video tapes designed to communicate to
staff. schtail board members, and parents how cooperative learning

VIII. Newsletters
Cooperation Unlimited Newsletter. (Available from Educational
Excellence. PO. Box 68, Portage, M1 490)41).

Issued six times a year, it includes information by experts.
practical tips by classroom teachers, liscs of resources, and sample

increases student achievement and enhances the development of
social skills. Step-by-step procedures are demonstrated for turning
eximing lessons into cooperative learning lessons.

Tape 1 explains the value of cooperative learning by
showing institutions and businesses where cooperation and

lesson plans.

Cooperative Learning The Akkgazine for Coiveration in Education

teamwork have become vital for success. Explains why teamwork

must be structured and planned. why individual accountability
increases in small-group work, why soda] skills must be taught, and

why cooperative learning improves students' abilities to become
better learners. Tape 2 shows teachers implementing cooperative
learning in the classroom. Demonstrates the basic elements of any
cooperative learning lesson and a five-step lesson planning process

which includes adaptation of existing lessons to cooperative
learning lessons and how to make decisions about group size and
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(Available from the International Association for the Study of
Cooperation in Education (1ASCE), 136 Liberty St.. sama Cruz. CA
95060).

A practitioner-oriented magAzine. Each issue features tips
by and for teachers on how to implement cooperative learning; a
feature cover story on an experienced cooperative learning teacher;
cooperative learning lesson plans in a variety of content areas; a

column by leaders in the field on major controversies within
cooperative learning; regular columns on staff development.
computer applications, and research; networking on cooperative
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learning programs around the world; reviews of new cooperative
learning resources; and thematic articles by leacsArrs in the field.

Our Link Cooperative Learning Newsletter. (Available from the

Cooperative learning Center, 202 Pattee Hall, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN 55455.
Dimted by David and Roger Johnson, it conducts research

into various aspects of cooperative learning, conducts inservice

Cooperative Learning Center, University of Minnesota, 202 Patee

program on cooperative learning, and publishes research fin:dings,

Hall, 150 Pillsbury Drive, Minneapolis, MN 55455).
Addresses all aspects of cooperative teaming. Often includes
short lesson plam, handy hints, and listings of resourves.

texts, and classroom =Mtgs.
International Association for the Study of Cooperation in Education
(IASCE), 136 Libeny St, Santa Cm, CA 95060.

IX. Organizations

Initiated in 1979, this organization's mission is 'to study all
aspects of educational cooperation, including teachers working
together to support and coach each other, and to develop and
share curriculum materials.' It sponsors international conferences
on cooperative learning, and publishes Cooperative Learning: The
Magazine for Cooperation in Education.

Center for Social Organization of Schools, The Johns Hopkins
University, Department L88, 3005 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD
21218.

Key research center headed up by Robert Slavin that keys in
on cooperative learning. Also publishes research findings, teachers'
guides, and classroom materials on cooperative learning.
Cooperation Unlimited, P O. Hos 68, Portage, MI 49081.
Provides van
.vorkshops on cooperative teaming (a 1/2

day awareness session un cooperative learning strategiek and a
4-day In-depth training workshop").

These abstracts are from cooperative learning- A Guide ta Re:leant, (1991,
Garland Publishing) by Samuel Totten. Toni Sills. Annette Digby. and Pamela
RUSS. Several abstracts have been revised for brevity. Selections for this ASCD
annotated bibliography were made by Samuel Totten and Toni Sills. Revisions to
the Garland abstracts were made by Toni Sills.
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